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Preface

The last four years have been an unique journey I am glad to have experienced.
This thesis represents the distillate of this challenging but fruitful time within the
working group of Prof. Dr. Armin Feldhoff. As a research associate, the majority of
my work was conducted at the Institute of Physical Chemistry and Electrochemistry
of the Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz University Hannover. In total, I have been involved
in eleven peer-reviewed publications and fourteen conference talks or posters of pres-
tigious chemical associations. Seven of these publications are presented within this
thesis and I am the first and corresponding author of five of them. In the following,
my contributions to the included publications are clarified.

Chapter 1 presents two reviews on the theoretical aspects of this thesis. The
first review ”High power factor vs high zT - A review of thermoelectric materials
for high-temperature application” is about comparing various thermoelectric material
classes and their applicability at high temperature. Work on this manuscript included
literature research, neat visualization of data and concise writing. These three major
tasks were carried out by me and M. Sc. Mario Wolf in close collaboration. The initial
concept was pitched by Prof. Dr. Armin Feldhoff and elaborated by all three authors.
The second review ”Two dimensional oxides: Recent progress in nanosheets” deals
with the synthesis of nanodimensional sheets and their advantages in applications.
Similar to the first review, literature research, visualization of data and comprehensive
writing was required for the manuscript. In this case, I was responsible for most of
the chapters, while Prof. Dr. Armin Feldhoff wrote some parts as well and helped with
the scope and revision of the manuscript.

Chapter 2 contains a total of five original research articles. The first article
”Anisotropic growth of La2NiO4+δ: Influential pre-treatment in molten-flux synthe-
sis” deals with the crystal growth of La2NiO4 in the form of microdimensional sheets,
which were later used for thermoelectric composites. The manuscript was mainly
based on the master thesis of M. Sc. Zhijun Zhao, which I supervised. I was re-
sponsible for the concept of the manuscript while M. Sc. Zhijun Zhao executed the
syntheses and some of the analyses. Transmission electron microscopy investigation
was accomplished by me and the electron probe micro-analysis by Dr. Chao Zhang.
In close collaboration with M. Sc. Zhijun Zhao, I developed the original draft of the
manuscript, which was revised by Prof. Dr. Armin Feldhoff.

The second article ”Ceramic composites based on Ca3Co4-xO9+δ and La2NiO4+δ

with enhanced properties”is a follow-up to the aforementioned article, focusing on ther-
moelectric composites. Idea and original draft were composed by myself. M. Sc. Zhi-
jun Zhao was responsible for synthesizing the base material La2NiO4 via molten flux.
Thermoelectric measurements were conducted by myself and M. Sc. Mario Wolf with
the exception of thermal conductivity. The latter was measured in cooperation with
Prof. Dr. Oliver Oeckler and M. Sc. Matthias Jakob of the Leipzig University. All
authors revised the manuscript carefully.
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The third research article ”Improved thermoelectric properties in ceramic compos-
ites based on Ca3Co4O9 and Na2Ca2Nb4O13” is conceptually similar to the second
one, but Na2Ca2Nb4O13 is used as an additive. Again, the idea and original draft
were composed by myself. In addition, all syntheses were performed by myself. The
analyses were conducted by myself with support of M. Sc. Mario Wolf, except for
the measurements of the thermal conductivity. The latter was again measured in col-
laboration with Prof. Dr. Oliver Oeckler and M. Sc. Matthias Jakob of the Leipzig
University. The concept of the manuscript was designed by myself in consultation with
M. Sc. Mario Wolf and Prof. Dr. Armin Feldhoff. All authors revised the manuscript
thoroughly.

The fourth research article ”Triple-phase ceramic 2D nanocomposite with enhanced
thermoelectric properties”succeeded in cooperation with Dr. Michael Bittner, who was
mainly responsible for the achieved results. I contributed experimentally by testing
several dopants in the sol-gel synthesis of Ca3Co4O9 to find the proper elemental
choices and appropriate amounts for the enhanced thermoelectric properties of the
heavily doped Ca3Co4O9-NaxCoO2-Bi2Ca2Co2O9 triple-phase composite. Addition-
ally, I helped at revising the manuscript.

The fifth research article ”Reaction sintering of Ca3Co4O9 with BiCuSeO
nanosheets for high-temperature thermoelectric composites” deals with the reactions
of BiCuSeO at high temperature and their effects on thermoelectricity. I was
responsible for the idea and original draft as well as the thermoelectric measurements
and electron microscopy. Syntheses were performed and developed by B. Sc. Desiree
Rieks and myself. M. Sc. Patrick A. Kißling measured the thermogravimetric analyses
under the management of Prof. Dr. Nadja C. Bigall and B. Sc. Lukas Steinbach
contributed by developing the used sintering process under my supervision. All
authors helped at revising the manuscript.

Finally, this thesis was only possible due to the support of several people. First
and foremost my deep gratitude goes to Prof. Dr. Armin Feldhoff for the opportu-
nity to perform my research within his working group. His expeditious and proficient
feedback, especially in topics related to electron microscopy and thermoelectrics, was
essential for the achieved results. Furthermore, I am thankful for the fruitful coopera-
tion with Prof. Dr. Oliver Oeckler and M. Sc. Matthias Jakob of the Leipzig University,
which enabled the completion of two manuscripts. In addition, I thank M. Sc. Mario
Wolf for various topic-related collaborations, which resulted in several research articles.
A special thanks goes to Frank Steinbach for the vital support regarding transmis-
sion electron microscopy and particularly the preparation of proper samples. Thanks
are due to my co-workers M. Sc. Felix Rieck genannt Best and Dr. Alexander Mund-
stock for a pleasant working atmosphere. Various students completed a master thesis
or research internship under my supervision. Hence, I thank Zhijun Zhao, Vincent
Viebranz, Lukas Steinbach and Desiree Rieks for their effort in research, which al-
ways yielded new insights and sometimes resulted in new publications. Additionally,
I thank Dr. Michael Bittner for his early advice on the measurement of thermoelec-
tric properties and his competent cooperation. Further thanks goes to Kerstin Janze
and Yvonne Gabbey for lab organization and office related topics. Finally, I would
like to express my whole-hearted gratitude to my wife Saskia Zailskas and my family
members for their constant support and encouragement, whether work-related or else.
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Abstract

The thermoelectric effect describes the conversion of heat into electrical energy
and it is the pivotal element for the utilization of waste heat via Energy Harvesting.
Especially high-temperature applications in industrially relevant areas such as basic
materials production or transportation hold enormous potential for unused energy.
Proper thermoelectric materials for these high-temperature applications are manda-
tory to ensure high conversion efficiency and high electrical power output. Oxides are
auspicious candidates for this task as they exhibit high thermal stability under air
and are less toxic than most alternatives. Therefore, it is expedient to investigate the
electrical performance and the energy conversion efficiency of these promising high-
temperature materials more intensively. The currently best performing oxide material
is Ca3Co4O9 (CCO), so improving its thermoelectric properties was the main research
focus of this thesis.

Novel composite materials based on CCO in combination with other oxides such
as La2NiO4 (LNO), Na2Ca2Nb4O13 (NCNO), NaxCoO2 (NCO) and Bi2Ca2Co2O9

(BCCO) as well as the oxyselenide BiCuSeO (BCSO) were synthesized and thoroughly
investigated regarding synergistic effects. Close attention was given to the microstruc-
ture and elemental composition, which were investigated by various methods such as
electron microscopy as well as electron or X-ray diffraction. Further analyses regarding
the thermoelectric performance were made by measuring the Seebeck coefficient, the
electrical conductivity and the thermal conductivity. All investigated materials exhibit
layered crystal structures and hence anisotropic transport properties. Preferred crys-
tal orientations within the composite ceramics were observed due to uniaxial pressing
during processing. In case of LNO or NCNO, the orientation was influenced by us-
ing large plate-like particles synthesized by molten-flux synthesis. Sintering resulted
in advantageous reactions between the mixing partners. Regarding LNO or NCNO,
heavily doped perovskite phases La(Co,Ni)O3 and Ca(Nb,Co)O3 were ascertained with
beneficial impact on the thermoelectric properties. Especially the power factor was
positively influenced, either by an enhanced electrical conductivity or by a higher See-
beck coefficient. Approaches in the nanodimension were realized by a triple-phase
ceramic including NCO and BCCO as two-dimensional nanostructures within a CCO
matrix or by using BCSO nanosheets as a mixing partner. In both cases, the electrical
conductivity and the Seebeck coefficient were increased simultaneously as a result
of doping and emerged phases. While the large particles could increase either the
average or even the maximum figure-of-merit compared to CCO, the nanodimensional
strategy led to a significantly enhanced power factor.

Keywords: Thermoelectricity; Energy Harvesting; Oxides; Composites.
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Zusammenfassung

Der thermoelektrische Effekt beschreibt die Umwandlung von Wärme in elektrische
Energie und ist das zentrale Element für die Ausnutzung von Verlustwärme durch
”Energy Harvesting”. Besonders Hochtemperatur-Anwendungen in industriell rele-
vanten Sektoren, wie der Herstellung von Basismaterialien oder des Transportwesens,
umfassen große Potentiale von ungenutzter Energie. Um eine hohe Effizienz beim
Umwandeln der Energieformen und eine hohe elektrische Leistungsabgabe zu erre-
ichen, sind für diese Hochtemperatur-Anwendungen geeignete thermoelektrische Ma-
terialien erforderlich. Oxide sind vielversprechende Kandidaten, da sie eine hohe Tem-
peraturstabilität und eine geringere Toxizität als die meisten Alternativen aufweisen.
Es ist daher zielführend, die elektrische Leistungsfähigkeit und die Effizienz der En-
ergieumwandlung dieser vielversprechenden Hochtemperatur-Materialien intensiver zu
untersuchen. Momentan stellt Ca3Co4O9 (CCO) das leistungsstärkste oxidische Mate-
rial dar, weshalb die Verbesserung seiner thermoelektrischen Eigenschaften den Haupt-
aspekt der vorliegenden Dissertation darstellt. Hierzu wurden neuartige Komposit-
materialien basierend auf CCO in Kombination mit anderen Oxiden wie La2NiO4

(LNO), Na2Ca2Nb4O13 (NCNO), NaxCoO2 (NCO) und Bi2Ca2Co2O9 (BCCO) oder
dem Oxyselenid BiCuSeO (BCSO) hergestellt und ausgiebig hinsichtlich synergis-
tischer Effekte untersucht. Ein besonderes Augenmerk lag auf der Mikrostruktur
und der elementaren Zusammensetzung, welche mittels zahlreicher Analysemethoden
wie etwa der Elektronenmikroskopie oder der Elektronen- und Röntgen-Beugung
untersucht wurden. Weitere Analysen bezüglich des thermoelektrischen Verhaltens
erfolgten durch Messung des Seebeck-Koeffizienten, der elektrischen sowie der ther-
mischen Leitfähigkeit. Alle untersuchten Materialien weisen geschichtete Kristall-
strukturen und damit anisotrope Transporteigenschaften auf. Durch das uniaxi-
ale Pressen während der Prozessierung konnten innerhalb der Komposit-Keramiken
bevorzugte Kristall-Orientierungen erzeugt werden. Im Falle von LNO und NCNO
wurde die Orientierung durch den Einsatz großer plättchenförmiger Partikel, welche
durch Schmelzfluss-Synthese gewonnen wurden, beeinflusst. Das Sintern resultierte in
vorteilhaften Reaktionen zwischen den jeweilig gemischten Komponenten. Unter Ein-
satz von LNO oder NCNO konnten die hochdotierten Perowskit-Phasen La(Co,Ni)O3

und Ca(Nb,Co)O3 mit vorteilhaften Auswirkungen für die thermoelektrischen Eigen-
schaften identifiziert werden. Insbesondere der Leistungsfaktor wurde positiv beein-
flusst, entweder durch eine erhöhte elektrische Leitfähigkeit oder durch einen größeren
Seebeck-Koeffizienten. Eine auf Nanodimensionalität beruhende Strategie wurde
durch eine dreiphasige Keramik mit NCO und BCCO als zweidimensionale Nanos-
trukturen innerhalb einer CCO Matrix oder durch den Einsatz von BCSO als Mis-
chungspartner realisiert. In beiden Fällen konnten mittels Dotierung und neu ent-
standener Phasen die elektrische Leitfähigkeit und der Seebeck Koeffizient simultan
erhöht werden. Während die großen Partikel den Durchschnittswert oder sogar den
Maximalwert der Gütezahl gegenüber CCO erhöhen konnten, führte der nanodimen-
sionale Ansatz zu einer signifikanten Erhöhung des Leistungsfaktors.

Schlüsselwörter: Thermoelektrizität; Energy Harvesting; Oxide; Komposite.
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Abbreviations

2D Two-dimensional

3D Three-dimensional

BCCO Bi2Ca2Co2O9

BCSO BiCuSeO

CCO Ca3Co4O9

CMO CaMnO3

CS Conventional sintering

CSP Cold sintering process

DOS Density of states

DSC Differential scanning calorimetry

EDXS Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy

HP Hot pressing

HRTEM High-resolution transmission electron microscopy

ITO In2O3:Sn - Indium tin oxide

ktoe Kilo tons of oil equivalent

LFA Light-flash analysis

LNO La2NiO4

NCNO Na2Ca2Nb4O13

NCO NaxCoO2

OC Open circuit

PF Power factor

SEM Scanning electron microscopy

SPS Spark plasma sintering

STEM Scanning transmission electron microscopy

STO SrTiO3
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TEG Thermoelectric generator

TEM Transmission electron microscopy

XRD X-ray diffraction
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1. Introduction

Energy supply and demand is a crucial issue given limited resources and the impact of
fossil energy supplies on the global climate. The trend of global energy consumption in
Fig. 1.1 further exacerbates the situation, showing that demand has increased steadily
over the last 50 years [1] with no decline in sight. In addition, electricity as an energy
form gained growing importance, since its share has increased from roughly 10% to
20% [1].
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Figure 1.1: Total worldwide energy consumption from 1971 to 2018 in kilo tons of oil equivalent
(ktoe). Demand of electricity is displayed separately from other energy sources. Data are extracted
from a report of the IEA from 2020 [1].

The usage of energy is always accompanied by some type of energy loss during
conversion, based on the second law of thermodynamics. Often this energy is released
as heat to the environment. For the conversion of thermal energy into mechanical
energy from a heat engine, the maximum efficiency is determined by the Carnot
efficiency and therefore the temperature difference between the hot and cold reservoir.
This Carnot efficiency in combination with unoptimized conversion processes result
in an energy loss of approximately 72% for primary resources after conversion [2]. A
promising route to utilize wasted energy is Energy Harvesting. The term comprises
multiple ways of increasing the total efficiency of a process by taking advantage of
mechanical energy (vibrations), electromagnetic energy (solar energy, magnetic fields)
or thermal energy (heat) [3]. These unused forms of energy can be partially trans-
formed into usable electricity. A requirement and advantage of Energy Harvesting
systems is long-term stability and their lack of moving parts, which makes them nearly
maintenance-free. This is especially useful when power supplies such as batteries can
not be replaced easily [4].
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Chapter 1. Introduction

The major share of wasted energy is heat, but the possibilities to use it are cou-
pled with factors like continuity, temperature and accessibility. The main part of
worldwide waste heat is released by exhausts and effluents as depicted in Fig. 1.2a,
followed by energy services such as lighting, heating or cooling [2]. The waste heat
of exhausts and effluents holds the greatest potential and accounts for the largest
share of the transportation sector. The Carnot efficiency limit further highlights
the aspect of temperature, because higher temperature yields higher potentials re-
garding efficiency. The different temperature values with regards to the social sectors
are given in Fig. 1.2b, where most of the global waste heat is at temperatures below
373 K, but the second largest portion is already above 573 K. This mid-to high tem-
perature region is especially pronounced for the transportation and industrial sector.
Therefore, the biggest potential of harvesting waste heat occurs in these sectors and
thermoelectricity gets especially relevant.

a) b) 

Figure 1.2: Waste heat in the year 2012 assigned to the relevant sectors. a) Shares of exhausts,
effluents, energy service and other sources on the wordwide waste heat and specific sectors. Sectors
are ordered by their share of exhausts and effluents. b) Waste heat assigned to the sectors and
temperature regions. Sectors are ordered by their share in the high-temperature region. Data are
extracted from [2].

Thermoelectric energy conversion utilizes the Seebeck effect, which describes the
thermal induction of an electrical current [5]. The inversed process is called Peltier
effect, where an electrical current is used to transport heat [6]. Despite the attractivity
of thermoelectricity with regards to using waste heat, practical applications in thermo-
electric generators (TEGs) are rather scarce until now. Mainly niches like space travel
already regularly use thermoelectrics in radioisotope generators to generate electricity
for inaccessible devices [7]. One reason for the limited applicability is the cost-benefit
ratio, which has so far not been in favor of thermoelectrics because of low electrical
power output, availability and efficiency of TEGs. Hence, further research is manda-
tory to improve the performance of the thermoelectric materials. Within this thesis,
oxide-based composite systems are investigated with respect to the improvement of
thermoelectric properties.
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1.1. Principals of Energy Harvesting by thermoelectricity

1.1 Principals of Energy Harvesting by thermoelectricity

1.1.1 Basic transport equation

To understand the concept of energy conversion driven by thermoelectricity, the basic
transport equation is indispensable (see Equation 1.1) [8–10]. As only its implications
for thermoelectricity in general are discussed within this work, the reader is referred
to more in-depth portrayals in publications from Feldhoff [10], Fuchs [11, 12] and
Goupil [13]. The transport equation describes the local coupling of the electrical flux
density ~jq and the entropy flux density ~jS , which results in the thermoelectric effect. On
the one hand, the electrical flux density is based on the transport of electrical charge
q and corresponds to the electrical potential ϕ. On the other hand, the entropy flux
density is based on the transport of entropy S and corresponds to the thermodynamic
potential expressed by the absolute temperature T. The coupling of both entities is
represented in Equation 1.1 [10].

(
~jq
~jS

)
=

(
σ σ · α

σ · α σ · α2 + ΛOC

)
·
(
−~∇ϕ
−~∇T

)
(1.1)

For a practical approach, the potential gradients within the thermoelectric material
can be approximated as potential differences along the length L, which changes the
algebraic sign from minus to plus. Furthermore, adding a cross-sectional area A of
the material allows the integration of the local flux densities to currents of electrical
charge Iq and entropy IS. As a result, the integrated form of the transport equation
follows (see Equation 1.2) [14].

(
Iq
IS

)
=
A

L

(
σ σ · α

σ · α σ · α2 + ΛOC

)
·
(

∆ϕ
∆T

)
(1.2)

Special attention should be paid to the thermoelectric material tensor, which in-
cludes σ as the isothermal electrical conductivity, α as the Seebeck coefficient and
ΛOC as the open-circuited entropy conductivity. All three parameters are fundamen-
tal for thermoelectrics and implicitly temperature-dependent. Historically, the term
heat conductivity λ is established, although entropy conductivity can be viewed as
a more fundamental term [14]. Within this thesis, the generic term thermal conduc-
tivity is used to comprise both, the heat conductivity and the entropy conductivity.
A dimensionless figure-of-merit can be derived from the material tensor, which gives
information about the energy conversion efficiency of a thermoelectric material. This
figure-of-merit in Equation 1.3 is commonly called zT [14, 15] or f [14, 16] and was
firstly introduced 1957 by Ioffe [15] .

f =
σ · α2

ΛOC

=
σ · α2

λOC

· T := zT (1.3)

As high energy conversion efficiencies are desired, the numerator of Equation 1.3
needs to be as high and the denumerator as low as possible. Considering the impor-
tance of this equation, the numerator can be further condensed as the so-called power
factor PF = σ · α2. All three basic parameters σ, α and ΛOC are decisive for the
power factor and the figure-of-merit, wherefore they are explained in more detail in
the following.

3



Chapter 1. Introduction

1.1.2 Fundamental thermoelectric parameters

The basic thermoelectric parameters are the isothermal electrical conductivity σ, the
Seebeck coefficient α and the open-circuited entropy conductivity ΛOC as introduced
in Chapter 1.1.1. In the following, their mathematical and experimental origins are
discussed in more detail.

Isothermal electrical conductivity

The electrical conductivity within solid state is based on the transport of electrical
charges, which can either be electrons or electron holes. First theories of the classi-
cal free electron gas model appeared around 1900 and were developed by P. Drude
[17–19]. Although the assumption that electrons in solid state follow the Maxwell-
Boltzmann distribution with respect to their velocity turned out to be inaccurate,
the model still provides valid relations for Ohm’s-law and describes electrical conduc-
tivity vividly [20]. A. Sommerfeld later expanded the model in terms of quantum
mechanics, which led to the Drude-Sommerfeld model [20]. In the classical kinetic
approach, the isothermal electrical conductivity follows Ohm’s-law and is directly
proportional to the electrical flux density ~jq in a constant electrical field ~E [20, 21].
P. Drude assumed the charge carriers with the elemental charge e to be accelerated
by the electrical field and slowed down by collisions with the atom cores. Nowadays
it is evident, that in a perfect crystal at 0 K theoretically no collisions occur [20]. In
a real crystal collisions are possible with phonons, defects, impurities or at the crystal
surface [20]. The Drude-Sommerfeld-model corrects this assumption by comply-
ing with Pauli’s exclusion principle and the Schrödinger equation, wherefore only
charge carriers within the energy range kBT around the Fermi energy participate at
scattering processes. In the ground state at 0 K, the Fermi energy is the highest
energy a particle can possess. The influence of the electrical field on the velocity of
the charge carriers is given by the drift velocity ~v. Further assuming a defined charge
carrier concentration n, leads to the Equation 1.4 in a steady state [20,21]. Note that
for both, positively charged electron holes and negatively charged electrons, the abso-
lute elemental charge is used [22]. In addition, the transport equation (Equation 1.1)
gives the same relation for the special case of isothermal conditions [10].

~jq = σ ~E = |e|n~v = −σ~∇ϕ (1.4)

The charge carrier mobility µ is introduced in Equation 1.5 and gives the drift ve-
locity ~v per electrical field strength. It includes the mean time between two scattering
processes of the charge carriers τ and the charge carrier mass m [20].

µ =
|e|τ
m

(1.5)

Therefore, the electrical conductivity is dependent on the charge carrier concen-
tration and the charge carrier mobility [20].

σ =
ne2τ

m
= |e|nµ (1.6)

The temperature dependency of the electrical conductivity is given by the charge
carrier mobility or more precisely by the time dependence of scattering processes.
With increasing temperature, the mobility is usually less influenced by scattering

4



1.1. Principals of Energy Harvesting by thermoelectricity

processes of the charge carriers with defects or impurities as scattering with phonons
becomes more relevant [20]. Practically, the electrical conductivity can be determined
by measuring the voltage ∆ϕ and the electrical current Iq across the sample [23].
Additonally, the geometry of the sample has to be considered as in Equation 1.7. To
neglect internal resistances of the measurement device and contact resistances with the
sample, a four-probe method can be used. The resulting unit with relevant dimensions
for thermoelectrics is S cm-1.

σ =
Iq

∆ϕ
· L
A

(1.7)

Seebeck coefficient

The Seebeck coefficient α, sometimes referred to as thermopower, is defined as the
entropy flow of a particle S∗ per unit charge q as in Equation 1.8 [10]. Since it can
be positive or negative, it describes both the magnitude and direction of the entropy
flow [10].

α =
S∗

q
(1.8)

Under isothermal conditions, the Seebeck coefficient correlates with the entropy
flux density jS transported in presence of an electrical current [10]. Practically rele-
vant are situations where a temperature gradient within the material occurs, resulting
in a hot and cold side. Under electrical open-circuited conditions, the charge carriers
at the cold side can accumulate and lead to a gradient of the electrical potential.
Important physical values influencing the Seebeck coefficient are the charge carrier
concentration, the electronic density of states (DOS) and the effective mass m∗. Ac-
cording to Equation 1.9, which is valid for degenerate semiconductors with parabolic
band dispersion, the Seebeck coefficient is proportional to the effective mass and
antiproportional to the carrier concentration [24].

αdeg =
8π2kB

2

3eh2
m∗T

( π
3n

)2/3
(1.9)

Further constants appearing in the equation are the Boltzmann constant kB and
the Planck constant h. For non-degenerate semiconductors, the Seebeck coeffi-
cient can be calculated based on Boltzmann statistics [25]. Under the simplifying
assumption of same DOS, charge carrier mobility and transport coefficient A for both
types of charge carriers, the Equation 1.10 follows for n-type (”−”) and p-type (”+”)
materials [25,26].

αnon-deg = ±kB
e

(
ln

(
N

n

)
+ A

)
(1.10)

The variableN represents either the DOS at the conduction band (n-type) or at the
valence band (p-type) and includes the effective mass. Hence, a similar trend regarding
the effective mass and the carrier concentration follows with αnon-deg ∝ ±ln(m∗3/2n−1)
[25]. If a semiconductor is classified as degenerate or non-degenerate depends on the
electronic band structure and the carrier concentration. High carrier concentrations
and an overlap of valence band and conduction band, as in heavily doped semiconduc-
tors, lead to a degenerate system, although the boundaries are fluent. A degenerate
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semiconductor is characterized by exhibiting characteristics of metals, such as the
decrease of electrical conductivity with temperature.

Experimentally, the Seebeck coefficient can be measured as the fraction of volt-
age ∆ϕ and temperature drop ∆T along the thermoelectric material, as long as the
electrical flux is suppressed [10, 21]. Hence, the unit of the coefficient is V K-1 and
the measured dimensions usually µV K-1. Despite the sample length not appearing
directly in Equation 1.11, it is relevant for the measured temperature difference and
voltage.

α = −∆ϕ

∆T
(1.11)

The Seebeck coefficient can either be positive for p-type or negative for n-type
materials. This is based on the majority of the charge carriers, which can be domi-
nated by electrons (n-type) or electron holes (p-type). Furthermore, the charge carrier
concentration is antiproportional to the Seebeck coefficient in contrast to the elec-
trical conductivity [22]. This exemplifies the major problem in tuning thermoelectric
parameters, as they usually interact with each other. Approaches to addressing this
problem are discussed in Chapters 1.1.3 and 1.1.4.

Entropy conductivity

Entropy conductivity in terms of thermal conductivity was introduced with the ma-
terial tensor in Equation 1.1. For the special case of open-circuited conditions, the
electrical flux density becomes zero and Fourier’s law is obeyed, wherefore the en-
tropy flux density jS is defined by the entropy conductivity and the thermal gradient
as in Equation 1.12 [10, 27]. Hence, the entropy conductivity functions as a propor-
tionality constant under these circumstances.

~jS = −Λ
OC
~∇T (1.12)

The concept of entropy conductivity as a fundamental parameter is relatively new
in modern thermolectrics and traditionally the heat conductivity λ is still often used.
Both quantities are linked by the absolute temperature via Equation 1.13 [10,11,27].
Naturally, this means an antiproportional temperature dependency of the entropy
conductivity as long as the heat conductivity does not increase in equal terms. One
advantage of using entropy instead of heat becomes evident in the figure-of-merit
from Equation 1.3, because the temperature dependency is incorporated in all three
parameters. Furthermore, the power factor and the entropy conductivity share the
same unit of W m-1 K-2.

λ = T · Λ (1.13)

Another consideration of the entropy conductivity is the approach of separating it
in an electronic Λel and a phonon part Λph [15].

Λ = Λel + Λph (1.14)

The electronic part is determined by the Wiedemann-Franz relation in Equa-
tion 1.15, which shows a direct dependence on the electrical conductivity and a con-
stant L [15,28].
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1.1. Principals of Energy Harvesting by thermoelectricity

Λel = Lσ (1.15)

The theoretical constant L is denoted as the Lorenz number with a value of
2.45 · 10−8 Ω W K-2 for degenerate electrons as in metallic materials [15,28]. However,
according to Ioffe [15] this value is only valid for an electrical conductivity higher
than 4000 S cm-1. For values of 2500 S cm-1 and less, as it is typically the case
for semiconductors, there is again a linear relation between the entropy conductivity
and the electrical conductivity, but it shows a lower value of the Lorenz number
with 1.48 · 10−8 Ω W K-2 [15]. In addition, the Wiedemann-Franz relation is only
valid for charge carriers with the same sign [15]. If charge carriers with both signs
are present within the material, recombinations can set energy free and increase the
thermal conductivity [15]. To estimate the Lorenz number fitting to the investigated
material, the correlation with the Seebeck coefficient can be used, as a high coefficient
results in a low number [29].

The phonon part includes the thermal vibrations and the transport of entropy via
phonons through the crystalline lattice [15,20].

Λph =
1

3
Kvl (1.16)

Equation 1.16 comprises the sound velocity v, the mean phonon free path length l
and entropy capacity K. The latter states the change of entropy with the temperature
and fundamentally fullfills the role of a capacity. However, the traditionally used
heat capacity at constant volume or pressure can be obtained by multiplying the
entropy capacity with the absolute temperature [12]. The mean free path length is
influenced by scattering processes of phonons with other phonons, electrons, defects
or surfaces [20]. Both, the entropy capacity and the mean free path are temperature-
dependent. In the range above the Debye temperature of the material, the phonon-
phonon scattering is predominant and the heat capacity tends to be constant, which
results in a decreasing entropy conductivity [20].

Practically, Equation 1.17 is used to experimentally determine the entropy con-
ductiviy of a material [23, 30]. The thermal diffusivity coefficient Dth with the unit
m2 s-1 can be measured by light-flash analysis (LFA), the entropy capacity at constant
pressure Kp e.g. by differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) and the density ρ by an
Archimedes setup.

Λ = DthKpρ (1.17)

1.1.3 Influencing thermoelectric properties

The main challenge in researching thermoelectric materials is the optimization of the
generated power output and the energy conversion efficiency. Equation 1.3 introduced
the figure-of-merit as a function of the power factor and the thermal conductivity.
According to Narducci [31], the power factor itself can be at least equally important
as the figure-of-merit for a theoretically unlimited heat source, which is realistically
closest to find at high temperature [32]. Therefore, future research should focus not
only on high values for the figure-of-merit, but also on the power factor. However, the
interplay between the three basic parameters makes this task more complicated. In
the following, some approaches facing this challenge are presented.
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Chapter 1. Introduction

Carrier concentration engineering

All three basic parameters as introduced by the transport equation (Equation 1.1) are
influenced by the charge carrier concentration [15,24,33]. While the Seebeck coeffi-
cient (see Equations 1.9 and 1.10) decreases with an increasing carrier concentration,
the electrical (see Equation 1.6) and the entropy conductivity (see Equation 1.15) rise
as depicted in Fig. 1.3.
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Figure 1.3: Carrier concentration dependency of Seebeck coefficient α, electrical conductivity σ,
power factor PF, entropy conductivity Λ and figure-of-merit zT. Adapted from [15,34].

Most relevant thermoelectric materials show a carrier concentration between
1019 cm-3 and 1021 cm-3 [33]. Typically, the maximum figure-of-merit and the maxi-
mum power factor of a material are located at different carrier concentrations, where-
fore it is important to know which of both should be optimized. An optimization of
the carrier concentration is generally achieved by extrinsic doping [33]. Single ele-
ment doping requires the substitution of lattice atoms or occupancy of vacancies with
aliovalent elements, meaning elements with a different valence or oxidation state than
in the surrounding lattice. However, solubility limits emerge by charge imbalances,
which further complicates the choice of a suitable dopant [24]. Furthermore, the opti-
mum carrier concentration is temperature-dependent and follows roughly a T 3/2 curve,
wherefore the intended application temperature is highly relevant as well [33]. To ex-
pand the temperature range of optimum thermoelectric properties, graded doping or
dopants with temperature-dependent solubilities are possible options. By stacking
powders with different carrier concentrations before sintering, graded doping can be
achieved, but the long term stability is an issue due to diffusion mechanisms [24, 35].
Dopants with temperature-dependent solubilities utilize the thermal gradient within
the material to adjust the proper amount of dopants within the system, however they
are difficult to figure out for a specific system [24, 36]. Another way to influence the
carrier concentration by doping is the regulation of intrinsic point defects such as va-
cancies or interstitials [33]. Whether these point defects occur often depends on the
compositon of the thermoelectric material [33].
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1.1. Principals of Energy Harvesting by thermoelectricity

Band structure engineering

The electronic band structure and DOS are important features when thermoelectric
properties are discussed. While the band structure comprises the energy levels of the
charge carriers, the DOS shows the proportions of occupied energy levels. Hence, both
carrier concentration as well as charge carrier mobility are directly influenced. Just as
the carrier concentration, the band structure can also be influenced by doping [24,33].
Effective band structure engineering either maximizes the band degeneracy, increases
the DOS effective mass or enhances the carrier mobility. The first one can be increased
by band convergence where multiple bands are degenerate, which means they possess
the same energy level or similar ones within a few kBT [33]. The impact of band
convergence on the DOS can be seen in Fig. 1.4b. Possible parameters to control the
band structure are temperature, chemical composition and crystal structure [33]. The
DOS effective mass is also related to the band structure, but refers to the curvature
of the bands. Distortion of these bands is able to increase the DOS in the vicinity of
the Fermi level [24].
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Figure 1.4: Impact of band structure engineering on the DOS near the Fermi energy. a) Host band
of the pristine material. b) Band convergence with increased band degeneracy. c) Band flattening
caused by doping. d) Resonant state at the Fermi level caused by impurities. Adapted from [37].

One strategy to increase the effective mass is band flattening, where the orbital
overlap is diminished by introducing dopants with highly localized orbitals [24,37]. An
increase of the effective mass at a constant carrier concentration favors the Seebeck
coefficient (see Equation 1.9), but disfavors the charge carrier mobility (see Equa-
tion 1.5). To benefit from increased effective mass through a higher power factor, it
can be necessary to adjust the carrier concentration, since the optimum carrier con-
centration correlates with the effective mass [24]. As a result of band flattening, the
overall DOS increases in comparison to the host band as depicted in Fig. 1.4c.

Another way to influence the effective mass is the introduction of resonant states.
These states emerge from impurities, when the electrons of the impurity couple with
the electrons of the conduction band or the valence band of the host [24]. As a result,
there is an excess DOS at the resonant energy level as shown in Fig. 1.4d, which can
increase the effective mass as long as the Fermi level is nearby. However, the effect of
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Chapter 1. Introduction

resonant levels diminishes with increasing temperature, because the acoustic phonon
scattering becomes more important with shorter relaxation times [24].

The remaining parameter controlled by band structure engineering is the charge
carrier mobility. As stated before, an increase of the effective mass negatively effects
the carrier mobility. However, the negative effect can be diminished by modulation
doping [24] as illustrated in Fig. 1.5. In contrast to the classical uniform doping, where
the dopant is homogeneously distributed within the material, modulation doping uses
a two-phase composite system. One phase consists of the undoped pristine sample
with a higher carrier mobility than the second doped phase. The Fermi levels of both
phases are imbalanced, which results in a transition of the charge carriers from the
doped to the undoped region [24]. Using this mechanism reduces the ionized impurity
scattering of the uniform doping and is beneficial to the charge carrier mobility [24].
However, analogous to graded doping, the long term stability at high temperature
is a problem of this technique, because diffusion mechanisms and thermodynamic
equilibration can overrule the phase separation.

Undoped Modulation doping Uniform doping 

Figure 1.5: Schematic illustration of the electronic transport in an undoped material, a material with
modulated doping and for uniform doping. Adapted from [24].

All-scale hierarchical structuring

The last fundamental aspect of tuning thermoelectric materials is the reduction of
thermal conductivity by affecting the crystal lattice. The main objective is to hinder
the propagation of phonons without too much interference of the Seebeck coefficient
or the electrical conductivity. Phonon propagation can be influenced on the atomic,
nano- and mesoscale as shown in Fig. 1.6. When all three structuring methods are
combined in a single material, the term all-scale hierarchical architecture is used [38,
39].

The atomic scale has a dimension of a few Å and is dominated by lattice im-
perfections such as point defects. Analogous to the carrier concentration and band
structure engineering, the point defects can be achieved by doping. For single element
doping, the reduction of the thermal conductivity correlates with the dopant amount,
the mass difference between host element and dopant as well as the lattice mismatch
between host and disordered phase [24, 40]. However, these factors are limited by
the dopant solubility, which is diminished for an increased mismatch of host element
and dopant [24]. A way to partly overcome the solubility limit caused by charge
imbalances is cross substituting the host elements with element pairs resulting in a
constant valence electron count [24, 41]. The mass difference of host and dopant can
be maximized when disordered vacancies are introduced into the lattice [24].

Influencing the nanoscale of thermoelectric materials is usually referred to as nano-
structuring [42, 43]. Here, defects with a dimension of several nanometers are inter-
fering with phonon propagation. These defects are commonly produced by a second
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Mesoscale Nanoscale Atomic scale 

Figure 1.6: Schematic illustration of a material with an all-scale hierarchical structure. Grain bound-
aries are decisive on the mesoscale, precipitations or inclusions on the nanoscale and point defects
on the atomic scale. Based on [24].

phase material, which can be precipitated in-situ by utilizing a solubility-matrix or
ex-situ by mixing materials before sintering. The effect of phonon scattering does not
increase indefinitely with the amount of second phase, because at some point aggre-
gation and the formation of larger structures occurs [24, 44]. The same problem can
appear when temperature-induced diffusion takes place. Furthermore, nanostructures
not necessarily decrease the thermal conductivity, as the phonon propagation within
them is rather unpredictable [24,44].

The last scale being relevant for phonon propagation is the mesoscale, where long-
wavelength phonons come into play. While point defects and nanostructures are not
able to scatter them effectively, structures in the length of micrometers or slightly
below can do so. Grain sizes typically in the range of 0.1 to 3 micrometers serve as
exemplary structures [24,38] and can be achieved by densifying mesoscopic particles.
As a result, polycrystalline samples are obtained.

1.1.4 Composites in thermoelectrics

Composite thermoelectric systems are related to the aforementioned methods and are
discussed in more detail as follows. Multiphase systems aim at synergistic effects be-
tween two or more separated phases to gain a superior heteromaterial. However, theo-
retical limits of two-phase systems with coexisting materials were stated by Bergman
et al. in the 1990’s [45, 46]. The conclusions derived from the mathematical models
show that the power factor can be increased compared to the single-phase materials,
but not the figure-of-merit. Isotropic components were assumed for the calculations,
which means effects of texturing or preferred orientations were excluded. Extensions
of the calculations to multiphase composites also were not comprehensive. In addi-
tion, research in thermoelectrics intensified dramatically in the last 20 to 30 years,
developing methods such as nanostructuring, which has experimentally proven not
only to reduce thermal conductivity, but also to increase the figure-of-merit simul-
taneously [43, 47]. This means that the overall thermoelectric properties can exceed
those of the individual components as long as the intrinsic bulk properties of at least
one component are altered [48].

Introducing other phases into a host matrix can have several effects on the whole
system. First of all, heterointerfaces are introduced with possible benefits to the ther-
mal conductivity [49, 50]. However, depending on the thermal conductivity of the
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added phases and the grain sizes, the overall thermal conductivity is not necessarily
reduced [51]. Three big material classes are relevant in terms of thermoelectric compos-
ites: inorganic, metallic and organic materials. Introducing phases with high electrical
conductivity such as silver [49] or graphite [52] has proven to increase the overall ther-
moelectric properties within the proper system significantly. Organic compounds, on
the other hand, convince with their extraordinarily low thermal conductivity, which
can increase the figure-of-merit despite a lower power factor [53]. Carbon nanotubes
in an organic composite system also proved to increase the power factor beyond the
ones of the individual components [54].

Another important factor in composites is the temperature stability of the com-
ponents. If components with low thermal stability, such as organic compounds, are
used with components of high thermal stability, such as oxides, the overall range in
the composite can be unfavorably limited [50]. Therefore, components with similar
thermal stability are more reasonable when the optimum properties shall be reached.
Exceptions are possible if, for example, the minor component is intentionally embed-
ded within a host matrix to benefit from stabilization effects [55]. Different phases
can also possibly react at higher temperature, leading to new interesting compounds
or indirectly result in doping by temperature-induced atom exchanges. If reactions
or atom exchanges occur, the thermoelectric properties are also influenced. How-
ever, promising components for composites are not easy to predict, especially when
temperature-induced transformations take place.
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1.2. Thermoelectric materials

1.2 Thermoelectric materials

The variety of thermoelectric materials is immense and every few years a new mate-
rial with promising properties emerges or new mechanisms enable the improvement of
established materials. Hence, an overview with the current state-of-the-art materials
is given within this chapter. As stated in the previous Chapter 1.1, the optimum ther-
moelectric properties of a material depend on the application temperature. Therefore,
there is no perfect material covering low, mid and high temperature. While materials
in one temperature range may compete with each other, materials focusing in other
ranges can be viewed as complementary. As the research within this thesis focuses on
oxide-based materials, they are discussed more in-depth and a review on thermoelec-
tric materials for high-temperature applications is enclosed.

1.2.1 Overview of state-of-the-art materials

The thermoelectric material classes can be assigned to different temperature ranges,
because their properties are optimal at a specific temperature or their thermal stability
is limited. Therefore, the overview of the material classes within this thesis is divided
with respect to the temperature. The low- to mid-temperature materials cover a
temperature range from 300 K to 973 K and the high-temperature range goes beyond.
Note that these boundaries are fluent and not consistent throughout the literature.
To provide a comprehensive insight into the material properties, the following Fig.
1.7 and Fig. 1.8 are used. They display type-I Ioffe plots, where the power factor is
plotted against the electrical conductivity, and plots of power factor against figure-of-
merit. As the transport directions differ in n- and p-type materials, they are viewed
separately in these plots. Type-I Ioffe plots have the advantage of showing whether
the power factor of a material benefits from a high Seebeck coefficient or rather from
a high electrical conductivity [32]. Only polycrystalline materials are included in the
Ioffe plots, because they are easier to synthesize in appreciable quantities compared
to single-crystal materials.

In the low- to mid-temperature range, bismuth tellurides, lead tellurides, Zintl
phases, skutterudites and oxyselenides were chosen as the most outstanding materi-
als based on their thermoelectric properties. The displayed values are all based on
heavily tuned materials, as no raw material can usually exhibit these properties in-
trinsically. A comparison of the n- and p-type materials with the type-I Ioffe plots
in Fig. 1.7a,b shows a typical electrical conductivity in the range of 100 S cm-1 to
1000 S cm-1. All these materials show a metallic behavior with a decreasing electri-
cal conductivity at rising temperature. The power factor, on the other hand, varies
between 10 µW cm-1 K-2 and 100 µW cm-1 K-2 and is typically in the lower end of
the range. The BiCuSeO (BCSO) is displayed only for the p-type materials as n-
type doping has not yet led to comparable results [56]. A complete picture including
the energy conversion efficiency is given in Fig. 1.7c,d. An excellent figure-of-merit
of 1.8 (n-type) and 2.5 (p-type) could be reached by lead tellurides at a high power
factor of 20 µW cm-1 K-2 and 30 µW cm-1 K-2. The power factor of lead telluride
mainly benefits from a high Seebeck coefficient, especially for the p-type material.
Skutterudites, on the other hand, have a high electrical conductivity slightly below
1000 S cm-1, which especially gives the n-type material an outstanding power factor
around 50 µW cm-1 K-2. In the low-temperature range around 400 K, the bismuth
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tellurides are unrivaled with a consistent figure-of-merit around 1.5. The power factor
of BCSO is comparatively low with values below 10 µW cm-1 K-2, although a high
figure-of-merit of 1.5 is reached. This is accomplished by the extraordinary low entropy
conductivity of up to 5 µW cm-1 K-2. In general, a high figure-of-merit is achieved by
decreasing thermal conductivity rather than increasing power factor, mainly due to
the success of hierarchical structures and nanostructuring in particular.

n-type p-type

Low-mid-temperature thermoelectric materials

a) b)

c) d)

Figure 1.7: Comparison of low- to mid-temperature thermoelectric materials with Ioffe plots
(a,b) and power factor vs. figure-of-merit plots (c,d). Dashed lines indicate the Seebeck co-
efficient in µV K-1 (a,b) and the entropy conductivity in µW cm-1 K-2 (c,d). Represented ma-
terial classes are bismuth tellurides (n-type: Bi1.8Sb0.2Te2.7Se0.3/Te [57]; p-type: Bi0.5Sb1.5Te3
[58]), lead tellurides (n-type: PbTe/InSb [59]; p-type: PbTe/SrTe [60]), Zintl phases (n-
type: Mg3.15Mn0.05Sb1.5Bi0.49Te0.01 [61]; p-type: Yb0.96Ba0.04Cd1.5Zn0.5Sb2 [62]), skutterudites
(n-type: (Mn,Sm)yCo4Sb12 [63]; p-type: DDy(Fe1-xCox)4Sb12 [63]) and oxyselenides (p-type:
Bi0.88Ca0.06Pb0.06CuSeO [64]).

Similar relationships can be established for the high-temperature thermoelectric
materials with Fig. 1.8. Selected material classes are oxides, half-Heusler compounds
and SiGe-based materials. The half-Heusler compounds show exceptional values for
the power factor of around 40 µW cm-1 K-2 (p-type) or even 60 µW cm-1 K-2 (n-type),
based on a high Seebeck coefficient between 300 µV K-1 and 200 µV K-1 as well as
a high electrical conductivity of 500 S cm-1 to 1000 S cm-1. Depending on the chosen
half-Heusler compound, either a metallic or a semiconductor-like behavior at eve-
lated temperature is prevalent and a high figure-of-merit around 1.5 can be achieved.
SiGe-based materials reach an even higher figure-of-merit of up to 1.8 at a relatively
low power factor of 10 µW cm-1 K-2 and a much lower entropy conductivity around
7.5 µW cm-1 K-2. Finally, oxide materials are covered in the high-temperature range.
Oxide-based materials suffer from a relatively low thermoelectric performance, as ex-
emplified by the p-type Ca3Co4O9 (CCO). A high Seebeck coefficient of 300 µV K-1
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is reached, but the electrical conductivity does not exceed 100 S cm-1. A moderate
thermal conductivity enables a figure-of-merit of 0.74 at 800 K. Note that CCO is
usually stable up to approximately 1200 K [65, 66], wherefore it is included in the
high-temperature range. For a long time, p-type oxides were superior to the n-type
oxides, but recently Acharya et al. [52] managed to achieve a high figure-of-merit of
1.42 at a high power factor of 40 µW cm-1 K-2 with SrTiO3 by doping and the inclusion
of graphite. The latter led to a drastic increase in electrical conductivity to more than
1000 S cm-1, but also compromised one of the greatest advantages of oxides: oxidation
stability.

n-type p-type

High-temperature thermoelectric materials

a) b)

c) d)

Figure 1.8: Comparison of high-temperature thermoelectric materials with Ioffe plots (a,b) and
power factor vs. figure-of-merit plots (c,d). Dashed lines indicate the Seebeck coefficient in µV K-1

(a,b) and the entropy conductivity in µW cm-1 K-2 (c,d). Represented material classes are oxides
(n-type: SrTi0.85Nb0.15O3/graphite [52]; p-type: Ca3Co4O9:Tb [67]), half-Heusler compounds (n-
type: Ta0.74V0.1Ti0.16FeSb [68]; p-type: Ti0.5Zr0.25Hf0.25NiSn0.998Sb0.002 [69]) and SiGe (n-type:
SiGe:P [70]; p-type: SiGe:Y2O3 [71]).

The air stability in dependence of the temperature can be roughly assigned to the
presented material classes as shown in Fig. 1.9. Note that composite systems with
temperature-sensitive compounds are not considered, as these would reduce applicabil-
ity. Furthermore, diffusion-controlled mechanisms are promoted at higher temperature
and can lower the thermoelectric performance, if graded materials or nanocomposites
are used. The biggest competitors of oxides in terms of high-temperature applications
are half-Heusler compounds and SiGe-based materials. The half-Heusler com-
pounds can be stable in air up to 873 K, but their stability strongly depends on the
composition [72]. On the other hand, SiGe is more stable up to 973 K and is only
surpassed by the oxides, where a much higher temperature is possible depending on
the compound. The air-stability of CCO, for example, is limited by decomposition
at a temperature of approximately 1200 K [73, 74]. The low temperature stability of
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BCSO in air is linked to the crystal structure, where copper selenide layers alternate
with bismuth oxide layers [75]. As a consequence, BCSO is not labeled as an oxide
material but as an oxyselenide. If we consider combustion engines with a temperature
between 773 K and 1273 K as a possible application [76], oxides are the preferred
candidate as long as air contact can not be prevented easily.
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Figure 1.9: Comparison of air and oxidation stability in dependence of the temperature. Selected
material classes are oxides [73, 74], SiGe [77], half-Heusler compounds [72], skutterudites [78],
PbTe [79], Bi2Te3 [80] and BiCuSeO [81]. The arrows show the decreasing or increasing trend of
other materials within the thermoelectric classes.

1.2.2 Oxide-based materials

In the former section 1.2.1, the state-of-the-art n- and p-type oxide materials have
already been introduced. In the following, a closer look into the oxide material class for
thermoelectrics is given with particular attention to CCO, since it is used prominently
in this thesis. A general overview of some oxides with reasonable thermoelectric
properties is displayed in Fig. 1.10. Similar to the comparison of different material
classes before, the Ioffe plots and power factor vs. figure-of-merit plots come in
handy. Only the most promising oxide materials are discussed and single-crystals or
composites with non-air-stable components were not considered.

Four different materials are displayed for the n-type oxides: CaMnO3 (CMO),
In2O3 (ITO), SrTiO3 (STO) and ZnO. Of course, not the pristine materials but the
doped or modified ones are shown, as the base materials have significantly reduced
thermoelectric properties. Beginning with CMO and ITO, they both have a similar
trend within Fig. 1.10c as the maximum power factor is similar. Of all the oxides,
ITO has the highest electrical conductivity of around 800 S cm-1, but suffers from
a low Seebeck coefficient, as it is obvious in the Ioffe plot of Fig. 1.10a. STO is
in between the two aforementioned materials in terms of electrical conductivity, but
can maintain the high Seebeck coefficient around 200 µV K-1, resulting in a better
power factor. However, the high thermal conductivity prevents STO from achieving
a figure-of-merit higher than 0.4. The highest figure-of-merit and at the same time
highest power factor of the shown n-type oxides is obtained by doped ZnO at a high
temperature of 1250 K. The thermal conductivity of the doped ZnO is relatively high,
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n-type p-type
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Figure 1.10: Comparison of oxide thermoelectric materials with Ioffe plots (a,b) and power factor
vs. figure-of-merit plots (c,d). Dashed lines indicate the Seebeck coefficient in µV K-1 (a,b) and
the entropy conductivity in µW cm-1 K-2 (c,d). Represented materials are CaMnO3 (CMO; n-type:
Ca0.92Pr0.04Yb0.04O3 [82]), In2O3 (ITO; n-type: In1.76Zn0.12Sn0.12O3 [83]), SrTiO3 (STO; n-type:
SrTiO3:Nb [84]) ZnO (n-type: ZnAl0.02Ga0.02O [85], Ca3Co4O9 (CCO; p-type: Ca3Co4O9:Tb [67])
NaxCoO2 (NCO; p-type: NaxCoO2/10wt% Ag [86]).

but the improved power factor compared to STO enables an increase of the figure-of-
merit.

On the other hand, there the p-type oxides are dominated by layered calcium
cobalt oxides. CCO and NaxCoO2 (NCO) in particular show excellent thermoelectric
properties. While NCO achieves a higher figure-of-merit than CCO due to a higher
electrical conductivity, it suffers from a lower thermal stability in air of approximately
960 K associated with volatile sodium [55]. The biggest downside of CCO is its
relatively low electrical conductivity, which can be adjusted by doping or composite
systems. A closer look into the material is given in the following.

Structure and thermoelectric properties of Ca3Co4O9

Several layered cobaltates exist, but one of the most promising in terms of thermo-
electrics is CCO. Its thermoelectric properties are directly linked to the layered crys-
tal structure, which is built up from two incommensurate subsystems. As depicted
in Fig. 1.11, one subsystem contains CoO2 in a misfit-layered CdI2 structure and the
other subsystem contains Ca2CoO3 units as a layered cutout of the rock-salt type [87].
Both subsystems alternate along the shared c-axis with the same a and distinct b lat-
tice parameters [88]. Hence, the structure-revealing formula [Ca2CoO3]0.62CoO2 is also
often used instead of Ca3Co4O9, especially in the early stage of research on CCO [88].
The incommensurate structure of CCO has also consequences on the Laue indexing,
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because the classical three-dimensional (3D) approach does not apply. Instead, the
approach of a four-dimensional superspace group can be used, where the 3D symmetry
is complemented by rationally independent modulation vectors based on the divergent
crystallographic axes [89,90].

CoO2 subsystem 

c 

b2 b1 

CoO2 subsystem 

Ca2CoO3 subsystem 

O 

Ca 

Co 

Figure 1.11: Misfit-layered structure of [Ca2CoO3]0.62CoO2 (Ca3Co4O9) containing CoO2 (b1) and
Ca2CoO3 (b2) subsystems with an irregular axis ratio of b1/b2 ≈ 0.62. Based on [55].

According to the anisotropic crystal structure, the thermoelectric properties of
CCO are also highly anisotropic. In a polycrystal, the bulk properties can only be
assumed as isotropic when the grains are randomly orientated. However, usually
there is some kind of anisotropy or texture caused by pressing and sintering methods.
As CCO typically has plate-like crystals, they orientate when pressure is uniaxially
applied for densification. Pressure is involved in several densification methods such as
conventional sintering (CS) [91], spark plasma sintering (SPS) [92], hot pressing (HP)
[93], cold sintering process (CSP) [94] and pressure-assisted sintering [95]. Depending
on the sintering method used, the degree of texturing and the density vary. In general,
electrical conductivity of CCO is higher along the a,b-direction because of the CoO2

subsystem [87]. In contrast, the thermal conductivity is lower along the c-axis because
of the enhanced phonon scattering at the different subsystems [87]. This logically leads
to a higher power factor for the a,b-direction, which is also proven by experimental
results where up to a 13.6 times higher power factor was found for hot pressed and
highly textured CCO [96]. Furthermore, the figure-of-merit is also increased in the a,b-
direction [97]. Therefore, the a,b-direction is preferred for thermoelectric applications.
The vast difference of the transport properties between the crystallographic directions
makes it important to measure the power factor and the thermal conductivity in the
same direction to avoid overestimations of the figure-of-merit. More details about the
relevance of anisotropy in thermoelectrics is given in Chapter 1.3.

Besides texturing, porosity is another important factor controlled by the sintering
method. To reach high electrical conductivity, a high density and a good grain con-
nectivity are mandatory. However, porosity lowers the thermal conductivity and can
increase the figure-of-merit compared to a dense ceramic [91]. Hence, a trade-off be-
tween the electrical conductivity and the figure-of-merit can be made as the Seebeck
coefficient remains mainly unaffected by the porosity [91]. As the material is only
stable up to 1198 K in air [73, 74], conventional sintering at 1173 K is not enough to
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create a fully dense ceramic and naturally leads to a porosity of approximately 30%
to 40% [91].

For a p-type material, the electron hole concentration is directly related to the
electrical conductivity. As the Ca2CoO3 subsystem is prone to exhibit oxygen va-
cancies while maintaining the overall structure [98], the oxygen content within CCO
plays an important role. In fact, the hole concentration increases for the fully oxidized
CCO and a high charge carrier concentration of 5.7 · 1021 cm-3 can be reached, which
favors the electrical conductivity [98]. Due to the sensitivity to oxygen content in the
CCO, it is important to operate and measure the material in an oxygen-containing
atmosphere, otherwise the thermoelectric properties will change or even premature
decomposition will occur at elevated temperature [66].
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Abstract: Energy harvesting with thermoelectric materials has been investigated with increasing
attention over recent decades. However, the vast number of various material classes makes it difficult
to maintain an overview of the best candidates. Thus, we revitalize Ioffe plots as a useful tool for
making the thermoelectric properties of a material obvious and easily comparable. These plots
enable us to consider not only the efficiency of the material by the figure of merit zT but also the
power factor and entropy conductivity as separate parameters. This is especially important for
high-temperature applications, where a critical look at the impact of the power factor and thermal
conductivity is mandatory. Thus, this review focuses on material classes for high-temperature
applications and emphasizes the best candidates within the material classes of oxides, oxyselenides,
Zintl phases, half-Heusler compounds, and SiGe alloys. An overall comparison between these
material classes with respect to either a high efficiency or a high power output is discussed.

Keywords: thermoelectric materials; energy harvesting; energy materials

1. Introduction

At a time when raw fossil materials are becoming scarcer and the demand for regenerative energies
is relentlessly rising, the use of energy harvesting systems has gained an ever-increasing interest [1].
Regardless of whether it is from industrial processes, mechanical processes, or the transportation
sector, the amount of wasted energy currently remains enormous. In 2017, the estimated energy
consumption in the U.S. was shown to be approximately 67% wasted energy [2]. At this point, energy
harvesting comes into play, converting even small amounts of wasted energy in the form of heat,
light, vibration, or movement into usable energy [3]. Since most of this wasted energy is in the form
of heat, the conversion of thermal energy to electrical energy via thermoelectric generators is an
attractive solution. The associated energy conversion is based on the thermoelectric effect, which is the
simplest way for direct energy conversion from dissipated heat into electrical energy.

Discovered by T.J. Seebeck in 1821, the first thermoelectric effect (Seebeck effect) describes the
direct conversion of thermal energy into electrical energy, which Seebeck demonstrated by thermally
inducing an electrical current by heating two different electrical conductors. Together with the Peltier
effect (1834), which describes the heating or cooling effect of an electrical current in a thermocouple,
and the work of W. Thomson on the thermoelectric effect in homogeneous conductors (Thomson effect),
the basis of thermoelectricity was laid [4]. In the first half of the 20th century, the term ‘figure
of merit’ was introduced, and the first theoretical approaches were made in designing a material
with a high energy conversion efficiency. In 1957, A.F. Ioffe defined the figure of merit zT as a
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function of the electrical conductivity, the Seebeck coefficient, and the thermal conductivity of the
material [5]. However, thermoelectric energy conversion has been too inefficient for most applications
for a long time. Theoretical descriptions of nanostructural engineering and superlattice structures
paved the way to significantly improved zT values, which strongly increased research on thermoelectric
materials in the mid 1990s [6]. Today, the improvement and development of thermoelectric materials
still have the goals of gaining higher efficiencies and power outputs. Within this research field, various
materials from wide-ranging material classes, such as metallics and intermetallics [7,8], oxide-based
ceramics [9–11], chalcogenide compounds [12], and polymers [13] have been investigated. It is
important to compare the efficiencies and resulting power outputs of these materials to draw the
correct conclusions when actual generators for applications are manufactured. The purpose of this
review is to convey descriptive comparisons, which is realized by two different types of Ioffe plots.
These plots allow a direct comparison of the thermoelectric properties of different materials, which is
vital for prospective research [14].

1.1. Thermoelectric Parameters

Discussing thermoelectricity requires an understanding of some fundamental parameters, which
are briefly described in the following. Thermoelectric energy conversion is based on local coupling of
fluxes of charge carriers and entropy. When a thermoelectric material is simultaneously exposed to
local gradients of temperature (i.e., ∇T) and an electrochemical potential of charge carriers (i.e., ∇ µ̃

q )
the local flux densities of charge jq and entropy js are given by the following transport equation [15]:

(
jq
js

)
=

(
σ σ · α

σ · α σ · α2 + Λ

)
·
(
−∇ µ̃

q
−∇T

)
. (1)

The thermoelectric material tensor, which appears here, is characterized by three material
parameters: the isothermal electrical conductivity σ, the Seebeck coefficient α, and the electrically
open-circuited entropy conductivity Λ. The latter is linearly related to the traditionally used heat
conductivity λ via the absolute temperature T as described in Equation (2) [15–17]. In the context of
this review, thermal conductivity is a generic term, that covers both entropy conductivity and heat
conductivity. Here, it is advantageous to address the thermal conductivity by the more fundamental
entropy conductivity, as we will see when comparing materials.

Considering entropy as a central primitive quantity of equal rank to electric charge comes with
the benefit of an easy understanding of the physics of thermoelectricity. A local coupling of the
fluxes of these substance-like quantities is described by Equation (1) [15]; this is in contrast to the
cumbersome traditional approach, which introduces generalized forces and a kinetic matrix [18]
instead of thermodynamic potential gradients and a material tensor. Naturally, for each substance-like
quantity, a conductivity is assigned to the material. The material tensor is symmetric by principle,
and an elaborate discussion of the reciprocity of Onsager coefficients is superfluous [15]. A further
advantage is that the currents of thermal energy (heat) and electrical energy (or electrochemical energy),
which accompany the fluxes of entropy and charge, can be treated separately. The entropy and charge
fluxes allow us to consider energy conversion and its efficiency in a thermoelectric material apart from
the device. When expressed with the entropy conductivity, the figure of merit zT in Equation (2) is
purely a material parameter that depends only implicitly on temperature. Moreover, the appearance
of two substance-like quantities in Equation (1) to be transported through a thermoelectric material
allows for an integration of thermoelectricity into a broad picture of coupled transport processes
(e.g., diffusion, viscous flow, entropy conduction and electric conduction) and benefits from analogies.
A reader who is interested in more details is referred to the discussion about the properties of heat by
Fuchs [19] and the comparative overview by Job and Rüffler [17].
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The tensor element M22 in Equation (1) directly leads to parameters that describe the performance
of a thermoelectric material. The most commonly used parameter is the dimensionless figure of merit
zT, which describes the relation of the power factor σα2 and the entropy conductivity Λ in Equation (2).

zT =
σ · α2

Λ
=

σ · α2

λ
· T. (2)

The figure of merit zT indicates the maximum achievable power conversion efficiency of a
thermoelectric material [16]:

ηmax =

√
1 + zT− 1√
1 + zT + 1

· ηCarnot. (3)

In contrast, the power factor σα2 is proportional to the maximum achievable power output of a
material and the temperature difference ∆T [20]:

Pel,max ∝ σα2 · (∆T)2. (4)

For some applications, the power factor may have the same relevance as the efficiency described
by the zT value. As shown in Figure 1a, for a thermoelectric material, the optimum efficiency and
optimum power output as a function of the carrier density differ, leading to a possible optimization of
one parameter for the desired properties or a special application.

Figure 1. (a) Seebeck coefficient α, electrical conductivity σ, entropy conductivity Λ, and the resulting
power factor σα2 and zT value as a function of the charge carrier density; adapted from [20] with
permission from Elsevier; (b) Type-I Ioffe plot of various reported high-zT materials [11,12,21,22].
Seebeck coefficient α is given in µV K−1. Different data points for the same material refer to
different temperatures.

Narducci [23] also emphasized that the figure of merit zT may be an inappropriate parameter
to rate and compare different materials for some applications. Especially for applications at high
temperature, the power factor σα2 could be a better quality criterion. In this review, rather than just
comparing the figure of merit zT, we will also look at the power output and the entropy conductivity of
different materials by comparing them via Ioffe plots. We distinguish between a type-I Ioffe plot, which
considers the power factor σα2 as a function of the electrical conductivity σ, and a type-II Ioffe plot,
which considers the entropy conductivity Λ as a function of the electrical conductivity σ. Figure 1b
displays a type-I Ioffe plot of various reported materials from different classes with high figure of
merit zT values. Although all of the shown materials exhibit exceptionally high zT values in their
specific material class, the electrical conductivity σ as well as the power factor vary over several orders
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of magnitude. Furthermore, type-II Ioffe plots will be vital for an in-depth comparison of different
thermoelectric materials later on. Since the entropy conductivity can be displayed in the same unit and
scale as the power factor, the type-II Ioffe plot enables an easy comparison of electrical and thermal
properties and observable zT values.

1.2. Doping and Band Structure Engineering

A prevailing challenge when facing the improvement of a thermoelectric material is coupling
all three relevant material parameters with each other, which can be managed to a certain degree.
The most common approach to enhancing the performance of thermoelectric materials is doping, which
can have a huge impact on the electrical conductivity, Seebeck coefficient, and thermal conductivity.
Several parameters, such as carrier density, mobility, effective mass, and the band structure, are
effectively influenced by proper doping.

Figure 1a shows an optimum carrier density for a balanced electrical conductivity and Seebeck
coefficient at a given temperature, which varies between an optimum power factor and zT value.
This means that adjusting the carrier density via doping is highly advised for either high power
or high efficiency applications [23]. The dopant may influence the carrier density of a material by
introducing defect-enabled mechanisms including point defects [1]. However, the optimum carrier
density is temperature-dependent and increases approximately with T3/2 [5]. Thus, either further
material engineering is required or the carrier density needs to be optimized for a specific temperature
range according to the application field.

Generally, the Seebeck coefficient decreases with increasing carrier concentration, as shown
in Figure 1, and the electrical conductivity is oppositely coupled. However, the doping-induced
convergence of valence or conduction bands to increased valley degeneracy has proven to increase the
electrical conductivity while maintaining the Seebeck coefficient [24]. This is explained by the Seebeck
coefficient being dominated by the smaller value of several bands. If degeneracy of several bands is
achieved, the Seebeck coefficient is stable, but the electrical conductivity substantially rises [24,25].
Therefore, band convergence is an effective way to improve the power factor of a material.

Additionally, doping strongly influences the thermal properties of the material. The thermal
conductivity expressed as entropy conductivity Λ was introduced in the tensor element M22

in Equation (1). Conventionally, the thermal conductivity is divided into a phonon contribution
and an electronic contribution [5]. Influencing the phonon contribution to the thermal conductivity
via scattering mechanisms is well investigated and can be divided into size-relevant dimensions.
The atomic scale is influenced by single doping or cross substitution, which results in point defects
within the crystal lattice. These defects effectively delay the phonon propagation by scattering when
the lattice mismatch between the host and the dopant is sufficient and the mass difference as well as
the dopant amount are high [26]. The next relevant dimension for scattering phonons is the nanoscale,
which leads to so-called nanostructuring [27]. Nanoscaled defects can be introduced in-situ by forcing
the precipitation of a second phase [28] or ex-situ by mixing the nanoscaled second phase with a host
phase [29]. However, the phonon propagation within the second phase is rather unpredictable, making
it difficult to design a proper system. Temperature stability is another issue since elevated temperatures
may change the scale of the precipitates and diminish the achieved effect [27]. The main part of the
thermal energy is propagated by short- and medium-wavelength phonons, which are effectively
hindered by point defects and nanostructuring. The residual long-wavelength phonons can be
influenced by defects in the range of a few micrometers or submicrometers, namely, the mesoscale. This
effect is typically active for polycrystalline materials with mesoscale grains [30]. Additional phonon
scattering may appear at heteromaterial interfaces of composite systems [31]. However, the electronic
transport may be reduced by these grains, making a consideration of maximum power output vs.
efficiency necessary. If the scattering of the phonons is achieved at all three length scales, the term
all-scale hierarchical architecture is used [32]. Only a few studies achieve all-scale phonon scattering,
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but when regarding the overall reduction of the phonon contribution to the thermal conductivity,
decreases of more than 50% are possible [33].

While the phonon contribution to the thermal conductivity has been widely studied, the electronic
contribution is not straightforward. For degenerate semiconductors with charge carriers of the same
sign, the commonly used separation into both contributions fits well, and the Wiedemann–Franz
relation Λ = L0 · σ with the Sommerfeld value of the Lorenz number L0 = 2.4453 · 10−8 W Ω / K2 [34]
can be applied to describe the electronic contribution. However, for nondegenerate semiconductors
and especially for materials with charge carriers of both signs, the electronic contribution significantly
increases, resulting in a deviation of the Sommerfeld value, as stated by Ioffe [5]. Thus, the relationship
may lead to questionable results when applied to all kinds of thermoelectric materials and must
be considered carefully. As a result, doping may have a nonnegligible influence on the electronic
contribution to the thermal conductivity.

1.3. Thermoelectric Materials for High-Temperature Applications

As state-of-the-art materials for thermoelectric power conversion, bismuth telluride (Bi2Te3)
and lead chalogenide PbX (X = S, Se or Te) compounds long exhibited the highest zT near room
temperature and approximately 600 to 700 K, respectively [35]. However, due to the toxicity
of telluride and lead, investigations into less toxic alternatives have attracted strong attention in
recent years. Several promising materials or material classes have been reported since and have been
discussed in detailed reviews, e.g., copper and tin chalcogenides [35], oxide-based materials [9,36],
intermetallic compounds [8,37], and organic polymers [13,38]. Since each material typically has an
optimum temperature range for its most efficient thermoelectric power conversion, the materials
do not necessarily compete but complement each other with respect to a specific application.
Figure 2 shows the zT values of several different thermoelectric material classes as a function of
temperature. There are multiple promising alternatives for commercially used bismuth telluride at
high operating temperatures.

Figure 2. zT values as a function of temperature for several thermoelectric material classes [21,22,39–41].
While bismuth telluride shows the highest zT value at low temperatures, different kinds of materials
are interesting for high-temperature applications.

1.2. Thermoelectric materials
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In this review, we take a closer look at these promising materials for high-temperature
applications (>700 K), e.g., power plants, industrial processes, and the automobile industry [20,42].
Therefore, oxide-based materials and several intermetallic compounds such as Zintl phases and
half-Heusler compounds will be discussed and compared in terms of the power factor and the
figure of merit zT. In this context, the focus is on the thermoelectric properties at the material level.
Please note that the utilization of thermoelectric materials in a device comes alongside additional
important tasks such as contact resistivity and the variation in thermoelectric properties in an applied
temperature gradient. It has been emphasized that for a thermoelectric device, the average properties,
such as the average zT, within the respective temperature range are the key parameters instead of the
peak properties [43–45]. As mentioned, within this review, the discussed thermoelectric compounds
will only be evaluated at their respective material level.

2. Oxides and Oxyselenides

2.1. Thermoelectric Oxides

Oxide-based thermoelectric materials generally exhibit an inferior zT compared to that of telluride
and selenide compounds, but show a much higher chemical and thermal stability, thus allowing
high operating temperatures and large temperature gradients [46]. Consequently, such materials
are very promising for high-temperature applications in areas such as the automobile sector or
industrial furnaces. Additionally, raw materials of such oxide-based ceramics are less toxic than
other materials and therefore easier to process. The first works that predicted good thermoelectric
properties in layered crystal structures [47] and the first report of NaxCoO2 [48] were published in the
mid 1990s. Later, manganites and cobaltites, which show strong spin and orbital fluctuations in the
d-electron system and a strong Jahn–Teller effect, became the focus of research [9]. Today, oxide-based
thermoelectric materials represent a group of materials with good chemical and temperature stability.
In general, oxide-based thermoelectric materials exhibit high Seebeck coefficients, but only a medium
electrical conductivity and moderate thermal conductivity. By adjusting these parameters via
nanostructuring, doping, and defect engineering, these materials can be tuned to reach high zT
values up to 1. In this context, we will have a close look at p-type layered cobaltites (NaxCoO2,
Ca3Co4O9, Bi2Ca2Co2O9) and the most common n-type oxide-based materials (ZnO, CaMnO3, SrTiO3).
As already mentioned, the focus of this work is on a comparison and evaluation of the power factor
and the figure of merit zT. For a more detailed discussion of the physical properties of thermoelectric
oxides, e.g., for oxide-based materials [9,36,49] or BiCuSeO [49–51], the reader is referred to other
review articles.

2.1.1. p-Type Layered Cobaltites

Since the discovery of NaxCoO2, several layered cobaltite compounds with analogous structures
have been found. In addition to NaxCoO2, two other promising compounds, namely, Ca3Co4O9 and
Bi2A2Co2O9 (A = alkaline-earth metal), will be discussed. Figure 3 shows the crystal structures of
these compounds. NaxCoO2 consists of a hexagonal-layered structure with CoO2 sheets separated by
disordered Na layers. In Ca3Co4O9 and Bi2A2Co2O9 (A = alkaline-earth metal), the Na layer is replaced
by Ca2CoO3 or Bi2A2O4 substructures, respectively. In these structures, the CoO2 sheets represent an
electron-conducting layer, which is described as an ‘electron crystal’, while the salt-like separating
layers work as a ‘phonon glass’ and reduce the thermal conductivity of the material, resulting in a
high zT [1,46].

The thermoelectric parameters of these layered cobaltites are strongly influenced by the exact
stoichiometry of the compound. In NaxCoO2, the amount of Na in the disordered phonon
glass layer influences the phonon scattering and the electronic properties [52,53]. In Bi2A2Co2O9

(A = alkaline-earth metal), the thermoelectric properties can be influenced by the amount of Co [54].
The most investigated compounds of Bi2A2Co2O9 have A = Ca or Sr [55]. The practical use of
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NaxCoO2 and Bi2A2Co2O9 is limited by the volatility of Na and Bi at high temperatures and the
hygroscopicity of the compounds. Therefore, Ca3Co4O9 represents the most interesting layered
cobaltite for thermoelectric applications, especially at high operating temperatures. Due to its structure,
which consists of electron conducting layers separated by nonconducting layers that cause phonon
scattering, the thermoelectric properties of Ca3Co4O9 are highly anisotropic. The in-plane direction
is characterized by a high electrical conductivity within the CoO2 layers, resulting in a high power
factor σα2. However, in the out-of-plane direction, the phonon scattering is very high, resulting in an
even lower thermal conductivity.

Figure 3. Crystal structures of (a) NaxCoO2, (b) Ca3Co4O9 (CCO) and (c) Bi2Ca2Co2O9. Adapted
from [10] with permission from Elsevier.

In general, the thermoelectric properties of bulk Ca3Co4O9 can be strongly influenced by the
parameters of the synthesis and the sintering method, which have a strong influence on the resulting
density, grain size, and orientation of the material [56]. Ca3Co4O9 can be synthesized via a solid-state
mechanism or a sol-gel procedure. Krolicka et al. investigated the effect of these techniques on the
structural and thermoelectric properties, and showed increased zT values in the sample prepared by
the sol-gel route due to improved grain alignment [57]. The corresponding ceramics can be prepared
by different sintering methods, such as spark plasma sintering (SPS) or pressureless sintering methods,
all again leading to different grades of grain orientation and densification [56,58–60]. Bittner et al.
showed that the porosity of a bulk Ca3Co4O9 ceramic strongly influences the resulting thermoelectric
parameters [61]. A high porosity leads to a reduced electrical conductivity and simultaneously
decreased thermal conductivity, thus improving the figure of merit zT. Therefore, the porosity as well
as the synthesis method is one way to tune such oxide-based materials for an increased power factor
(dense ceramic) or zT (high porosity).

As mentioned before, doping and nanostructuring are common ways to tune the thermoelectric
parameters of thermoelectric materials. Table 1 shows the figure of merit zT and the power factor σα2

of several doped Ca3Co4O9, NaxCoO2 and Bi2Ca2Co2O9 compounds. Here, NaxCoO2 exhibits the
highest power factor, while Ca3Co4O9 is the most promising layered cobaltite when high efficiency
and therefore high zT is desired. A nanocomposite containing all three layered cobaltites discussed
here is also included, showing promising synergistic effects in its thermoelectric properties as well as
its thermal stability [10].

Overall, the thermoelectric properties of layered cobaltites, and all oxide-based materials in
general, strongly depend on many parameters, such as the synthesis route, morphology of the crystals,
doping, nanostructuring, texturing, and densification into a bulk material, thus leading to a possible
control of tuning oxide-based thermoelectric materials to a high power factor σα2 or a high zT value
for different application fields. However, more research on the enhancement of the power factor is
required to increase the potential of these materials for high-temperature applications.

1.2. Thermoelectric materials
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Table 1. Dimensionless figure of merit zT and power factor σα2 of p-type Ca3Co4O9, NaxCoO2 and
Bi2Ca2Co2O9 with different dopants.

Material Dopant T/K zT σα2/µW cm−1 K−2

Ca3Co4O9

Cr [62] 1000 K 0.16 3.5
Sm [63] 1000 K 0.15 2.4
Tb [39] 1000 K 0.73 11.5
K [64] 1000 K 0.22 2.85

Cd [65] 1000 K 0.35 5.25
Sr [66] 1000 K 0.22 3.95

Na,W codopants [67] 1000 K 0.21 2.7
La,Fe codopants [68] 1000 K 0.32 4.15

NCO,BCCO nanocomposite [10] 1100 K 0.34 6.08

NaxCoO2

Ag,Au [69] 1000 K 0.4–0.5 13–15
Ni [70] 1073 K - 10.8
Cu [71] 1000 K - 15.5

K, Sr, Y, Nd, Sm, Yb [72] 1000 K 0.36–0.5 6.8–7.3

Bi2Ca2Co2O9

Na [73] 900 K - 2.1
K [74] 1000 K 0.305 1.92

Pb,La [75] 1000 K - 1.6–2.2

2.1.2. n-Type Oxides

Around the same time as the first layered cobaltite compounds, other transition metal oxides
were reported to have promising thermoelectric properties. Since then, the most studied oxide-based
n-type materials have been the aforementioned ZnO, as well as SrTiO3 and CaMnO3. ZnO exhibits a
hexagonal wurtzite structure with a large direct band gap of 3.44 eV [76], SrTiO3 has a cubic perovskite
structure and is also characterized by a large band gap of 3.25 eV [77] and CaMnO3 crystallizes in an
orthorhombic perovskite structure with an indirect band gap of 0.7 eV [78]. All these materials are
characterized by a high Seebeck coefficient and a very low electrical conductivity due to a low carrier
concentration without doping [9].

Based on the large band gap of undoped ZnO, increasing the carrier density by doping and
defect engineering is used to ensure good thermoelectric properties. For ZnO, doping with Al has
been widely studied and shows the highest zT values from 0.3 to 0.45 with moderate power factor values
of approximately 5–8 µW cm−1 K−2 thus far [79–81]. Again, the synthesis parameters as well as the
morphology of the crystals strongly influence the resulting thermoelectric parameters. Han et al. reported,
that the zT value of ZnO with nanoparticle morphology is 1.5 times higher than that of a platelet-shaped
morphology [82]. In addition to doping, defect engineering is another promising way to enhance the
thermoelectric properties, as shown by Tian et al.; by increasing the Al solubility and therefore the carrier
concentration and electrical conductivity, the thermal conductivity decreases due to introduced defects [83].
Undoped SrTiO3 also has a very large band gap, making it electrically insulating. However, by electron
doping with group III elements (mostly lanthanides) on the Sr sites or group V elements (Nb, Ta)
on the Ti sites, a strong increase in carrier density (up to approximately 1020 cm−3) and electrical
conductivity (up to 50–1000 S cm−1) in single crystals can be observed [84]. In addition to doping
and codoping with several lanthanides, the influences of Sr vacancies have been investigated and
were reported to have a positive effect on thermoelectric properties [85,86]. Similarly to SrTiO3,
CaMnO3 exhibits a high Seebeck coefficient but an electrically insulating character before doping.
Here, rare-earth metals as dopants for the Ca sites as well as transition metals for the Ti sites have
been investigated. CaMnO3 and SrTiO3 have perovskite structures with octahedral coordination of Mn
and Ti, respectively. The symmetry of the MnO6 and TiO6 octahedrons also influences the resulting
parameters. A distortion of the octahedron, e.g., that due to a Jahn–Teller distortion as a result of a
partial reduction of Mn4+ to Mn3+ or due to doping with smaller or larger elements, influences the
electrical and thermal conductivity of the material [9].
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Additionally, n-type In2O3 was investigated as a promising oxide-based thermoelectric
material [20,87]. Undoped In2O3 is a semiconductor with a band gap of 1.2 eV that can be strongly
influenced via doping. The crystal structure can be described as a cubic bixbyite structure with two
nonequivalent cation sites that can be substituted with different dopants [88]. The electron effective
mass as well as the carrier concentration of this material strongly depend on the amount of doping
within the structure. As a result, a very high carrier mobility can be achieved, making tuning the
thermoelectric properties very promising [89]. Bittner et al. [20] presented Sn,Al-doped n-type In2O3,
which reached a comparatively high power factor of 7.1 µW cm−1 K−2 at 1200 K. However, doped
In2O3 suffers from its high thermal conductivity and thus shows a noteworthy zT only above 1000 K
at this time. Nevertheless, doped In2O3 represents an interesting n-type thermoelectric material for
high-temperature applications due to the high power factor resulting from high electrical conductivity.

Table 2 shows the figure of merit zT and the power factor σα2 of several doped ZnO, SrTiO3,
CaMnO3, and In2O3 bulk compounds. As described before, the thermoelectric properties also strongly
depend on the synthesis method and the sintering parameters. Here, SrTiO3 compounds exhibit the
highest power factor, while the other materials reach zT values of approximately 0.3–0.4, except for
doped In2O3, which only reaches a zT value of 0.15.

Table 2. Figure of merit zT and power factor σα2 of n-type ZnO, SrTiO3, CaMnO3, and In2O3 with
different dopants.

Material Dopant T/K zT σα2/µW cm−1 K−2

ZnO

Al [79–81] 1073 0.3–0.45 5–8
Ni [90] 1073 0.09 5.8

Al,Ni codopants [91] 773 0.06 5.6
Ga [92] 973 0.25 12

SrTiO3

La,Nb,Sm,Gd,Dy [93] 1073 0.2–0.28 5.5–9
La [94] 973 0.365 11.6
Gd [95] 1023 0.37 10.9
Nb [96] 1023 0.39 11.3

Nb,Nd codopants [97] 1073 0.315 8.8

CaMnO3

Nb [98] 1073 0.325 1.9
Dy,Ho,Er,Yb [99] 1000 0.15–0.2 2–3.5

W [100] 1073 0.16 3.2
Y,Dy codopants [101] 800 0.18 3.1
Pr,Yb codopants [102] 973 0.24 3.3

In2O3
Sn,Al [20] 1200 0.08 7.1

Ge,Mn,Zn [20] 1200 0.15 3.6

2.2. BiCuSeO

Doped BiCuSeO is one of the newest and most promising thermoelectric materials. The first works
presenting the thermoelectric properties of this compound were published from 2010 to 2012 [103–105].
BiCuSeO is one of several isostructural RMChO (R = Bi, Ce to Dy; M = Cu or Ag; Ch = S, Se or Te)
compounds and exhibits a two-dimensional layered structure with Bi2O2 and Cu2Se2 layers, as shown
in Figure 4a–d [50]. Due to this layered structure, BiCuSeO also shows anisotropic thermoelectric
properties, which strongly depend on the synthesis method and the sintering parameters, analogous to
the layered cobaltite compounds [50,106,107]. Due to the similar behavior between BiCuSeO and the
oxide-based cobaltites, the former material is discussed here, although it is an oxyselenide and not an
oxide material. BiCuSeO can be synthesized via hydrothermal methods, solid state reactions, sol-gel
methods, or mechanical alloying. The bulk materials are again prepared via cold-pressing, hot-pressing,
or SPS [50,51,108–110]. The electrical conductivity of undoped BiCuSeO is relatively low because of
a low carrier concentration and carrier mobility, while the material exhibits an exceptionally high
Seebeck coefficient of approximately 450 µV K−1 and a very low thermal conductivity of approximately
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0.4 W m−1 K−1 [50,111]. Based on this, BiCuSeO can be described as a high-zT material but offers a
relatively low power factor σα2 comparable to those of the layered cobaltites. Although a very high
zT > 1 can be reached. Additionally, BiCuSeO struggles with thermal stability in an air atmosphere
showing surface oxidation at 573 K and complete decomposition at 773 K [112].

Figure 4. Crystal structure of BiCuSeO (a) along the b-axis and (b) along the c-axis; (c) Bi4O coordination
tetrahedra, and (d) CuSe4 coordination tetrahedra. Reproduced from [50] with permission from The
Royal Society of Chemistry; (e) zT values of various doped bulk BiCuSeO materials under an inert gas
atmosphere [11,103,105,113–116].

To improve the thermoelectric properties of BiCuSeO, adjusting the electrical conductivity by
enhancing the carrier concentration via doping has been extensively studied. For this purpose, element
doping with divalent cations at Bi sites to enhance the p-type electron conduction is very promising.
Here, doping and codoping with various elements have been investigated. Figure 4e shows the
reported peak zT of various doped BiCuSeO materials in recent years.

BiCuSeO is an intrinsic p-type semiconductor due to Bi and Cu vacancies. Recently, Pan et al. realized
n-type BiCuSeO by iron incorporation [117] and Zhang et al. [118] presented the realization of n-type
BiCuSeO by filling these vacancies with additional Bi and Cu and simultaneously introducing Br and I at
the Se site for electron doping; the above resulted with Seebeck coefficients of up to −550 µV K−1.

2.3. Comparison of Oxides and Oxyselenides

Overall, the discussed oxide-based thermoelectric materials exhibit good zT values of
approximately 0.2–0.8 with the oxyselenide compound BiCuSeO reaching zT values >1, while generally
showing a medium power factor of 1–11 µW cm−1 K−2. Preparation parameters, doping, defect
engineering, and nanostructuring can be utilized to tune the material behavior, thus enhancing the
power factor or decreasing the thermal conductivity to reach higher zT values. Figure 5 shows the
type-I and type-II Ioffe plots and zT plots for several of the doped p- and n-type oxide-based bulk
materials and oxyselenides. Here, it can be easily seen that doped BiCuSeO and doped SrTiO3 exhibit
the highest power factor in relation to electrical conductivity and are therefore the closest to the
desired area. In comparison, Figure 5b displays the related zT values of the materials, where the
BiCuSeO and Ca3Co4O9 reach the highest zT values. However, the BiCuSeO is not stable in an air
atmosphere, as mentioned before. As oxide-based materials are of special interest for high-temperature
applications, enhancement of the power factor and thus increasing the resulting power output must be
further investigated.
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Figure 5. (a) p-Type; (b) n-type type-I Ioffe plots; (c) p-type; (d) n-type type-II Ioffe plots and (e) p-type
and (f) n-type zT-electrical conductivity plots for several doped oxidic thermoelectric materials and
BiCuSeO [10,11,39,69,74,80,96,102]. Dashed lines show the corresponding absolute values of the
Seebeck coefficient α given in µV K−1. In the type-I Ioffe plot, a desired material would be located at
a high power factor and simultaneously high electrical conductivity in the top right. In the type-II
Ioffe plot, a desired material would be located at a low entropy conductivity and simultaneously high
electrical conductivity in the bottom right. Note that the data in Ioffe plots of type-I and type-II can
be divided by each other according to Equation (2) to give the dimensionless figure of merit zT as a
function of the electrical conductivity.

3. Metals and Intermetallics

3.1. Zintl Phases

Zintl phases are high-melting intermetallic compounds that are characterized by an ionic structure
containing covalently bonded polyanions that build an ‘electron crystal’, while the cation layers act as
a ‘phonon glass’. Although this form of intermetallics was discovered in the 1930s and has been highly
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investigated since, the first reports about their good thermoelectric properties were not published
until 2005 [119]. The thermoelectric properties of many different Zintl families and structures have
been investigated. The general composition of a Zintl phase can be described as AaBXx with A = active,
electropositive metal (mostly alkaline and earth alkaline metals); X = noble, electronegative metal
from group 13, 14 and 15, and B = ternary transition metal (Zn, Cd, Mn). Based on this, different
groups of Zintl phases can be named after their stoichiometry, e.g., 14-1-11 compounds such as
Yb14MnSb11. In Figure 6 the T-dependent zT values of several p- and n-type Zintl groups can be
seen. The investigated Zintl compounds exhibit varying zT values between 0.5 and 1.5. Due to their
complex structure, Zintl phases are usually characterized by a very low glass-like thermal conductivity.
The electronic structure strongly depends on the respective material, varying between extremely
low carrier mobility and high carrier concentration in 0D 14-1-11 compounds, and very high carrier
mobility and low carrier concentration in 2D 1-2-2 compounds [8]. In this section, several p-type
(14-1-11, 5-2-6, 9-4.5-9, and 1-2-2) and the most recently investigated n-type 1-2-2 Zintl compounds will
be discussed. Again, the reader is referred to other review articles for more details on the respective
physical properties of Zintl phases [8,49,120].

Figure 6. Temperature-dependent zT-values of Zintl phases with different stoichiometries. Solid lines
represent p-type Zintl phases and dashed lines represent n-type Zintl phases. Different Zintl families
are named after their respective stoichiometry (see also Table 3). Reused from [8] with permission
from Elsevier.

3.1.1. p-Type Zintl Phases

Currently, the best p-type Zintl family are the 14-1-11 compounds, reaching a zT > 1 at an
operating temperature of up to 1200 K. These 14-1-11 compounds with the general formula A14MPn11

(A = alkaline-earth or rare earth element, M = Al, Mn, Zn, Ga, Nb, In or Cd and Pn = group 15 element)
exhibit covalently bonded [MPn4]9- tetrahedra and [Pn3]7- linear components with Pn3- and A2+

ions [121]. Due to their large unit cell and semiconductor nature with low electrical resistivity
and low thermal conductivity, these compounds are very promising candidates for achieving good
thermoelectric properties via doping. Within this family, Yb14MnSb11 showed the highest zT values
of up to 1.3 [122]. Compared to its isostructural analog Yb14AlSb11, which was the first reported
14-1-11 Zintl compound, Yb14MnSb11 has the Al3+ replaced by Mn2+ resulting in p-type conduction.
To optimize the extremely high carrier concentration of approximately 1021 cm−3, several different
dopants at various sites have been investigated, e.g., La, Ca, Sc and Y at the Yb site [41,123,124]
or Al and Mg at the Mn site [122]. Several doped 14-1-11 Zintl compounds are shown in Table 3.
The resulting power factor is approximately 5–10 µW cm−1 K−2 and therefore, slightly higher than
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that of oxide-based materials. Yb14MnSb11 is usually prepared by a Sn-flux method or ball milling and
densification via hot pressing or SPS sintering.

The 11-6-12 compounds are somewhat newly investigated thermoelectric materials. In 2014,
the first work on the thermoelectric properties of p-type Eu11Cd6Sb12 was published [125]. The 11-6-12
compounds exhibiting a Sr11Cd6Sb12 structure type consist of [Cd6Sb12]22- ribbons forming a 1D
structure filled with Sr2+ cations [126] and are mostly prepared by the Sn-flux method. Due to the
infinite 1D structure of polyanions, these compounds feature comparatively high thermal conductivity.
For Zn-doped Sr11Cd6Sb12 a zT of 0.5 with a power factor of 5.6 µW cm−1 K−2 could be achieved [127].
The rather low power factor in 11-6-12 compounds is mainly due to the low carrier mobility of
approximately 20–30 cm2 V−1 s−1 [127]. However, investigations of thermoelectric 11-6-12 have only
started, and further optimization and tuning are still the focus of research. Similarly, the thermoelectric
properties of 5-2-6 Zintl compounds were also recently reported. It can be described by the general
formula A5M2Pn6 with A = alkaline earth or rare earth metal, M = trivalent metal and Pn = As, Sb
or Bi. The 5-2-6 compounds are mainly produced via ball milling and hot pressing. Within this
family, the two basic structure types are Ca5Ga2As6 and Ca5Al2Bi6, which both consist of infinite
[M2Pn6]10− chains and A2+ cations [128]. A peak zT of 0.7 with a power factor of 6.5 µW cm−1 K−2

can be reached in Zn-doped Ga5In2Sb6 [129]. Several other doped materials of the 11-6-12 and 5-2-6
families are shown in Table 3.

The 9-4+x-9 Zintl compounds with a general formula of A9M4+xPn9 where A = Ca, Sr, Eu, or Yb,
M = transition metal and Pn = Bi or Sb also consist of infinite ribbons of [M4Pn9]19− components and
exhibit partially filled interstitial sites filled with transition metal [130]. Therefore, the thermoelectric
properties can be influenced by occupancy of the interstitial sites and by the exact stoichiometry [131].
To date, several doped and undoped compounds in this family have been investigated, including
Yb9Mn4+xSb9 [132], Eu9Cd4+xSb9 [133], and Ca9Zn4+xSb9 [131], reaching zT values of approximately 0.7
and a power factor of 5–7 µW cm−1 K−2 (compare Table 3). Here, again the Sn-flux technique as well
as a combination of ball milling and hot pressing or SPS were utilized for preparation.

Table 3. Dimensionless figure of merit zT and power factor σα2 of several p-type Zintl phases with
different dopants.

Composition Materials Dopant T/K zT σα2/µW cm−1 K−2

14-1-11

Yb14MnSb11 [121] - 1200 K 1.02 6.1
Al [122] 1200 K 1.28 8.82
Sc [41] 1200 K 1.02 8.38
Y [41] 1200 K 1.01 6.85

Yb14MgSb11 [134] - 1200 K 1.03 6.5
Sr14MgBi11 [135] - 1200 K 0.71 9.5

11-6-12 Eu11Cd6Sb12 Zn [127] 800 K 0.51 5.55
As [125] 800 K 0.185 1.69

5-2-6

Ca5Al2Sb6 Na [136] 1050 K 0.605 4.44
Zn [137] 800 K 0.4 3.75
Mn [138] 850 K 0.42 4.12

Ga5In2Sb6 Zn [129] 950 K 0.72 6.56
Eu5In2Sb6 Zn [139] 800 K 0.28 4.08

Cd [140] 850 K 0.46 5.2
Sr5In2Sb6 Zn [141] 800 K 0.36 4.13

9-4+x-9 Yb9Mn4.2Sb9 [132] - 1000 K 0.74 4.53
Ca9Zn4+xSb9 Cu [131] 850 K 0.71 6.72

1-2-2

CaZn2Sb2 Na,Mg [142] 800 K 0.85 9.24
EuZn2Sb2 Cd [143] 650 K 1.05 22.5
YbCd2Sb2 Mn [144] 650 K 1.13 10

Zn [145] 700 K 1.22 19.2
Mg [146] 650 K 1.06 16.8

CaMg2Bi2 Na [147] 850 K 0.88 12.3
Yb [148] 850 K 0.96 12.2

Eu0.5-xYb0.5-xMg2Bi2 Ca [149] 850 K 1.26 13.5
Mg3Sb2 Na [150] 750 K 0.58 4.2
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Next, to the 14-1-11 compounds, the family of 1-2-2 Zintl phases show very good thermoelectric
properties, reaching a zT > 1. This group can be described as AB2X2 with A = Ca, Ba, Sr, Yb or Eu,
B = Mn, Zn, Cd or Mg and X = As, Sb or Bi. The CaAl2Si2-type structure contains two-dimensional
[B2X2]2- sheets separated by A2+ cations [151]. Most p-type 1-2-2 Zintl phases are characterized by
an extremely high p-type carrier concentration due to the vacancies on the A cation sites. Thus,
substitution and doping at this site proves to be promising for tuning the thermoelectric properties.
Subsequently, doped EuZn2Sb2 [143] and doped YbCd2Sb2 [144–146] reached zT values above
zT = 1. Shuai et al. reported a zT value of 1.3 and a power factor of 13.5 µW cm−1 K−2 for
Eu0.5-xYb0.5-xMg2Bi2 [149]. Additionally, binary p-type 1-2-2 compounds with A=B, e.g., Mg3Sb2,
have been widely investigated [150,152]. However, due to their high resistivity, only a moderate zT at
high temperatures can be reached. The thermoelectric properties of several ternary and binary 1-2-2
Zintl compounds are shown in Table 3. Similar to that of the other families, the 1-2-2 Zintl compounds
are mostly prepared by melting or ball milling and densification via hot pressing or SPS.

3.1.2. n-Type Zintl Phases

As described above, several p-type 1-2-2 compounds have been investigated resulting in zT values
of up to 1.3. In this group, the stoichiometric Mg3Sb2 has taken a special role in research, due to its
characteristically low carrier concentration, which opens a pathway to thermoelectric n-type Zintl
phases [8]. Since the first report, in 2014, of n-type conduction in Mn-doped Mg3Sb2 [153], many
different dopants have been investigated. Doping with Te as an electron donor and Bi to reduce the
lattice thermal conductivity proved to be an effective way to realize high zT values in n-type Zintl
phases. Most recently, Chen et al. [154] reached a zT value of 1.7 at a power factor of 20 µW cm−1 K−2

by combining Mn doping at the Mg site and Te and Bi doping at the Sb site. Table 4 gives an overview
of several doped n-type Zintl phases based on Mg3Sb2. To date, zT values of approximately 1.5–1.7
and a power factor of up to 20 µW cm−1 K−2 have been reached.

Table 4. Dimensionless figure of merit zT and power factor σα2 of several n-type Zintl phases with
different dopants.

Basis Material T/K zT σα2/µW cm−1 K−2

Mg3Sb2

Mg3+δSb1.99Te0.01 [155] 700 K 0.61 9.16
Mg3+δSb1.48Bi0.48Te0.04 [156] 700 K 1.59 12.56
Mg3+δSb1.48Bi0.49Te0.01 [157] 700 K 1.45 15.14

Mg3+δNb0.15Sb1.5Bi0.49Te0.01 [158] 700 K 1.52 18.5
Mg3+δMn0.025Sb1.5Bi0.49Te0.01 [154] 700 K 1.71 20.02

3.1.3. Comparison of Zintl phases

Figure 7 shows the type-I and type-II Ioffe plots and zT plots from several of the doped p-type and
n-type bulk Zintl materials. As described above, within the p-type Zintl phases, the 14-1-11 compounds
show the best temperature stability up to 1200 K and reach the highest zT values. However, the Ioffe
plots show that ternary 1-2-2 compounds and the 9-4+x-9 compounds feature a comparable or even
higher power factor than 14-1-11 compounds at lower temperatures. Improvement of temperature
stability could therefore lead to even higher power outputs at high operating temperatures. Within the
n-type 1-2-2 Zintl phases, heavily doped Mg3+δSb2 exhibits the highest zT reported for Zintl phases thus
far and a high power factor of approximately 20 µW cm−1 K−2. However, the operating temperature
is limited to approximately 700 K for the heavily doped Mg3+δSb2 and up to 1000 K for previously
reported compounds. Additionally, the Ioffe plots show a maximum power factor and electrical
conductivity at approximately 700 K with decreasing values afterward. Enhancing the temperature
stability and improving the thermoelectric properties at temperatures above 700 K may lead to a very
promising n-type Zintl phase for application at high temperatures.
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Figure 7. (a) p-Type; (b) n-type type-I Ioffe plots; (c) p-type; (d) n-type type-II Ioffe plots
as well as (e) p-type and (f) n-type zT-electrical conductivity plots of several doped Zintl
materials [41,127,129,131,148,154,155,157]. Dashed lines show the corresponding absolute values of
the Seebeck coefficient α given in µV K−1.

3.2. Heusler and Half-Heusler Compounds

Heusler compounds are intermetallics with the formula X2YZ and are characterized by their
cubic structure with the space group Fm3m [159]. The X and Y within this formula represent transition
metals, while Z is a main group element. The half-Heusler compounds are derived from this and
have the formula XYZ with the F43m space group [7,159]. The structures for both compounds are
displayed in Figure 8. The full-Heusler structure (Figure 8a) can be described by four interpenetrating
face-centered-cubic sublattices, where two of them are equally occupied by the X. In contrast, one
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of the equally occupied sublattices is vacant for the half-Heusler compounds (Figure 8b) [7]. The
difference in the structures greatly affects the valence electrons and thereby the band structures of
both compounds, typically leading to increased effective mass carrier concentrations and a high power
factor for half-Heusler compounds, which is the reason for our focus on them within this review [159].
Half-Heusler materials are generally stable if 18 valence electrons are present, because only bonding
states are occupied in this case [159]. Notably, this restricts the choice of elements for stable phases.
The resulting phases usually show semiconducting behavior, e.g., with band gaps of 0.5 eV for
XNiSn compounds or semimetallic behavior for (Zr,Hf)CoSb compounds [159–161]. This narrow
electronic band structure results in a characteristically high power factor for half-Heusler compounds
in comparison to other thermoelectric material classes [159]. Since the states near the Fermi level are
mainly based on d-d orbital bonding, the density of states results in large Seebeck coefficients and
high electrical conductivities [162]. A more detailed discussion of the physical properties of different
half-Heusler compounds can be found in the respective review articles [35,37,49,159,163].

Figure 8. (a) Crystal structure of (a) full-Heusler- (X2YZ) and (b) half-Heusler-compounds
(XYZ). The half-Heusler compounds exhibit an unoccupied sublattice of X resulting in promising
thermoelectric characteristics.

The first studies on half-Heusler compounds started in the early 1990s, but intensified with
respect to thermoelectrics in the 2000s [164]. Recently, Poon presented an approach for dividing
the advances of half-Heusler development for thermoelectrics into three different generations [163].
The first generation in the 2000s was characterized by alloying and doping as main modification
factors providing zT values below 1, while in the second generation around 2010, more advanced
synthesis techniques were introduced, namely, SPS for densification and nanostructuring, which led
to zT values of approximately 1. In the current third generation, band engineering and structure
ordering are becoming increasingly famous in addition to the previous techniques, which results in zT
values of approximately 1.5 [163]. Advantages of half-Heusler compounds are their nontoxicity and
stability to mechanical stress as well as high temperatures [7]. The optimum working temperature with
regard to the thermoelectric performance is typically within 700–1000 K when in a vacuum or inert gas.
The materials exhibit remarkable oxygen stability, but recent research has shown a sensitivity to oxygen
at working temperatures for TiNiSn and ZrNiSn, resulting in the formation of oxides at the surface.
Thus, the oxygen influence on the thermoelectric properties still needs to be investigated [165,166].

The elements of the half-Heusler compounds usually maintain very high melting points above
1773 K, which means high-temperature alloying, such as arc melting in a chamber with inert gas, is
necessary for synthesis [162]. The usage of rather costly elements such as Hf further increases the
production costs, which are major disadvantages of half-Heusler compounds despite their excellent
thermoelectric properties.
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3.2.1. p-Type Half-Heusler Compounds

State-of-the-art p-type half-Heusler compounds are mainly based on FeNbSb, where Nb is
substituted by Ti or Hf as shown in Table 5. By comparing the power factors of the compounds
in Table 5, the high zT values were mainly reached by reducing the thermal conductivity with heavy
dopants at relatively high doping amounts. The best properties were achieved for FeNb0.88Hf0.12Sb
by Fu et al. [22] and reached a power factor of 51 µW cm−1 K−2 and a zT value of 1.45.
However, a ZrCoBi-based compound recently reached zT values of up to 1.42, opening the way
for research at a competing level. A similar half-Heusler system is based on XCoSb (X=Zr or Hf),
which shows a decreased power factor at approximately 28 µW cm−1 K−2 but simultaneously a lower
thermal conductivity compared to that of the FeNbSb-based compounds. The XCoSb compounds play
a special role in thermoelectric research due to their possible p- and n-type doping, both leading to zT
values of up to 1. [167,168] Therefore, these compounds can be found in both Tables 5 and 6 depending
on their respective dopants.

Table 5. Dimensionless figure of merit zT and power factor σα2 of several p-type half-Heusler phases.

Material T/K zT σα2/µW cm−1 K−2

FeNb0.88Hf0.12Sb [22] 1200 K 1.45 51
FeNb0.86Zr0.14Sb [22] 1050 K 0.80 46
FeNb0.95Ti0.05Sb [169] 973 K 0.70 50
FeNb0.8Ti0.2Sb [169] 973 K 1.10 53

ZrCoBi0.65Sb0.15Sn0.20 [170] 973 K 1.42 38
Hf0.44Zr0.44Ti0.12CoSb0.8Sn0.2 [167] 973 K 1 28

3.2.2. n-Type Half-Heusler Compounds

Research on n-type half-Heusler compounds mainly focuses on MNiSn (M=Ti, Zr or Hf)
compounds as parent materials. These compounds inherit quite remarkable zT values in the range
of 0.4–0.55 as pure bulk materials, as shown in Table 6, but these values begin to rise to 1–1.5 when
the materials are engineered properly toward improved thermoelectric performances. Reduction of
grain size, alloying, and carrier doping are suitable tools to significantly improve the zT value [162].
Another parent material is XCoSb (X=Ti or Nb), which shows rather poor thermoelectric performance
as a pure material due to high thermal conductivity, but drastically improves when doped [171,172].
The record zT value of 1.5 was reached with Ti0.5Zr0.25Hf0.25NiSn0.998Sb0.002 by Shutoh et al. [173].
Unfortunately, this value cannot be reproduced independently at this time; however, slightly lower
values were achieved by similar chemical compositions [37]. As described for p-type half-Heusler
materials, the XCoSb (X=Zr or Hf) compounds can also show n-type behavior when doped accordingly.
Here, (Zr0.4Hf0.6)0.88Nb0.12CoSb shows a power factor of 27 µW cm−1 K−2 and a zT value of 0.99,
as demonstrated by Liu et al. [168] in 2018.

Table 6. Dimensionless figure of merit zT and power factor σα2 of several n-type half-Heusler phases.

Material T/K zT σα2/µW cm−1 K−2

TiNiSn [174] 775 K 0.4 24
ZrNiSn [175] 1000 K 0.55 33
HfNiSn [175] 1000 K 0.48 35

Ti0.5Zr0.25Hf0.25NiSn0.998Sb0.002 [173] 700 K 1.50 62
Hf0.6Zr0.4Hf0.25NiSn0.995Sb0.005 [176] 900 K 1.20 47

NbCoSb0.8Sn0.2 [172] 973 K 0.56 21
TiFe0.15Co0.85Sb [177] 850 K 0.45 22

(Zr0.4Hf0.6)0.88Nb0.12CoSb [168] 1173 K 0.99 27
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3.2.3. Comparison of Half-Heusler Compounds

Figure 9 shows type-I and type-II Ioffe plots as well as zT plots from several of the doped p-type
and n-type bulk half-Heusler materials. The comparatively high power factor that can be easily
seen in the type-I Ioffe plots is attributed to the narrow electronic band structure and d-d orbital
bonding, as already discussed. The half-Heusler compounds are therefore especially interesting for
thermoelectric generators when a high power output is desired. A comparison of p- and n-type
compounds shows similar results for the maximum values of the power factor of approximately
50 µW cm−1 K−2 and the zT up to 1.5, which results in no clear advantage of one specific type.
However, the p-type compounds exhibit slightly higher thermal stability up to 1200 K for FeNbSb-based
materials. The high power factor also means a rather high impact of thermal conductivity on the
efficiency of a half-Heusler compound. Thus, further engineering is mainly targeted at reducing
thermal conductivity.

Figure 9. (a) p-Type; (b) n-type type-I Ioffe plots; (c) p-type; (d) n-type type-II Ioffe plots; (e) p-type;
(f) n-type zT-electrical conductivity plots of several doped half-Heusler compounds [22,167–170,173,176].
Dashed lines show the corresponding absolute values of the Seebeck coefficient α given in µV K−1.
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3.3. SiGe Alloys

Eletrical supply of deep-space missions was one of the first application fields of thermoelectric
power conversion. Here, mostly n- and p-type silicon–germanium alloys have been used [178].
This intermetallic material with a diamond crystal structure is characterized by a high thermal stability
of up to 1200–1300 K when tested in vacuum. While Si exhibits a very high thermal conductivity
of 148 W m−1 K−1, the introduction of Ge atoms in the Si matrix strongly enhances the phonon
scattering, resulting in a thermal conductivity of approximately 2-5 W m−1 K−1 and a zT > 1
in nanostructured SiGe alloys [120]. Achieving p- and n-type conduction is realized via doping
with B [40] or Ga [179] (p-type) and P [180] or Sb [181] (n-type). The thermoelectric properties
can be strongly influenced by the exact stoichiometry of the SiGe alloy. Materials with an ideal
ratio of Si80Ge20 have been found and widely studied. In SiGe alloys, the large difference in the
mean free path between electron (approximately 5 nm) and phonon (approximately 200–300 nm)
contributions leads to a strong influence of nanostructuring in a range of 10–100 nm, which reduces
the thermal conductivity without significantly reducing the electrical conductivity [182]. Therefore,
nanostructuring [183–185] and the use of nanoinclusions [184,186–189] are common strategies to
further improve the thermoelectric properties of SiGe alloys. For preparation of SiGe alloys, solid-state
ball milling [180,183,186,187,190–194] or melt spinning (MS) [182,189] in combination with subsequent
SPS are commonly used. Bathula et al. [192] reported a peak zT of 1.72 with a power factor of
28.7 µW cm−1 K−2 for n-doped Si80Ge20 with SiC nanoinclusions. In 2016, Ahmad et al. [191] presented
a strong increase in p-type Si80Ge20 performance up to a zT of 1.81 and a power factor of 39.05 µW
cm−1 K−2 via Y2O3 nanoinclusions. Table 7 shows the zT value and power factor of several n- and
p-type doped Si80Ge20 materials.

Table 7. Dimensionless figure of merit zT and power factor σα2 of several doped p- and n-type
SiGe alloys.

Composition Dopant Inclusion T/K zT σα2/µW cm−1 K−2

n-type Si80Ge20 P [190] - 1073 1.78 30.3
P [185] - 1173 1.3 30.61
Sb [181] - 1073 0.61 18.5

P SiC [192] 1173 1.72 28.74
P Mg2Si [193] 1173 1.27 29.84
P FeSi2 [194] 1173 1.18 27.8
P WSi2 [187] 1173 1.16 35.27

p-type Si80Ge20 B [40] - 1173 1.22 20.5
B [180] - 1073 0.96 22

Ga [179] - 1073 0.52 15.5
B Y2O3 [191] 1073 1.81 39.05
B CrSi2 [186] 1073 0.65 21.25
B YSi2 [189] 1073 0.53 16.57
B WSi2 [187] 1173 0.66 17.63

Figure 10 shows the type-I and type-II Ioffe plots and zT plots from several doped Si80Ge20

alloys. In general, Si-Ge alloys are characterized by a relatively high power factor of approximately
15–40 µW cm−1 K−2 due to their high electrical conductivity, which is why they are located at the
top right of the type-I Ioffe plot. The drawback of a simultaneously high thermal conductivity can
be mitigated via nanostructuring and nanoinclusions without significantly reducing the electrical
conductivity, resulting in zT values of up to 1.7 for n-type and 1.8 for p-type materials. Combined
with a high thermal stability of up to 1200–1300 K in vacuum, Si-Ge alloys are perfect candidates as
thermoelectric materials for deep-space missions. Further adjustment of the thermal conductivity of
such alloys is especially interesting if a high conversion efficiency is desired.
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Figure 10. (a) p-Type; (b) n-type type-I Ioffe plots; (c) p-type; (d) n-type type-II Ioffe plots; (e) p-type;
(f) n-type zT-electrical conductivity plots of several doped Si-Ge alloys [40,185,186,191–193]. Dashed
lines show the corresponding absolute values of the Seebeck coefficient α given in µV K−1.

4. Comparison of High-Temperature Thermoelectric Materials

Figure 11 shows the type-I and type-II Ioffe plots and zT plots from several of the doped p-
and n-type materials for possible high temperature applications and their comparison to those of
the commercially used Bi2Te3. Here, the half-Heusler compounds exhibit the highest power factor
values with a simultaneously high electrical conductivity as a result of their electronic band structure,
described above. Therefore, the half-Heusler compounds are the closest to the desired area for both
p- and n-type materials. The conventional Bi2Te3 and the SiGe alloys also show a comparably high
power factor at a slightly lower electrical conductivity. Of the compared thermoelectric materials,
the oxide-based materials have the lowest power factor and electrical conductivity. This trend
corresponds to the type-II Ioffe plots, where the half-Heusler compounds and Bi2Te3 exhibit the
highest entropy conductivity, while the oxide materials show a significantly lower entropy conductivity,
especially at high temperatures. Furthermore, the Zintl phases are also characterized by a low thermal
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conductivity, which culminates in the n-type Zintl phase of Mg3.175Mn0.025Sb1.5Bi0.49Te0.01 having
the lowest entropy conductivity of all compared n-type materials. As a result, the half-Heusler
compounds as well as BiCuSeO show the highest zT values within the p-type materials, and the Zintl
compounds have the highest zT value within the n-type materials. As described before, the power
factor corresponds to the maximum power output of the material, making the half-Heusler compounds
the most interesting bulk materials for high-temperature application from this point of view. Yet,
the Zintl compounds and oxyselenides provide a high efficiency in power conversion due to their
significantly lower entropy conductivity. The oxide-based thermoelectric materials show comparatively
low thermoelectric properties, but are characterized by high chemical and thermal stability, especially
in air. As mentioned within the introduction, extension to a functional device always comes alongside
additional tasks. In particular, contact resistivity is crucial to reach full potential, when applying highly
electrical conducting materials such as half-Heusler compounds in a device.

Figure 11. (a) p-Type; (b) n-type type-I Ioffe plots; (c) p-type; (d) n-type type-II Ioffe plots; (e)
p-type; (f) n-type zT-electrical conductivity plots of several doped oxide materials [11,39,80,96], Zintl
phases [41,154], half-Heusler compounds [169,173,176], and Si-Ge alloys [191,192] as compared to
doped Bi2Te3 [21,195]. Dashed lines show the corresponding absolute values of the Seebeck coefficient
α given in µV K−1.
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A similar comparison of the material properties can be performed by displaying the power factor
as a function of the entropy conductivity, shown in Figure 12. Note that the dashed lines within the plot
represent the dimensionless zT value. It can be easily observed that within the p-type thermoelectric
materials, several compounds from different classes, such as BiCuSeO, SiGe alloys, and half-Heusler
alloys, all reach a zT value of up to 1.5, whereas the power factor shows a strong deviation between
10 and 65 µW cm−1 K−2. Within the compared n-type materials, the same behavior can be observed,
although the materials show overall slightly lower zT values. Therefore, this power factor vs. entropy
conductivity plot presents the respective advantages of each kind of thermoelectric material discussed
in terms of a high power factor or high zT value.

Figure 12. (a) p-Type; (b) n-type power factor vs. entropy conductivity plots of several doped
oxide materials [11,39,80,96], Zintl phases [41,154], half-Heusler compounds [169,176,196] and Si-Ge
alloys [191,192] as compared to doped Bi2Te3 [21,195]. Dashed lines show the corresponding zT values.

In addition to the thermoelectric materials discussed above, there are a few material classes
with noteworthy thermal stability of up to 800–900 K, which should also be mentioned here. Cage
compounds such as clathrates [197] and skutterudites [198] are both characterized by good electronic
transport properties while reducing thermal conductivity by filling the cages with guest atoms [49].
In this way, high zT values of up to 1.3 and 1.7 at 800 K can be reached in multiple filled clathrates [199]
and skutterudites [200,201], respectively. However, despite the similarity of these cage compounds,
the respective power factor shows a strong variation with approximately 10 µW cm−1 K−2 for
clathrates [199] and approximately 50 µW cm−1 K−2 for skutterudites [201] at 800 K. This also results
in a possible tuning for either a high power output or a high conversion efficiency. Last, solid
solutions of Mg2Si intermetallic silicides are also a focus of interest as mid-temperature thermoelectric
materials of up to 800 K [49]. Solid solutions of Mg2Si1-xGex and Mg2Si1-xSnx, with an optimized carrier
concentration via doping, reached a power factor of approximately 30 µW cm−1 K−2 and a zT value > 1
at 800 K [202,203]. For respective applications at mid-temperatures, a similar comparison to this work
could be performed for evaluation and comparison of these materials and their respective parameters.

5. Conclusions

Different kinds of bulk thermoelectric materials have been compared with respect to their
high-temperature performance and stability. Within the respective thermoelectric material classes,
much research has been conducted within recent decades, however, very few works have compared
these classes. Here, the concept of using Ioffe plots to compare and evaluate the power factor and the
zT value as two different parameters that can be useful for optimization was successfully presented.
Hereby, the strengths and weaknesses of each material class were revealed, which could be useful
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for prospective research and associated applications. Out of all of the compared materials, the class
of half-Heusler compounds exhibited the highest power factor and electrical conductivity, which is
applicable for reaching a high power output at high operating temperatures. Si-Ge alloys reached the
highest zT values but had a significantly lower power factor than the half-Heusler compounds. Other
materials, such as oxide-based materials, oxyselenides, and Zintl compounds, also reached reasonable
zT values, which made these promising materials for reaching high conversion efficiencies.
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1.3 Anisotropy in thermoelectric materials

In the previous section 1.2, the state-of-the-art thermoelectric materials and espe-
cially CCO were introduced. While the role of anisotropy was shortly discussed for
CCO, a more general view will be given in this section. Furthermore, ways to exploit
anisotropy by controlling crystal shape, in particular by selectively reducing dimen-
sions as in nanosheets, are analyzed.

The electronic and thermal transport properties of a single material are directly
linked to its crystal and band structure. While isotropic transport properties are easier
to handle during processing, many relevant materials show some form of anisotropy.
Naturally, layered crystal structures exhibit anisotropic transport properties, and there
are several other state-of-the-art materials besides CCO showing them. First of all,
the flagship thermoelectric material for applications near room temperature Bi2Te3
also shows anisotropic behavior. The structure consists of quintuple layers of Te-Bi-
Te-Bi-Te along the c-axis linked by van der Waals forces, which results in a higher
electrical and thermal conductivity along the a,b-plane [99]. Another oxide besides
CCO having a layered structure is NaxCoO2. Similar to CCO, the structure consists
of CoO2 layers along the a,b-plane, but they are separated by sodium ion layers with
variable occupations [100]. The x in the formula indicates the occupation of sodium
and has a significant impact on the thermoelectric properties [101, 102]. Analogous
to CCO, the in-plane orientation is preferred for thermoelectrics due to the high
electrical conductivity. Another example for a layered thermoelectric compound is
the oxyselenide BCSO, which benefits from an exceptionally low thermal conductivity
based on the layered structure. Bi2O3 layers with Bi4O tetrahedra and Cu2Se2 layers
with CuSe4 tetrahedra alternate along the c-axis [75]. Again, this leads to a lower
thermal conductivity along the c-axis and a higher charge carrier mobility along the
a,b-plane [75,103].

An extreme form of anisotropic transport is given in two-dimensional quantum-
well structures, where the ratio between lateral and axial dimensions varies by 2 to 5
orders of magnitude [104, 105]. These so-called nanosheets could drastically enhance
the power factor and the figure-of-merit for some thermoelectric materials [42, 106].
Extremely thin sheets lead to the quantum confinement effect, where the movement
of charge carrier is possible only in-plane due to the quantization of energy out-of-
plane [107]. As a result, a two-dimensional electron gas emerges, increasing the elec-
trical conductivity. Furthermore, the DOS at the Fermi level is increased, which
benefits the Seebeck coefficient [108]. The thermoelectric properties of unit-cell thin
STO were investigated and confirmed the huge possibilities regarding nanosheets or
artificial superlattices [109]. Nevertheless, fully exploiting the properties of nanosheets
within bulk materials remains problematic, as simply stacking them almost nullifies
the benefits [110]. Possible approaches are the design of ceramics with nanostructured
grain-boundaries [111] or the embedding of nanosheets within a matrix. Further expla-
nation regarding the synthesis and possible applications of oxide nanosheets is given
by the review in section 1.3.2.

To utilize the anisotropic transport behavior in polycrystals, a preferred orientation
or a texture has to be induced. For thin films, chemical deposition techniques [112]
or pulsed laser deposition [113] are appropiate techniques to get grain-oriented poly-
crystals. Pressure-assisted orientation is preferred, when the crystal morphology is
plate-like or sheet-like. To achieve even better texture, elaborated techniques such
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as templated grain growth can be utilized, where the same material is used with two
different crystal sizes. While the matrix material is a powder with small crystal sizes,
the template particles have an anisotropic habitus with several microns in size. Tape-
casting the template particles aligns them and the matrix powder supports the crystal
growth by Ostwald ripening during sintering [114]. To control the morphology of
a material, the crystal growth is crucial. Depending on the used method, either the
thermodynamically stable crystal shape with the lowest surface energy or kinetically
metastable forms are possible. One way to reliably obtain large crystals is the molten-
flux synthesis, which is discussed in the following.

1.3.1 Control of morphology by molten-flux synthesis

Anisotropically structured materials tend to exhibit anisotropic morphologies [115],
which can be utilized to get a preferred orientation or texture in a polycrystal during
pressing and sintering. The molten-flux synthesis is an excellent method for synthe-
sizing metal-oxide particles with high purity and a well-defined morphology. Crystal
sizes are typically on the microscale, but the nanoscale is possible aswell if the reaction
parameters are adjusted accordingly.

A major advantage compared to the classical solid-state route is the improved
homogeneity of the reactant mixture due to solvent-induced diffusion, which enables
larger and better defined crystals [115]. In addition, depending on the melting tem-
perature of the flux used, a lower reaction temperature is possible. The procedure
can be divided into four steps as displayed in Fig. 1.12 [116]. In the first step, the
reactants dissolve in the molten flux and in the second step, diffusion leads to a homo-
geneous mixture. Nucleation of the reaction product occurs in the third step, followed
by crystal growth based on Ostwald ripening in the fourth step [115].

I. 

Dissolution 

II. 

Diffusion 

III. 

Nucleation 

IV. 

Crystal growth 

Reactant A 

Reactant B 

Product nucleus 

Product crystal Crucible Molten flux 

Figure 1.12: Step-wise procedure of the molten-flux synthesis. First, the reactants dissolve in the
molten flux and diffusion mixes the reactants. Next, the nucleation of the product starts and crystal
growth by Ostwald ripening leads to large crystals.

The outcome of the procedure mainly depends on the chosen flux, the reactants,
the flux-to-reactant molar ratio, the temperature, the heating duration and the cooling
time [115,117,118]. To avoid impurities in the product, ideally the cations of the flux
used match the cations of the product. However, impurities in terms of doping can also
be desired to change the electronic properties [119]. Typical inorganic fluxes consist of
salt-like hydroxides (NaOH, KOH, LiOH), carbonates (Na2CO3), sulfates (Na2SO4) or
halides (NaCl, KCl, NaF) [115]. The flux should have a low melting point compared
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to the reactants and should be removable without residue after the reaction. Another
important aspect is the flux-to-reactant molar ratio, which is typically between 1:1 and
50:1 and is important for the solubility of the reactants and their reaction rate [115]. To
obtain smaller particles or even nanoparticles by molten-flux synthesis, the reaction
temperature should be low and the precursors have to be nanosized to allow fast
dissolution and short reaction times [120].

Relatively little is known about the kinetic mechanisms during the reaction in
the molten-flux that are responsible for the morphology, but two approaches are of
particular importance. When thermodynamic equilibrium is reached by rapid kinetic
processes, the minimum total surface energy is crucial for the habitus and leads to
the Wulff-Curie shape [121,122]. However, for large crystals, the small surface-to-
volume ratio hinders equilibrium, and the crystal facets with low growth velocities are
decisive according to the Wulff-Chernov theorem [123,124].

Overall, the method allows the synthesis of metal oxides with a controlled morphol-
ogy, which can be utilized in thermoelectrics to benefit from a preferred orientation
or even a texture within a polycrystal. Of particular interest are plate-like crystals
with favorable thermoelectric properties in the desired direction, since they can be
arranged perpendicular to the pressing direction.

1.3.2 Anisotropic oxides: La2NiO4 and Na2Ca2Nb4O13

The two oxide materials La2NiO4 (LNO) and Na2Ca2Nb4O13 (NCNO) with layered
structures and hence anisotropic transport properties are investigated within Chap-
ter 2 for thermoelectric composites. Therefore, a short introduction of these materials
is given in this section. As for the molten-flux synthesis, both materials can be suc-
cessfully synthesized with a plate-like crystal shape [118, 125], although in the case
of LNO, further modifications were required to obtain a suitable composite material.
Furthermore, both are rather unusual in terms of thermoelectric materials, because
as a single material they do not stand out for their thermoelectric properties. As a
result, information about their thermoelectric properties is rather scarce. The LNO
is built up from LaO rock-salt layers and LaNiO3 perovskite layers alternating along
the c-axis [126, 127]. It is a p-type material with a moderate Seebeck coefficient
around 50 µV K-1 at 1237 K [128], but a relatively high electrical conductivity of up
to 200 S cm-1 [129]. As a mixed ionic-electronic conductor, it is used in gas separa-
tion membranes for oxygen, microelectronics and catalysis [130,131]. The NCNO, on
the other hand, consists of [(Ca2Na)Nb4O13)]

- perovskite-type layers linked by Na+

cations [132, 133]. Due to its large band gap of 3.3 eV [118] it shows electrically
insulating characteristics, wherefore the material is not used in thermoelectrics but
rather photocatalysis [134]. The Seebeck coefficient for NCNO is not recorded in
literature, but the inversed coupling of the electrical conductivity should result in
noteworthy values. As single materials, both are clearly inferior to CCO concerning
their thermoelectric performance, but the high electrical conductivity of LNO and the
high Seebeck coefficient of NCNO could possibly result in interesting composites.
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Abstract: Two-dimensional (2D) materials have been widely investigated for the 
last few years, introducing nanosheets and ultrathin films. The often superior 
electrical, optical and mechanical properties in contrast to their three-dimen-
sional (3D) bulk counterparts offer a promising field of opportunities. Especially 
new research fields for already existing and novel applications are opened by 
downsizing and improving the materials at the same time. Some of the most 
promising application fields are namely supercapacitors, electrochromic devices, 
(bio-) chemical sensors, photovoltaic devices, thermoelectrics, (photo-) catalysts 
and membranes. The role of oxides in this field of materials deserves a closer 
look due to their availability, durability and further advantages. Here, recent 
progress in oxidic nanosheets is highlighted and the benefit of 2D oxides for 
applications discussed in-depth. Therefore, different synthesis techniques and 
micro structures are compared more closely.

Keywords: nanosheet; oxide; thermoelectric; two-dimensional; ultrathin film.

1   Introduction
With the enablement of measuring functional properties of two-dimensional 
(2D) graphene sheets and the discovery of electrons being able to behave like 
Dirac-type fermions without restmass [1], new interest in 2D materials was 
awaken. Actual research considers all elements of the periodic table and their 
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combinations with the aim to synthesize materials with improved functional-
ity. This research includes 2D oxides and got triggered by sophisticated analyti-
cal methods and new models, which led to a significant boost in attention and 
acceleration of investigations regarding this topic. The determining features of 2D 
materials are their molecular thickness with structural resemblance to graphene. 
Since graphene is a monolayer sheet of carbon atoms with lateral sizes up to mil-
limeters, the ratio between lateral and axial dimensions in 2D materials is usually 
between 2 and 5 orders of magnitude [2]. Despite the monolayer in graphene, 
molecular thickness in so-called nanosheets also provides a significant change 
in functional properties in comparison to their corresponding 3D bulk materials 
[3]. These shifts in properties show huge potential for a wide range of applications 
and have been investigated intensively in the recent years.

Accompanying the novel interest in 2D materials, several reviews have been 
published in the last few years covering various aspects of 2D materials. While 
some of them discuss 2D materials in general [2, 4–6], others focus on specific 
functional properties like electrical capacity [7], charge transport [8] or  dielectrics 
[9]. Furthermore, synthesis methods like the liquid exfoliation process [10] or 
special application fields as biosensing [11] are covered in-depth. Reviews on 2D 
oxides and hydroxides in particular are either a subcategory in the generalized 
reviews, do not cover the most recent research because new methods have been 
established since the publication [12] or focus on exfoliated materials exclusively 
[13]. The work from ten Elshof et al. [13] is also recommended for further insights 
into hydroxides, since they are only peripherally mentioned here.

This review focuses on novel 2D oxide nanosheets and provides an overview 
of the currently researched compounds, the state-of-the-art synthesis routes, the 
microstructures within the 2D compounds leading to their extraordinary proper-
ties and the resulting application fields.

2   Elemental compositions
Two-dimensional oxide materials have been researched comprehensively in the 
past few years, which includes research of practical work in synthesis and the-
oretical calculations of properties with ab initio methods. The Tables 1–5 offer 
an overview of the by now most investigated oxidic compounds. Therefore, the 
tables are oriented to the order of appearance from specific atoms in the periodic 
table. While this order is easily maintained with binary oxides, ternary and quar-
ternary compounds are listed separately. The tables do not claim to be complete, 
but they surely give an insight on the versatility of research in 2D oxide materi-
als. Moreover, specific application fields as supercapacitors, (photo-) catalysis, 
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thermoelectrics, electrochromic devices or (bio-) chemical sensors play a decisive 
role as motivation for further investigations. They will be discussed later on in 
the Section Applications. It should be stated, that several charged compounds 
appear in the tables, which result from ion intercalation. Their characteristics will 
be discussed in the Sections Synthesis and Microstructures.

Alkali and earth-alkali metals (see Tables 1 and 2) play a minor but not 
 unimportant role in two-dimensional materials in comparison to transition metals, 
which has various explanations. First of all, there is a numerical reason with simply 
less existing elements of alkali and earth-alkali metals than transition metals, but 
this is not the main reason. Binary bulk oxides of alkali and earth-alkali metals 
find unfrequent usage in nowaday applications and are either a side component 
of larger production chains or of little use for industrial processes. Since the bulk 
materials already find limited merit, the properties of their nanosheets need to 
be extraordinary and not only improved to increase the production value. While 
this is not the case for the binary oxides of these groups, especially the smaller 
elements as lithium, sodium and potassium have a special role in the synthesis of 

Tab. 1: Selected oxidic compounds containing alkali metals with approved synthesis methods 
and possible application fields.

Elemental composition Synthesis method Application field Reference

NaCo2O4, Na0.7CoO2 Template, pyrolysis Thermoelectrics [14, 15]
CsW11O36

2− Ion intercalation Electrochromic devices [16]
Rb4−xW11O35

x− Ion intercalation Electrochromic devices [17]
K2W6O19, K0.3WO3 CVD Electrochromic devices [18]

Tab. 2: Selected oxidic compounds containing earth-alkali metals with approved synthesis 
methods and possible application fields.

Elemental composition Synthesis method Application field Reference

BeO Oxidation Gas sensors, catalysis [19, 20]
MgO Laser deposition, pyrolysis Adsorbent, catalysis [21–23]
Mg(OH)2 Template Adsorbent [24]
CaO Template Adsorbent [15]
Ca2Nam−3NbmO3m+1

− Ion intercalation Catalysis, supercapacitors [25–28]
CaNb3O10

− Ion intercalation Photocatalysis [29]
CaNaTa3O10

2− Ion intercalation Catalysis [30]
CaNb2TiO10

2− Ion intercalation Catalysis [30]
A2Ta2TiO10

2− (A = Ca, Sr) Ion intercalation Catalysis [30]
SrA2TiO10

2− (A = Ta, Nb) Ion intercalation Catalysis [30]
SrNb2O10

− Ion intercalation Catalysis [31]
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nanosheets. As further explained in the Section Synthesis, layered materials are 
required for top-down synthesis techniques and their delamination is crucial for 
gaining nanosheets. Their small ionic radii and the singular charge provides the 
possibility of ion exchange with H+ ions in acidic solutions. This method gets com-
monly used in the liquid exfoliation method, wherefore alkali metals are welcomed 
within the layered materials as in KNb3O8, RbLaNb2O7, Rb4W11O35 or K0.45Mn1−xRuxO2 
to exercise this technique [17, 32, 72, 90]. Despite of this, earth-alkali metals in par-
ticular are used in combination with Ruddlesden-Popper phases with a composi-
tion of *

2 11 3A A B[ ]Onn n− +  (A = alkali, A* = earth-alkali, B = transition metal) [30] due 
to high research interest caused by superior catalytic properties of the exfoliated 
nanosheets in comparison to their 3D bulk counterparts.

Tab. 3: Selected ternary and quartenary oxidic compounds containing transition metals with 
approved synthesis methods and possible application fields.

Elemental composition Synthesis method Application field Reference

ANb2O7
− (A = La, Pr) Ion intercalation Catalysis [32]

AWO6
− (A = Ta, Nb) Ion intercalation Catalysis [33]

NbMoO6
− Ion intercalation Catalysis [34]

TiAO5
− (A = Ta, Nb) Ion intercalation Catalysis [35]

Ti2NbO7
− Ion intercalation Catalysis [35]

Ba5Ta4O15 Solvothermal Photocatalysis [36]
NiFe2O4 Template Supercapacitors [37]
NiCo2O4 Solvothermal Batteries, catalysis [38, 39]
ZnCo2O4 Solvothermal Supercapacitors [40]
CoCr2O4/C Calcination Electrocatalysis [41]
LaNiO3 Sol-gel Supercapacitors [42]
FeVO4 CVD Batteries [43]
Bi0.2Sr0.8Ta2O7

−1.8 Ion intercalation Luminescence [44]
Bi2MoO6 Solvothermal Photocatalysis [45, 46]

Tab. 4: Selected oxidic compounds containing metals and non-metals of a higher main group 
with approved synthesis methods and possible application fields.

Elemental composition Synthesis method Application field Reference

Al2O3 Rapid heating Undefined [47]
Bi2O3 Solvothermal Photocatalysis [48, 49]
SnO2 Template Supercapacitors [50–52]
SnO2/ZnO Template Gas sensors [53]
In2O3/SnO2 (ITO) Laser deposition Electronics [54]
Graphene oxide Various Template [55]
CeO2/PdO doped Self assembly Catalysis [56]
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Tab. 5: Selected binary-oxidic compounds containing transition metals with approved 
 synthesis methods and possible application fields.

Composition   Synthesis method   Application field   Reference

TiO2   Sol-gel, template, ion 
intercalation

  Catalysis   [52, 57–60]

Ti2O3   Electron irradiation   Catalysis   [61]
Ti1−xO2−x

2x−   Ion intercalation   Catalysis   [62, 63]
Ti1−xFexO2   Ion intercalation   Catalysis   [15, 64]
Ti1−xNbxO2   Ion intercalation   Catalysis   [65]
V2O5   Ion intercalation   Batteries   [66]
V6O12   Self-assembly   Catalysis   [67]
Cr2O3   Rapid heating   Batteries   [47]
MnO, MnO2, 
Mn2O3

  Template, ion intercalation   Supercapacitors, 
catalysis, biosensors

  [37, 68–71]

Mn1−xRuxO2   Ion intercalation   Supercapacitors   [72]
Fe2O3, Fe3O4   Template, pyrolysis   Batteries, catalysis   [37, 73, 74]
[CoO2]−   Ion intercalation   Catalysis, batteries   [63, 75, 76]
Co3O4   Pyrolysis, solvo-thermal, 

template
  Catalysis, 

supercapacitors
  [23, 37, 38]

NiO   Template, pyrolysis, 
solvothermal

  Supercapacitors, 
catalysis

  [23, 37, 38, 77, 
78]

CuO/Cu2O   Oxidation   Photocatalysis   [79]
CuO, Cu1−xAgxO  Growth method   Supercapacitors   [80, 81]
ZnO   Solvothermal, 

electrochemical deposition
  Gas sensors, photo-

electrochemical device
  [82–84]

ZnO/SnO2   Template   Gas sensors   [53]
Y2O3   Rapid heating, solvothermal  Photoluminescence   [47, 85]
ZrO2   Sol-gel, template, rapid 

heating
  Biosensors   [47, 52, 58, 86]

NbO   Solvothermal   Catalysis, membranes   [87, 88]
Nb2O5   Template   Photocatalysis   [52]
K4−xNb6O17

x−   Ion intercalation   Photocatalysis   [89]
Nb3O8

−   Ion intercalation   Photocatalysis   [90]
MoO2, MoO3   Ion intercalation, template   Supercapacitors   [71, 91]
[Ru4+O2.1]0.2−   Ion intercalation   Supercapacitors   [63, 92, 93]
Rh2O3   Oxidation   Electrocatalysis   [94]
CdO   Self-assembly   Gas sensors, solar cell   [95]
Yb2O3   Solvothermal   Biosensor   [96]
HfO2   Interface mediated   Electronics   [97]
Ta2O5, TaO3

−   Template, ion intercalation   Batteries, 
electrochromic devices

  [52, 98]

W2O7, WO3   Template, ion intercalation   Supercapacitors, 
electrochromic devices

  [33, 71]

IrO2   Ion intercalation   Supercapacitors   [99]
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Transition metal oxides (TMOs) on the other hand cause wide interest in 
research due to multiple promising application fields in catalysis, supercapaci-
tors, sensoring and more (see Tables 3 and 5). With the increasing atomic number, 
the atomic radii and the electronic d- or f-orbitals grow, wherefore the electron 
configurations allow more interactions with upcoming d- and f-electrons. This 
widens the field of possible interesting interactions, which can be used in several 
applications. The research regarding binary TMOs is numerous, which becomes 
partly evident by the length of Table 5. Binary compounds allow an easier under-
standing of effects and are already investigated as 3D bulk materials in-depth, 
which explains this imbalance towards more complex compounds. Prominent 
layered compounds as family members of perovskite-related structures aside 
with  Ruddlesden-Popper phases are the Aurivillius Bi2An−1BnO3n+1 (A = alkali or 
earth-alkali metals, B = Ti, Nb, Ta) and Dion-Jacobson phases *

11 3A A B[ ]Onn n− +  
(A = alkali metal, A* = earth-alkali, B = Ti, Nb, Ta). Another useful structure-type 
is the  spinel-type AB2O4, whose nanosheets showed promising catalytic charac-
teristics as for NiFe2O4, NiCo2O4, ZnCo2O4 or CoCr2O4.

Other oxides containing metals and non-metals of a higher main group are 
shown in Table 4. The benefit of graphene oxide as a non-metal compound lies 
within its removability during calcination, which allows the usage as a template 
for other oxides. Additionally, it has shown good separation properties of gases 
for membrane applications.

Overall, the results of downsizing the crystal dimensions and exploiting the 
morphology show promising results regarding improved properties. The TMOs 
are currently the main focus of research in utilizing the benefits of nanosheets, 
which does not imply worse applicability for the other oxides by all means. In-
depth discussions regarding differences of application fields and the most prom-
ising candidates are held in the Section Applications.

3   Synthesis
Generally, there are two different approaches for the construction of 2D oxide 
nanosheets, namely the top-down and bottom-up synthesis route. The top-down 
route comprises layered 3D bulk materials, which can be chemically, physically 
or mechanically split into 2D materials. This process is called delamination, 
exfoliation or cleavage. On the other hand, the bottom-up route uses the for-
mation of 2D materials on a molecular level in a specific medium or on a sub-
strate. A selection of commonly used synthesis variants for synthesizing oxide 
nanosheets or ultrathin oxide films is displayed in Figure 1. The shown methods 
are all  applicable for 2D oxides and most of them will be presented within this 
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section. It is worth noting, that ultrathin oxide films may also appear naturally as 
a passivation of specific elemental materials as for Al, Ni or Cr. Since these appear 
rarely and do not provide the versatility of nanosheets, they will not be consid-
ered in the following sections. Further methods for synthesizing nanosheets as 
ion intercalation with Li ions, selective etching or the hot-injection method are 
also  established but not suitable for oxidic materials and discussed by Tan et al. 
 in-depth [6].

3.1   Top-down synthesis: ion exchange and intercalation

In the 1990s first syntheses of oxide nanosheets were published, which used 
top-down techniques of ion intercalation for layered materials [25, 57, 58]. This 
method is still one of the most used synthesis routes for layered materials, 
although some modifications and improvements were established. Today, the 
common synthesis route for 2D oxidic nanosheets is a multistep top-down tech-
nique. The internal layers of the 3D material initially proceeds an ion exchange 
due to acid treatment followed by an ion intercalation caused by large organic 
molecules like the tetrabutylammonium cation (TBA+) [76, 100, 101]. Optionally, 
the exfoliation of the intercalated layers is subsequently assisted by sonication 

Fig. 1: Overview of different suitable synthesis methods for 2D oxides divided into top-down 
and bottom-up routes.
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or shear forces. Adequate precursors for this method are layered materials with 
alkali or earth-alkali metals located inbetween the layers. The position of these 
metals can easily be exchanged by H+ cations trough immersing the layered mate-
rials in acid aqueous solution. A second cation exchange process occurs in basic 
aqueous solution with TBA+. Due to the large radius of the organic cation com-
pared to H+, the distance of the interlayer increases (see Figure 2).

By applying further energy with sonication or shear forces, the exfoliation is 
completed with a positively charged surface on the oxidic nanosheets. Alterna-
tively, further driving forces as the formation of insoluble solids during the exfoli-
ation process can be used to improve the outcome [102]. Besides, the exchange of 
anions is applicable for layered double hydroxides (LDHs) in particular. Overall, 
the exchange of ions and subsequently intercalation provides high yields and 
upscaling possibilities [6]. Nevertheless, the chemical formula of the nanosheets 
deviates compared to the 3D bulk material due to occurred chemical reactions 
during the exfoliation.

3.2   Top-down synthesis: mechanical forces

The synthesis of graphene was initially performed by the use of Scotch tape, 
which provided a mechanical cleavage of the 3D graphite into 2D graphene [103, 
104]. The method exploits the cleavage of relatively weak van der Waals bonds in 
layered bulk materials, but in-plane the stronger covalent bonds remain [105]. It 
provides a product with high crystallinity while the technique itself is easily and 

Fig. 2: Schematic synthesis route for liquid exfoliation of layered oxides. In the first step, the 
alkali or earth-alkali cations (blue orbs) in the interlayers are partially or entirely exchanged 
caused by acid treatment (red orbs). Afterwards, the layers are separated by large organic 
cations like the TBA+ (green orbs), which function as an exfoliation agent, assisted by osmotic 
swelling or sonication. As a result, the free-standing nanosheets remain dispersed in the liquid 
medium. Inspired by Nicolosi et al. [10].
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extensively applicable. Furthermore, the 2D material can be attached to many dif-
ferent surfaces after the cleavage. Although, several disadvantages make other 
techniques more viable. Since the Scotch tape has to be used several times until 
the nanosheets are obtained, the yield of the process is rather low. Furthermore, 
the process itself is quite slow and not applicable for upscaling. As the process 
is managed by hand, the controllability of thickness, size and shape of the 
nanosheets is lacking and repeatability is an issue. Another problem concern-
ing layered oxides are the mainly covalent and ionic bonds, which require more 
appropriate techniques. Therefore, the Scotch tape lacks in applicability and is 
replaced by a wide range of various techniques.

Other possibilities of applying mechanical forces are sonication and shear 
forces. These methods require a liquid medium, which only disperses the layered 
material and does not dissolve it. The advantages of these techniques are high 
yields and the possibility of upscaling at rather low costs by utilizing a cheap 
solvent [106]. The idea of sonication is using bubbles and their implosions induced 
by acoustic cavitations to create tension between the layers [107]. Therefore, the 
surface energy of the layered material and the liquid medium have to match 
[106]. Furthermore, the medium should prevent the aggregation of nanosheets 
and their restacking. Thus, the selection and adjusting of the solvent is critical 
for a successful exfoliation. For using easily applicable and available solvents 
as water, the modulation of the surface tension is necessary by using ionic or 
nonionic polymers. As a downside, the attachment of residual polymer on the 
surface of the nanosheets is often an exclusion criterion for electrical applica-
tions. A further issue of sonication concerns the size of the nanosheets, because 
the mechanical force shatters sheets of large dimensions into smaller ones. The 
amount of defects in comparison to the Scotch tape is increasing as well due to 
the possible interaction with the liquid medium [6]. Hence, the controllability of 
the technique is limited to selecting the sonication time, solvent, additives, tem-
perature and parameters of the sonication device. The utilization of shear forces 
contributes similar characteristics but with even bigger upscaling possibilities 
for industry standards. For example, Ti5NbO14 nanosheets were synthesized by 
Zhang et al. [108] with the help of a specialized milling machine. Hereby, addi-
tional parameters as rotor diameter and shear rate are determining factors [109].

3.3   Top-down synthesis: rapid heating

In recent years, a novel method with a potentially high production rate for oxidic 
nanosheets arised by Zhao et al. [47]. Simply by rapid heating of hydrous chloride 
compounds containing the desired metal species, freestanding nanosheets could 
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be produced. The succeeded nanosheets consisted of Cr2O3, ZrO2, Al2O3 or Y2O3, 
while the Cr2O3 nanosheets showed the most consistent results. The principle of 
this method is using the releasing gaseous molecules as water and hydrochloric 
acid at the heating process to exfoliate the sheets (see Figure 3).

A critical parameter is the heating rate, because rapid heating is necessary to 
effectively separate the layers and gain monolayers or few multilayer sheets. For 
example, direct heating in an alcohol lamp flame led to inhomogenous results, 
but placement in a preheated muffle furnace showed significant improvement. 
Since the non-layered or anhydrous materials did not lead to nanosheets, the 
technique seems limited to hydrous chlorides. Though, the simplicity and swift-
ness of the synthesis route is promising for producing nanosheets in industry 
orders of magnitude.

3.4   Top-down synthesis: oxidation

The aforementioned methods all require layered oxide materials, but gaining 
oxide products out of non-oxidic materials is another route. Therefore, the syn-
thesis of non-oxide nanosheets and the oxidation afterwards is possible as shown 
by Bai et al. [94]. In this example, Rh nanosheets were oxidized chemically by 
HClO to Rh2O3 nanosheets. Other works showed the oxidation of large surfaces to 
exploit the properties of 2D sheets as shown for CuO/Cu2O on a Cu surface [79]. 
Here, the nanosheet array was formed electrochemically via anodization. When 
using non-oxide nanosheets this method is only superior to other methods, if it is 

Fig. 3: Schematic principle of the exfoliation process realized by rapid heating of hydrous 
chlorides. The gaseous products are released in between the layers due to the rapid heating, 
leading to exfoliation and nanosheets consecutively. Reproduced with permission from [47]. 
Copyright 2016 Springer Nature. Creative Commons License CC BY 4.0.
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used for oxide compounds, which else can not be obtained. Otherwise it simply 
includes another oxidation step, which is already included or not necessary in 
the other methods. The modification of non-oxide surfaces on the other hand is 
well controllable if realized electrochemically by adjusting the anodization time, 
current density, temperature and viscosity of the electrolyte. Simple oxidation as 
in passivation does not enlarge the surface area and is not easily adjustable.

3.5   Bottom-up synthesis: chemical vapor deposition

A highly valuable synthesis for the bottom-up route is the chemical vapor deposi-
tion (CVD). Typically, one precursor is heated in a furnace and led to a reaction 
chamber via a gaseous flux. The gaseous flux may consist of transport gases and/
or further gaseous precursors. Within the chamber, the gaseous precursors react 
on the surface of a specific substrate and form nanosheets or ultrathin films at 
proper experimental parameters [110]. In some cases, catalysts are necessary for 
enabling the desired reaction. The process itself provides a high level of control 
due to parameters as the choice of precursor, substrates and catalysts, temper-
ature, atmosphere and the gaseous flow rate. Under appropriate experimental 
conditions, the amount of impurities and defects within the sheets or ultrathin 
films are negligible [6]. As a downside of this powerful technique, usually high 
temperatures and cost-intensive inert atmospheres are required. Furthermore, 
the nanosheets are developed on a specific substrate, which requires further 
transferring steps for applications or substrates with direct applicability.

3.6   Bottom-up synthesis: solvothermal method

The solvothermal synthesis is a typical bottom-up synthesis in a liquid medium. 
If water is used as a medium, the synthesis is called hydrothermal. Characteristic 
for these solvent-driven syntheses is the usage of closed autoclaves for reaching 
a higher reaction temperature than the boiling point of the selected solvent. The 
high temperature leads to an increasing pressure inside the vessel and promotes 
the formation of nanocrystals within the reaction chamber. For the formation of 
nanosheets commonly additives as Pluronic P123 or ethylene glycol are used [111], 
which function as a surfactant due to hydrophobic forces. The method enables 
a high yield at usually low costs, but the optimum experimental parameters for 
the desired size and thickness are difficult to determine and have to be adjusted 
to the used materials [6]. Critical parameters are the concentration of the precur-
sors, the used solvent, surfactants, temperature and the oxygen partial pressure. 
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Even the used oven and autoclave may have an impact on the gained product and 
may influence the experimental results. These circumstances are inconvenient 
for a production on industrial scale.

3.7   Bottom-up synthesis: templated method

A relatively new technique for synthesizing anisotropic nanosheets is the use of 
2D templates. For example, graphene oxide (GO) can be used for nanosheets con-
sisting of TiO2, ZrO2, Nb2O5, SnO2 or Ta2O5 [52]. Therefore, dried GO was dispersed 
in cyclohexane together with the respective metal alkoxide, which resulted in 
adsorbed metal alkoxides on the surface of GO. In an autoclave, the GO was sub-
sequently reduced and metal oxide nanofilms were formed. GO is especially suit-
able in this case, since the functional groups of GO hydrolyze the organic ligands 
of the adsorbed metal alkoxides. Free-standing nanosheets were finally obtained 
by calcining at 723 K in air [52]. Besides, multiple approaches using templates 
for the formation of nanosheets exist. Another route presented by Gao et al. [15] 
utilized a successive ion-layer adsorption and reaction (SILAR) technique, which 
was interrupted half-way to gain the nanosheets. The route also uses GO as a 2D 
template, where metal ions are adsorbed on the surface. The difference consists 
in the further treament, which starts with a stacking of the sheets via centrifuga-
tion. Afterwards, the sheets are disperged again, quickly freezed and freeze-dried 
to maintain the structure under mild conditions and not risk fissures or stacking 
of the sheets caused by drying. At last, the calcination removes the template and 
nanosheets of the metal oxide remain. Since the removal of 2D templates often 
requires high temperatures, the technique is especially viable for oxidic mate-
rials, because no inert gases are required. As a downside of this technique, 2D 
templates are required beforehand, which increases the expenses significantly. 
Therefore, another template-oriented technique is worth mentioning, where 3D 
structured salt is used (see Figure 4).

Xiao et al. [71] used this technique to synthesize nanosheets consisting of 
MnO, MoO3 or WO3. An excess of cheap and easily obtainable salt as KCl or NaCl 
was used and mixed with a precursor solution containing the inorganic metal-
salt. After annealing by heating, the oxidic nanosheets were formed with an 
intermediatic hydroxide phase and dissolving the salt in water led to the free-
standing sheets. While in 2D templates the morphology is predefined, the mech-
anisms in the 3D salt are different. It is assumed, that the crystal geometry of the 
salt and the oxide have to be similar to allow Frank-van der Merwe film growth 
on the surface of the salt crystals and favor the lateral growth [71]. Though more 
investigations are necessary to fully understand the mechanism, not matching 
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crystal geometries showed no formation of nanosheets. To control the thickness 
of the sheets, the ratio of salt to precursor volume can be adjusted and increases 
with larger volume. The advantage of this technique lies within the utilization 
of a cheap and reusable template with few reaction steps, which is favorable for 
large-scale productions.

3.8   Bottom-up synthesis: self-assembly of nanosheets

By utilizing non-covalent interactions like van der Waals or elecrostatic forces 
as in hydrogen bonds, the self-assembling of nanocrystals is a neat way to create 
nanosheets [111]. It is obvious, that for so-called self-assembling an accomodated 
driving force is still required, because the attractive forces have to operate in two 
dimensions or the repulsive forces in only one dimension. For this, the general 
synthesis contains structure-directing agents (SDAs) as surfactant molecules 
with amphiphilic structure properties (e.g. block copolymers) and a co-surfactant 
(e.g. alcohol). The metal species for the formation of nanosheets can be added 
as alkoxides or salts. The amphiphilic properties of the SDA provides attractive 
forces between one end of the molecule and the metal species as well as van der 

Fig. 4: Salt-templated synthesis of 2D oxide nanosheets: (a–c) Schematic principle of 
salt-templated synthesis of nanosheets. (a, b) The first step includes the coating of the salt 
with the precursor solution, (c) followed by the growth and washing to gain the 2D oxide 
nanosheets. (d) In this case, the dispersion containing the nanosheets were filtrated to utilize 
the nanosheets on electrodes for their pseudocapacitory characteristics. (e) Photography of the 
salt mixed with the precursor solution in the front row and the dispersion with the gained MoO3 
nanosheets in the back row. (f) Cross-sectional SEM image of stacked 2D oxide nanosheets with 
a scalebar of 1 μm. Adapted with permission from [71]. Copyright 2016 Springer Nature. Creative 
Commons License CC BY 4.0.
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Waals forces between the long chains, thus leading to a stacking and formation 
of inverse lamellar micelles (see Figure 5). Hereby, the role of the co-surfactant 
is to ensure a stable lamellar phase. When the amount of lamellar phase is suf-
ficient, a solvo thermal treatment is added for crystallization and free-standing 
nanosheets are obtained after oxidative removal of the SDAs [111]. The advantages 
of this synthesis are a formation of a structured host material on a molecular 
basis and a scalable process. Although, the amounts of SDAs have to be carefully 
adjusted to the sensitive equilibrium of the lamellar phase.

3.9   Bottom-up synthesis: interface-mediated methods

Another technique, similar to self-assembling, is the interface-mediated synthesis. 
In a typical approch, a metal salt is dissolved and supersaturated in an aqueous 
solution and an anionic organic molecule with a long hydrophobic tail is added, 
whose localization at the interface is essential for the nanosheet formation. To 
ensure a monolayer of the surfactant at the water/air interface, the polymer can 
first be dissolved in a hydrophobic medium and afterwards added to the water. 
Once the surfactants form a monolayer at the interface, the attraction of the nega-
tively charged molecules with the positively charged metal cations is essential. In 

Fig. 5: Schematic principle of self-assembly for 2D oxide nanosheets. In the first step, the 
metal precursor gets orientated in two dimensions due to surfactant molecules to form a 
stacked lamellar structure. In the second step, the precursor oligomers get crystallized and the 
template is removed to gain the nanosheets. Adapted with permission from [111]. Copyright 
2014 Springer Nature.
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a super saturated solution, the precipitation of the oxide is controlled at the inter-
face, despite the formation of nanocrystallites elsewhere in the solution. Since the 
oxide is already crystallized, a calcination step can be avoided. For the formation of 
ZnO it was shown, that the reaction time and the cation concentration are crucial 
to the crystallinity of the sheets [112]. While this method enables especially the 
formation of large nanosheets due to missing calcination steps, it still contains a 
monolayer of the surfactant after extraction. Although, its removal may influence 
the stability of the sheets. Hence, at this state this method is limited to nanosheets 
where the mono layer of surfactant does not hinder the application fields.

A recently emerged synthesis route utilizes self-limiting thin interfacial 
oxides for the formation of atomically thin metal oxides [97]. It is especially useful 
for the synthesis of 2D nanosheets from compounds with non stratified crystal 
structures. In contrast to most other synthesis methods, a metal-based alloy is 
used as a solvent (e.g. eutectic gallium melts). In this case, the formation of an 
oxide skin at the liquid/air interface is mandatory (see Figure 6b).

Zavabeti et al. [97] managed to gain nanosheets of HfO2, Al2O3 and Gd2O3 to 
show the large compound variety of the technique by co-alloying the gallium 

Fig. 6: Principles for the interface-mediated synthesis of 2D oxide nanosheets using metal 
alloys: (a) Gibbs free energy of several oxides in relation to Ga2O3, which is formed without co-
alloying. (b) Schematic composition of a liquid-alloy droplet with a liquid core and an oxide skin 
at the liquid/air interface with possible crystal structures of displayed oxides. (c) Schematic 
principle for the attachment of the oxide skin to a solid substrate. Based on van der Waals 
forces, the oxide skin adheres to the solid surface. An optical image of the 2D nanosheets 
is presented at the right. Adapted with permission from [97]. Copyright 2017 The American 
 Association for the Advancement of Science.
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melt with suitable metals. The suitability is proposed to be dependent on ther-
modynamic aspects, because the surface oxide with the highest absolute value of 
Gibbs free energy is preferentially formed at the interface (see Figure 6a). With no 
co-alloying, Ga2O3 is formed at the interface, therefore only oxides with enhanced 
Gibbs free energy can be synthesized by this method. To separate the oxide skin 
from the melt, two different approaches are presented. For the attachment on a 
specific surface, a substrate can be contacted to the liquid-alloy droplet as shown 
in Figure 6c. To gain the 2D nanosheets in suspension, water can be placed 
above the melt while gaseous air is injected into the melt below. By this, the 
amount of required interface is manually controlled and scalability is possible 
[97]. Although, due to the polycrystalline structure of the gained nanosheets, the 
method is limited to applications where single-crystals play a subordinated role.

3.10   Bottom-up synthesis: sol-gel method

The sol-gel method has its origins in the 1990s [58] and partly resembles the 
interface-mediated synthesis. Analogous to the interface-mediated synthesis, 
the metal species is dissolved in water and hydrolized. An amphiphilic chelating 
agent is placed in a monolayer at the water/air interface as well. The first reaction 
step includes the condensation of the metal species at the interface due to the 
complexation of the amphiphilic molecules with the metal centers. This process 
can be used to gain large nanosheets by using the Langmuir-Blodgett technique, 
where the singular oxide-based gel islands are merged by reducing the interface 
area. After sufficient condensation, an ultrathin gel is formed at the interface, 
which further can be extracted onto a substrate. Therefore, the Langmuir-Blodgett 
technique is convenient and the dipping of the substrate into the solution leads to 
a gel-film on both sides of the substrate surface. In the last reaction step of calci-
nation, the complexing agent is removed and the gel is substituted by the oxide 
species. While this synthesis is in fact interface mediated, it is well established and 
the gel-formation as a characteristic step distinguishes it sufficiently. Moriguchi 
et al. [58] accomplished to gain heterolayers of TiO2 and ZrO2 with a thickness of 
20 nm by this technique on a Si-substrate. The homogeneity of the films are supe-
rior to some other synthesis methods, but upscaling this process is unresolved.

3.11   Bottom-up synthesis: growth method

A simple method for growing an array of CuO nanosheets on a nickel foam sub-
strate was shown by Wang et al. [80]. Therefore, a basic growth solution includ-
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ing the metal salt was prepared and the nickel substrate hung into it for 6 h at 
90 °C. It is similar to solvothermal methods, but does not require an autoclave or 
high temperatures. The gained nanosheets showed sufficient homogeneity on the 
substrate, but did not lead to dense sheets. Instead, they were formed by inter-
connecting nanoparticles, which allowed irregularities and pores. Nevertheless, 
the synthesis is easily managable and delivered beneficial properties regarding 
pseudo-supercapacitors. Determining parameters are temperature, concentra-
tion and growth time. The transferability for other metal species has yet to be 
shown though.

4   Microstructures
Different synthetic processes are able to produce 2D nanosheets free-standing, 
stacked, arranged into arrays or into ultrathin films with process-dependend 
microstructures. The nature of the nanosheets can be single-crystalline or poly-
crystalline. The latter can be considered as planar assemblies of nanoparticles. 
To reveal the microstructure of 2D oxides, their arrays or assemblies, microscopic 
and microspectroscopic as well as diffraction methods are indispensable. For 
some of the most prominent methods, examples are given to show their particular 
advantage in this context: Atomic force microscopy (AFM), scanning tunneling 
microscopy (STM), scanning electron microscopy (SEM), transmission electron 
microscopy (TEM), high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM), 
scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM), high-angle annular dark-
field (HAADF), selected area electron diffraction (SAED), electron energy-loss 
spectroscopy (EELS), energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDXS) and X-ray 
 diffraction (XRD).

4.1   Free-standing nanosheets

Free-standing nanosheets can be synthesized via top-down and bottom-up 
routes as described in the Section Synthesis. The commonly used top-down 
route by exfoliation of layered 3D bulk compounds due to intercalation of an 
exfoliation agent (see Figure 2) is able to produce single-crystalline 2D oxide 
nanosheets. Often, the freestanding 2D nanosheets have similar structures 
as the parent material with slight in-plane expansion and eventually change 
in symmetry. In the following, structurally examined examples of exfoliated 
free-standing 2D nanosheets will be described and subsequently examples for 
 bottom-up results.
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The AFM-measured thickness of exfoliated 2D nanosheets is systematically 
higher than expected from crystallographic data, which is mainly caused by the 
absorption of water and other species from solution. Anyway, these measure-
ments allow to elucidate if unilamellar or multiple-layered (e.g. bi- or tri-layer) 
nanosheets were obtained and moreover resolve differences in ionic radii of the 
center ion in structure-defining octahedra [113]. The example in Figure 7 exhibits 
clearly different thicknesses for perovskite-related Ca2Nam−3NbmO3m+1

− nanosheets, 
which confirms the high precision of AFM measurements and the possibility to 
distinguish between unilamellar or multiple layer nanosheets [28].

Due to surface charges, unilamellar nanosheets of oxides like graphene oxide 
(GO), Ti0.87O2

0.52− and Ca2Nb3O10
− can be well dispersed in solvents in the form of 2D 

unilamellar anionic, i.e. negatively charged nanosheets [114]. By the aid of AFM, 
Cai et al. [114] have shown, that 2D nanosheets of Ti0.87O2

0.52− have a uniform thick-
ness of ca. 1.1 nm and that the surfactant polyethylenimine (PEI) which interacts 
with its oxidative functional groups to the 2D nanosheet, can increase its thick-
ness uniformly to 2.9 nm (see Figure 8). This study also shows, that by using PEI it 
is possible to preserve the monodispersibility and avoid restacking-induced floc-
culation of nanosheets, which could be expected in the case of simple addition 
of cationic species.

To observe expansions of certain crystallographic planes attributed to the 
exfoliation, SAED in a TEM can be used. Body-centered orthorhombic RbLaNb2O7 
(a = 5.4941 Å, b = 21.9901 Å, c = 5.4925 Å) and RbPrNb2O7 (a = 5.4534 Å, b = 22.012 Å, 
c = 5.4549 Å) of double-layer Dion-Jacobson type were exfoliated into nanosheets 
using microwave heating in the presence of TBA+ [32]. It resulted in TBA+-attached 
2D nanosheets of the type TBA+-LaNb2O7 and TBA+-PrNb2O7. The delamination of 

Fig. 7: AFM-analysis of Dion-Jacobson phases: (a) Theoretical structures of Ca2Nam−3NbmO3m+1 
2D nanosheets. (b–e) Morphology of 2D nanosheets, as received from the exfoliation of bulk 
Dion-Jacobson phases, measured with AFM in tapping mode under vacuum. Reproduced with 
permission from [28]. Copyright 2017 American Chemical Society.
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the crystalline structure occurred in the (a,c)-plane, so that SAED patterns along 
the former b-axis (i.e. [010] zone axis in the bulk material) could be observed 
as shown in Figure 9. These SAED patterns could still be indexed on a body- 
centered cell and gave values for the 2D lattice parameters a and c being close to 

Fig. 8: Tapping mode AFM analysis of exfoliated Ti0.87O2
0.52− nanosheets: (a) Original 2D 

nanosheets and (b) nanosheets modified with polyethylenimine (PEI). (c) Thickness of 
original and modified 2D nanosheets at different PEI concentrations (50 and 125 g dm−3) 
and pH values (9 and 11) of the solution. (d) ζ potential of the original and the PEI-modified 
2D nanosheets as function of pH value. Adapted with permission from [114]. Copyright 2015 
American Chemical Society.

Fig. 9: TEM micrographs and SAED patterns of TBA-functionalized 2D nanosheets: (a) TBA+-
PrNb2O7, (b) TBA+-LaNb2O7. Nanosheets are viewed along the corresponding b-axis in the 
orthorhombic bulk two-layer Dion-Jacobson phases. Reproduced with permission from [32]. 
Copyright 2017 Wiley-VCH.
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those in the starting material: TBA+-LaNb2O7 (a = 5.71 Å, c = 5.71 Å), TBA+-PrNb2O7 
(a = 5.68  Å, c = 5.74 Å). However, in both cases the nanosheets have expanded 
about 4%–5% in the (a,c)-plane [32].

Moreover, orthorhombic Rb4W11O14 (a = 14.64 Å, b = 25.78 Å, c = 7.64 Å) was 
exfoliated in the (a,c)-plane and SAED revealed a rectangular unit cell for the 
resulting 2D nanosheets (a = 14.0 Å, c = 7.8 Å), which dimensions are close to those 
of the corresponding bulk material [17]. The perovskite-type monoclinic RbTaO3 
(a = 9.60 Å, b = 8.426 Å, c = 7.33 Å, β = 94.2) was exfoliated in the (a,b)-plane and 
the 2D nanosheets (a = 9.8 Å, b = 8.7 Å) showed an in-plane expansion of 2%–3% 
compared to the corresponding bulk material. However, a particular feature of 
the nanosheets were open channels of the 1 × 1 width of a TaO6 octahedron [98]. 
It is worth to note, that for the investigation of 2D nanosheets SAED and AFM are 
complementary to each other, as the former gives in-plane information and the 
latter gives out-of plane information.

Upon a tetramethylammonium hydroxide (TMA+OH−)-mediated delamina-
tion of Bi2W2O9 to single-crystalline WO3 2D nanosheets, the nanosheets undergo a 
structural change from tetragonal symmetry in the parent material to monoclinic 
in their free-standing form, which resembles bulk WO3 (a = 7.297 Å, b = 7.539  Å, 
c = 7.688 Å, and β = 90.85) and was elucidated by powder XRD, HRTEM and high-
resolution STEM-HAADF [101]. In the WO3 2D nanosheets with the formal composi-
tion H2W2O7, the WO6 octahedral units were stacked in two levels, giving the sheets 
a thickness of only 0.75 nm while the average edge length was 90 ± 38 nm [101].

For a rapid and reliable identification of unilamellar and up to five-layer oxide 
nanosheets, Kim et al. [100] have proposed an universal optical method by ana-
lyzing Ti0.87O2, Ca3Nb3O10, and Ca2NaNb4O13 nanosheets. The method is based on 
changes in the interference-based optical reflectivity of 2D nanosheets on SiO2/Si 
substrates, which is dependent on the nanosheet thickness, SiO2 film thickness 
and the optical wavelength. In an optical microscope, the contrast, which can be 
inverted in some cases, was carefully evaluated for varied parameters.

Considering the exfoliation behavior of protonated Ruddlesden-Popper 
phases H2[An−1BnO3n+1], Schaak and Mallouk [30] mention their unpredictable ten-
dency to curl and form scrolls rather than sheets and they give several possible 
explanations for why they do so. One explanation for the formation of scrolls 
is that, upon exfoliation, the individual sheets have asymmetric distributions of 
A- or B-site cations, creating a polarization that is relieved by curling. A second 
possibility is that the sheets curl as a result of cooperative distortions of the 
BO6 octahedra, which is frequently observed in displacive ferroic phase transi-
tions in perovskites. Curling may also occur due to the intrinsic bonding char-
acter of water or the intercalated base, which is used in the exfoliation process, 
with the interlayer atoms of the perovskite block. Anyway, there is still not a 
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clear understanding of how intercalation affects the interlayer bonding and why 
certain Ruddlesden-Popper phases as well as some Dion-Jacobson and Aurivillus 
phases curl rather than remain as sheets [30].

For analyzing the impact of the chosen intercalating agent on the 2D 
nanosheets, a work from Takagaki et  al. [35] should be mentioned. Several 2D 
nanosheets ( 5TiNbO ,−  72Ti NbO ,−  and 5TiTaO −) were prepared by TBA- mediated 
exfoliation of the corresponding H+-exchanged layered oxides (HTiNbO5, 
HTi2NbO7, and HTiTaO5) [35]. However, the addition of TBA+OH− solution did 
not result in the exfoliation of layered HTiTaO5, which was only achieved by 
adding ethylamine in an aqueous environment. SAED patterns of the titanium 
niobate nanosheets ( 5TiNbO − and 2 7Ti NbO −) exhibited single-crystalline nature 
(discrete spots pattern), while those of the 5TiTaO − nanosheets showed polycrys-
talline nature (diffuse Debye-Scherrer rings). TEM revealed, that the 5TiTaO − 2D 
nanosheets were decorated by equiaxial nanoparticles of 2–10 nm in diameter. 
This obviously shows, there is a definitive distinction between the exfoliation 
behavior of TBA+OH− and ethylamine [35].

After describing multiple examples with their characteristics in top-down 
exfoliated 2D nanosheets, in the following nanosheets obtained from bottom-
up routes will be discussed. Generally, bottom-up routes produce rather poly-
crystalline free-standing nanosheets as is described in the following examples. 
Although, single-crystalline nanosheets can also be obtained if the synthesis is 
appropriately adjusted.

The bottom-up hydrothermal method from Lu(OH)3-based colloidal precursor 
produced Eu- or Tb-doped Lu2O3 square 2D nanosheets with thicknesses of ca. 
40 nm and side lengths of 200–400 nm [115]. As revealed by HRTEM, the single 
2D nanosheet has a polycrystalline structure and is composed of planar arrange-
ment of equiaxial nanocrystals with 10–15  nm in diameter each. As a result, 
each individual Lu2O3 square free-standing 2D nanosheet is a nanoparticle 2D 
assembly. Similar results were observed for NiCo2O4 2D nanosheets, prepared by 
a hydrothermal method and subsequent annealing. Planar 2D nanosheets with 
lateral dimensions of more than 300  nm were gained, which consisted of ran-
domly arranged NiCo2O4 nanoparticles with diameters of less than 10 nm and of 
mesopores [39]. Thus, these free-standing nanosheets can be considered as nano-
particle assemblies. Subsequently, irregular arrays of stacked NiCo2O4 nanosheets 
were obtained by immersing stainless steel gauzes in the solution for hydrother-
mal method in polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE)-lined autoclaves.

On the oher hand, single-crystalline ZnO nanosheets were gained by an inter-
face-mediated synthesis. Surfactant monolayers were used as soft templates to 
produce 1–2 nm thick single-crystalline ZnO 2D nanosheets at the water-air inter-
face with lateral sizes of up to tens of nanometers [112]. By collecting nanosheets 
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at different reactions times (see Figure 10), HRTEM revealed that at first there was 
a continuous amorphous film at the interface with tiny crystallites embedded in 
it. Then, these crystallites grew in lateral size and were all oriented with the same 
hexagonal crystal plane exposed. However, their in-plane rotation appeared to be 
stochastic. As the crystallites grew larger, they merged at an aligned orientation 
into a contiguous, single-crystalline network coexisting with a decreasing amor-
phous region confined between the nanosheets. Eventually, the amorphous area 
was fully crystallized and the nanosheet became single crystalline with few dis-
locations that were probably formed by the misorientation of merged crystalline 
areas during the formation process [112]. This synthetic process, which has similar 
attributes as those found in biomineralization, has the potential to produce sin-
gle-crystalline 2D nanosheets from a wide range of inorganic materials.

4.2   Stacked nanosheets

SEM has the capability to image material microstructures over six orders of mag-
nitude from the mm- down to the nm-scale. So, it is of particular use in inves-
tigating assemblies of individual nanosheets. An example is given in Figure 11, 
which shows 2D Na0.7CoO2 nanosheets turbostratically stacked into macro-scale 

Fig. 10: Plan-view HRTEM analysis of time-dependent evolution of ZnO 2D nanosheets obtained 
by an interface-mediated synthesis: (a) Mostly amorphous film with tiny crystallites, (b) more 
crystallized nanosheet with randomly in-plane oriented 2–3 nm crystallites, (c) in-plane crystal-
lites had grown larger and aligned orientation, (d) large-area single-crystalline nanosheet. 
Insets show fast Fourier transforms (FFTs) of the respective HRTEM micrographs. In the struc-
tural models, regions with gold-colored spheres are amorphous and regions with deeper gold-
colored spheres are crystalline. Scale bars are 2 nm each. Reproduced with permission from 
[112]. Copyright 2016 Springer Nature. Creative Commons License CC BY 4.0.
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pellets [14]. The length of the nanosheets is exceeding 1.5 mm as can be seen from 
Figure 11e at low magnification. At the higher magnification in Figure 11a–c, it 
is revealed that lamellae made of the stacked nanosheets are partly wrinkled. 
In Figure 11c, individual nanosheets of less than 20 nm in thickness are resolved 
within a wrinkled lamella. SEM investigation covering macro-scale and nano-
scale was made on water-stabilized, millimeter-length, stacked KaxCoO2 · yH20 
nanosheets, which were obtained by an analogous synthesis method [116].

Apart from this, another type of stacked nanosheet assemblies is conceiv-
able with focus on the transition of nanoscopic characteristics to macroscopic 
materials. For this, separately gained 2D oxide nanosheets can be aligned to each 
other by organic fibers to macroscopic fiber assemblies [117, 118]. As shown in 
Figure  12a, a dispersion of exfoliated Ti0.87O2

0.52− nanosheets in a liquid crystal 
were successfully assemblied with the biopolymer chitosan via a wet-spinning 
method using a coagulation bath to gain the fibers. The nanosheets within the 
fiber assemblies (see Figure 12b,c) were highly ordered and led to extraordinary 
mechanical enhancements competing with those of graphene. This is particu-
larly important, because generally metal oxides only provide few hundredths of 
the intrinsic tensile strength in a single nanosheet compared to graphene [117]. 
The mechanical stability together with mechanical flexibility is e.g. useful for 
energy storage in flexible lithium-ion fiber batteries [119].

Fig. 11: Millimeter-length 2D Na0.7CoO2 nanosheets fabricated from a bottom-up sol-gel 
process followed by autocombustion, alignment, calcination and electric field-induced kinetic 
demixing: (a–c) High-magnificiation SEM shows the thickness of individual sheets to vary 
from ca. 20 to 100 nm. (d) The bulk pellet consists of thousands of stacked nanosheets from 
which a single nanosheet stack was mechanically extracted with the individual nanosheets 
being aligned as drawn. (e) Low-magnification SEM shows the total length of nanosheets to 
be 1.8 mm and the stack thickness to be around 100 μm. Adapted with permission from [14]. 
Copyright 2012 Royal Society of Chemistry.
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4.3   Nanosheet arrays

SEM micrographs of mesoporous ZnCo2O4 nanosheet arrays, which were uniformly 
grown on the ridges of a Ni foam substrate by hydrothermal method followed by 
calcination [40] are shown in Figure 13. At low magnification, pores within the 
Ni foam having diameters of up to 100 μm can be seen. At higher magnification, 
individual upright standing 2D nanosheets with a thickness of less than 100 nm 
are resolved. Due to their deposition on the surface, they can obviously be distin-
guished from free-standing nanosheets. The high electrical conductivity of the 
Ni foam combined with the large accessible surface of the mesoporous ZnCo2O4 
nanosheets give prospect to integrated electrodes for electrochemical superca-
pacitors for energy storage at high cycling rate.

Arrays of vertically standing CuO 2D nanosheets on Ni foam as a substrate 
were pepared via the bottom-up template-free growth method from aqueous 
copper nitrate NH4NO3/ammonia solution [80]. The thickness of the obtained 
2D nanosheet film was about several μm, while the individual nanosheets were 
about 150 nm in thickness and parallely clustered into stacks.

Fig. 12: Stacked nanosheets in macroscopic fiber assemblies: (a) Schematic principle of a wet-
spinning method for the assembly of titania nanosheets in a liquid crystal (LC) with a coagula-
tion agent chitosan in a rotating bath. (b, c) SEM micrographs showing the macroscopic fibers 
with stacked nanosheets as building blocks and flexible characteristics. Adapted with permis-
sion from [117]. Copyright 2015  American Chemical Society.

Fig. 13: Mesoporous ZnCo2O4 2D nanosheet arrays, which were uniformly grown on Ni foam 
substrate by a bottom-up hydrothermal method followed by calcination: (a) Low magnifica-
tion SEM micrograph showing the macroporous Ni-foam and the deposited nanosheets on 
the surface. (b–c) SEM micrographs at higher magnifications showing the nanosheet arrays. 
Adapted with permission from [40]. Copyright 2013 Royal Society of Chemistry.
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Hierarchically crossed metal oxide 2D nanosheet arrays (Co3O4, NiO, MgO) 
were produced by bottom-up pyrolysis of a thin nitrate film on a FeOx substrate, 
which was obtained by annealing an iron foil in air [23]. In the case of Co3O4 (see 
Figure 14), 2D nanosheets with an average thickness of about 40 nm were uni-
formly and vertically distributed on the iron foil after annealing. The hierarchical 
2D nanosheet arrays showed promising catalytic activity for the elimination of 
soot from Diesel exhaust.

By an anodic process in a double-electrode cell, vertical standing nanosheet 
arrays composed of coexisting Cu2O and CuO with a nanosheet thickness of ca. 
30 nm were produced on a copper foil substrate [79]. High intensity diffraction 
peaks of CuO and low intensity diffraction peaks of Cu2O were detected in XRD 
patterns of the anodization products obtained at temperatures of 60 and 70 °C.

Moreover, arrays of vertical standing ZnO 2D nanosheets were deposited onto 
an indium tin oxide (ITO) coated transparent conducting glass substrate, using 
a galvanic deposition process in a Al/ZnSO4//NaOH/ITO/glass cell with aqueous 
electrolytes. The ZnO 2D nanosheets were of hexagonal wurtzite structure and 
had lateral dimensions of up to 1 μm at thicknesses of less than 50 nm [84].

4.4   Ultrathin films

Technically, every film with a thickness lower than 10 nm can be considered ultrathin, 
which can be accomplished by several bottom-up routes as laser- deposition or 
molecular beam epitaxy. Another approach to obtain ultrathin films lies within uti-
lizing nanosheets. As an example, bulk triple-layer Dion- Jacobson phase KCa2Nb3O10 

Fig. 14: Hierarchical Co3O4 2D nanosheet array on FeOx substrate: (a) Schematic illustration of 
the preparation by oxidation of Fe foil in air to exhibit a Fe3O4 surface film with Fe2O3 nanosheet 
array to which cobalt nitrate was deposited and thermally decomposed to a crossed Co3O4 2D 
nanosheet array, (b) plan-view SEM micrograph of FeOx substrate, (c) TEM micrograph of FeOx 
substrate, (d) plan-view SEM micrograph of Co3O4 nanosheet array on FeOx substrate, (e) side-
view SEM micrograph of Co3O4 nanosheet array on FeOx substrate. Adapted with permission 
from [23]. Copyright 2016 Royal Society of Chemistry.
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was exfoliated to a colloidal suspension of Ca2Nb3O10 2D nanosheets with lateral 
dimensions of about 3–10 μm from which, as shown in Figure 15, a multilayered 
ultrathin film was prepared by a layer-by-layer assembly using the Langmuir-Blodg-
ett technique [120]. In the first step, the atomically-flat SrRuO3 perovskite substrate 
is effective in obtaining an atomically uniform monolayer film with high dense 
characteristics. Repeated Langmuir-Blodgett deposition yielded (Ca2Nb3O10)n with 
n = 3 (4.5 nm, shown in Figure 15c, d), n = 5 (7.5 nm), n = 10 (15 nm), n = 15 (22.5 nm). 
Besides SrRuO3, also quartz glass, Pt or SrTiO3:Nb were used as substrates [120].

Fig. 15: Ultrathin films gained by using the Langmuir-Blodgett method: (a) Layer-by-layer 
assembly of delaminated 2D metal oxide nanosheets into multilayer films using the Langmuir-
Blodgett method. (b) Schematic crystallographic orientation of a (Ca2Nb3O10)3 Dion-Jacobson 
phase relative to a SrRuO3 perovskite substrate. (c) AFM plan-view with color scale refering to 
altitude. (d) HRTEM cross-sectional view of a (Ca2Nb3O10)3 2D film on a perovskite substrate. 
These 2D films are prospective high-κ dielectrics/ferroelectrics for use in ultrascaled electron-
ics and post-graphene technology [28]. Reproduced with permission from [120]. Copyright 2010 
American Chemical Society.
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The Langmuir-Blodgett technique was also used to produce about 10  nm 
thin superlattices of double-layer LaNb2O7 (d = 1.2 nm) and triple-layer Ca2Nb3O10 
(d = 1.4 nm) Dion-Jacobson phases from their 2D nanosheets by a layer-by-layer 
assembly [121]. Interface coupling in these 2 7 2 3 10( )  (LaNb O Ca Nb O )

L Cn n  super lattices 
gave rise to ferroelectricity regardless of the stacking sequence (nL/nC) of the two 
different 2D nanosheets. Cross-sectional HRTEM confirmed that wide-ranging 
uniform artificial superlattices could be produced on an atomically-flat SrRuO3 
substrate. Compositional modulation in alternating lamellae was elucidated by 
EELS of the La-M2,3 (192 eV) and Ca-L2,3 (347 eV) ionization edges in the STEM. 
From the viewpoint of crystal chemistry, unique intergrowth structures were 
obtained for the 2 7 2 3 10( )  (LaNb O Ca Nb O )

L Cn n  superlattices, which do not naturally 
exist in the bulk form.

A 2D bottom-up sol-gel process has been described, in which the  hydrolysis 
and polycondensation reactions occur at the air/water interface and the 
 Langmuir-Blodgett technique is used to deposit a gel film on a substrate [122]. 
The 2D sol-gel process was further developed by involving repeated layer-by-layer 
Langmuir-Blodgett technique to produce (ZrO2/TiO2)n hetero-multilayered nano-
films [58]. The multilayered nanostructure made up of TiO2 and ZrO2 ultrathin 
laminae with thicknesses of about 10–15 nm was observed throughout the Si sub-
strate surface. A (ZrO2/TiO2)5 film had a total thickness of about 130 nm. It exhib-
ited alternate stacking of ZrO2-lamina and TiO2-lamina in the direction from the 
outer-most surface to the substrate with the diameter of the nanoparticles being 
3 nm or less in the ZrO2 layers and 5–10 nm in the TiO2 layers as shown by HRTEM.

A more exotic example for ultrathin films is the using of a chemically 
driven self-assembly process in the gaseous phase, where 2D planar vanadium 
oxide [V6O12] clusters were produced on a Rh(111) surface and subsequently 
monitored in the ultra-high vacuum using the STM [67]. In a reducing environ-
ment 

2

8( 10 )bar mHp −≈  at a substrate temperature of 250 °C, the [V6O12] clusters 
assembled into nano-islands with a well-ordered 2D vanadium oxide monolayer 
structure. STM revealed a rectangular (5 3 3)× -rect structure and incorporated 
star-shaped [V6O12] clusters at the boundary to the free Rh(111) surface [67]. The 
star-shaped [V6O12] clusters became mobile on the surface above 100 °C.

4.5   Nanoparticle assemblies

As already mentioned for hydrothermally gained free-standing nanosheets, 2D 
nanosheets can also be obtained as nanoparticle assemblies. In contrast to the 
single-crystalline nanosheets, the functional properties may vary substantially, 
because the nanoparticle assemblies are polycrystalline and have a lower density 
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with irregular pores between the particles. Nevertheless, they can be of signif-
icant interest as shown for a net-like SnO2 2D nanostructure in Figure 16. TEM 
is unrivaled in elucidating the arrangement of individual nanoparticles when 
assembled to 2D nanostructures. Here, particles are less than 10 nm in diameter 
with narrow size distribution. The HRTEM in Figure 16c reveals lattice plane dis-
tances, which enable the identification of the relative orientations of individual 
nanoparticles. However, both HRTEM and the SAED in the inset, which shows 
narrow Debye-Scherrer rings, suggest the individual particles to be oriented ran-
domly. As an approach for complementary investigations, when TEM is operated 
in STEM mode, it provides with HAADF contrast, EDXS and EELS [123] power-
ful techniques to unequivocally distinguish different phases in hetero-nano-
structures like SnO2/ZnO as they were fabricated also by Fu et al. [53].

5   Applications
The functional properties of 2D oxides are defining their value for possible appli-
cations. The unique 2D morphology and the low thickness in dimensions of few 
nanometers influence the electrical, optical, mechanical and chemical proper-
ties of the materials. Typical functional properties of 2D oxides are a high spe-
cific surface area, one-directional quantum confinement, increased charge 
carrier mobility, high in-plane mechanical strength with out-of-plane flexibility 
and optical transparency. In a world where technical applications are favorably 
getting smaller and mobile while maintaining or even increasing their perfo-
mance, the 2D materials represent a versatile option to face these challenges. For 
this, ultrathin films, nanosheet arrays or free-standing nanosheets can be used. 
To use free-standing nanosheets in particular, they often have to be transferred 
into an applicable form as in ultrathin films. For this, multiple techniques are 

Fig. 16: TEM analysis of net-like SnO2 2D homo-nanostructure as obtained from a wet-chemcial 
process with graphene as a 2D template: (a, b) TEM bright-field micrographs, (c) HRTEM micro-
graph. Inset shows SAED pattern with indexed Debye-Scherrer rings. Adapted with permission 
from [53]. Copyright 2015 Royal Society of Chemistry.
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suitable, e.g. the commonly used Langmuir-Blodgett technique. A more versatile 
technique is the layer-by-layer method, where different materials can be applied 
alternately to gain hybrid films of stacked compounds, which extends the pos-
sibilities in applications. Typically, other nanostructures as nanoparticles, nano-
dots, nanowires, nanorods, nanotubes or nanocables are the competitors to 2D 
materials when it comes to applicable forms, as long as they are not combined 
[124]. While each appearance may have its advantages and disadvantages, the 
specific advantages of 2D oxides in terms of actual applications are focused here. 
In the following, functional properties of some 2D oxides are presented together 
with already established or promising but not yet market-ripe applications. This 
overview of the presented research fields is not meant to be exhaustively in-depth 
but rather give introductions into each topic. The comprised topics are namely 
electrochemical energy storage, electrochromic devices, (bio-) chemical sensors, 
photoelectrochemistry, thermoelectrics, (photo-) catalysis and  separation 
technologies.

5.1   Electrochemical energy storage

A highly promising application field especially for 2D oxides is the utilization in 
rechargeable batteries and supercapacitors. The setups for both applications are 
roughly the same containing negative and positive electrodes, electrolytes and 
the separators [125]. However, they distinguish in functionality, properties and 
different requirements in materials. In rechargeable batteries, an electrochemi-
cal cell with an anode and cathode is formed to ensure the electrical current 
caused by redox reactions. The large usage in nowadays applications, as all sorts 
of mobile technical devices, shows the indispensable importance of this techno-
logy. On the other side, capacitors are designed to store potential energy by the 
alignment of opposing charges at two electric conductors in an electric field. In 
the case of supercapacitors, they nowadays are used as a replacement of batter-
ies or complementarily to them to gain additional power as in electrical vehicles 
or hybrid electric vehicles by converting acceleration energy during regenera-
tive braking [126]. The main advantage of supercapacitors versus batteries lies 
within their ability to store substantially more energy and have way more stable 
and faster cycling characteristics, although they are yet limited to low voltage 
applications due to lower energy densities. Usually, the life span of a battery is 
limited by non-reversible reaction products, which slowly decrease the energy 
density after each recharging. The replacement or combining of commonly used 
rechargeable batteries with supercapacitors may solve this issue satisfactorily. 
Supercapacitors can be separated in electrochemical double-layer capacitors 
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(EDLCs) and pseudocapacitors [126]. The EDLCs contain electrolyte ions, whose 
adsorption on preferably large specific surface areas of porous electrodes is 
essential to the charging of the capacitor. For the energy storage of pseudoca-
pacitors, reversible surface-faradaic redox reactions at the interface of electrode 
and electrolyte occur [126]. Therefore, pseudocapacitors are closer to the func-
tionality of batteries than EDLCs, but their efficiency is diffusion limited. Crucial 
to the perfomance of a supercapacitor is the choice of materials and their design 
at the electrodes.

At this point, the 2D oxides come into play. Due to their faradaic behavior, 
metal oxides are prominent for their pseudocapacitive behavior rather than the 
utilization in EDLCs. In EDLCs various appearances of carbon are the currently 
state-of-the-art [126]. Prominent representative 2D oxides with very high capaci-
ties are RuO2 and IrO2, which suffer from their scarce availability though. Cheaper 
alternatives with likewise or slightly lower capacities are NiO, CuO, SnO2, Co3O4, 
FeOx, MoO2, Cr2O3, MnO2, V2O5, NiCo2O4, ZnCo2O4 and their doped deviates [38, 40, 
81, 93, 99, 125, 126]. As proof of principle, the results of Rui et al. [66] gained with 
V2O5 nanosheets are qualified for the general utilization of nanosheets in hybrid 
Li-ion batteries. As shown in Figure 17, the usage of 2D nanosheets shows signifi-
cant improvement in specific capitance, coulombic efficiency and power density 
compared to the 3D bulk V2O5. Possible explanations for this outcome are, that 
in contrast to the 3D bulk counterpart, the electrolyte can penetrate assembled 
nanosheets due to the large specific surface area, which leads to an increasing 
number of surface reactions. Furthermore, the small thickness of only 2.1–3.8 nm 
shortens the diffusion paths for the charge carriers, which results in much higher 
charge and discharge kinetics [66]. By this, hybrid Li-ion batteries with faster 
charging processes and longer cycle-lifetimes are possible.

Another promising example of utilized nanosheets, is the formation and 
characterization of a hybrid graphene/Cr2O3 hetero-nanostructured anode by a 
layer-by-layer approach [47]. Compared to graphene/Cr2O3 nanoparticles or other 
Cr2O3 based electrodes as a whole, the perfomance of the electrode could be signif-
icantly improved in terms of cycling stability and capacity. This approach exploits 
the very high theoretical capacity of 1.058  mAhg−1 from Cr2O3 and solves prob-
lems with cycling perfomance and electron transport within the material. Again, 
this could be achieved by the 2D arrangement, which causes a better electronic 
contact of the active materials and led to a way more stable connection between 
graphene and Cr2O3 compared to the nanoparticles. Another attempt to utilize 
2D oxides for batteries, is the intercalation of useful Li ions within the layered 
3D bulk material by exfoliation and subsequent reassembly of the nanosheets to 
form an electrode with improved characteristics [76]. Overall, metal oxides appear 
indispensable for future electrochemical storage applications and the usage of 2D 
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nanosheets show highly promising improvements in capacity, cycle-lifetime and 
energy density.

5.2   Electrochromic devices

Optical properties of a material are defined by their electronic band structures, 
which are on the other hand influenced by size effects. Moreover, when the 
thickness of a film is lower than the penetration depth of the wavelengths of the 

Fig. 17: Vanadium pentoxide V2O5 2D nanosheets, as observed from direct exfoliation of 
bulk crystals in formamide solvent, were tested on coin cells for their lithium storage capac-
ity as prospective cathode material in the lithium-ion battery (LIB). A metallic lithium counter 
electrode was used and the 2D nanosheet material was compared to bulk V2O5. (a) Charge-
discharge curves show voltage over specific charge capacity. For 2D nanosheet material, the 
latter is distinctly enhanced over the bulk material. (b) At a rate capability of 0.2 C, whether 
the specific capacity nor the Coulomb efficency fade away for the 2D nanosheet material. The 
C-rate describes the rate of charge or discharge in a cell or battery with respect to the nominal 
rated capacity [127]. (c) The 2D nanosheet material shows a stable rate capability at different 
charge and discharge rates (up to 50 C). (d) The Ragone plot suggests that a LIB with V2O5 2D 
nanosheet electrode might outperform over various energy storage and conversion devices 
with respect to both power density and energy density. Reproduced with permission from [66]. 
Copyright 2012 Royal Society of Chemistry.
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observed light, the absorption gets drastically reduced. For usual applications at 
visible and UV light, this occurs at a thickness of less than 10 nm [128]. Practi-
cally, this means materials may get more transparent with reducing thickness. 
This effect becomes even more interesting, if the transparency and absorbance 
are reversibly controllable, e.g. by applying an electrical current. Materials pos-
sessing this property are called electrochromic.

An attractive application for these materials are the so-called smart or switch-
able windows [129], which could help to reduce the energy consumption within 
buildings. The idea behind this is, to ensure normally transparent windows when 
people are within the room and add the possibility to cool and dim the brightness 
by applying a voltage to the electrochromic window. This leads to a doping of 
the electrochomic material and a change in color, light absorbance and reflec-
tion. Especially, the absorbance of light within the infrared spectrum may lead to 
an increased cooling effect. Therefore, the choice of the electrochromic material 
is one key factor within the whole electrochomic device alongside to the glass, 
transparent conductors and the electrolyte. Metal oxides as WO3, MoO3, Ta2O5, 
TiO2, V2O5 and a few more are by far the most relevant electrochromic materials 
for this kind of application besides some polymers [129, 130]. Hereby, the tung-
sten oxides play an outstanding role compared to other metal oxides. In the appli-
cation itself a film is structurally required, which can be attached to one side of 
the transparent conductor, respectively electrode (see Figure 18). The transparent 
conductor can likewise be composed of an ultrathin 2D oxide as indium-tin-oxide 
(ITO), which appears transparent due to its small thickness but does not show 
electrochromic characteristics.

Regarding the influence of 2D materials, few attempts have been made to 
investigate WO3 nanosheets as a component for building the film [17, 18, 132]. 
The nanosheets consisting of WO3 showed intense UV absorption and switchable 
IR absorption, which is favorable application-wise. An actual film consisting of 
nanosheets was obtained with the layer-by-layer technique by Wang et al. [132], 

Fig. 18: Schematic setup with different thin layers for an electrochromic window application. 
Adapted with permission from [131]. Copyright 2016 Royal Society of Chemistry.
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which showed good coloration efficiency together with nearly no reduced effi-
ciency after over 800 cycles. The unique property of the film is a slow colora-
tion process compared with a quick bleaching process, which can be attributed 
to the nanosheets implemented in the film. The suggested reason for this is the 
repulsion of charged intercalates at the top nanosheet layers during the color-
ing process, while at the opposing bleaching process the intercalates can easily 
be extracted from the top side without facing repulsion forces. Nevertheless, the 
calculated coloration time of 660 s is in reasonable limits and the bleaching time 
with 11 s [132] especially reliable. Therefore, further investigations of 2D materials 
within this research field could lead to even better results and pave the way for a 
market-ripe production of electrochromic devices.

5.3   (Bio-) chemical sensors

One important feature of 2D materials is their high surface-area-to-volume ratio 
in a chemical reaction. Due to this, the reactivity and accessibility of the material 
is drastically increased compared to their 3D bulk counterparts. Other competi-
tive nanostructured appearances as nanoparticles or nanorods admittively have 
an even greater specific surface area, but the nanosheets often allow better or 
further manageability regarding stability and applying on surfaces. One research 
field with 2D oxides as candidates is the detection and immobilization of spe-
cific molecules. Due to their large specific surface area, nanosheets are especially 
suitable for detecting small amounts of molecules, which allows detectors with 
high sensitivity. Two important detectors utilizing 2D oxides are gas sensors and 
biosensors.

Regarding gas sensors, several 2D metal oxides show highly promising results 
for electrochemic detectors. As the materials have to be selective towards the ana-
lyzed gas, different materials are required for different gases. Typically, the sen-
soring of toxical or harming compounds as H2S, NOx, ethanol or formaldehyde 
is asked for. For example, SnO2/ZnO hetero-nanostructures built by nanosheets 
reach a detection limit of 10 ppb for H2S at a relatively low working temperature 
of 100 °C [53]. Since this is lower than the acceptable concentrations of at least 
20–100 ppb for humans, it is within applicable ranges [133]. Other highly toxic 
gases are nitric oxide NO and nitrogen dioxide NO2, which can be summed as 
NOx. NiO as a p-type semiconductor with a high chemical stability shows rea-
sonable sensing properties regarding NO2. Hereby, the N-doping within nano-
structures of NiO nanosheets leads to a two-fold higher gas responsitivity and 
sensitivity [134]. A single-crystal nanosheet of In2O3 was also used for detecting 
NO2 and NO at room temperature recently [135]. Concerning NiO, the difference 
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of nanosheet-assembled hierarchical nanoflowers and nanoneedle-assembled 
structures was observed. The nanosheets showed a substantially higher gas 
response, but faster gas responses and recovery were gained with the needles 
[136]. These results show the importance of the used nanostructures and their 
significant influence on the sensing properties. For ethanol, ZnO nanosheets 
show high sensitivities and can be directly grown upon the electrode via a hydro-
thermal method [82]. Detection ranges of 25–1000 ppm at a working temperature 
of 400 °C and a high gas response could be reached coupled with fast responce 
recovery. It has been shown, that even the type of surface-exposed crystal facets 
may influence the gas sensing properties substantially [137]. In the proposed 
study of Xu et al. the sensitivity of ZnO nanosheets towards low ethanol concen-
trations of 50  ppm was doubled with exposed (0001) planes in comparison to 
(101̅0) planes and an even greater perfomance gap at 1 ppm. Even lower detec-
tion limits of 0.127  nM for ethanol were achieved by a CdO/ZnO/Yb2O3 ternary 
oxide nanosheet system [138]. Another compound worth mention is the WO3, 
which also plays a significant role in electrochromic devices. It was shown, that 
Cr-doped WO3 nanosheets can be used for formaldehyde sensing [139].

In terms of biosensing, 2D metal oxides just earned growing attention over 
the last few years with enormous potential discovering further appropriate 
materials [11]. First successful attempts have been made with MnO2 nanosheets 
for sensing ochratoxin A (OTA) within single-strand desoxyribonucleic acid 
or  cathepsin D (Cat D) using peptide chains [69]. For OTA, low quantification 
limits of 0.02 ng mL−1 were found, which are competitive towards other detec-
tion methods in aqueous solutions. Further attempts with MnO2 nanosheets 
regarding a fluorescence polarization-based detection of Ag+ ions were accom-
plished with low detection limits of 9.1 nM [140]. For a non-enzymatic glucose 
sensor, Co3O4 nanosheets with incorporated NiO or Ni(OH)2 [141] and Ni(OH)2/
NiO nanosheets [142] showed low detection limits of 1.08 μM and 5 μM, respec-
tively. Further 2D metal oxides with proven value regarding biosensors are MoO3 
nanosheets for field-effect-transistor based biosensing [143], ZrO2 nanolayers for 
improving the reliability of impedimetric biosensors [86] and Yb2O3 nanosheets 
for the detection of the biomolecule urea [96].

5.4   Photoelectrochemistry

An increasingly important research field concerns regenerative energy usage as 
in photovoltaic devices. For the last decades, solar cells based on silicon were the 
most prominent ones, but remaining high manufacturing costs make the search 
for alternatives attractive.
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One greatly promising alternative using metal oxides are perovskite solar 
cells (PSCs), which offer low costs at possibly high efficiencies. While the active 
perovskite is not built of oxides but rather organic metal halides as CH3NH3PbI3, 
an electron transporting layer (ETL) is additionally required for loading the 
perovskite, blocking holes, transmitting light and transporting electrons [144]. 
Therefore, the ETL actively effects the performance and the stability of the device. 
Nanosheets with small thicknesses of less than 10 nm usually provide high trans-
missions of light, which also is used in electrochromic devices. Furthermore, 
metal oxides are currently state-of-the-art forming these ETLs [145, 146].

Utilizing TiO2 nanosheets instead of other nanostructures led to power con-
version efficiencies of 6.99% [147] and 10.7% [148]. By looking at the rapid evolu-
tion of the power conversion efficiencies from 3.8% to roughly 20% since their 
introduction in 2009 [146, 149], the date of research seems to be essential when 
comparing different results. The best efficiencies are currently gained by using 
thin films of mesoporous TiO2 as the ETL, but the long-term stability lacks due 
to fast degradation of the devices under UV illumination. As an alternative, SnO2 
shows high chemical and UV illumination stability [150], but slightly lower effi-
ciencies. By using SnO2 nanosheet arrays, power conversion efficiencies of 17.36% 
were reached and even further increased to stable 18.00% when coupled with a 
C60 interlayer [144]. While the stability is not yet sufficient for application pur-
poses with maintaining 90% of the original efficiency after storing at ambient 
conditions for 500 h, it could be further improved in the following years.

5.5   Thermoelectrics

In several kinds of chemical processes temperatures higher than room tempera-
ture are required. Although, there is a significant amount of heat loss in most of 
these processes. To gain a better energy efficiency, the heat energy can be trans-
ferred into a more usable form of energy, e.g. electrical energy. A promising way of 
converting heat loss into an electrical current is accomplished by thermoelectric 
materials. The efficiencies of such materials are determined by the dimensionless 
figure-of-merit zT, as given in Equation 1.

 

2

zT α σ
Λ
⋅=

 
(1)

The figure-of-merit increases with a high Seebeck coefficient α, high electrical 
conductivity σ and low entropy conductivity Λ [151]. The numerator in the frac-
tion is also described as the power factor and should be observed separately 
for specific applications where high electrical current densities are required. 
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The problem in adjusting these parameters is typically their intercorrelation. 
Various different oxides as Ca3Co4O9, CaMnO3, SrTiO3 or In2O3 are interesting 
due to their thermoelectric properties [152]. Although, they mainly show rather 
poor zT values, mostly in the range of 0.1–0.5 if being unmodified [153]. An usual 
attempt at increasing the zT value is made by doping, which may effect all three 
parameters incorporated in zT. Although, doping itself did not increase the ther-
moelectric properties of the aforementioned oxide materials enough to gain a 
significant improvement. As a novel material resembling classical oxides, the 
oxyselenide BiCuSeO is worth mentioning [154]. It is a layered compound with 
insulating Bi2O2 layers and conducting Cu2Se2 layers with zT values of up to 1.4 
if doped properly. Nevertheless, it is properly observed not a classical oxide and 
only resistant to surface oxidation up to 573 K and to decomposition reactions up 
to 773 K under air [155]. In comparison to this, non-oxide based thermoelectrics, if 
adjusted properly, gain higher zT values between 1 and 2 near room temperature. 
Though, oxides maintain significant benefits as stability at higher temperatures 
or the working mode at ambient conditions.

It has been suggested to increase the thermoelectric figure-of-merit of certain 
materials by more than one order of magnitude by preparing them in 2D quan-
tum-well structures [156–158]. In fact, the extremely high zT of 2.4 [159] at room 
temperature for a one unit-cell thin SrTi0.8Nb0.2O3 layer with a 2D electron gas 
shows huge possibilities in utilizing the quantum confinement effect for thermo-
electrics. The quantum confinement is described by the restriction of the move-
ment for charge carriers in-plane and the quantization of energy out-of plane 
[160]. This leads to an enhanced electronic density of states at the Fermi level, 
which subsequently increases the Seebeck coefficient drastically [161]. The con-
finement of the electrons additionally increases the in-plane electrical conductiv-
ity. Nevertheless, superlattice thin films are not easily applicable and the effective 
zT = 0.24 of nine unit-cell layers including barrier layers between the unit cells 
mentioned by Ohta et al. [159] is still quite low. Therefore, Koumoto et al. [153] 
proposed to utilize the quantum confinement effect in 3D bulk nanoceramics. 
For example, nanometer-sized grains would affect the phonon confinement and 
boundary-scattering to decrease the lattice thermal conductivity significantly. 
In a “brick-and-mortar”-type SrTiO3 with nanostructured grain-boundaries and 
grain interiors these effects could theoretically be utilized. For non-oxide Bi2Se3 
nanosheets it was exemplary shown by actual measurements, that about 10 times 
higher zT values compared to the 3D bulk material can be reached [162, 163], 
wherefore the nanosheets were spark-plasma-sintered to 3D bulk pellets.

Only a few attempts have been made to investigate the thermoelectric prop-
erties of stacked 2D oxide nanosheets. In the case of the oxyselenide BiCuSeO, 
3–4  nm thin nanosheets were synthesized by a solvothermal reaction and 
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afterwards restacked to dense pellets via hot pressing [164]. The entropy con-
ductivity could be lowered due to enhanced phonon scattering at the nanoscaled 
grains and the power factor was increased due to a better electrical conductiv-
ity. This led to overall improved zT value of 0.2 for undoped BiCuSeO at 722  K 
compared to undoped 3D bulk material. Since values of up to 1.4 can be reached 
with modified BiCuSeO [154], the nanosheet restacking could easily be further 
optimized by using doped nanosheets. Ultrathin films of NaxCoO2 were also inves-
tigated by calculations within the Green-Kubo theory with rather poor outcomes 
regarding beneficial properties. Due to weak coupling of CoO2 sheets within the 
layered structure, the in-plane lattice thermal conductivity seems to be insensi-
tive to the thickness of nanosheets and stacks thereof [165]. Actual ultrathin films 
of NaxCoO2 were investigated and showed a decrease of the electrical conductiv-
ity for films below 10 nm and a constant Seebeck coefficient, but not measured 
thermal conductivities, which also does not recommend the utilization of NaxCoO2 
in terms of nanosheets [166]. But, restacking of nanosheets is only one possible 
way to exploit the quantum confinement effect in 3D bulk oxides. Another pos-
sibility are self-assembled nanostructures within a matrix. A promising example 
is a nanocomposite of heavily doped Ca3Co4O9, which contains stacked 2D hetero-
oxide building blocks and exhibits a relatively high 3D bulk zT value for oxides 
at 1073  K, which is state-of-the-art concerning high-temperature ranges [167]. 
Thus, the assembly of 2D nanosheets for creating similar nanocomposites with 
other oxides is quite promising. Overall it can be stated, that the future of oxide-
based thermoelectrics lies within utilizing the quantum confinement effect of 
nanostructures.

5.6   (Photo-) catalysis

Generally, catalysts lower the activation energy of chemical processes without 
being consumed. Due to this, they do not intervene in the chemical equilibrium 
but influence the reaction kinetics. Hence, they are indispensable for some of the 
most important industrially-sized productions of chemicals. Interesting catalyst 
types for 2D oxides are primarily electrocatalysts and photocatalysts.

Electrocatalysts are e.g. used for electrochemical water splitting for H2 fuel 
production. The efficiency of the process is essential to ensure it is economically 
reasonable. Since the storage of electricity is a far from satisfactorily resolved 
problem, overproduced capacities of wind turbines are especially interesting for 
the electrochemical production of H2. However, the slow kinetics of the essential 
oxygen evolution reaction (OER) within this process is a big issue, which usually 
requires the use of electrocatalysts as RuO2 or IrO2. The price of these compounds 
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diminishes the manufacturing process in applicability though. The utilization 
of different nanosheets as an electrocatalyst for the OER has shown substantial 
improvements in the most recent years. First of all, nanosheets of IrO2 with a thick-
ness of 0.7 nm exhibit a 6 times higher mass activity for the OER than nanoparti-
cles [99]. Serious competitors are CoOOH nanosheets with a thickness of 1.4 nm, 
which show 2.4 times higher electrocatalytic activity than currently used IrO2 and 
20 times higher activity in comparison to 3D bulk CoOOH [168]. Further examples 
are Rh2O3 nanosheet assemblies or spinel-structured NiCo2O4 nanosheets, which 
all overcome currently used electrocatalysts for OER due to their 2D structure [94, 
169]. Furthermore, the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) can also be improved by 
using 2D metal oxide nanosheets like CoO2, Ti1−xO2 or RuO2 as additives to gra-
phene [63]. Especially by using CoO2, the electrocatalytic activity could be greatly 
increased while the long-term stability and selectivity were improved as well. The 
superior benefits of nanosheets compared to nanoparticles are assumed to be 
linked to the surface expansion in nanosheets. Despite this, the transport and 
storage of produced H2 is also an issue. Recently, urea has been shown to be a 
promising candidate as a solid hydrogen carrier, which simplifies transport and 
storage of gaseous hydrogen. For gaining the hydrogen out of urea, electrocata-
lysts are necessary. For improving the current systems, mesoporous NiCo2O4 2D 
nanosheets were directly synthesized on collectors, which led to a decrease of the 
onset potential in comparison to 3D bulk Ni(OH)2 electrodes and enhancement of 
the urea oxidation current simultaneously [39].

An even more promising way to supply the necessary energy for the produc-
tion of H2 is the usage of solar energy. Although, low quantum efficiencies in the 
spectral region of visible light of most suitable materials are an issue. Generally, 
quantum efficiency is strongly dependent on the recombination rate of elec-
trons and electron holes, namely excitons. A high recombination rate prevents 
the reactions of the excitons with the water and conclusively the quantum effi-
ciency. Short lifetimes of less than 1 μs [170] for the excitons lead to a transporting 
problem, because the reactions occur at the surfaces. An approach to shorten the 
transporting ways to the surface is by using nanocrystals. Since defects within 
the crystals may trap the excitons, the crystallinity also effects the efficiency. 
Simply enhancing the reactive surface area would recommend nanoparticles as 
the most effective way to modify the materials. Nevertheless, nanoparticles have 
to deal with increasing durations for absorbing photons, which for a diameter of 
1 nm already means 4 ms [170]. A solution to this problem could be the utilization 
of 2D photocatalysts as displayed in Figure 19.

The large areas of 2D nanosheets provide reasonable photon absorbing 
times, while the transport distance of the excitons to the surface remains short 
as in nano particles due to the small sheet thickness. Suitable semiconducting 
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nanosheet oxides with a wide band gap are e.g. exfoliated Ruddlesden-Popper 
phases as KCa2Nb3O10 or the Aurivillius phase Bi2MoO6 [46, 171]. Generally, there 
are two different options with co-catalysts and doping to enhance the photocat-
alytic activity of catalysts. While loading the surface with co-catalysts reliably 
improves the performance, doping usually does not a have huge impact in com-
parison [170]. The reason for this is the localization of the dopants within the 
catalyst and the resulting distance to the surface. In ultrathin 2D nanosheets the 
dopants are close to the surface, which means a direct involvement in catalytic 
activities of the dopants and a comparable improvement as caused by co-cata-
lysts. The impact of doped but non-exfoliated compounds result in low photocat-
alytic activities confirming the influence of the 2D structure [171]. The adjustment 
of the doping amount is also important to gain high quantum efficiencies for 
KCa2Nb3O10 nanosheets as it is shown in Figure 20.

By this, maximum H2 production rates of 400 μmol h−1 with 5 mg catalyst were 
reached. An additional possibility for further improvements of the photocatalytic 
performance may be the addition of non-expensive co-catalysts. It was shown, 
that loading niobate nanosheets with small amounts of MoS2 and graphene with 
a molar ratio of 99.0:0.5:0.5 leads to significantly increased H2 production rates 
[87]. As catalyst for the O2 production, hetero-structured Bi2MoO6 nanosheets 

Fig. 19: Schematic comparison of (a) nanocrystals and (b) 2D crystals as photocatalysts. 
Due to the large sheet area of the 2D crystals, the photons can be absorbed in a reasonable 
time and catalyze the water splitting more effectively as nanoparticles. (c) H2 production 
rates for differently treated KCa2Nb3O10 compounds with methanol as a sacrificial agent. The 
non-exfoliated compounds and the unmodified nanosheets do only have small photocatalytic 
activities, but the Rh-doped or loaded nanosheets have a significantly better performance. The 
Rh(0.03)-doped nanosheets have the highest production rate while subsequently doping and 
loading diminish the performance slightly. Adapted with permission from [170]. Copyright 2014 
American Chemical Society.
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coupled with TiO2 nanobelts were promoted [87]. Oxygen production rates of 
0.668  mmol h−1g−1 were gained hereby. The remaining problem of these photo-
catalysts is their low activity under visible light irradiation. N-doped TiO2 [172] 
and NbOx [173] nanosheets improve the absorption under visible irradiation, but 
the absorption maximum continues to be in the ultraviolet (UV) spectrum and the 
doping amount is limited. Another problem for nanosheets in particular is attrib-
uted to their synthesis with ion intercalation. Organic intercalates may remain on 
the nanosheet surface even after washing and hinder the photocatalytic activity, 
which requires additional removing steps as UV light irradiation for several hours 
[170]. Therefore, alternative exfoliation techniques without the need of organic 
intercalates may be more appropriate.

Another application field for photocatalysts is the photodegradation of haz-
ardous organics for water purification. Unmodified nanosheets as SnNb2O6 show 
higher selectivity and photocatalytic activity for positively charged pollutants 
in particular in comparison to the 3D bulk SnNb2O6, TiO2 or N-doped TiO2 [174]. 
Most recently, even better results were gained by creating 2D/2D heterojunctions 
between different nanosheets [175]. For niobate nanosheets Ca2Nb3O10

− other oxide 
nanosheets as WO3 or non-oxides as g-C3N4 are proven candidates. For both com-
binations, the photodegradation of tetracycline hydrochloride under simulated 
sunlight was investigated and both times led to a significantly enhanced perfo-
mance due to improved charge carrier separations and transfers in strongly inter-
acting hetero-interfaces. In terms of adding 20% WO3, the optimum efficiency 
was gained with 5.1-fold and two-fold higher photocatalytic activity compared to 

Fig. 20: Nanosheets as a photocatalyst for hydrogen production: (a) Amount of photocatalytically 
produced H2 dependend on the Rh doping amount x in Ca2Nb3O10

− 2D nanosheets. (b) Quantum 
efficiency for Rh(x = 0.03)-doped nanosheets regarding the H2 production and the absorbed wave-
lengths. Reproduced with permission from [171]. Copyright 2011 American Chemical Society.
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WO3 and Ca2Nb3O10
− single nanosheets [176]. Similar results were accomplished 

with the combination of 20% g-C3N4, which led to 6.6 and 1.8 times higher degra-
dation rates compared to bare g-C3N4 or Ca2Nb3O10

− single nanosheets [175].

5.7   Separation technologies

A more exotic application field for 2D oxides comprises separation technologies 
as membranes or filters. While ceramic-based membranes maintain several dis-
advantages as brittleness or high costs, graphene oxide (GO) as a carbon-based 
material showed promising separation characteristics in the recent years [177–
179]. Zeolites as a group of microporous aluminosilicates oxides are well-known 
for their applicability in separation technologies like membranes. The forma-
tion of 2D nanosheets with zeolites is also possible and shows auspicious results 
[180]. Because they are only oxide-related, further consideration is not envisaged 
within this review.

Several techniques for the arrangement of nanosheets to usable membranes 
have been tested as drop-casting, spray- and spin-coating, Langmuir-Blodgett 
method and vacuum filtration [178]. Vacuum filtration has also been shown to 
be suitable for 2D compounds as MXenes, which are mainly characterized as 
ultrathin layers composed of transition metal carbides and nitrides. Separating 

Fig. 21: Separation performance of graphene oxide (GO) membranes compared to other 
state-of-the-art membranes with highlighting MXene membranes. Abbrevations represent 
metal-organic-frameworks (MOFs), zeolitic-imidazolate-frameworks (ZIFs), compact-membrane-
systems (CMS) and polybenzimidazole (PBI). Reproduced with permission from [181]. Copyright 
2018 Nature Springer. Creative Commons License CC BY 4.0.
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membranes built of MXenes recently showed substantially enhanced perfor-
mances regarding permeability and selectivity as shown in Figure 21 [181, 182]. 
The nanosheet-composed membranes allow the separation of molecules with 
respect to their size, because larger gases as CO2 have a longer transporting way 
moving along the nanosheet grains compared to smaller H2.

In comparison of GO-based to MXene-based membranes, the latter reaches 
higher permeabilities, but with lower selectivities. The disordered assembling of 
the nanosheets hindered better selectivities, which could be further improved by 
another assembling route.

2D metal oxides as membranes play only a minor role yet, because other 
materials show usually better performance. Nevertheless, exemplarily NbO 
nanosheets were assembled to a membrane by vacuum filtration and showed a 
high stability. The creation of nanochannels within the membranes allows the 
usage for high-flux nanofiltration as salts are retained [88].

6   Prospects
Several state-of-the-art compounds, synthesis techniques and related applica-
tion fields have been presented in this review. The field of 2D oxide nanosheets 
is still in its infancy, but it is dynamically developing and has overrun the field of 
ultrathin films already as shown by Figure 22. Particularly, for thermoelectrics, 
supercapacitors and catalysts 2D oxide materials show significant improve-
ments over 3D bulk materials. On the laboratory scale, further possibilities of 2D 
oxide nanosheets and novel materials are expected to be continuously reported 
enhancing the research field even further. Especially hetero-nanostructures 
of oxide nanosheets with other oxides or non-oxides seem to be promising for 
combining advantages of different material classes and exploiting interface 
interactions.

An important topic for future applications is rooted in upscaling synthe-
sis techniques for industrial purposes. Top-down approaches may have some 
benefit for industrial scale productions, but bottom-up approaches can cover 
a broader spectrum of material compositions. For the industrial scale applica-
tion, not only the making of nanosheets needs to be scaled up, but also proper 
production technology for the transfer of 2D oxide nanosheets into devices 
needs to be developed. The goal in mass-producing 2D oxide nanosheets is to 
take advantage of unique physical properties found in these ultrathin materi-
als, and to make them in a form that is easy to process with existing industrial 
methods.
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2. Thermoelectric oxide composites
based on Ca3Co4O9

In this chapter, various thermoelectric composite systems with Ca3Co4O9 (CCO) as
a base material are investigated. CCO is the most auspicious p-type oxide material
and is suitable for high-temperature applications up to 1173 K in air. Its low toxicity
in comparison to commonly used Bi2Te3 makes it even more interesting, wherefore
an improvement of this material is desirable. Two different concepts were investi-
gated within this thesis, which are schematically shown in Fig. 2.1. The first concept
comprises three publications dealing with the synthesis of microdimensional plate-
like oxide crystals, their embedding in a CCO matrix and reaction sintering. The
second concept comprises two publications with a nanodimensional approach, where
two-dimensional nanostructures originate from heavy doping or reaction sintering oc-
curs with nanosheets. The results of the micro- and nanodimensional approaches are
covered in the following sections 2.1 and 2.2.

Concept I Concept II 

Microdimensional 

plate-like additives 

Nanodimensional 

2D structures 

Molten-flux synthesis 

NCNO LNO 2.1.2 

LNO 

+ 

CCO 

NCNO 
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CCO 

Sol-gel 

synthesis 

Hydrothermal 

synthesis 

Thermoelectric 

composites 

σ α 

Thermoelectric composites based on Ca3Co4O9 

α σ 

2.1.3 2.1.4 2.2.2 2.2.3 
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NCO / BCCO 

+ 
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Spray 

pyrolysis 

Figure 2.1: General structure of the presented research in this thesis. Investigated material com-
binations in a Ca3Co4O9 (CCO) matrix are La2NiO4 (LNO), Na2Ca2Nb4O13 (NCNO), NaxCoO2

(NCO) with Bi2Ca2Co2O9 (BCCO) and BiCuSeO (BCSO). Concept I comprises investigations with
microdimensional plate-like oxides and concept II deals with nanodimensional 2D structures.
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2.1. Concept I: Microdimensional approach

2.1 Concept I: Microdimensional approach

2.1.1 Summary

The first concept deals with the embedding of microdimensional sheets in a CCO ma-
trix. Molten-flux synthesis was chosen as a suitable synthesis method for gaining the
desired crystal shape of the additives. The Ruddlesden-Popper phase La2NiO4

(LNO) was considered as a mixing partner due to its interesting transport properties
as a mixed ionic-electronic conductor. To ensure the proper crystal growth of mi-
crodimensional sheets, molten-flux synthesis for LNO was elaborated in section 2.1.2.
Two different routes were investigated: the solid-state route and the sol-gel process.
Both routes were concluded by a molten-flux synthesis using sodium hydroxide as a
flux. The role of additional water turned out to be crucial for the outcome of the
grown crystals. Analysis of the particles revealed the infrequent occurrence of higher
Ruddlesden-Popper phases on the plate surface. Both routes led to microdimen-
sional plate-like particles, but they differed in purity and aspect ratio. While crystal
growth along the a,b-plane was more pronounced for the sol-gel process, the solid-state
route resulted in less impurities.

The LNO particles of the solid-state route were further processed to a thermoelec-
tric composite material in section 2.1.3. Microstructural analysis by X-ray diffraction
(XRD), electron diffraction patterns, energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDXS),
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and scanning TEM (STEM) revealed reac-
tions between LNO and CCO during the sintering at 1173 K. As a result, a complex
system of multiple oxides emerged containing La(Co,Ni)O3, Ca3Co2O6, (Co,Ni)O and
the matrix material CCO. The samples containing 1 wt% and 5 wt% LNO were the
most promising, because a higher power factor was achieved by an improved elec-
trical conductivity. The enhanced electrical conductivity could be attributed to the
La(Co,Ni)O3 perovskite phase. Higher contents of LNO diminished the positive effect
on the power factor, most likely due to imbalances of the reactant ratio and inter-
connecting grains of the added phases. Furthermore, the Seebeck coefficient was
lowered as expected. The thermal conductivity was improved at lower temperature,
but slightly deteriorated at higher temperature in comparison to porous CCO. Finally,
the best achieved figure-of-merit was 0.27 for the sample with 5 wt% LNO, while the
average zT was increased by about 20% in the temperature range of 473 K to 1073 K.

The introduction of LNO into a CCO system proved to be beneficial to the ther-
moelectric properties, mainly due to the increased electrical conductivity. Another
system was investigated in section 2.1.4, where the Seebeck coefficient had prior-
ity. Thus, a material with a low electrical conductivity and a large band gap was
chosen, featuring large plate-like particles to follow the first concept. Na2Ca2Nb4O13

(NCNO) was the material of choice, which could be produced as microdimensional
sheets with high aspect ratios. Similar to the LNO-CCO system, the NCNO was not
thermodynamically stable besides CCO at high sintering temperature, which resulted
in Nb-doped CCO and the formation of the perovskite Ca(Nb,Co)O3. As expected,
the electrical conductivity was reduced with increasing amounts of NCNO, but the
Seebeck coefficient was enhanced, resulting in an improved power factor for the
samples with 1, 5 and 10 wt% NCNO. The thermal conductivity was lower for the
composite systems, wherefore the figure-of-merit could also be increased by about 19%
to 0.32 compared to pristine porous CCO.
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A B S T R A C T

Molten-flux synthesis was applied to the mixed ionic-electronic conducting oxide La2NiO4+δ. Melt of NaOH was
used to dissolve precursors, which were either coarse mixtures of the oxides La2O3 and NiO from a classical solid-
state route or ultrafine mixtures of La2CO5 and NiO from a sol-gel process. To estimate optimum synthesis
temperature for the sol-gel process, reaction sequence was monitored by in-situ X-ray diffraction. The molten-
flux synthesis in ambient air was conducted at 400 °C for up to 14 h with variation of additional water content
and the precursor stoichiometry. Purity and composition of products were investigated by ex-situ X-ray dif-
fraction and wavelength dispersive X-ray spectroscopy. A maximum length of plate-like crystals of ca. 30 μm in
the a b, -plane was observed at a thickness of ca. 2 μm in the c-axis (i.e. aspect ratio of 15). By varying several
parameters of the molten-flux synthesis, both size and aspect ratio of La2NiO4+δ plate-like crystals could be
varied over a wide range.

1. Introduction

Owing to their excellent dielectric properties, unique conductivities
for electrons and ions as well as the long-term stability against CO2,
La2NiO4+δ-based Ruddlesden-Popper (RP) phases have stimulated
many researchers’ interest over the last few decades. The properties
result in potential applications as microelectronics and mixed ionic-
electronic conductors (MIECs) in capacitors [1], gas sensors [2,3],
catalytic reactors [4–6], solid oxide fuel cells (SOFCs) [7,8], solid oxide
electrolyzer cells (SOECs) [9], and oxygen-transporting membranes
(OTMs) [10–12]. Studies have found that La2NiO4+δ-related single
crystals show greater colossal permittivity in the gigahertz range and
better ionic transportation comparing to their polycrystals with arbi-
trary grain orientations [13–16]. The crystal structure of La2NiO4+δ is
responsible for the aforementioned properties, although the physical
mechanism behind the colossal permittivity in other materials is still
generally controversial [17,18]. The structure of lanthanum nickelate
La2NiO4+δ, similar to the tetragonal K2NiF4 structure, is composed of
LaO rock-salt layers and LaNiO3 perovskite layers alternating along its
crystallographic c-axis, while the interstitial oxygen species locate in
rock-salt layers [19–21]. Depending on the oxygen excess δ, La2NiO4+δ

adopts versatile orthorhombic and tetragonal phases at room tem-
perature [19,22]. In stoichiometric La2NiO4 (i.e. = 0), the NiO6 oc-
tahedra are tilted to relieve structural stress caused by the interlayer

lattice mismatch [19,20]. In some La-site doped La2NiO4+δ, e.g.
La1.8Ca0.2NiO4+δ, the distortion of NiO6 octahedra and LaO9 dodeca-
hedra is observed and supposed to be contributed to the colossal per-
mittivity in the high frequency range [18]. In hyper-stoichiometric
La2NiO4+δ, the stress can also be accommodated by the interstitial
oxygen in the rock-salt layers [23,24]. Theoretical simulations and
experimental investigations on single crystals and thin films have
shown that the oxygen transport is highly anisotropic and pre-
dominated by the interstitial oxygen [15,25–28]. Through accom-
modating interstitial oxygen, its structure is maintained at an average
tetragonal symmetry I mmm4/ (conventional setting) or F mmm4/
[19,20]. The latter space group, thanks to its enlarged unit cell
( × ×a a c2 2 ), is used for easier comparison of lattice parameters
between orthorhombic and tetragonal structures [20].

From the aspect of applications, single crystals are favored due to
their superb properties and they can be synthesized by a floating-zone
method or by a skull-melting method [15,19,29,30]. Unfortunately,
these single crystal syntheses have the disadvantage of high production
costs, especially for large crystals [31]. An alternative way is preparing
grain-oriented polycrystals. Recently, c-axis and a-axis orientated thin
films with thicknesses up to 450 nm have been grown via chemical
vapor deposition or pulsed laser deposition [26,32–35]. The orientated
thin films provide deep insights into the oxygen surface exchange and
diffusion kinetics, however, a structural reorientation from c-axis to a-
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axis was found for films thicker than 550 nm [35].
Another solution is synthesizing anisotropic particles, which can

then be facilely assembled to grain-oriented polycrystals via tape
casting [36]. Comparing to the classic solid-state synthesis, reactions
taking place in liquid phase usually create products with controllable
morphology and specific texture when the products have highly ani-
sotropic crystal lattices [37,38]. In a reverse micro-emulsion system,
nanostructured La2NiO4+δ with adjusted sizes and different shapes
have been created by varying the ratio of surfactant to water and have
shown different oxygen transport properties regarding the terminated
surfaces [39]. To obtain products in the range of micrometers and
maintain their anisotropic morphology, the molten-flux synthesis (MFS)
using salts or hydroxides can be applied [38,40]. Many complex oxides
with various morphologies, including superconducting oxides such as
La2CuO4 and EuBa2Cu3O7−x have been prepared via MFS, which
however, rarely has been applied to La2NiO4+δ until now and is a
promising route for gaining plate-like crystals with tunable sizes and
aspect ratios [40–42].

Among the various fluxes, hydroxide melts are widely used to dis-
solve reactants owing to their adjustable solubility of metal oxides and
relatively low melting temperatures, which can be as low as 170 °C for
the NaOH-KOH eutectic mixture [40–43]. Similar to the auto-dis-
sociation of water, there is also an auto-dissociation of molten hydro-
xides that can be described by the oxo-acidity established by Lux and
Flood (Eq. 1) [44,45]. The dissociation constant Kd, just like the equi-
librium constant of water Kw, depends on the type of hydroxides and
the temperature. Analogous to the pH value, the acidity of molten hy-
droxides is depicted by the pH2O value (see Eq. 2), which affects the
solubility of metal oxides in hydroxides. At the beginning of a synthesis,
reactants are dissolved in the wet (acidic) melt. As the synthesis pro-
ceeds, the content of water in the melt decreases, shifting the dis-
sociation equilibrium to the product side and producing the target
product.

+2OH H O(acid) O (base)2
2 (1)

=pH O log[H O]2 2 (2)

In this work, La2NiO4+δ plate-like crystals with different sizes and
aspect ratios were prepared in molten NaOH by using either oxide
mixtures (La2O3 and NiO) or the nanocrystalline intermediates (La2CO5

and NiO) as reactants. Information concerning purity, structure, mor-
phology, and chemical compositions was obtained by X-ray diffraction
(XRD), (scanning) transmission electron microscopy ((S)TEM), scan-
ning electron microscopy (SEM), and electron-probe micro-analysis
(EPMA). The formation mechanism of plate-like morphologies formed
in molten NaOH was discussed.

2. Experimental section

Fig. 1 shows the experimental procedures to synthesize La2NiO4+δ

products. The precursors were prepared via two alternative ways, i.e. a
solid-state route (SSR) and a sol-gel process (SGP).

2.1. Preparation of precursors

The precursors for SSR-based MFS were prepared by using La2O3

powder (99.99%) and NiO nanopowder (99.8%) purchased from Sigma-
Aldrich without further purification. To prepare the oxide mixtures,
La2O3 and NiO in specific stoichiometry were mixed and ground in an
agate mortar at 25 °C for 15 min.

The precursors for SGP-based MFS were prepared by utilizing
ethylene-diamine-tetraacetic-acid (EDTA, Alfa Aesar, 99.4%) and citric
acid (Alfa Aesar, 99.5%) as organic ligands [46]. La(NO3)3 · 6 H2O
(Fluka, 99%) and Ni(NO3)2 · 6 H2O (Sigma–Aldrich, 98.5%) in specific
stoichiometry were dissolved in distilled water, followed by adding
EDTA and citric acid under stirring. After introducing NH3·H2O buffer,

the mixture turned into a blue sol. The pH value of the sol was main-
tained by the buffer during the heating process at 150 °C. At least 3 h
later, a blue gel was obtained and transferred into a heating mantle for
further heat treatment at around 300 °C. The amorphous powder was
then ground and calcined at 500 °C for 2 h with a heating rate of
2 °C min−1. Afterwards, the intermediate mixture was ground and
ready for MFS.

2.2. Molten-flux synthesis

A typical procedure of the MFS started from adding 100 μL distilled
water to 1.16 g NaOH pellets followed by oxide mixtures (from SSR) or
intermediates (from SGP), resulting in the weight ratio of 1: 11.6: 1.16 in
an alumina-crucible. The crucible was then transferred into a muffle
furnace and heated at 400 °C with a heating rate of 10 °C min−1 for 8 h.
After cooling to room temperature, distilled water was added into the
crucible, followed by two times of filtration to remove NaOH and im-
purities. Subsequently, the product was washed with acetone and dried
at 80 °C.

2.3. Characterization

The crystal structure and phase purity of products were examined
by XRD (Bruker AXS GmbH, Bruker D8 Advance) and field-emission
TEM (JEOL JEM-2100F-UHR). STEM and high-resolution TEM
(HRTEM) were operated at 200 kV. For the ex-situ XRD measurements,
Cu K radiation was excited at 30 kV and 40 mA and data were col-
lected in a step-scan mode between 10° and 50° (2 ) with a step size of
0.01° and 0.6 s per step without sample rotation. In-situ XRD mea-
surements were made on the same diffractometer equipped with a high-
temperature oven chamber (Anton-Paar) in the temperature range of
30–1000 °C in an air flow of 100 mL min−1 using Cu K radiation ex-
cited at 40 kV and 40 mA. Temperatures were programmed step-wise
with a delay time of 30 min before each measurement, which was set in
the step-scan mode in the range of 10° and 50° (2 ) with a step size of
0.02° and 0.5 s per step. For TEM investigations, the powder was
pressed under a force of 20 kN and then fixed with epoxy resin between
two slices of silicon wafers, followed by several polishing processes and
final Ar-ion thinning until the sample was electron transparent. The RP-
phases mentioned in this work are La2NiO4+δ (PDF: 01-076-0055, tet-
ragonal, = =a c3.86800 Å, 12.67900 Å), La4Ni3O10 (PDF: 01-070-
5844, orthorhombic, = = =a b c5.41327 Å, 5.46233 Å, 27.96049 Å),
and LaNiO3 (PDF: 01-070-5757, rhombohedral,

= =a c5.45240 Å, 13.15720 Å).
The morphology of products was observed by field-emission SEM

(JEOL JSM-6700F) at an accelerating voltage of 2 kV. Chemical com-
position of the oxide mixtures and sol-gel intermediates were in-
vestigated by an energy dispersive X-ray spectrometer (EDXS, Oxford
Instruments, INCA-300) located on the SEM with an excitation voltage
of 15 kV, while the chemical compositions of plate-like crystals were
determined by EPMA (CAMECA, SX100) equipped with five automated
wavelength-dispersive X-ray spectrometers (WDXS) at 15 kV. Plate-like
crystals in form of powder were embedded in epoxy and polished with
diamond powder to obtain a flat and clean surface for EPMA. To avoid
charging effects on the surface, a thin layer of carbon was coated. Each
sampling point with a diameter of ca. 1 μm was on a flat surface of a
plate-like crystal. The calibration materials used for EPMA were lan-
thanum phosphate (for La), jadeite (for Na), and nickel metal (for Ni).

3. Results and discussion

Many of the rare-earth-elements-containing complex oxides are
synthesized from their corresponding binary oxides in molten alkali
hydroxides [43,47]. The eutectic with the composition of 49 mol%
NaOH and 51 mol% KOH is usually chosen owing to its low melting
temperature [43]. However, for the metal oxides La2O3 and NiO, it has
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been reported that a mixture of La2NiO4 and LaNiO3 (members of the
RP phases with =m 1 and =m in the general formula
Lam+1NimO3 m+1) is produced in the NaOH-KOH eutectic due to the
formation of superoxides in presence of KOH [42]. For this reason, only
NaOH flux was chosen in this work to dissolve the precursors prepared
via either SSR or SGP. Experimental parameters including the stoi-
chiometric ratio of reactants, dwell time, and the water content within
the flux during the crystal formation process were varied and opti-
mized.

3.1. Solid-state route based molten-flux synthesis

The XRD patterns in Figs. 2 and 3 indicate that regardless of dif-
ferent synthesis parameters (see Table 1), all samples have the main
phase of the body-centered tetragonal La2NiO4+δ in the I mmm4/ space
group, which is expected since excess oxygen will be incorporated when
prepared in air [19,20,48]. As mentioned in the introduction, the so-
lubility of oxides in molten hydroxides depends highly on the pH2O
value. To demonstrate the influence of the water content, the pH2O
value was varied by alternating the water content in NaOH and by
adding a certain amount of water to the NaOH. The SEM micrographs of
SSR1 (Fig. 2b) clearly show that most plate-like crystals had lengths of

about 1 μm when no water was introduced into the system. Similar
plate-like crystals were obtained when the reactant mixture was added
after elimination of H2O in NaOH at 400 °C for 30 min (SSR7, see Fig.
S1 in the Supporting Information, SI). As the hydroxide melt became
more acidic by adding 100 μL H2O, larger plate-like crystals with
lengths of about 15 μm were found in SSR2. No noticeable difference
regarding the size of plate-like crystals was found in SSR3 when the

Table 1
Stoichiometry of precursors and synthesis parameters for SSR-MFS samples.

Sample La/Ni-ratio Added water (μL) Dwell timea (h)

SSR1b 2: 1 – 8
SSR2b 2: 1 100 8
SSR3 2: 1 100 8
SSR4 2: 1.1 100 8
SSR5c 2: 1.1 100 8
SSR6c 2: 1 100 8

a Dwell time: the time period that the oven keeps the reaction temperature at
400 °C.

b Synthesized using waterless NaOH powder instead of NaOH pellets.
c Synthesized in a nickel-crucible.

Fig. 1. Flow chart of the molten-flux synthesis (MFS) with precursors from a solid-state route (SSR-MFS) and a sol-gel process (SGP-MFS). The energy-dispersive X-
ray spectra (EDXS) together with EDXS-based pseudocolor elemental mapping images show that nickel oxide disperses better in the sol-gel intermediates than in the
oxide mixtures. In case of the SSR, an agglomerate of NiO particles with several microns in length is present as seen by the blue area. Integrated energy-pseudocolor
range is shown by rainbows below the EDXS. Inserted photographs were shot before (top) and after filtration (bottom). The outer diameter of beakers equals 55 mm.
(For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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pH2O value was further increased by using water-containing NaOH. It
should be mentioned that in order to provide sufficient water and
counteract possible water evaporation during heating, more water
(100 μL) was added than calculated below.

The water content in the reaction system is estimated as follows. For
n mol La2O3 and NiO, as used in the SSR-based MFS, a total of

+ × =n n n(3 ) 18.00 72.00 g H2O is needed (see Eqs. (3) and (4)) to fully
dissolve the reactants. Considering the hygroscopic property, NaOH
usually contains 1 wt.% H2O [49]. It is reported, that after exposing to
wet air for 8 h, 60% La2O3 is hydroxylated to La(OH)3, which means
La2O3 contains 9 wt.% H2O [50]. Since La2O3 was kept in a glove box
filled with argon, the water content should be far less than 9 wt.%. That
means, assuming La2O3 contains 9 wt.% H2O, the flux still needs at least

× × × × =n n n n(72.00 40.00 100 0.01 325.82 0.09) 2.68 g addi-
tional H2O to dissolve all reactants. The water loss via evaporation
during the heating process is omitted in the calculation because this
process only took nearly 40 min. Furthermore, water is held tightly by
NaOH below 400 °C, even under high vacuum [51].

+ ++La O 3H O 2La 6OH2 3 2
3 (3)

+ ++NiO H O Ni 2OH2
2 (4)

+ + ++ +2La Ni 8OH La NiO 4H O3 2
2 4 2 (5)

Based on the observations above, a plausible mechanism about the
formation of La2NiO4+δ is suggested as follows. Once the system
reaches 323 °C, NaOH starts to melt. La2O3 and NiO are then dissolved
in acidic NaOH-flux (see Eqs. (3) and (4)). As a consequence of the
gradual evaporation of water, a specific pH2O value is reached and the

nucleation of La2NiO4+δ starts. The product formation is favored by the
gradual evaporation of water as the equilibrium reaction shifts to the
product side (see Eq. 5). The different size of plate-like crystals between
SSR1 and SSR2 is caused by different nucleation sites and nuclei
numbers. If the classical crystal growth theory in solution can be ap-
plied in molten hydroxides [47,52], the formation of small plate-like
crystals in case of SSR1 can be explained by the heteronucleation on
undissolved reactant particles owing to the shortage of water when the
NaOH melts. The nucleation and crystal growth may be separated to
some extent, which is similar to the formation of monodisperse nano-
crystals [53]. On the contrary, if sufficient water is present to fully
dissolve all reactants when NaOH turns into liquid (in cases of SSR2 and
SSR3), homogeneous nucleation takes place at a specific pH2O, re-
sulting in less nuclei for crystal growth than in the case of the former
sample (SSR1), which favors large plate-like crystals with lengths be-
tween ca. 10–20 μm.

It is worth noting that minor reflections from La(OH)3 impurity are
found in the XRD patterns of SSR1 to SSR3 (Fig. 2a,c,e). Interestingly,
the La(OH)3 also had a regular morphology. An example is shown in
Fig. S3. Most likely, the reason for the La(OH)3 impurities lies within
the solubilities of the reactants and the products in the molten NaOH.
The reaction starts with a wet flux of NaOH and solvated metal oxides,
and gradual evaporation of water leads to an increased pH2O value (see
Eq. 2), which influences the solubilities. Since La2O3 has a lower so-
lubility than NiO in the molten NaOH at a specific pH2O value, the La3+

precipitates alongside the La2NiO4+δ, resulting in La(OH)3 with layered
hexagonal morphology as shown in Fig. S3. Unreacted Ni2+ may pre-
cipitate as NiO, which could be removed from the product by washing
and filtration steps as proven by the SEM micrographs and XRD patterns
in Figs. 2, 3, 5. The non-stoichiometry caused by different solubilities is
also reported in the synthesis of Ba6Ti17O40 and KNbO3 in molten alkali
metal chlorides [54,55]. Apart from the solubility difference between
La2O3 and NiO, the inhomogeneously mixed reactant mixture and the
partial substitution of La by Na (see Section 3.3) are additional reasons
for the presence of La(OH)3. The influence of the homogeneity of
mixture on SSR-based MFS will be compared with SGP-based MFS and
discussed later.

The formation of La(OH)3 was avoided by diminishing the stoi-
chiometric ratio of La/Ni in the reactant mixture from 2: 1 to 2: 1.1 and
utilizing a nickel-crucible as seen in Fig. 3c. In this way, the equilibrium
in Eq. (5) shifts to the product side and there are less La3+ ions in the
NaOH flux leading to La(OH)3. Interestingly, this impurity could be
barely prevented neither by solely diminishing the La/Ni-ratio to 2: 1.1
(SSR4) nor by using a nickel-crucible (SSR6). Further raising the Ni-
portion to a ratio of =La/Ni 2: 1.2 in an alumina-crucible (SSR9, see SI)
built not only the hydroxide La(OH)3, but also the Ni-rich phase LaNiO3

evidenced by its weak reflections in Fig. S2. Therefore, the bottom and
wall of the nickel-crucible may also take part in the reaction, but the
overall reaction rate is slow due to the relatively low temperature of
400 °C [51,56]. The La/Ni ratio for getting pure La2NiO4+δ is therefore
between 2: 1.1 and 2: 1.2. No changes regarding the morphology were
found when the La/Ni-ratios were varied. The over-stoichiometric Ni
element may form the NiO nanoparticles during the cooling process
after the reaction and penetrate through filter papers during filtration.

3.2. Sol-gel process based molten-flux synthesis

After the heat treatment of the gel at around 300 °C, the powder
contained carbon-based compounds because of incomplete decom-
position or residuals of EDTA and citric acid. To minimize their influ-
ence on the molten-flux synthesis, a calcination step was added and
resulted in a mass loss up to 70%.

In-situ XRD measurements were performed on uncalcined sol-gel
amorphous powder under an air flow from room temperature to
1000 °C to estimate the optimum calcination temperature for getting
sol-gel intermediates used in SGP-based MFS. As shown in Fig. 4, the

Fig. 2. Powder XRD patterns and SEM micrographs of (a,b) SSR1, (c,d) SSR2,
and (e,f) SSR3 powders synthesized via the solid-state route based molten-flux
synthesis (SSR-MFS) under different conditions influencing the water content.
Asterisks: Bragg positions of La(OH)3 [PDF: 01-083-2034]. Reflections of the
main product La2NiO4+δ [PDF: 01-076-0055] are indexed. The XRD data are
normalized to the same height of the 103 reflection for a clear comparison. The
waterless NaOH refers to NaOH powder stored in a refrigerator at −18 °C.
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first crystalline intermediates were formed between 400 °C and 500 °C.
These intermediates could be identified as lanthanum oxycarbonate
La2CO5 and nickel oxide NiO, although the NiO reflections were not
observed. The EDXS and the EDXS-based pseudocolor elemental

mapping image in Fig. 1 confirm the presence of the Ni element. Since
possible NiCO3 already decomposes to NiO before the calcination pro-
cess [57], NiO should be present in sol-gel intermediates. The NiO re-
flections are probably dispersed into the background for the reason that
NiO particles are too small or still amorphous. A new broad reflection,
marked by a triangle in Fig. 4d, appears at 600 °C. The broad reflection
covers the Bragg position of the 110 reflection from La2NiO4+δ as il-
lustrated by the XRD pattern measured at 30 °C after the sample was
heated to 1000 °C (see Fig. 4e). As the temperature rises, this reflection
becomes more intensive along with weakening of the intermediates
reflections (not presented here).

Based on the in-situ XRD investigation, calcination of sol-gel
amorphous powder was limited to 500 °C to obtain finely intermixed
La2CO5 and NiO intermediates instead of La2NiO4+δ. These SGP-de-
rived intermediates were adopted as precursors for the SGP-based MFS,
which was conducted at 400 °C in molten NaOH (see Fig. 1). The
synthesis parameters are listed in Table 2.

Fig. 5 presents the XRD patterns and SEM micrographs of SGP1 to
SGP4 synthesized by heating precursors (La/Ni-ratio of 2: 1) in molten
NaOH with varied water content and dwell time. Similar to the SSR-
based MFS, the SGP-based MFS also brought powder with the main
phase of the body-centered tetragonal La2NiO4+δ, accompanied by a
minor phase of La(OH)3 as shown by the XRD patterns. One very weak
reflection, possibly from the higher RP-phase LaNiO3, was detected
around 23° in all four XRD patterns. This reflection could not be di-
minished by reducing the Ni-portion in precursors
(La/Ni-ratio of 2: 0.95), whereas the reflections of La(OH)3, similar to
the SSR-based MFS, were successfully avoided by using precursors with
the La/Ni-ratio of 2: 1.1 in a nickel-crucible (SGP8) as presented by Fig.
S5 in the SI. The formation of the trace amount of LaNiO3 in SGP1 to
SGP4 may be caused by few amorphous higher RP-phases ( >n 1) in
intermediates calcined at 500 °C.

The influence of water in molten-flux synthesis was verified in the
SGP-based MFS. Fig. 5b,d depicts the SEM micrographs of SGP1 and
SGP2, which were synthesized without and with additional water, re-
spectively. Comparing SGP1 and SGP2 with SSR1 and SSR2, a similar
effect of the water content was found for the SGP-based MFS: when no
additional water was introduced, the resulting plate-like crystals
(SGP1) had lengths of about 2 μm, whereas larger plate-like crystals
with lengths of about 10 μm (SGP2) were formed by adding 100 μL
water. The water content in the reaction system is estimated as follows.
To fully dissolve n mol La2CO5 and NiO, as used in the SGP-based MFS,
a total of + × =n n n( 2 ) 18.00 54.00 g H2O (see Eqs. (4) and (6)) is
needed. Considering the 1 wt.% H2O in NaOH, at least

× × =n n n(54.00 40.00 100 0.01) 14.00 g additional H2O should be
introduced.

+ + ++La CO 2H O 2La 4OH CO2 5 2
3

3
2 (6)

Unlike the neglectable influence of the dwell time on the products
synthesized via SSR-based MFS (see Fig. S4), distinct differences be-
tween SGP2 (dwell time 6 h) and SGP3-4 (dwell time 8 h and 14 h) were
observed from the XRD patterns and SEM micrographs in Fig. 5 and
from the statistical analysis of crystals’ dimensions in Fig. S6. Along
with extended dwell times, the XRD patterns of SGP3 and SGP4 present
strong preferential orientation evidenced by the intensive l00

Fig. 3. Powder XRD patterns and SEM micrographs of (a,b) SSR4, (c,d) SSR5,
and (e,f) SSR6 powders synthesized in alumina and nickel crucibles via the
solid-state route based molten-flux synthesis (SSR-MFS). The stoichiometric
ratios of La/Ni in reactants were 2: 1.1 for SSR4-5 and 2: 1 for SSR6. Asterisks:
Bragg positions of La(OH)3 [PDF: 01-083-2034]. Reflections of the main pro-
duct La2NiO4+δ [PDF: 01-076-0055] are indexed. The XRD data are normalized
to the same height of the 103 reflection for a clear comparison.

Fig. 4. In-situ (a–e) and ex-situ (f) powder XRD patterns of sol-gel inter-
mediates. Diamond symbols: Bragg positions of Al2O3 from the in-situ XRD
sample holder. Dotted vertical lines: Bragg positions of La2NiO4+δ [PDF: 01-
076-0055], La2CO5 [PDF: 00-023-0320], and NiO [PDF: 01-071-4750]. The
triangle indicates the broad reflection that covers the Bragg position of the 110
reflection from La2NiO4+δ.

Table 2
Stoichiometry of precursors and synthesis parameters for SGP-MFS samples.

Sample La/Ni-ratio Added water (μL) Dwell timea (h)

SGP1-MFS 2: 1 – 6
SGP2-MFS 2: 1 100 6
SGP3-MFS 2: 1 100 8
SGP4-MFS 2: 1 100 14

a Dwell time: the time period that the oven keeps the reaction temperature at
400 °C.
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reflections and the weak hk0 reflections in Fig. 5e,g, implying that the
growth of plate-like crystals mainly occurs perpendicular to the c-axis.
For SGP4, the intensity of the 004 reflection even exceeds the ones of
the 103 reflection, which is the most intense reflection in the standard
XRD pattern (PDF: 01-076-0055). The preferential orientation on the
XRD sample holder can be attributed to the relatively large aspect ratios
of plate-like crystals in SGP3 and SGP4. As shown in Fig. 5f,h, the
thicknesses of SGP2 to SGP4 were all around 2 μm, whereas the lengths
of SGP3 and SGP4 were greater than SGP2 (ca. 10 μm). The statistical
analysis of crystals’ dimensions shown in Fig. S6 indicates an elongation
of length and a slight thinning of thickness for dwell times longer than
6 h, resulting in large aspect ratios correspondingly. The mechanism for
the formation of large aspect ratios after long dwell time is not clear,
perhaps the CO3

2− ions produced by dissolution of La2CO5 in NaOH
flux (see Eq. 6) have stronger ability to hinder the crystal growth along
the c-axis than the OH− ions because of the Coulomb interaction with
the (LaO)+ layers at the surface of La2NiO4+δ particles. Meanwhile, the
Ostwald ripening likely participated in the crystal growth process.

Fig. 6 demonstrates the information gained from TEM analysis

about the cross-section of La2NiO4+δ ( =m 1) plate-like crystals from
the SGP3-MFS batch. While most of the crystals consisted of pure
La2NiO4+δ with no obvious irregularities as shown in Fig. S7, few of
them featured a second phase at the surface as can be seen in Fig. 6a–c
for a well crystallized plate-like crystal with the length of 12 μm and the
height of 2 μm. This phase could be identified as the higher RP-phase
La4Ni3O10 ( =m 3), which grew upon the =(001)m 1 surface of the
La2NiO4+δ. Identification was realized by selected-area electron dif-
fraction (SAED) patterns of the La2NiO4+δ, the La4Ni3O10 and the in-
terface of both phases in Fig. 6d–f. In accordance with the observations
of Gauquelin et al. [7], only the La4Ni3O10 and no La3Ni2O7 ( =m 2)
was found upon the =(001)m 1 surface of the La2NiO4+δ. The SAED
pattern of the La4Ni3O10 shows additional spots colored in cyan, which
cannot be indexed and are likely attributed to ordered oxygen inter-
stitials or a displacement of the oxygen atom positions [7]. Varying
intensity of the reflections between the pure phases and the interface is
attributed to the thickness of the examined areas.

The SAED pattern in Fig. 6e at the interface of both phases allows
the determination of the orientation relationship of the La4Ni3O10 on
the surface of the La2NiO4+δ plate-like crystal:

= = = =(002) (110) [010] [001]m m m m1 3 1 3. A visualization of the orienta-
tion relationship with the relevant crystal structures is given in Fig. 7.
The relationship shows a stacking of the two phases along the c-axis of
the main phase La2NiO4+δ ( =m 1), with =bm 1 and =cm 3 axes being
parallel. Additionally, a rotation of 45° around the c-axis of La4Ni3O10

results from the SAED patterns as can be seen in Fig. 7b. The concluding
plan view in Fig. 7c shows the stacking of both phases upon each other,
where the general structure of La2NiO4+δ can be recognized within the
La4Ni3O10 structure. However, displacements of atomic columns along
the c-axis of La4Ni3O10 may complicate the growth upon the
La2NiO4+δ, which could be a reason for its unsteady appearance. The
presence of the higher RP-phases may be attributed to small amounts of
superoxides within the molten-flux, as it happens with KOH. Based on
the low reaction temperature of 400 °C, evaporation of volatile lan-
thanum species can be excluded, but a segregation of nickel and lan-
thanum with ongoing nucleation could also be relevant. Since both
La4Ni3O10 and LaNiO3 were identified besides the main product, the

Fig. 5. Powder XRD patterns and SEM micrographs of (a,b) SGP1, (c,d) SGP2,
(e,f) SGP3, and (g,h) SGP4 powders synthesized via the sol-gel process based
molten-flux synthesis (SGP-MFS). SGP1 to SGP4 were synthesized in alumina-
crucibles with the stoichiometric ratio of La/Ni 2: 1. Asterisks: Bragg positions
of La(OH)3 [PDF: 01-083-2034]. Solid points: the Bragg position 101 of LaNiO3

[PDF: 01-070-5757]. Reflections of the main product La2NiO4+δ [PDF: 01-076-
0055] are indexed. The XRD data are normalized to the same height of the 103
reflection.

Fig. 6. Cross-sectional transmission electron microscopy characterization of a
plate-like crystal from the SGP3-MFS batch. (a–c) STEM annular dark-field
micrographs. (d) SAED pattern of main phase La2NiO4+δ along =[010]m 1 zone
axis. (e) SAED pattern at the interface of La2NiO4+δ and La4Ni3O10 with cor-
responding Laue indices shown in (d) and (f). (f) SAED pattern of higher RP-
phase La4Ni3O10 along =[001]m 3 zone axis with extra reflections colored in cyan.
Note the enlarged scale bar in (f). (For interpretation of the references to colour
in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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presence of other RP-phases such as La3Ni2O7 can be assumed as well.
Nevertheless, the amount of higher RP-phases within the batch was too
small to investigate comprehensively, which means a rather pure
La2NiO4+δ.

Regarding the plate-like morphology of the La2NiO4+δ, the SAED
patterns verify the {001} facets as dominating in comparison to the
{100} and {010} facets, which can be explained by crystal growth
mechanics. When the thermodynamic equilibrium during crystal
growth is reached due to the rapid kinetic processes, the exposed crystal
facets lead to a minimum overall surface energy, resulting in the Wulff-
Curie shape [58,59]. However, according to the Wulff-Chernov the-
orem, the habitus of large crystals is usually determined by the facets
with low growth velocities since the rate of equilibration is hindered by
the small surface-to-volume ratio of large crystals [60,61]. As calcu-
lated by Read et al. [62], the surface energy of {001} facets is
1.55 Jm−2, which is greater than those of {100} and {111} facets (0.98
and 1.08 J m−2). Hence, the habitus of La2NiO4+δ plate-like crystals is
governed by the growth velocities of facets instead of the surface en-
ergies.

Actually, La2NiO4+δ is composed of positively charged (LaO)+

layers and negatively charged (LaNiO3)− layers alternating along its
crystallographic c-axis. In molten NaOH, the (LaO)+ layers at the sur-
face of La2NiO4+δ particles should be surrounded by plenty of OH−.
That means, greater energy must be applied for crystal growth along the
c-axis than in the a b( , )-plane, since once the crystal is terminated with
(LaO)+ layers, (LaNiO3)− layers are hindered by the surrounding OH−-
ions to some extent. In case of SGP-based MFS, another type of anion
(i.e. CO3

2−) is present in molten NaOH. The thermochemical radius of
CO3

2− equals 178 pm, which is larger than the one of OH− (133 pm)
[63]. Regarding the greater steric hindrance and stronger Coulomb
interaction comparing to OH−, the crystal growth along the c-axis be-
comes more difficult in the presence of CO3

2−. As a result, the plate-like
crystals synthesized by SGP-based MFS are thinner than the plate-like
crystals via SSR-based MFS, and thus have larger aspect ratios as shown
in Fig. 8.

3.3. Comparison of the products synthesized via the solid-state route and the
sol-gel process

In all SGP-MFS samples, except the La-rich samples SGP5 and SGP6
(see SI), the La(OH)3 phase was only recognized in XRD patterns, but

not in SEM micrographs. As a comparison, large hexagonal La(OH)3

particles with the length of tens of microns were observed in the SEM
micrographs of all SSR-MFS samples except the Ni-rich samples SSR5
and SSR9. Examples of SEM micrographs containing large La(OH)3 are
given in Fig. S3. This remarkable difference reveals one advantage of
SGP-based MFS, namely less La(OH)3 impurity owing to the high
homogeneity of precursors from the SGP. As shown in Fig. 1, NiO dis-
perses well in sol-gel intermediates prepared via the SGP. In contrast to
this, the oxide mixtures obtained via the SSR show an agglomerate of
NiO with the length of 6 μm. The diffusion path for the product for-
mation via the SSR-based MFS is thus longer than the path via the SGP-
based MFS. In addition, even at the temperature of 400 °C, the dynamic
viscosity of molten NaOH equals 3.3 mPa·s, which is three times greater
than that of H2O at 20 °C [64]. Hence, the combination rate of La3+ and
Ni2+ through diffusion in some area may be slower than the rate of
losing water in the SSR-based MFS. La(OH)3 is consequently nucleated
and grows to large particles. The relatively slow combination rate
caused by the inhomogeneity of the oxide mixtures is also the reason
that both La(OH)3 and LaNiO3 were found in SSR9, whose La/Ni-ratio
of reactants equaled 1: 1.2.

In addition to the difference in the La(OH)3 impurity, the SGP-based
MFS also produced La2NiO4+δ plate-like crystals with larger aspect
ratios than the crystals synthesized by SSR-based MFS. The statistical
analysis of products from the two methods under the same synthesis
parameters is presented in Fig. 8. While 77% plate-like crystals from
SSR-based MFS had aspect ratios in the range of 1–6, half of the crystals
from the SGP-based MFS showed aspect ratios in the range of 6–11, and
larger aspect ratios in the range of 16–21 were also present. The SEM
micrographs in Fig. 8 illustrate typical plate-like crystals with the aspect
ratio of 5 for SSR3-MFS and 9 for SGP3-MFS. As a result of large aspect
ratio, the preferential orientation of plate-like crystals on a sample
holder can be easily reached, which is proved by the l00 reflections (i.e.
002, 004, and 006) of the XRD pattern in Fig. 5e. Compared to the XRD
pattern in Fig. 5e, the XRD pattern of SSR3 in Fig. 2 shows no deviation
from the standard XRD pattern (PDF: 01-076-0055) regarding the in-
tensity.

The chemical compositions of the two samples synthesized via SSR-
based MFS and SGP-based MFS are listed in Table 3. Despite the plate-
like crystals being formed via different precursors, their compositions
were almost identical. Both samples had the sodium content of nearly
1.4 at.%, which was randomly placed at the La position due to similar
ionic radii of 122 pm (La3+) and 124 pm (Na+) in contrast to 69 pm of
Ni2+[65]. This leads to A-site doped lanthanum nickelate, which is in

Fig. 7. Crystallographic information of the plate-like crystals based on TEM
investigations in Fig. 6. (a) Scheme of a plate-like crystal with selected surfaces
and coordinate system. (b) Side view of La2NiO4+δ [ICSD: 33536, =m 1] and
La4Ni3O10 [ICSD: 80279, =m 3] along =[010]m 1 and =[001]m 3 zone axes. (c) Plan
view of La2NiO4+δ and La4Ni3O10 along =[001]m 1 and =[110]m 3 zone axes. Note
that unit cells of each compound are highlighted in yellow. (For interpretation
of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web
version of this article.)

Fig. 8. Aspect ratio histograms of plate-like crystals synthesized via molten-flux
synthesis based on (a) solid-state route and (b) sol-gel process. The insets pre-
sent corresponding SEM micrographs of typical plate-like crystals. For each
sample, 100 crystals from SEM micrographs were evaluated using the software
ImageJ.
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agreement with former observations by Shivakumara et al. [42]. The
sum of stoichiometric ratios from metal ions was slightly larger than 3,
but was in a reasonable range considering the standard deviation of
repeated measurements and the presence of Ni3+ ions in La2NiO4+δ

samples. The oxygen hyper-stoichiometry of the both samples reveals
that oxygen is incorporated during the synthesis to release the struc-
tural stress.

4. Conclusions

Various synthesis parameters were investigated in this paper to
prepare La2NiO4+δ plate-like crystals in molten NaOH based on two
different kinds of precursors. As an important parameter, sufficient
water content at the beginning of reactions led to larger crystals. An
extended reaction time benefited the SGP-based MFS in the formation
of large plate-like crystals (up to 30 μm in the a b, -plane) and textured
structure, whereas negligible effects were determined for SSR-based
MFS regarding the extended reaction time. Products obtained from the
two kinds of precursors showed differences in the aspect ratio of plate-
like crystals and in the size of La(OH)3 impurity. Thanks to the mole-
cular-level mixed precursors, SGP-based MFS produced less and
smaller-sized La(OH)3 impurity than SSR-based MFS when stoichio-
metric precursors were used. Pure La2NiO4+δ plate-like crystals were
obtained in SSR-based MFS by employing Ni-rich precursors in a nickel-
crucible. The work shows that the La2NiO4+δ plate-like crystals deliv-
ered by the molten-flux synthesis have adjustable lengths (1–30 μm)
and large aspect ratios (> 10). For the flexibility in control over size
and habitus, positive effects are expected for the use of La2NiO4+δ in
potential applications.
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Table S1: Summary of SSR-MFS and SGP-MFS samples presented in the supporting information. 

Sample La/Ni-ratio  

of precursors 

Dwell 

time (h) 

Crucible Added water (µL) Results shown in 

SSR7 2 : 1 8 Al2O3 – Figure S1 

SSR8 2 : 1 8 Al2O3 100 Figure S1 

SSR9 2 : 1.2 8 Al2O3 100 Figure S2 

SSR10 2 : 1 6 Al2O3 100 Figure S3&S4 

SSR11 2 : 1 14 Al2O3 100 Figure S4 

SGP5 2 : 0.95 8 Al2O3 100 Figure S5 

SGP6 2 : 0.95 8 Ni 100 Figure S3&S5 

SGP7 2 : 1 8 Ni 100 Figure S5 

SGP8 2 : 1.1 8 Ni 100 Figure S5 

SGP9 2 : 1.1 8 Al2O3 100 Figure S5 

 

 
Figure S1: SEM of (a,b) SSR7 and (c,d) SSR8 powders synthesized via the solid-state route based molten-flux synthesis 

(SSR-MFS) by varying the water content in the molten NaOH. 

 

Experiment conditions: For SSR7, NaOH was firstly heated to 400 °C at a heating rate of 10 °C/min. 

After 30 min, the reactant mixture was added and the system was held at 400 °C for 8 h; For SSR8, 

100 µL H2O was dropped on surfaces of NaOH at room temperature. After mixing reactants with 

NaOH, the system was placed in a preheated oven at 400 °C and maintained for 8 h. 

In case of SSR7, part of the mixture was dissolved in the molten NaOH upon the addition of reactants. 

The rest, however, was not dissolved and sunk on the bottom of the crucible. As discussed in the main 
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text (manuscript), it is assumed to be caused by the shortage of water.  

By adding 100 µL H2O in the system, reactants mixture was fully dissolved in NaOH 5 min later after 

the NaOH melted. After about 10 min, the liquid was getting darker, presumably due to the formation 

of La2NiO4+δ particles with increasing loss of water. 

 

 

Figure S2: XRD of powders synthesized in alumina crucibles by increasing the Ni-portion in reactants via the solid-state 

route based molten-flux synthesis (SSR-MFS). Asterisks: Bragg positions of La(OH)3 [PDF: 01-083-2034]. Solid points: 

Bragg positions of LaNiO3 [PDF: 01-070-5757]. Reflections of the main product La2NiO4+δ [PDF: 01-076-0055] are 

indexed. The XRD data are normalized to the same height of the 103 reflection for a clear comparison. 

 

 

Figure S3: SEM micrographs of powder after the first of filtration of SSR10 and SGP6. Hexagon-shaped La(OH)3 particles 

with layered morphology are presented. 
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Figure S4: XRD and SEM of three powders synthesized via the solid-state route based molten-flux synthesis (SSR-MFS) 

with different dwell times at 400 °C: (a,b) 6 h, (c,d) 8 h, and (e,f) 14 h. Asterisks: Bragg positions of La(OH)3 [PDF: 01-

083-2034]. Reflections of the main product La2NiO4+δ [PDF: 01-076-0055] are indexed. The XRD data have been 

normalized to the same height of the 103 reflection for a clear comparison. 
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Figure S5: XRD of powders synthesized in alumina or nickel crucibles via the sol-gel process based molten-flux synthesis 

(SGP-MFS) at 400 °C for 8 h. Before heating, 100 µL H2O was dropped on surfaces of NaOH. The La/Ni-ratios in 

precursors were varied from 2 : 0.95 to 2 : 1.1. Asterisks: Bragg positions of La(OH)3 [PDF: 01-083-2034]. Solid points: 

Bragg positions of LaNiO3 [PDF: 01-070-5757]. Rhombuses: possible Bragg positions of LaOOH. Reflections of the main 

product La2NiO4+δ [PDF: 01-076-0055] are indexed. The XRD data are normalized to the same height of the 103 reflection 

for a clear comparison. 

 

LaNiO3 is present in SGP5 and SGP6 due to the higher RP-phase in the intermediates. As the Ni-

portion in the intermediates increases (SGP6 to SGP8), the intensity of La(OH)3 reflections decrease 

while the intensity of LaNiO3 reflections increase. 
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Figure S6: Histograms of (a-c) the length distribution, (d-f) the thickness distribution, and (g-i) the aspect ratio distribution 

of platelets synthesized with the dwell time of 6 h (SGP2), 8 h (SGP3), and 14 h (SGP4). For each sample, 100 platelets 

from corresponding SEM micrographs were evaluated using the software Image J. 

 

 

Figure S7: Electron microscopy characterization from cross-sections of a platelet from the SGP3-MFS batch. (a) SEM 

micrograph at 15kV. (b-c) STEM annular dark-field micrograph. (d) HRTEM micrograph. SAED pattern of main phase 

La2NiO4+δ along [010] zone axis. (e) SAED pattern of La2NiO4+δ along [010] zone axis. 
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A B S T R A C T

Ceramic composites were produced by combining the oxide materials Ca3Co4¡xO9þδ and La2NiO4þδ. Both
compounds were characterized by a plate-like crystal shape, but crystal sizes differed by around two orders of
magnitude. The composite materials could be successfully prepared by using uniaxial pressing of powder mixtures
and pressureless sintering to a porous ceramic. Possible reactions between both materials during sintering were
analyzed. The ceramic composites with low amounts of La2NiO4þδ showed enhanced thermoelectric properties,
caused by an increasing power factor and simultaneously decreasing thermal conductivity. For the evaluation of
the thermoelectric properties, two different types of Ioffe plots were utilized. The maximum figure-of-merit zT at
1073 K was 0.27 for the pure Ca3Co4¡xO9þδ as well as for the sample containing 5 wt% La2NiO4þδ. However, the
average ZT in the temperature range of 373 K to 1073 K could be increased by 20% for the composite material.

1. Introduction

1.1. Thermoelectric energy conversion

In the light of limited resources, energy harvesting is a topic with
increasing importance. A promising option is the conversion of wasted
thermal energy into electrical energy via thermoelectric generators.
However, the efficiency and performance of the latest thermoelectric
materials still require further research to allow widespread application.
There are various material classes such as tellurides [1], half-Heusler
compounds [2], Zintl phases [3], polymers [4], oxides [5], oxy-
selenides [6] and many more, which all have their advantages and dis-
advantages with respect to efficiency, energy conversion, chemical
stability, application temperature or toxicity. Especially the working
temperature and atmosphere are usually important criterions when
choosing the proper thermoelectric materials for an application. For
high-temperature applications with working conditions in air, the
chemical stability of the used materials can be challenging. However,
oxides typically show high temperature stability in air and especially the
p-type cobalt oxide Ca3Co4¡xO9þδ (CCO) also shows remarkable ther-
moelectric properties based on its layered structure [5,7]. CCO is stable
up to approximately 1200 K under air [8,9] and has a monoclinic crystal

structure built up from two incommensurate subsystems [10]. One sub-
system contains CoO2 as a misfit-layered CdI2 structure type and the
other subsystem consists of three Ca2CoO3 units as a layered cutout of the
rock-salt type. Both subsystems alternate along the shared c-axis with
same a and distinct b lattice parameters [11].

To discuss the performance of thermoelectric materials, some
fundamental parameters appearing in the thermoelectric material tensor
of Eq. (1) are indispensable [12–14].

�
Iq
IS

�
¼A
L

�
σ σ ⋅ α

σ ⋅ α σ ⋅ α2 þ Λ

�
⋅
�
Δϕ
ΔT

�
(1)

The thermoelectric energy conversion of a thermoelectric material
with a cross-sectional area A and a length L relies on the coupling of
currents of electrical charge Iq and entropy IS. Under the assumption of
constant gradients, the electrical potential difference Δϕ and the tem-
perature difference ΔTmay cause a thermally-induced electrical current,
which is dependent on the three material parameters: the isothermal
electrical conductivity σ, the Seebeck coefficient α and the electrically
open-circuited entropy conductivity Λ. The entropy conductivity is
directly related to the open-circuited heat conductivity λ via Eq. (2), and
both can be addressed by the term thermal conductivity [15]. The ther-
moelectric parameters all reappear in Eq. (2), where the performance of a
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thermoelectric material is given by the figure-of-merit zT.

zT ¼ σ � α2

λ
� T ¼ σ � α2

Λ
¼ PF

Λ
(2)

One advantage of using the more fundamental entropy conductivity is
making the figure-of-merit explicitly dependent on all three material
parameters but only implicitly on temperature [14]. While the zT de-
scribes the maximum energy conversion efficiency, the power factor
PF ¼ σ � α2 is proportional to the maximum electrical power output of a
thermoelectric material. Both quantities are important to describe the
thermoelectric performance of a material [15].

1.2. Thermoelectric composites

Composite materials can combine specific single phase properties into
a superior heteromaterial. The influence of introducing one or multiple
phases to a main matrix material is highly dependent on the chosen
materials. In general, the introduction of heterointerfaces can affect the
mean-free path of phonons and hence the thermal conductivity [16–18].
Material combinations comprising organic polymers and inorganic ma-
terials showed success in increasing the Seebeck coefficient of the system
significantly [19–21]. Other composites introduce carbon nanotubes to
benefit from a higher electrical conductivity [22,23]. Regarding CCO, the
addition of Ag inclusions has shown beneficial effects on the thermo-
electric performance [24–26]. Furthermore, adding polymers to gain a
triple-phase CCO/Ag/polymer composite could reduce the thermal con-
ductivity considerably, but the material combination made proper sin-
tering difficult [27]. Another composite consisting of the three phases
CCO, NaxCoO2 and Bi2Ca2Co2O9 was gained by using high dopant levels
of Na and Bi during the synthesis [28]. This composite benefitted from
similar layered crystal structures of the components and resulted in an
increased power factor. It also shows the benefits of combining doping
and composite materials, which was also investigated for Ag doping and
Ag inclusions by Wang et al. [29]. Generally, doping is a powerful in-
strument for improving thermoelectric properties of CCO. The currently
best figure-of-merit zT for polycrystalline CCOwas reached by Saini et al.
[30] with 0.74 at 800 K by Tb doping. Some other promising doping
elements leading to improved thermoelectric properties are Bi [31], Ag
[29], Fe [32], Eu [33] or Lu [34]. A zT value of 0.87 at 973 K was reached
for the single-crystalline material [35], but polycrystalline materials are
preferred in terms of synthesis effort.

Regarding the thermoelectric properties of a two-phase composite,
Bergman et al. stated some theoretical limits [36]. While the
figure-of-merit shall not be able to exceed the zT value of the pure single
components, this is not applicable for the power factor [37]. However,
these studies were made before the more recent development regarding
influences on the nanoscale. Furthermore, partial reactions between the
components may lead to a multiphase system, which impair the validity
of these statements in that case.

Within this study, the combination of CCO and La2NiO4þδ (LNO) to
CCO/LNO ceramic composites was investigated. While most research on
CCO focuses on thermoelectrics, the mixed ionic-electronic conductivity
and dielectric properties of LNO make it interesting for several potential
applications in microelectronics, gas separation membranes or catalysis
[38–40]. It is a p-type material with a moderate Seebeck coefficient of
approximately 50 μV K�1 at 1273 K, which can increase significantly in
dependence of oxygen partial pressure and hole doping [41,42]. The heat
conductivity decreases with temperature and is about 5.5 W m�1 K�1 at
1000 K [43] while the electrical conductivity can reach values up to 200 S
cm�1 [44]. The structure of LNO comprises LaO rock-salt layers and
LaNiO3 perovskite layers, which alternate along the c-axis [45,46].
Therefore, both mixing components are characterized by layered struc-
tures and anisotropic transport properties, making it important to combine
the properties in the same direction. The good electrical conductivity and
the shared p-type conductivity make the LNO suitable as a mixing partner

within a CCO matrix. As high sintering temperatures were used, reactions
between the CCO and LNO phases are possible and were investigated. The
aim of preparing the CCO/LNO ceramic composites was the increasement
of the thermoelectric properties in comparison to pure CCO. To evaluate
these properties, two different Ioffe plots regarding the power factor and
the entropy conductivity were used [15,47].

2. Experimental

2.1. Materials

Two different oxide powders were used to produce ceramic oxide
composites. The calcium cobalt oxide Ca3Co4¡xO9þδ (CCO) powder was
purchased from CerPoTech (Tiller, Norway). The lanthanum nickelate
La2NiO4þδ (LNO) was synthesized by introducing oxide mixtures of
La2O3 and NiO into an alumina crucible with NaOH pellets, followed by
heating at 673 K for 8 h with a heating rate of 10 K min�1. The mixture
was cooled to room temperature and washed with distilled water and
acetone. Since the LNO is based on a previous work, more detailed in-
formation about the synthesis process can be found there [38]. Com-
posites of CCO and LNO were synthesized by mixing the powders in the
respective weight ratios of 99:1, 95:5, 90:10, 80:20 and 60:40 to a total
weight of 1 g. The mixture was ground in an agate mortar for approxi-
mately 15 min and uniaxially pressed in a 16 mm die with 250 MPa at
room temperature. Afterwards, pressureless sintering to ceramic samples
was processed at 1173 K for 10 h with a heating and cooling rate of 2 K
min�1 under air. For thermoelectric measurements, the sintered disks
were cut into bars with a length of 10 mm by using a precision vertical
diamond wire saw from O’Well model 3242.

2.2. Analysis of microstructure

To investigate the phase purity of used powders and gained ceramics,
X-ray diffraction (XRD, Bruker AXS GmbH, Bruker D8 Advance) mea-
surements were operated in a step-scan mode between 10∘ and 80∘ 2θ
with a step size of 0.01∘ and 1 s per step without sample rotation. Cu-Kα

radiation was used at 40 kV and 40 mA. Powder diffraction data for
identification and comparison within this work are used for the com-
pounds Ca3Co4¡xO9þδ (Miyazaki et al. [11], monoclinic, a ¼ 4:834 Å,
b1 ¼ 2:824�A, b2 ¼ 4:558�A, c ¼ 10:844 Å), Ca3Co2O6 (PDF:
[01-089-0630], rhombohedral, a ¼ 9:079 Å, c ¼ 10:381 Å), Co3O4 (PDF:
[01-073-1701], cubic, a ¼ 8:084 Å), La2NiO4þδ (PDF: [01-078-2186],
tetragonal, a ¼ 5:502 Å, c ¼ 12:504 Å), La(Co,Ni)O3 (PDF:
[00-054-0834], rhombohedral, a ¼ 5:465 Å, c ¼ 13:125 Å). The incom-
mensurate structure of CCO required the approach of a four-dimensional
superspace group for indexing the X-ray and electron diffraction patterns.
Therefore, the superspace group Cm (0 1 - p 0) (equivalent to Bm (0 0 γ)
No. 8.3) was applied in accordance with literature [11,48,49].

A field-emission scanning eletron microscope (SEM, JEOL JSM-
6700F) was used for micrographs at 2 kV and elemental mappings at
15 kV with the equipped energy dispersive X-ray spectrometer (EDXS,
Oxford Instruments, INCA-200). In-depth analysis of the composition was
accomplished by a field-emission transmission electron microscope
(TEM, JEOL JEM-2100F-UHR), which was also equipped with an EDXS
(Oxford Instruments, INCA-300). Scanning TEM (STEM), high-resolution
TEM (HRTEM) and selected area electron diffraction (SAED) were made
at 200 kV. Density and porosity of the sintered disks were determined by
the Archimedesmethod (ISO 5018:1983). Isopropanol was used as a fluid
and density values were averaged for three different disks resulting in
deviations of up to 2%.

2.3. Analysis of thermoelectric properties

Measurements of the electrical conductivity σ, the Seebeck coefficient
α and the heat conductivity λ were realized with respect to temperature
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dependency and orientation of the samples. The sintered ceramics were
cut into bars (10 mm, 2 mm, 1.6 mm) to measure the electrical con-
ductivity and the Seebeck coefficient perpendicular to the pressing di-
rection. The measurement of the electrical conductivity was
accomplished by a 4-point probe method at equilibrium conditions
within a horizontal three-heating-zone tube furnace from Carbolite Gero
EVZ 12/450B. To measure the Seebeck coefficient, a ProboStat A setup
from NorECs with a vertical furnace from Elite Thermal Systems Ltd. at
equilibrium conditions was used. Measurements were done with
KEITHLEY multimeters and gained data processed by using Lab VIEW
software. Equilibrium conditions were reached by heating the samples to
1073 K and measuring downwards with set up heating plateaus every
100 K. A laser flash setup LFA 1000 from Linseis with an InSb detector
was used to measure the thermal diffusivity D under an oxygen-helium
mixed atmosphere (80% He, 20% O2). Test measurements without oxy-
gen partial pressure resulted in a decomposition of CCO between 773 K
and 873 K [50], wherefore the mixture was necessary to gain reliable
data. Values for the heat capacity of CCO were taken from a former
publication [28] and the CCO/LNO ceramic composites were measured
in relation to the CCO. Two different sample orientations as perpendic-
ular and parallel to the pressing direction were investigated. The mea-
surements perpendicular to the pressing direction were conducted up to
573 K. The limitation in temperature was caused by the used lamellar
graphite holder from Linseis, which is not stable in an oxidic atmosphere
at high temperatures. For using the lamellar holder, cut bars were rotated
by 90∘ and aligned. The utilization of the holder was essential and
enabled measurements of the thermal diffusivity in the same direction as
the electrical conductivity and the Seebeck coefficient and therefore a
determination of figure-of-merit zT. Values of thermal diffusivity above
573 K with orientation perpendicular to the pressing direction were
estimated by calculating polynomial fits for the measurements parallel to
the pressing direction. As these parallel measurements were conducted in
the full temperature range of 373 K–1073 K, their fits were transferred to
the measurements in the other direction assuming similar trends.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Ceramic composite: microstructure

For obtaining the ceramic composites, two different oxide powders
consisting of Ca3Co4¡xO9þδ (CCO) and La2NiO4þδ (LNO) were used.
Phase purity and crystal shape of these compounds have been confirmed
by powder XRD patterns and SEM micrographs (compare Fig. S1). The
CCO showed 30 nm thin sheets with extensions about 200–500 nm and
the LNO large plate-like or cuboidal particles with several microns in
size. The XRD patterns showed the reflections of the desired phases with
negligible impurities of Co3O4 in case of the CCO.

Regarding the CCO/LNO ceramic composites after sintering, the XRD
patterns are displayed in Fig. 1a. For a more precise comparison, enlarged
graphs are given in Fig. S2. No additional reflections could be detected
for the samples with up to 10 wt% LNO, but for 20 wt% and 40 wt% LNO
reflections of Ca3Co2O6 and the perovskite phase La(Co,Ni)O3 became
apparent. Together with the lack of La2NiO4þδ reflections in all samples,
this indicates a reaction between CCO and LNO has occurred. The density
measurements in Fig. 1b show a bulk density of 2.94 g cm�3 for pure
CCO, which results in a relative density of 63% in comparison to the
theoretical density of 4.68 g cm�3 [51]. The bulk density of the ceramic
composites increased linearly with the added amount of LNO, which can
be explained by the higher density of 7.32 g cm�3 for LNO or 7.23 g cm�3

for LaNiO3. By extrapolating the linear fit to 100% LNO, it does not reach
a value of dense LNO, because higher sintering temperatures of at least
1473 K would be required [52], but CCO decomposes at temperatures
above roughly 1200 K in air [8,9].

To examine the absence of LNO reflections in the XRD patterns after
sintering, SEM-EDXS analysis of the sample with 5 wt% LNO was done.
Fig. 2 shows the microstructural characterization of a single LNO particle

inside the CCO matrix (compare Fig. S3 for an overview of the LNO
distribution). Concerning the elemental distributions in Fig. 2d–h several
things are worth highlighting. First of all, the lanthanum is solely located
within the original LNO particle and did not diffuse into the CCO matrix.
Cobalt on the other hand did penetrate the LNO particles and some
cobalt-nickel inclusions are visible as well. Depending on the penetration
depth from the polishment, these inclusions could also be located at the
surface of the particle. This assumption is encouraged by the same cobalt-
nickel rich phase surrounding the particle. The calcium is mainly located
within the CCO matrix. With the knowledge from the XRD patterns, the
newly formed La(Co,Ni)O3 has to be located within the LNO particle and
the Ca3Co2O6 most likely in its vicinity. The formation of La(Co,Ni)O3 is
confirmed by comparing the La:Ni ratio before and after the sintering by
a quantitative EDXS analysis. A detailed description of the investigated
areas and resulting elemental compositions is given in Fig. S4. Before
sintering the ratio was about 2:1 as confirmed by previous studies [38],
but afterwards it changed significantly to 2:0.7. Interestingly, the La:Co
ratio even reached a value of 2:1.5, wherefore the La:(Co,Ni) ratio is
roughly 1 and therefore matching to the perovskite compound. The loss
of Ni within the particle could also be the reason for the formation of the
cobalt-nickel rich phase, which was not detected by XRD and needs

Fig. 1. Composition and density of the CCO/LNO ceramic composites after
sintering. a) Background-corrected and normalized XRD patterns of the matrix
material CCO and the composites with indexed reflections for the CCO and the
phases of reaction sintering Ca3Co2O6 and La(Co,Ni)O3. Reflections of CCO were
indexed with the four-dimensional superspace group approach [11]. b) Densities
of the CCO and the composites determined by Archimedes method. The bulk
density shows a linear dependency on the added amount of LNO.
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further analysis provided by TEM measurements in the following.
Firstly, the CCO matrix within the 5 wt% LNO sample was investi-

gated by TEM and its results can be seen in Fig. 3. The STEMmicrographs
in Fig. 3a and b shows lamellar contrasts, which are attributed to stacking
faults. The EDXSmapping in Fig. 3c shows a homogeneous distribution of
calcium and cobalt and therefore no unwanted inclusions. The HRTEM
micrograph in Fig. 3d shows stacked layers, fitting to the layered struc-
ture of CCO along the c-axis. The stacking faults become apparent in the
SAEDs of Fig. 3e–g along the [1100] zone axis. The SAED pattern be-
comes distinct when a single lamella is investigated in Fig. 3e, but at the
interface of the lamellae the reflections of the [1100] zone axis also
appear. This is typical for microtwins, where the stacking order is
inversed [53]. A direct comparison between the experimental and the
simulated SAED patterns for the microtwin is given in Fig. 3g and h. The
resulting orientation relationship between the two grains called A and B
is therefore [1100]A k [1100]B ^ (0010)A ^ (0010)B. This characteristic
was found frequently within the sample and is to our best knowledge not
yet reported for CCO. It is most likely attributed to the synthesis tech-
nique, wherefore it could not be further influenced. The investigation of
the matrix shows the CCO being unimpaired from the LNO as long as its
not in direct contact with it.

Secondly, the CCO-LNO interface has been analyzed via STEM, EDXS
and SAED, shown in Fig. 4a–e. The EDXS analysis confirms the results

from the SEM in terms of cobalt diffusing into the LNO. Since CCO is the
only possible cobalt source within the composite, the CCO has to
decompose into Ca3Co2O6 by releasing CoO and O2 [54,55]. Surpris-
ingly, not only the direct interface but the whole LNO particle shows
significant amounts of cobalt. This explains the disappearing XRD re-
flections of LNO and the appearing reflections of La(Co,Ni)O3 discussed
formerly in Fig. 1a. As the oxidation state of Ni is increased in La(Co,Ni)
O3 compared to La2NiO4þδ, the involvement of atmospheric oxygen is
likely. Furthermore, the polycrystalline nature of the La(Co,Ni)O3/LNO
particles become evident by looking at the SAEDs of Fig. 4d and e. While
some distinct patterns could be detected for La(Co,Ni)O3 and LNO along
the [001] zone axis, several other reflections are visible as well. This
means the introduction of cobalt into the LNO led to a breakdown of the
original crystal structure and the formation of a polycrystalline system
with La(Co,Ni)O3 as the main phase and LNO as a minor phase existing
next to each other. Another phase needing clarification from Fig. 2 is the
nickel-cobalt rich phase. In Fig. 4f–i, this phase could be identified as NiO
with high amounts of Co, resulting in (Ni,Co)O with a Ni:Co ratio of 1:0.6
based on the EDXS analysis. The phase was located close to the LNO
particles, but not at the direct interface of CCO-LNO, which means it
could be caused by nanocrystalline NiO particles on the compound LNO,
which were not detectable by XRD. A more reasonable explanation
supported by the EDXS results of Fig. 2 is the formation of NiO as a result
of the reduced La:Ni ratio within La(Co,Ni)O3 in comparison to LNO. The

Fig. 2. Cross-sectional SEM-EDXS analysis of the 5 wt% LNO sample after sintering showing a single LNO plate-like crystal embedded in a CCO matrix. a) Overlay
EDXS mapping and corresponding SEM micrograph summarizing the results from c-h. b) Backscattered-electron (BSE) micrograph showing the elemental contrasts. c)
SEM micrograph as basis for EDXS analysis. d-h) Elemental distributions of the respective elements Ca, Co, La, Ni and O. Note, for the oxygen distribution shading
effects are visible, caused by surface irregularities.
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segregated Ni could therefore be responsible for the NiO formation in the
vicinity of the original LNO particles.

Summarizing the results from XRD, SEM, EDXS and TEM the reaction
scheme given in Fig. 5 can be derived. The CCO in vicinity of the LNO
partially decomposes to Ca3Co2O6, CoO and O2 during the sintering
process at 1173 K. Usually, this decomposition of CCO only occurs at
temperatures exceeding roughly 1200 K [8,9,54], wherefore the pres-
ence of LNO seems conditional. The LNO on the other hand reacted
mainly to the perovskite La(Co,Ni)O3 and (Ni,Co)O. The formation of the
perovskite is associated with an oxidation of the Ni in LNO and a struc-
tural change. The structural change from LNO to higher
Ruddlesden-Popper phases (Lanþ1NinO3nþ1 with n> 1) is not yet fully
understood [56,57]. However, the formation of the perovskite from LNO
is proven to be possible as demonstrated by Adachi et al. [58] for
post-sintering oxidation, where a high partial pressure of O2 and addi-
tional NiO was necessary. Hence, the oxygen and the CoO formed by the

decompositon of CCO as well as the high porosity of the system could
play an important role. The La:Ni ratio in the perovskite requires more Ni
or less La in comparison to the LNO. The EDXS results showed that excess
La was compensated with the introduction of Co and some Ni even
segregated from the compound. The presence of (Ni,Co)O could be a
result of the segregated Ni and the formed CoO.

3.2. Ceramic composite: thermoelectric properties

The analysis of the microstructure in section 3.1 confirmed the
presence of several phases within the CCO/LNO ceramic composites,
namely CCO, LNO, La(Co,Ni)O3, Ca3Co2O6 and marginal (Ni,Co)O. Their
overall influence on the thermoelectric properties was determined by
measuring the electrical conductivity σ, Seebeck coefficient α and heat
conductivity λ of the CCO/LNO ceramic composites in Fig. 6.

Beginning with the electrical conductivity in Fig. 6a, increasing

Fig. 3. Cross-sectional TEM characterization of the CCO matrix within the sample of 5 wt% LNO. a,b) STEM annular dark-field micrographs showing lamellar
contrasts and the SAED scanning area size. c) EDXS mapping of the CCO to prove the homogeneous distribution of the elements Ca and Co. d) High-resolution TEM
highlighting the stacking of the layered structure at the grain boundary. e) SAED pattern of the [1100] zone axis with given Laue indices. f) SAED pattern at the grain
boundary, which shows reflections along the [1100] and [1100] zone axes, indicating microtwins. g) Enlarged and rotated SAED pattern of f) for an easy comparison
with the simulated pattern in h). h) Simulated SAED patterns of the [1100] and [1100] zone axes. i) Resulting orientation relationship at the grain boundary. Re-
flections of CCO were indexed with the four-dimensional superspace group approach [11].
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values were measured for the 1–10 wt% LNO samples in comparison to
CCO. At 1073 K the highest value of 76 S cm�1 was reached by the 5 wt%
LNO composite, which is 17% higher than of CCO, but with further
increasing amounts of LNO the electrical conductivity diminished. The
improved values can be explained by the occurrence of the La(Co,Ni)O3
phase, which is known for its comparatively high electrical conductivity
[59]. The decreasing values after 5 wt% LNO could be caused by an
unfavorable ratio of CCO to LNO leading to more contacts between LNO
particles and more incomplete reactions. A deeper insight on the tem-
perature dependency of the electrical conductivity is given in Fig. S5 in
terms of an Arrhenius plot. A comparison of the activation energies of the
electronic transport showed a general increase with higher amounts of
LNO and a significant rise for the samples with 20 wt% and 40 wt% LNO.
This means the transport behavior becomes more sensitive to tempera-
ture with increasing amounts of LNO. The nearly unchanged activation
energy for the 1 wt% and 5wt% samples couldmean that low amounts do
not hinder the electronic transport and can even be beneficial concerning

the electrically conductive La(Co,Ni)O3 phase. A
metallic-to-semiconducting transition at roughly 600 K was also noticed,
which corresponds to reported values for CCO [60,61]. The Seebeck
coefficient in Fig. 6b is usually inversely coupled with the electrical
conductivity and is decreasing for all the CCO/LNO ceramic composites.
This is caused by the lower Seebeck coefficients of the additional phases
besides CCO. While LNO is also a p-type material, undoped LaNiO3 is an
n-type material with low negative Seebeck coefficients. Although, by
substituting Ni with Co as it is the case here, the perovskite material
becomes p-type and fits better with the CCO [59]. The reaction product
Ca3Co2O6 on the other hand has a higher Seebeck coefficient than the
CCO but a lower electrical conductivity [62,63]. The combination of
electrical conductivity and Seebeck coefficient results in the power factor
shown in Fig. 6c. The 1 wt% and 5 wt% LNO samples both show a higher
power factor while higher amounts of LNO lead to lower values. This
means in both cases the increase in electrical conductivity overweighed
the decrease of the Seebeck coefficient. For a complete picture of the

Fig. 4. Cross-sectional TEM characterization of the LNO-CCO interface and the Ni-rich phase within the sample of 5 wt% LNO. a,b) STEM annular dark-field mi-
crographs of a large plate-like LNO grain surrounded by CCO. c) EDXS mapping of the CCO-LNO interface showing the homogeneous introduction of Co into the LNO.
d,e) SAED patterns of the [001] zone axes of La(Co,Ni)O3 and LNO with various different patterns indicating a polycrystalline material. f) SAED pattern of the Ni-rich
phase NiO along the [101] zone axis. g,h) STEM annular dark-field micrographs of the NiO surrounded by CCO matrix. i) EDXS mapping of the NiO with no signs of Ni
transport into the CCO.
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thermoelectric properties, the heat conductivity λ is displayed in Fig. 6d.
Overall, the heat conductivities of all measured samples are relatively
low, which can be attributed to their high porosity [64]. The 1 wt% and
5 wt% samples show a decreased heat conductivity for temperatures
below 873 K and 973 K respectively, while for the 10 wt% sample the
values did deviate only slightly with the temperature and stay around the
best value of CCO at 1073 K. This results in better average values for the
CCO/LNO ceramic composites in comparison to CCO concerning the
temperature range. Note that the values of λ above 573 K were fitted to
the measurements parallel to the pressing direction, because the
oxygen-helium atmosphere did not allow higher temperatures with the
used setup (compare Fig. S6). A comparison of measurements in both

directions from the literature validates this method, as the temperature
dependent trend is comparable [65,66]. The fact that all measured values
for the heat conductivity parallel and perpendicular to the pressing di-
rection differ proves anisotropy to some extent within the ceramic sam-
ples and the importance of combining the thermoelectric properties with
the same direction.

The overall picture of the thermoelectric properties perpendicular to
the pressing direction including two different Ioffe plots and the figure-
of-merit zT is given in Fig. 7. The type-I Ioffe plot in Fig. 7a shows the
power factor against the electrical conductivity. By this portrayal, the
reason for the increased power factors of the 1 wt% and 5 wt% LNO
samples gets obvious as the electrical conductivity increases. The type-II
Ioffe plot in Fig. 7b on the other hand shows the thermal properties in
terms of entropy conductivity Λ against the electrical conductivity. The
minimum value of CCO could not be lowered in the ceramic composites,
but the decreasing maximum value resulted in a better average value.
The figure-of-merit zT is the combination of power factor and entropy
conductivity and displayed in Fig. 7c as a function of the temperature.
The 1 wt% LNO sample showed a higher power factor, but the increased
entropy conductivity at 973 K and 1073 K led to a lower maximum zT
than the CCO. The even higher power factor and slightly lower entropy
conductivity of the 5 wt% LNO sample led to a similar maximum zT of
0.27 as the CCO. At the same time, the average zT was increased
significantly by about 20% from 473 K to 1073 K. The average and
maximum zT of the 10 wt% sample both decrease in comparison to CCO
due to the shrinking power factor. Overall, the maximum zT could not be
increased by the CCO/LNO ceramic composites, but a significantly higher
average value was reached by the 5 wt% LNO sample for a temperature
range of 373 K to 1073 K.

4. Conclusions

The combination of undoped Ca3Co4¡xO9þδ and La2NiO4þδ in
ceramic composites with varying ratios was investigated with respect to

Fig. 5. Reaction scheme for the reaction sintering. The matrix CCO partially
decomposes and the LNO mainly reacts to La(Co,Ni)O3 and (Ni,Co)O.

Fig. 6. Thermoelectric properties of the
CCO/LNO ceramic composites perpendicular
to the pressing direction in dependence on
temperature with standard deviations. a)
Electrical conductivity σ with increased
values for the 1 wt% and 5 wt% LNO samples
in comparison to CCO. b) Seebeck coefficient
α with decreasing values for all ceramic
composites. c) Power factor with increased
values for the 1 wt% and 5 wt% LNO sam-
ples. d) Heat conductivity λ with increased
values at high temperatures and decreased
values at lower temperatures for the ceramic
composites. Values above 573 K for the heat
conductivity were gained by transferring fits
and error bars for measurements parallel to
the pressing direction (see Fig. S4).
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the thermoelectric properties. The choice of undoped Ca3Co4¡xO9þδ

enabled the determination of reasons for changing thermoelectric prop-
erties, but future research could include a doped matrix or additional
phases for possible improvements. Microstructure analysis by XRD, SEM,
EDXS and TEM showed both compounds reacting with each other during
the sintering, resulting in the partial formation of Ca3Co2O6 and
La(Co,Ni)O3. The matrix material without contact to La2NiO4þδ was
apparently not influenced and showed microtwins as stacking faults. The
power factor of the 1 wt% and 5 wt% La2NiO4þδ composites were
improved despite a diminishing Seebeck coefficient, because of the
increased electrical conductivity resulting from the La(Co,Ni)O3 phase.
Thermal conductivity of these samples was not lowered at higher tem-
peratures, but the average value was improved. This resulted in a similar
maximum figure-of-merit zT of 0.27 for the best composite with 5 wt%
La2NiO4þδ in comparison to pure Ca3Co4¡xO9þδ, but the average ZT in
the temperature range of 373 K to 1073 K could be increased by about
20%.
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For gaining the ceramic composites, two different oxide powders consisting of 

Ca3Co4-xO9+δ (CCO) and La2NiO4+δ (LNO) were used. To ensure phase purity of 

these components, XRD patterns and SEM micrographs of both were measured and 

are displayed in Fig. S1. The XRD in Fig. S1a confirms the identity of the CCO 

phase, but also some minor impurities of Co3O4. Since the Co3O4 is not detectable 

anymore after sintering as shown in the section 3.1, its role should be negligible. The 

relatively low signal to noise ratio is caused by the small crystal size as displayed in 

Fig. S1b. The SEM micrograph shows sheets, which are typical for CCO, with a 

thickness of ca. 30 nm and a lateral extension about 200-500 nm. The XRD of the 

LNO powder in Fig. S1c on the other hand shows only reflections of the desired 

phase and has a way higher signal to noise ratio, indicating a larger crystal size. The 

crystals in Fig. S1d show plate-like and cuboidal shapes, which means they are not 

completely uniform. 

 

Figure S1: XRD patterns and SEM micrographs of the composite compounds a-b) Ca3Co4-xO9+δ 

and c-d) La2NiO4+δ as powder materials. 
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Figure S2: XRD patterns of the CCO/LNO ceramic composites after sintering. Samples with a) 

0, 1 and 5 wt% LNO or b) 10, 20 and 40 wt% LNO. Intensity is given as a square root 

to make the identification of small additional reflections easier.  

Fig. S2 shows the XRD patterns of the ceramic composites after sintering. For the 

0-10 wt% LNO composites, the XRD patterns show only the reflections for CCO. At 

20 and 40 wt% the signals of La(Co,Ni)O3 and Ca3Co2O6 become apparent. 
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Figure S3: Cross-sectional SEM-EDXS analysis of the 5 wt% LNO sample showing the 

distribution of LNO within the CCO matrix. a) Overlay EDXS mapping summarizing the 

results from b-g. b) SEM micrograph as basis for EDXS analysis. d-g) Elemental 

distributions of the respective elements Ca, Co, La, Ni and O. 

 

An overview for the distribution of LNO within the CCO matrix is given in Fig. S3. The 

elemental mapping in Fig. S3a shows the LNO particles mostly not in contact to each 

other. Calcium and cobalt are mostly located within the CCO matrix, while lanthanum 

and nickel remain in the LNO particles. Oxygen appears in all visible phases as they 

are oxides. 
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Figure S4: Cross-sectional SEM-EDXS analysis of the 5 wt% LNO sample. a) Overlay EDXS 

mapping extracted from Fig. 2 with marked areas used for quantitative analysis. b) 

Results of the quantitative EDXS analysis for the relevant elements Ca, Co, O, La and 

Ni. 

Fig. S4 shows the corresponding quantitative EDXS analysis for Fig. 2. Within the 

LNO particle the La:Ni ratio in the LNO was reduced from 2:1 to 2:0.72, which means 

that Ni segragated from the particle and possibly formed the surrounding (Ni,Co)O. 

The La:Co ratio increased from 2:0 to 2:1.47 and the final La:(Ni,Co) ratio resulted in 

2:2.2, which is roughly about 1:1 and therefore supports the formation of 

La(Ni,Co)O3. 
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Figure S5: a) Arrhenius plot of the electrical conductivity measurements given in Fig. 6a. and b) 

the calculated activation energies for the high-temperature and low-temperature 

regions. 

Fig. S5 shows the temperature dependency of the electrical conductivity in an 

Arrhenius plot. For this, the assumption of 𝜎 · 𝑇 ∝ exp(−𝐸𝑎/𝑘𝐵𝑇) was made [60,61]. 

The five data points with the highest temperatures (673-1073 K) were used for linear 

regression at high temperatures and the three remaining data points (373-573 K) for 

another linear regression at low temperatures. Two linear regressions were made for 

each sample as there is a clear change of the slope from 673 K to 573 K. This 

change can be attributed to a metallic-to-semiconducting transition regarding the 

transport behavior [60]. The slope of the lines can be used to calculate the activation 

energy of the electronic transport. A comparison of the measured samples shows a 

nearly constant activation energy for the pure CCO and the samples with 1-10 wt% 

LNO. This could mean that the additive does not hinder the electronic transport at 

these amounts and is even beneficial as long as it does not exceed 5 wt%. However, 

the activation energy is significantly rising for the 20 wt% and 40 wt% sample. 

Together with the lower values of the electrical conductivity this means the additive 

plays a major role for the electronic transport and also corresponds to a higher 

temperature sensitivity. 
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Figure S6: Heat conductivity measurements parallel and perpendicular to the pressing direction. 

The measurements were conducted for a) CCO, b) 1 wt% LNO, c) 5 wt% LNO and d) 

10 wt% LNO samples. The fits were calculated for the parallel measurements and 

transferred to the perpendicular measurements to estimate the missing values at 

higher temperatures. 

Fig. S6 shows the heat conductivity measurements parallel and perpendicular to the 

pressing direction. Both directions were necessary to see if the CCO/LNO ceramic 

composites show anisotropic transport properties. The higher heat conductivities 

perpendicular to the pressing direction are caused by a preferred orientation of the 

CCO and possibly by of the additional phases. As the heat conductivity of CCO is 

lower along the c-axis of the material, the CCO sheets were orientated partly by 

uniaxial pressing. The measurements parallel to the pressing direction required a 

graphite holder with a temperature limit of 573 K in the oxygen/helium atmophere. 

Therefore, similar behaviors along both directions were assumed with good 

agreement to the measurements and fits for the parallel direction were calculated. 

These fits were transferred to the measurements perpendicular to the pressing 

direction to gain values for 673-1073 K.  
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A B S T R A C T   

The oxide materials Ca3Co4O9 and Na2Ca2Nb4O13 were combined in a new ceramic composite with promising 
synergistic thermoelectric properties. Both compounds show a plate-like crystal shape and similar aspect ratios 
but the matrix material Ca3Co4O9 with lateral sizes of less than 500 nm is about two orders of magnitude smaller. 
Uniaxial pressing of the mixed compound powders was used to produce porous ceramics after conventional 
sintering. Reactions between both compounds and their compositions were thoroughly investigated. In com-
parison to pure Ca3Co4O9, mixing with low amounts of Na2Ca2Nb4O13 proved to be beneficial for the overall 
thermoelectric properties. A maximum figure-of-merit of zT = 0.32 at 1073 K and therefore an improvement of 
about 19% was achieved by the ceramic composites.   

1. Introduction 

1.1. Thermoelectric energy harvesting 

Energy harvesting is a topic with great significance to a mindful 
handling of limited resources. One possible route is the utilization of the 
thermoelectric effect to convert thermal energy into electrical energy. 
Apart from the aspects of processing and optimization of thermoelectric 
generators, the thermoelectric performance of the underlying materials 
still needs to be improved. Many different material classes are relevant 
in thermoelectrics, which differentiate in maximum efficiency, electrical 
power output, optimum temperature, chemical stability or toxicity. 
Among the most promising there are tellurides [1], half-Heusler com-
pounds [2], Zintl phases [3], polymers [4], oxides [5] and oxyselenides 
[6]. Discussing the performance of thermoelectric materials requires the 
introduction of the fundamental thermoelectric material tensor in Eq. 
(1) [7–9]. 
(

Iq
IS

)

=
A
L

(
σ σ⋅α

σ⋅α σ⋅α2 + Λ

)

⋅
(

Δφ
ΔT

)

(1) 

The tensor shows the coupling of currents of electrical charge Iq and 
entropy IS for the energy conversion in a thermoelectric material with a 
cross-sectional area A and a length L [9]. The electrical potential 

difference Δφ and the temperature difference ΔT may cause a 
thermally-induced electrical current, which is dependent on the three 
material parameters: the isothermal electrical conductivity σ, the See-
beck coefficient α and the electrically open-circuited entropy conduc-
tivity Λ. The more fundamental entropy conductivity is related to the 
open-circuited heat conductivity λ as shown in Eq. (2). Both terms can 
be condensed by using the term thermal conductivity [10]. 

zT =
σ⋅α2

λ
⋅T =

σ⋅α2

Λ
=

PF
Λ

(2) 

The thermoelectric parameters all reappear in Eq. (2), where the 
performance of a thermoelectric material is given by the figure-of-merit 
zT. While the zT rules over the maximum energy conversion efficiency, 
the power factor PF = σ ⋅ α2 is proportional to the maximum power 
output of a thermoelectric material. Both quantities are important to 
describe the thermoelectric performance of a material [10]. 

1.2. Composite materials 

Specific single phase properties can be combined within a composite 
material. Depending on the characteristics of the combined materials, 
they can either coexist or interact with each other. Some theoretical 
limits of a coexisting two-phase composite were stated by Bergman et al. 
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[11]. The figure-of-merit zT of the single phase components shall not be 
exceeded by the composites, although it is possible concerning the 
power factor [12]. However, these studies do not take the more recently 
investigated interactions on the nanoscale into account. Furthermore, 
the transferability to a multiphase system is uncertain, which could be 
created by reactions between the mixing partners. The addition of one or 
multiple phases generally leads to heterointerfaces, which can decrease 
the mean-free path of phonons and thus reduce the thermal conductivity 
[13–15]. Note that depending on the additional phase, the overall 
thermal conductivity is not necessarily enhanced [16]. Mixing organic 
polymers and inorganic materials could improve the Seebeck coefficient 
effectively [17–19]. For Ca3Co4O9 (CCO) in particular, Ag inclusions 
have proven to positively influence the thermoelectric performance 
[20–22]. Other metallic additions such as Co particles were beneficial 
for porous CCO systems by increasing the power factor [23]. Further 
adding polymers to a CCO/Ag system could reduce the thermal con-
ductivity, but led to problems concerning the application temperature 
[24]. The power factor of a CCO composite was also increased by uti-
lizing high dopant levels of Ca and Bi leading to a triple-phase composite 
[25]. Another study investigating the influence of adding La2NiO4 to a 
CCO matrix also revealed improved thermoelectric properties [26]. 

The present study investigates the influence on the thermoelectric 
properties of adding Na2Ca2Nb4O13 (NCNO) into a CCO matrix. CCO 
functions as the matrix material as it is well-known for its excellent 
thermoelectric properties. Furthermore, it is stable up to 1198 K in air 
[5,27], which makes it suitable for high-temperature applications. The 
thermoelectric properties of CCO are directly linked to its layered 
structure built up from two incommensurate subsystems [28]. CoO2 
constitutes one subsystem with a misfit-layered CdI2 structure type 
while the other subsystem consists of three Ca2CoO3 units as a layered 
cutout of the rock-salt type [28]. Both subsystems alternate along the 
shared c-axis with same a and distinct b lattice parameters [29]. The 
layered structure results in strongly anisotropic thermoelectric proper-
ties [30,31]. NCNO on the other hand is mainly investigated with 
respect to the flux synthesis of single crystals [32] and its photocatalytic 
activity [33]. Structurally, the NCNO consists of [(Ca2Na)Nb4O13]- 

perovskite-type layers linked by Na+ cations [34,35]. The structure can 
be categorized as a Ruddlesden-Popper type and belongs to the 
Dion-Jacobson series of Na[Ca2Nan-3NbnO3n+1]. The Na located be-
tween the layers should have a higher mobility and could therefore 
interact with the CCO during sintering. The obvious reason for NCNO 
not being used for thermoelectrics is the large bandgap of 3.3 eV [33], 
which results in electronically insulating characteristics. On the other 
hand, the inversely coupled Seebeck coefficient should be considerably 
large and surpass the one of CCO. Hence, an increased Seebeck coeffi-
cient and a decreasing electrical conductivity were expected from 
introducing NCNO into a CCO matrix with unknown consequences on 
the figure-of-merit. The usage of large plate-like particles of NCNO also 
allowed a preferred orientation during the uniaxial pressing. The final 
goal of preparing these CCO/NCNO ceramics was the improvement of 
the thermoelectric properties in comparison to pure CCO. To evaluate 
these properties, two different Ioffe plots with respect to the power 
factor and the entropy conductivity were applied [10,36]. 

2. Experimental 

2.1. Materials 

The composite materials were obtained by combining two different 
oxide powders. The oxide material Ca3Co4O9 (CCO) functioned as a 
matrix and was purchased from CerPoTech (Tiller, Norway). The addi-
tive oxide material was Na2Ca2Nb4O13 (NCNO), which was synthesized 
by a molten-flux synthesis based on research from Arney et al. [33]. A 
stoichiometric mixture of water-free Na2CO3, Ca(NO3)2 ⋅ 4 H2O and 
Nb2O5 was mixed in a mortar and grinded for about 15 min. Afterwards, 
Na2SO4 was added in a 20:1 flux-to-reactant molar ratio and grinded 

again for about 15 min. The mixture was transferred into an alumina 
crucible and heated to 1373 K with a heating rate of 0.8 K/min in a 
muffle furnace. After a 10 h holding time, it was cooled to room tem-
perature with a rate of 2 K/min. The white product powder was washed 
with hot deionized water in an ultrasonic bath to remove the flux and 
smaller particles. Ceramic composites containing CCO and NCNO were 
synthesized by grinding the precursor powders in a mortar for about 15 
min with the respective weight ratios of 99:1, 95:5, 90:10 and 80:20 and 
a total weight of 1 g. The mixture was uniaxially pressed in a 16 mm 
steel die with 250 MPa at room temperature in air. Sintering was per-
formed at ambient pressure at 1173 K for 10 h with a heating and 
cooling rate of 2 K min-1 in air. For thermoelectric measurements, the 
sintered disks were cut into bars with a length of 10 mm by using a 
precision vertical diamond wire saw from O’Well model 3242. 

2.2. Analysis of microstructure 

Phase purity of powders and ceramics was investigated by X-ray 
diffraction (XRD, Bruker AXS GmbH, Bruker D8 Advance) measure-
ments, which were operated at 40 kV and 40 mA with Cu-Kα radiation. 
Powder diffraction data for identification and comparison within this 
work are used for the compounds Ca3Co4O9 (Miyazaki et al. [29], 
monoclinic, a = 4.834 Å, b1 = 2.824 Å, b2 = 4.558 Å, c = 10.844 Å), 
Na2Ca2Nb4O13 (PDF: [01-089-6576], orthorhombic, a = 5.474 Å, b =
5.510 Å, c = 36.151 Å), CaNbO3 (PDF: [01-089-0718], orthorhombic, a 
= 5.448 Å, b = 5.526 Å, c = 7.758 Å). The approach of a 
four-dimensional superspace group was used for CCO due to its 
incommensurate structure. Therefore, indexing of CCO in XRDs was 
realized with the superspace group Cm (0 1 - p 0) (equivalent to Bm (0 
0 γ)) in accordance with literature [29,37,38]. A field-emission scanning 
eletron microscope (FE-SEM, JEOL JSM-6700F) was used for secondary 
electron micrographs of the powders at 2 kV. Elemental mappings were 
measured at 15 kV with with another FE-SEM (JEOL JSM-7610FPlus) 
equipped with two energy dispersive X-ray spectrometers (EDXS, 
Bruker, XFlash 6/60). Quantifications of elemental mappings were 
evaluated by the software Esprit version 2.2 from Bruker using the ZAF 
correction method. In-depth analysis of the composition was accom-
plished by a field-emission transmission electron microscope (TEM, 
JEOL JEM-2100F-UHR), which was also equipped with an EDXS (Oxford 
Instruments, INCA-300). Scanning TEM (STEM), high-resolution TEM 
(HRTEM) and selected area electron diffraction (SAED) were performed 
at 200 kV. Density and porosity of the sintered disks were determined by 
the Archimedes method (ISO 5018:1983). Isopropanol was used as a 
fluid and density values were averaged for three different disks. 

2.3. Analysis of thermoelectric properties 

Measurements of the electrical conductivity, Seebeck coefficient and 
heat conductivity were realized with respect to temperature dependency 
and orientation of the samples. The sintered ceramics were cut into bars 
(10 mm, 2 mm, 1.6 mm) to measure the electrical conductivity and the 
Seebeck coefficient perpendicular to the pressing direction. The mea-
surement of the electrical conductivity was accomplished by a 4-point 
probe method at equilibrium conditions within a horizontal three- 
heating-zone tube furnace from Carbolite Gero EVZ 12/450B. The 
samples were heated to 1073 K with a heating rate of 3 K min-1 and 
maintained at this temperature for 4 h. Afterwards, the temperature 
program included cooling steps of 100 K with a dwell time of 2 h up to 
873 K and 1 h up to 373 K. In total, the samples were exposed to a 
temperature above 373 K for more than 20 h. To measure the Seebeck 
coefficient, a ProboStat A setup from NorECs with a vertical furnace 
from Elite Thermal Systems Ltd. was used. Measurements were done 
with KEITHLEY multimeters and gained data processed by using Lab 
VIEW software. To gain values at equilibrium conditions, the tempera-
ture program included heating to 1073 K with a heating rate of 3 K min-1 

and cooling steps of 100 K with dwell times of 1.5 h up to 773 K and 2 h 
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up to 373 K. A laser flash setup LFA 1000 from Linseis with an InSb 
detector was used to measure the thermal diffusivity D. Under helium 
(standard conditions), CCO started decomposing between 773 K and 
873 K by releasing oxygen in accordance with literature [39]. Therefore, 
an oxygen-helium mixed atmosphere (20% O2, 80% He) was used and 
values were averaged for three subsequent heating and cooling cycles to 
gain reliable data. Heat capacity cp of each composite was measured in 
comparison to a pure CCO sample via the equations ΔT = E ⋅ m− 1 ⋅ cp

−

1(ΔT = temperature difference in K; E = energy in J; m = mass of the 
sample in g; cp = heat capacity in J g-1 K-1) and cp,sample = cp,reference 
⋅ΔTreference ⋅ mreference. Values for cp of CCO were taken from literature 
[25]. Two different sample orientations i.e. perpendicular and parallel 
to the pressing direction were investigated. The measurements perpen-
dicular to the pressing direction were conducted up to 573 K. Values of 
thermal diffusivity above 573 K with orientation perpendicular to the 
pressing direction were estimated by calculating polynomial fits for the 
measurements parallel to the pressing direction (compare another study 
using this method for more information [26]). As these parallel mea-
surements were conducted in the full temperature range of 373 K to 
1073 K, their calculated fits were transferred to the measurements in the 
other direction assuming similar trends with respect to the temperature. 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Compound powders 

Two oxide powders with large differences in crystal sizes were used 
as base materials for the composites. As shown in Fig. 1, the CCO matrix 
powder was characterized by small particles with a plate-like shape. Its 
lateral extensions were about 200–500 nm and its thickness about 30 
nm. The additive NCNO on the other hand showed the crystal 
morphology of microsheets with lateral extensions of up to 80 μm and a 
thickness of up to 8 μm. Therefore, both phases had a similar aspect ratio 
around 10 but were distinguished by two to three orders of magnitude 
respecting their crystal size. The small particle size of the CCO qualified 
it as a suitable matrix material for embedding the second phase. The 
plate-like crystal shape of both phases facilitate a preferred orientation 
when pressed, which can result in an ceramic with anisotropic transport 
properties. 

3.2. Ceramic composite: composition and microstructure 

The composition of the CCO/NCNO ceramic composites after sin-
tering was investigated by XRD. For the NCNO compound powder, the 
sintered CCO and the sintered composites XRD patterns are displayed in 
Fig. 2. For the samples with low amounts of weighed NCNO (1 and 5 wt 
%), only the reflections for the matrix material CCO are visible. How-
ever, for the samples with 10 wt% and 20 wt% weighed NCNO, re-
flections of CaNbO3 (CNO) became apparent. Since the original 
reflections of NCNO are not detected anymore, a reaction to CNO 
accompanied by a segregation of sodium is reasonable. The XRD pat-
terns give no hint about a third phase containing sodium in the com-
posites, although it could be nanocrystalline, only formed in minor 
amounts or integrated in the CCO matrix. 

The formed CNO phase was further analyzed by SEM-EDXS in Fig. 3 
for the sample with 5 wt% NCNO (compare Fig. S1 for an overview 
mapping). One single CNO particle is shown within the CCO matrix to 
analyze its composition. A morphological transformation at least at the 
surface of the particle is evident, which is now irregularly shaped. This is 
most likely due to reaction sintering and the newly formed phase. The 
EDX spectrum in Fig. 3b and the elemental distributions in Fig. 3d–h 
shows that the particles mainly consist of Ca, Nb and O, but also some Co 
and residual Na are noticeable. In the original NCNO, the Ca:Nb ratio is 
presumably 1:2 but in CNO it is 1:1, which means there should be an 
excess of Nb. The EDXS results suggest an even lower Ca:Nb ratio of 
1:0.76 and therefore a segregation of Nb. There are no Nb-rich inclusions 

around the particle, but the surrounding CCO shows small amounts of 
approximately 1 at% Nb. This could mean that an integration of excess 
Nb into the CCO has occurred by exchanging Co from the CCO into the 
CNO particle. This cation exchange of Co2+/Co3+/Co4+ and Nb5+ seems 
reasonable when the ionic radii are compared. For a coordination 
number of 6 (Co positions in CCO), the ionic radii are 65/55/53 pm for 
Co2+(low-spin)/Co3+(low-spin)/Co4+(high-spin) and 64 pm for Nb5+

[40]. Based on the two subsystems of CCO, all three different valences 
occur, but the average value is between +3 and +4 in dependence of the 
variable oxygen amount [41,42]. The CoO2 subsystem only features 
Co3+ and Co4+, while the Ca2CoO3 contains Co2+ to some extent [43]. 
Comparing the ionic radii of Co and Nb ions, the substitution of Co2+

seems favored. However, substitution experiments involving Mn3+ (65 
pm) or Fe2+ (61 pm) ions with similar radii to Nb5+ resulted in the 
substitution of Co3+ or Co4+ [42]. Investigations concerning Nb doping 
of CCO assume the same behavior [44]. Therefore, a substitution is 
clearly possible in this case, but the position is uncertain. The different 
charges of the ions suggest that the presence of oxygen is also essential 
for the cation exchange. The Ca:Co ratio in the CNO is 1:0.37 and 
together with the Nb amount this fits to Ca(Nb,Co)O3 as the newly 
formed phase. Residual Na is left with a Ca:Na ratio of 1:0.12 and is most 
likely located on the Ca-position of the CNO. The Na within the original 
NCNO, which is partly located in between the NbO6 octahedra, can be 
removed to gain the perovskite structure. This is well investigated for 

Fig. 1. SEM micrographs of the precursors powders Ca3Co4O9 and 
Na2Ca2Nb4O13 used for the ceramic composites. 
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the Dion-Jacobson series of A[Ca2Nan-3NbnO3n+1] in terms of ion 
intercalation and production of perovskite nanosheets [45–48]. Here, 
the introduction of Co and the high temperature during sintering could 
be the reason for the phase transformation. The structurally different 
atom positions of Na could also explain why there is still some Na left in 
the newly formed CNO. It is not entirely clear in which form the 
segregated Na remains, but the overview EDXS mapping in Fig. S1 

suggests the formation of CoO containing Na and Ca to some extent. The 
main observations during the sintering were summarized and illustrated 
by the reaction scheme given in Fig. 4. 

Further analysis regarding the newly formed CNO was performed by 
TEM measurements in Fig. 5. The cross-section of a former NCNO plate 
and the respective EDXS mapping are given in Fig. 5a,d. The irregular 
shape at the surface and the introduction of Co into the CNO as found in 
the SEM results can be recognized. The elemental distribution of Ca, Co 
and Nb is also rather homogeneous within the CNO particle. The CCO 
plate crossing the CNO particle also shows a loss of Co and a gain of Nb, 
resulting in a Ca:Co ratio of 1.08 and a Ca:Nb ratio of 1:0.17. This 
supports the assumption of a cation exchange between the CCO and the 
NCNO as the Ca:(Co,Nb) ratio is at 1:1.25 and therefore close to the 
original Ca:Co ratio of 1:1.33. Again, no new phase with Na as a major 
element was found in the close vicinity of the CNO particle. EDXS 
showed only trace amounts of Na within the CNO and no Na within the 
CCO particle. Therefore, the Na is most likely located within some CoO 
in the CCO matrix as suggested by Fig. S1 or evaporated to some extent 
during sintering. The CNO phase was also investigated by SAED and 
HRTEM for the zone axes [112] in Fig. 5b and c and for [001] in Fig. 5e 
and f. Both zone axes gave a clear diffraction pattern at the marked 
location of Fig. 5a, which allowed the distinct indexing of them. As not 
the whole particle was oriented simultaneously, polycrystallinity seems 
reasonable. Furthermore, the [001] orientation in Fig. 5f allowed the 
determination of the a- and b-axis lattice parameters (5.57 Å and 5.66 Å 
respectively), which are only slightly larger than the literature data for 
pure CaNbO3 (5.45 Å and 5.53 Å respectively for ICSD 01-089-0718). 

3.3. Ceramic composite: thermoelectric properties 

The microstructure analysis in section 3.2 revealed that CCO and 
NCNO do not coexist at high temperatures and the formation of CNO is 
induced with the loss of Na. The influence of the new phases within the 
CCO matrix was investigated by measuring the electrical conductivity σ, 
Seebeck coefficient α and heat conductivity λ of the CCO/LNO ceramic 
composites in Fig. 6. 

The electrical conductivity (see Fig. 6a) shows the expected 
decreasing trend with increasing amounts of NCNO. However, the 
sample with 1 wt% NCNO shows even slightly higher values and the 5 wt 
% only a small decrease. This behavior could be linked to the cation 
exchange between the CCO and NCNO, which leads to a Nb-doped CCO. 
A similar trend was found by Zhu et al. [44] for targeted Nb-doping of 
CCO, where low amounts of Nb lowered the electrical resistivity and 
higher amounts increased it. The decrease in electrical conductivity is 
also caused by the Ca(Nb,Co)O3 phase, which originates from the 
CaNbO3 with really low values of 10-5 S cm-1 at 750 K [49]. No signif-
icant or sudden changes of the electrical conductivity were observed 
during the measurement time of more than 20 h above 373 K for the 
composites as well as for the pure CCO. As uncomplete reactions can be 
an issue for the long-term stability of composites, these changes would 
be unfavorable. Based on the measurements, complete reactions and 
stable composites are suggested. More details about the electrical con-
ductivity were observed by the Arrhenius plot in Fig. S3. A 
metallic-to-semiconducting transition between 573-673 K was found for 
CCO in accordance with literature [50,51]. For high temperatures, the 
composites also show an increase of the activation energy for the elec-
tronic transport, which is caused by hindered transport across the 
additional phases. The Seebeck coefficient is usually inversely coupled 
to the electrical conductivity, which is also the case for the investigated 
composites. The main reason for the increasing Seebeck coefficient is 
most likely the additional Ca(Nb,Co)O3 phase within the system. 
Although no systematical studies of the electronic properties of the Ca 
(Nb,Co)3 system and the consequences of substituting Nb with Co were 
available, the undoped CaNbO3 and CaCoO3 can give some information. 
On the one hand the CaNbO3 shows p-type conductivity by a positive 
Seebeck coefficient and electrically insulating characteristics [49]. On 

Fig. 2. XRD patterns of the compound NCNO powder, the sintered CCO/NCNO 
ceramic composites and the sintered CCO. All patterns were background- 
corrected and normalized for an easy comparison. Original phases of CCO 
and NCNO were indexed as well as the newly formed CaNbO3. Reflections of 
the CCO were indexed with the four-dimensional superspace group approach 
[29,38]. 
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the other hand the CaCoO3 shows a nonmetallic behavior regarding the 
temperature dependency of the electrical conductivity despite showing 
large values of 333 S cm-1 at room temperature [52]. Therefore, a higher 
electrical conductivity but lower Seebeck coefficient of Ca(Nb,Co)O3 in 
comparison to CaNbO3 are reasonable. It should be noted that the 
amount of initial NCNO could also have an impact on the Nb:Co ratio 
and therefore the thermoelectric properties. This could explain why the 
sample containing 20 wt% NCNO shows a different slope than the 

samples containing less amounts. Another subordinate factor concern-
ing the Seebeck coefficient is the introduction of Nb into the CCO, where 
a higher Nb amount led to increased values [53]. Combining the elec-
trical conductivity and the Seebeck coefficient gives the power factor in 
Fig. 6c. The samples containing 1–10 wt% NCNO all show an increase, 
especially towards higher temperatures. The maximum value is reached 
by the 5 wt% sample and the decreasing electrical conductivity becomes 
prevalent for the 20 wt% sample. The last part for a complete picture of 
the thermoelectric properties is the thermal conductivity, which is given 
as the heat conductivity in Fig. 6d. All investigated ceramic composites 
showed a decreased heat conductivity for the whole temperature range. 
This could be caused by the additional phonon scattering sites coming 
from the Ca(Nb,Co)O3 phase, but the larger atomic mass of Nb in 
comparison to Co and the Nb-doping could also play a significant role. 
Interestingly, the heat conductivity between the 1–10 wt% samples did 
not differ by much and shows if anything an increasing trend. This could 
be caused by a higher heat conductivity of the additional phase, which 
balances out with the increased phonon scattering at interfaces. It 
should be noted that the values of λ above 573 K were fitted to the 
measurements parallel to the pressing direction (compare Fig. S2). The 
reason for this was the applied oxygen-helium atmosphere, which did 
not allow higher temperatures with the used setup. A comparison of 
measurements for CCO in both directions from the literature validates 
this method, as the temperature dependent trend is comparable [30,54]. 
The same method was also used in a previous study investigating CCO 
composites [26]. By comparing the heat conductivity parallel and 
perpendicular to the pressing direction differences become obvious 
(compare Fig. S2), which are most likely caused by some anisotropy of 
the ceramic samples. This anisotropy comes from the preferred orien-
tation of CCO and the CNO due to uniaxial pressing. This underlines the 
importance of combining the thermoelectric properties within the same 

Fig. 3. Cross-sectional SEM-EDXS analysis of the 5 wt% NCNO sample after sintering showing a single CNO plate-like particle embedded in a CCO matrix. a) Overlay 
EDXS mapping summarizing the results from c-h. b) EDX spectrum shows exemplarily the composition of the CNO phase. c) SEM micrograph as basis for EDXS 
analysis. d-h) Elemental distributions of the respective elements Ca, Co, Na, Nb and O. 

Fig. 4. Reaction scheme of CCO and NCNO during reaction sintering. A cation 
exchange between CCO and the newly formed Ca(Co,Nb)O3 occurred and Na 
partly segregated. 
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direction. 
Two different Ioffe plots and the figure-of-merit zT displayed in Fig. 7 

were derived from the thermoelectric properties in Fig. 6. The type-I 
Ioffe plot in Fig. 7a gives the power factor in dependence of the 

electrical conductivity, which allows a clear comparison between the 
different samples. Increased power factors at high temperatures are 
noticed for the 1–10 wt% samples. The decreasing electrical conduc-
tivity correlates with the increasing Seebeck coefficient and becomes 

Fig. 5. Cross-sectional TEM characterization of the sample with 5 wt% NCNO. a,d) STEM annular dark-field micrograph of a large plate-like Ca(Co,Nb)O3 (CNO) 
grain partly surrounded by CCO and the EDXS mapping of the CNO grain showing a homogeneous distribution of Ca and Nb as well as the introduction of Co. b,c,e,f) 
SAED pattern and corresponding high-resolution TEM micrographs along the [112] and the [100] zone axes of the newly formed CNO phase. 

Fig. 6. Thermoelectric properties of the CCO/ 
NCNO ceramic composites perpendicular to the 
pressing direction in dependence on temperature 
with standard deviations. a) Electrical conductivity 
with similar values for the 1 wt% and decreasing 
values for higher amounts of NCNO in comparison 
to CCO. b) Seebeck coefficient with increasing 
values for all ceramic composites. c) Power factor 
with increased values for all investigated compos-
ites except the 20 wt% NCNO sample. d) Heat 
conductivity with decreased values for the ceramic 
composites. Values above 573 K for the heat con-
ductivity were gained by transferring fits and error 
bars for measurements parallel to the pressing di-
rection (see Fig. S2).   
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dominant for 20 wt% NCNO. The type-II Ioffe plot in Fig. 7b shows the 
thermal properties in terms of entropy conductivity Λ in dependence of 
the electrical conductivity. Slightly lower values at high temperatures 
were reached by the composites. Additionally, the maximum entropy 

conductivity could effectively be reduced for lower temperatures. 
Finally, the figure-of-merit zT was determined perpendicular to the 
pressing direction by combining the power factor and the entropy con-
ductivity. The corresponding plot against the temperature is given in 
Fig. 7c. The samples with 1–10 wt% NCNO all show improved values 
with the 1 wt% and 5 wt% sample being the best. This results from the 
increased power factor and the simultaneously low entropy conductiv-
ity. The 1 wt% sample has a slightly lower figure-of-merit in comparison 
to the 5 wt%, but the electrical conductivity is higher. The difference of 
the figure-of-merit between composites with low amounts of NCNO and 
the pure CCO becomes more pronounced with increasing temperatures 
and reaches its maximum value at 1073 K with 0.32 against 0.27, which 
is equivalent to an improvement of approximately 19%. 

4. Conclusions 

Ceramic composites based on the undoped Ca3Co4O9 and 
Na2Ca2Nb4O13 were produced with varying ratios between both com-
pounds. Using undoped Ca3Co4O9 allowed the determination of the 
reasons in changing thermoelectric properties, but future research could 
benefit further from a doped CCO. Analysis of the microstructure by 
XRD, SEM, EDXS and TEM suggested a cation exchange of Co and Nb 
between the matrix material and the additive material as well as a newly 
formed Ca(Nb,Co)O3 phase. The Seebeck coefficient was increased for 
the ceramic composites but the electrical conductivity was reduced, 
with the exception of sample containing 1 wt% of the additive. Both 
values combined led to an improved power factor for the samples con-
taining 1–10 wt% additive. The introduction of additional phases also 
led to a small reduction of the thermal conductivity. As a result, the 
maximum figure-of-merit zT at 1073 K was increased by about 19% for 
the composite with 5 wt% Na2Ca2Nb4O13 in comparison to pure 
Ca3Co4O9. These results underline the potential of composite materials 
concerning improved thermoelectric properties. 
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Figure S1: Cross-sectional SEM-EDXS analysis of the 5 wt% NCNO sample showing the 

distribution of NCNO within the CCO matrix. a) Overlay EDXS mapping summarizing 

the results from b-g. b) SEM micrograph as basis for EDXS analysis. c-g) Elemental 

distributions of the respective elements Ca, Co, Na, Nb and O. 

The Na2Ca2Nb4O13 reacts to Ca(Nb,Co)O3 during sintering. Therefore, an overview 

for the distribution of CNO within the Ca3Co4O9 (CCO) matrix is given in Fig. S1. The 

elemental mapping in Fig. S1a shows the CNO particles mostly not in contact to each 
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other and with a preferred orientation. Calcium and cobalt are mostly located within 

the CCO matrix, while niobium mainly remains within the CNO particles. Some 

remaining sodium is located within CNO but there is also a Co-, Na- and O-rich 

phase located within the CCO matrix. The quantitative EDXS results show a Co:Ca 

ratio of 0.3 and a Co:Na ratio of 0.2, which suggests the formation of CoO with some 

Ca and Na on the Co position. 

 

Figure S2: Heat conductivity measurements parallel and perpendicular to the pressing direction. 

The measurements were conducted for a) CCO, b) 1 wt% NCNO, c) 5 wt% NCNO 

and d) 10 wt% NCNO samples. The fits were calculated for the parallel measurements 

and transferred to the perpendicular measurements to estimate the missing values at 

higher temperatures. 

Fig. S2 shows the heat conductivity measurements parallel and perpendicular to the 

pressing direction. Both directions were necessary to see if the CCO/NCNO ceramic 

composites show anisotropic transport properties. The higher heat conductivities 

perpendicular to the pressing direction are caused by a preferred orientation of the 

CCO and possibly by the additional phases. As the heat conductivity of CCO is lower 

along the c-axis of the material, the CCO sheets were oriented partly by uniaxial 

pressing. The measurements parallel to the pressing direction required a graphite 

holder with a temperature limit of 573 K in the oxygen/helium atmophere. Therefore, 

similar behaviors along both directions were assumed with good agreement to the 
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measurements and fits for the parallel direction were calculated. These fits were 

transferred to the measurements perpendicular to the pressing direction to gain 

values for 673-1073 K.  

 

Figure S3: a) Arrhenius plot of the electrical conductivity measurements (compare Fig. 6a) and  

b) the calculated activation energies for the high-temperature and low-temperature 

regions. 

Fig. S3 shows the Arrhenius plot for the electrical conductivity measurements given 

in Fig. 6a. For the calculation of the activation energies, the assumption of 𝜎 · 𝑇 ∝

exp(−𝐸𝑎/𝑘𝐵𝑇) was made [23,50,51]. The five data points with the highest 

temperatures (673-1073 K) were used for linear regression at high temperatures and 

the three remaining data points (373-573 K) for linear regression at low temperatures. 

Two linear regressions were made for each sample as there is a clear change of the 

slope from 673 K to 573 K. This change can be attributed to a metallic-to-

semiconducting transition regarding the transport behavior [23]. The calculated 

activation energies were extracted by the slope of the lines. While the activation 

energy at low temperatures stays nearly the same for all samples, the activation 

energy at high temperatures shows increasing values in dependence on the amount 

of NCNO.   
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2.2. Concept II: Nanodimensional approach

2.2 Concept II: Nanodimensional approach

2.2.1 Summary

The second concept towards ceramic composites based on Ca3Co4O9 involves nano-
dimensional compounds. As a first approach, two-dimensional (2D) structures within
a CCO matrix were formed by heavy doping in a sol-gel synthesis and sintering at
1173 K. Co-doping with sodium, bismuth and terbium on the calcium position be-
yond the solubility limit resulted in three co-existing phases CCO, NaxCoO2 (NCO)
and Bi2Ca2Co2O9 (BCCO). High-resolution TEM (HRTEM) revealed the emergence
of semi-coherently aligned 2D layers due to similarities in lattice parameters of the
components. The NCO with superior thermoelectric properties but weaker thermal
stability in comparison to CCO was stabilized at higher temperature as usual by em-
bedding it in the CCO matrix. Hence, the power factor could be more than doubled
in comparison to CCO, but the thermal conductivity was significantly increased as
well. Therefore, the overall figure-of-merit was slightly lowered compared to CCO, but
considering the importance of the power factor the results are promising nonetheless.

In the second nanodimensional approach, the oxyselenide BiCuSeO (BCSO) was
mixed with CCO and reaction sintering resulted in a multiphase oxide composite.
Similar to concept I, the crystal shape of the additive was plate-like, but this time
nanosheets were used. As expected, the BCSO did not withstand high temperature in
air and decomposed. Various compositions in the range of 0 wt% to 30 wt% BCSO in
the initial mixture were investigated and the 20 wt% sample showed the best thermo-
electric properties. The electrical conductivity was increased to 144 S cm-1 at 1173 K
while maintaining a high Seebeck coefficient. This resulted in an 127% increase of
the power factor in comparison to pristine CCO and was caused by multiple factors.
First of all, elemental EDXS mappings revealed crystal growth of CCO to microdi-
mensional sheets and being doped with Bi and Cu after sintering, which explains the
altering properties. Furthermore, the formation of cobalt oxides Co3O4 and CoO to
a great extent was confirmed as a result of Co leaving CCO. In-situ XRD monitoring
of the unsintered mixture revealed Bi2O3 as a intermediate phase and supported the
assumption of restructured CCO. The formation of Bi2O3 was also observed for the
30 wt% BCSO sample due to doping limitations within the CCO. As a result, the
electrical conductivity and the power factor were clearly diminished. Finally, thermo-
gravimetric analyses of the sintered ceramics confirmed the thermal stability of the
composites up to 20 wt% BCSO and unfinished oxidation for 30 wt% BCSO. Overall,
the nanosheets decomposed during the sintering leading to crystal growth of doped
CCO and other oxides. The significantly enhanced power factor shows great potential
as an oxide composite system.
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A B S T R A C T

A thermoelectric triple-phase p-type Ca3Co4O9-NaxCoO2-Bi2Ca2Co2O9 (CCO–NCO–BCCO) 2D nanocomposite
was obtained from pressureless sintering in air. The anisotropic thermoelectric properties of the nanocomposite
exhibit a high electrical conductivity of 116 S cm−1 and a power factor of 6.5 μWcm−1 K−2 perpendicular to the
pressing direction at 1073 K in air. A corresponding zT value of 0.35 was obtained. Three co-doped, thermo-
electrically active misfit-layered materials were stacked to form a triple-phase nanocomposite, which combines
the advantages of all three materials. The resulting nanocomposite enables simultaneous increases of the iso-
thermal electrical conductivity σ and the Seebeck coefficient α by charge carrier concentration engineering and
synergistic effects. The Bi2Ca2Co2O9 and NaxCoO2 phases were stabilized in a Ca3Co4O9 matrix at high tem-
peratures. To evaluate the application of the nanocomposite in high-temperature thermoelectric generators, the
representation of the electrical conductivity and power factor in a Ioffe plot was more appropriate than the zT
value.

1. Introduction

1.1. Thermoelectric power conversion

Interest in thermoelectric materials (TE) for energy harvesting arises
from their ability to convert thermal power directly into electrical
power without moving parts. This is mediated by the coupling of cur-
rents of entropy IS and electrical charge Iq in the solid, which can cause
a thermally-induced electrical current (Seebeck effect). Under steady
state conditions and the assumption of weak temperature dependence
of the electron chemical potential as well as of the Seebeck coefficient
α, the basic transport equation [1,2] can be expressed by the difference
in temperature ΔT and the electrical voltage U over the thermoelectric
material of cross-sectional area A and length L as follows:

⎜ ⎟
⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠

= + ( )( )I
I

A
L

σ σ α
σ α σ α

U
T·

·
· · Λ · Δ

q

S
2

(1)

The thermoelectric material tensor in Eq. (1) is composed of three
quantities, which are the isothermal electrical conductivity σ, the See-
beck coefficient α and the entropy conductivity at electrical open circuit
Λ (i.e., at vanishing electrical current). Note that each quantity σ, α and

Λ itself is a tensor. The entropy conductivity Λ is related to the tradi-
tional heat conductivity λ by the absolute temperature T, as given in Eq.
(2).

=λ T·Λ (2)

The maximum of the second-law power conversion efficiency ηII,max

is determined solely by the thermoelectric figure-of-merit zT, as given
by Eq. (3), which results from tensor element 22 in the thermoelectric
material tensor in Eq. (1) [1].

= =σ α σ α
λ

TzT ·
Λ

· ·
2 2

(3)

Maximum electrical power output of a thermoelectric material
Pel,max,mat, as shown in Eq. (4), is determined by the geometry (A, L), the
power factor σ · α2 and the temperature difference to the square T(Δ )2.

=P A
L

σα T1
4

· · ·(Δ )el,max,mat
2 2

(4)

The laws of classical physics restrict the scope for enhancing the
power factor σ · α2 and figure-of-merit zT due to the interrelation of the
parameters σ, α and λ. These values depend on the carrier concentration
n and the mobility of the carriers μ, which correlate with each other [3].
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To overcome these limits, several approaches have been postulated
and tested during recent years. Previously, the thermoelectric com-
munity was focused on reducing λ and thereby optimizing zT. This was
performed by tuning the micro- and nanostructure to scatter phonons
on all length scales [7,8]. The best material would possess an all-scale
hierarchical architecture that scatters phonons on the mesoscale by it's
microstructure, on the nanoscale by nanoprecipitates or nanostructures
and on the atomic scale by point defects (co-doping, cross substitution)
[9,10]. The structures should be coherent (endotaxy) and possess
electronic band energies matching those of the host material to avoid
electron scattering, which would result in reduced electron mobility
[11–13].

Recently, more attention has been paid to enhancing the power
factor σ · α2 [14–17]. Carrier concentration engineering and co-doping
can be used to increase the electrical conductivity σ [10]. The ap-
proaches of compositionally alloyed nanostructures and band-structure
engineering are able to increase the Seebeck coefficient α [11,13]. The
most promising approach to enhance the power factor in an almost
temperature-independent manner is band-structure engineering with
resonant levels or resonant impurities and the introduction of addi-
tional electronic bands [14,18]. The goals of this effort are the distor-
tion and increase of the electronic density of states (DOS) in the vicinity
of the Fermi level as much as possible. Hicks and Dresselhaus forecasted
nanostructures such as 2-dimensional (2D) quantum wells and 1D
quantum wires to be suitable for tuning the DOS in the vicinity of the
Fermi level by the aforementioned techniques [19].

1.2. Oxides

State-of-the-art commercially available bulk thermoelectric mate-
rials include alloys, tellurides and half-Heusler or Zintl phases, such as
Bi2Te3 [20], PbTe–PbS [16], SiGe [21], SnSe [22], FeNbSb [17] and
Yb14MnSb11 [23]. These materials exhibit inferior stability at high
temperature and in oxidizing atmospheres, are toxic, or include ex-
pensive and rare elements. However, thermoelectric oxides are ex-
pected to be viable materials for addressing these problems due to their
benefits, such as non-toxicity, mechanical, thermal and chemical sta-
bility at high temperatures in air [24–26].

Recently, a new thermoelectric oxide material was discovered:
BiCuSeO oxyselenides possess excellent thermoelectric properties in the
moderate-temperature range (up to 650 °C), being comparable to alloys,
Half-Heusler and Zintl phase materials [27–29]. However, BiCuSeO
oxyselenides are not stable at high temperatures under oxidizing con-
ditions [30]. In terms of the figure-of-merit zT, oxides which are stable
in air cannot compete with other material classes. For this reason, the
development of oxides should focus on high power factors and electrical
conductivity, to enhance the electrical power output of thermoelectric
generators at high temperatures. Narducci postulated that if an infinite
heat source is available for thermoelectric energy conversion, a high
power factor and a moderate heat conductivity are beneficial for high
electrical power outputs [31].

The layer-structured cobalt oxide Ca3Co4O9 (CCO), based on CaO,
has already been investigated and sustains high temperatures up to
1198 K [32–34]. CCO possesses a monoclinic crystal structure formed
by a misfit-layered structure of a CdI2-type CoO2 subsystem with a
triangular lattice and a layered rock-salt subsystem of three Ca2CoO3

units, which alternate along the c-axis. The two subsystems of the
monoclinic system have different b-axis parameters and form an in-
commensurate structure, as shown in Fig. 1a [4]. The synthesis of
doped CCO via the well known sol–gel technique, reveals several ad-
vantages such as homogeneity, grain size and stoichiometric control
[33]. The layered crystal structure affects also grain shape and has
significant impact on anisotropy, degree of compacting and thereby on
thermoelectric properties, especially on isothermal electrical con-
ductivity and heat conductivity.

In this work, sol–gel synthesis is used as a “bottom-up” technique to

co-dope Na, Bi and Tb to the Ca-site of the Ca2CoO3 subsystem, which is
visualized in Fig. 1a. Table S 1† in the supplementary information
shows the ionic radii of the substituted elements and dopants. Ac-
cording to the similarity of the ionic radii, doping should be possible.
Co-doping can adjust carrier concentrations and introduce resonant
impurities to enhance the thermoelectric properties σ and α. According
to Eq. (4), this directly improves the electrical power outputs of the
obtained materials. Thus, σ can be enhanced by Na and Bi doping
[10,35,36], while α can be improved by rare-earth doping (Tb) due to
the hybridization of electronic bands with sp character [13,26,37,38].

Increasing the doping level of Na and Bi leads to the formation of a
triple-phase nanocomposite of co-doped CCO, NaxCoO2 (NCO) and
Bi2Ca2Co2O9 (BCCO). NCO and BCCO also have monoclinic misfit-
layered crystal structures, revealed in Fig. 1b and c, which are com-
parable to that of CCO [4,6,39,40]. The three structures simply differ in
stacking and composition of the rock salt layer. Compared to CCO,
BCCO possesses a higher α but a lower σ and NCO vice versa [6,41,42].
Overall, a nanocomposite (CCO–NCO–BCCO) of a co-doped CCO phase
and “compositionally alloyed nanostructures” [10] of NCO and BCCO
with partially coherent layered structures promise enhanced thermo-
electric properties compared to those of the single materials. The for-
mation of a high power triple-phase nanocomposite stabilizes the NCO
and BCCO phases at elevated temperatures and hence enables appli-
cation in thermoelectric generators for energy conversion.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Synthesis

Different elements like Li, Ce, Sm and Yb next to Na, Bi and Tb were
tested as dopants for CCO. The best combination was found to be Na, Bi
and Tb. Na, Bi and Tb co-doped CCO powders were synthesized via a
sol–gel route, which provides fine-grained particles of homogenous
composition as described by [43] for perovskites and by [33] for pure
CCO. Calcium(II) nitrate tetrahydrate 99.98%, cobalt(II) nitrate hex-
ahydrate ACS 98–102.00%, bismuth(III) nitrate hydrate 99.999%, ter-
bium(III) nitrate hydrate 99.9% and sodium nitrate ≥99.5% from Alfa
Aesar were used as sources. The calcined powder samples were uni-
axially cold pressed at 200MPa and pressurelessly sintered in air for
20 h at 1173 K. Reference samples of CCO, BCCO and NCO phases were
cold pressed at 200MPa and sintered for 10 h at 1173, 1123 and
1073 K, respectively. Table 1 shows the stoichiometry and abbreviation
of synthesized samples. All steps, synthesis, calcination and sintering,
were conducted under ambient air conditions.

2.2. Microstructure analysis

The phase compositions of the synthesized powders and sintered
ceramics were characterized via X-ray diffraction (XRD) using a Bruker
D8 Advance with Cu-Kα radiation. Microstructural characterization and
elemental analysis of polished ceramic samples were performed using a
JEOL JSM-6700F field-emission scanning electron microscope (FE-
SEM) equipped with an Oxford Instruments INCA 300 (energy-dis-
persive X-ray spectroscopy, EDXS). Transmission electron microscopy
(TEM) was performed at 200 kV using a JEOL JEM-2100F-UHR
equipped with an Oxford Instruments INCA 300 (EDXS) for elemental
analysis. Elemental distribution information of analyzed materials were
obtained from Na–Kα, Ca–Kα, Bi–Lα, Co–Kα, Tb–Lα and O–Kα transitions.
Density and porosity were measured by Archimedes method (ISO
5018:1983) using isopropanol. Density values were averaged from 3
measurements with less than 2% deviation. The heat capacity CP, was
estimated by differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) with a Netzsch
STA 409 PC/PG in a synthetic air atmosphere with a flow of
30mLmin−1 and a heating rate of 5 Kmin−1 within the range of
313–1173 K.
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2.3. Measurement of thermoelectric properties

To investigate the thermoelectric properties of the manufactured
oxide materials, σ, α and λ were measured as functions of temperature
and pressing direction. To obtain a large ceramic sample (CCO-30-35-6,
30-35-8 and 30-35-10), the green body was pressed at 200MPa using a
16mm die and reground and pressed again, followed by a sintering
process of 20 h at 1173 K. Samples were cut from large ceramic pellets
(cylindrical, 16mm×16mm) in bar shape
(10mm×1.2mm×1.2mm and 10mm×2.5mm×2.5mm) parallel
and perpendicular to the pressing direction. The σ values were esti-
mated by a pseudo 4-point measurement at equilibrium conditions,
utilizing a horizontal three-heating-zone tube furnace from Carbolite
Gero EVZ 12/450B and a home-made measurement cell. The α values
were measured using a ProboStat A setup from NorECs at equilibrium
conditions in a furnace from Elite Thermal Systems Ltd. The values
were logged using KEITHLEY 2100 61

2
Digital Multimeters. Data were

acquired and converted using Lab VIEW software. The measurements of
σ and α (heated to 1073 K and measured down with equilibrium at
every temperature) were repeated from samples cut perpendicular and
parallel to the pressing direction with less than 5% deviation. The un-
certainties of 5 and 2% for α and of 10 and 4% for the power factor (the
latter obtained from samples cut parallel to the pressing direction),
were averaged from 5 values. The values of λ were estimated using
λ=D · CP · ρ and a LFA 457 MicroFlash laser flash setup from Netzsch
under synthetic air atmosphere. Measurements of the thermal diffu-
sivity D, averaged from 3 values, showed less than 5% deviation.
Accordingly, the uncertainties for the zT value were calculated to be 10
and 5% (the latter obtained from samples cut parallel to the pressing
direction). More details are given in the supporting information†.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Composition of triple-phase nanocomposites

The XRD patterns of all three phases (CCO, NCO, BCCO) within the
triple-phase nanocomposite are shown as individual references in
Fig. 2a–c. With increasing doping level above the solubility limit of the
CCO matrix, the formation of a composite material consisting of CCO,
NCO and BCCO phases during sintering at 1173 K was enabled, as

Fig. 1. Crystal structures of (a) Ca3Co4O9 (CCO), (b) NaxCoO2 (NCO) and (c) Bi2Ca2Co2O9 (BCCO) along the a-axis. The ions involved are indicated by spheres of
different size and colour: cobalt (small) in blue and turquoise, oxygen (large) in red, calcium (medium) in grey, bismuth (large) in green and sodium (large) in orange.
Note b1 and b2 in (a), (b) form an irrational ratio, and the aperiodic crystal structure is described by superspace groups. Crystal structure data were taken from [4–6].
(For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Table 1
Stoichiometry and abbreviation of synthesized nanocomposites
(CCO-30-35-6, CCO-30-35-8, CCO-30-35-10) and reference samples
(CCO, BCCO, NCO).

Stoichiometry Abbreviation

Ca3Co4O9 CCO
NaxCoO2 NCO
Bi2Ca2Co2O9 BCCO
Ca2.29Na0.3Bi0.35Tb0.06Co4O9 CCO-30-35-6
Ca2.27Na0.3Bi0.35Tb0.08Co4O9 CCO-30-35-8
Ca2.25Na0.3Bi0.35Tb0.1Co4O9 CCO-30-35-10

Fig. 2. X-ray diffraction patterns of ceramic samples: (a) CCO (taken from
[33]), (b) NCO, (c) BCCO, (d) CCO-30-35-6, (e) CCO-30-35-8, (f) CCO-30-35-
10 (perpendicular to pressing direction), (g) CCO-30-35-10 (parallel to pressing
direction). CCO (green) and BCCO (blue) reflections were indexed in super-
space group Cm (0 1 – p 0, equivalent to Bm (0 0 γ), no. 8.3 [44,40]). NCO (red)
reflections were indexed in superspace group C2/m [6]. The main NCO re-
flections (001-1 and 22-1-1, 200-1, 110-1) overlap with CCO (green) reflec-
tions. Difference in texture was obtained from samples, which were cut per-
pendicular (d–f) and parallel to the pressing direction (g). Additional XRD
patterns of NCO and BCCO are given in S1†. (For interpretation of the refer-
ences to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of
this article.)
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shown in Fig. 2d–g.
As the Tb content was increased, the ceramics became slightly more

textured and oriented compared with the CCO reference in Fig. 2a
(weaker 0020, 2010 and stronger 0040, 0050 CCO reflections). Fur-
thermore, the reflections were less shifted to lower angles with in-
creasing Tb-content. Hence, Tb was assumed to facilitate the formation
of the CCO–NCO–BCCO nanocomposite, and smaller amounts of Bi
were integrated into the CCO structure. Reflections of the NCO (001-1)
and BCCO (0040, 0050) phases can be found within the nanocompo-
sites, as shown in Fig. 2d–g. Depending on the direction of cold pressing
and cutting of the ceramic green body, different texture was obtained,
as displayed in Fig. 2d–f (perpendicular) and Fig. 2g (parallel). Parallel
to the direction of cold pressing of the green body, the ceramic showed
a more variegated mixture of reflections from different planes, although
the reflections 00l0 (0020, 0030, 0040, etc.) remained the most intense.

Supplementing the XRD patterns, microstructural characterization
by SEM revealed the NCO phase and confirmed the CCO and BCCO
phases within the composite material. The microstructure of NCO and
BCCO phases are displayed in Fig. S 2†, while SEM micrographs and
elemental distributions of polished cross-sections of CCO–NCO–BCCO
nanocomposites are shown in Fig. 3. The representation of the ele-
mental Tb content in the SEM mappings was resigned due to the
homogenous distribution on the microscale and therefore missing sci-
entific information. Values of the density of NCO and BCCO are given in
Table 2. Co-doping with Na, Bi and Tb resulted in a nanocomposite
material of CCO, BCCO and NCO grains with pores in between. In-
creasing the doping level of Tb led to the formation of a denser

nanocomposite, as shown in Fig. 3a–f, and subsequently decreased
porosity, given in Table 2. This porosity has a strong impact on thermal
and electrical conductivity, because both values are decreasing with
increased thermal and electrical contact resistances [33,34]. The values
of both, thermal and electrical conductivity, are also influenced by the
degree of grain orientation, since the grains have anisotropic transport
characteristics. Moreover, the higher the grain orientation, the lower is
the porosity.

The CCO-30-35-10 nanocomposite was further examined by TEM.
Fig. 4a–f identifies semi-coherently aligned 2D nanostructures. The
material was pervaded by NCO, BCCO and CCO 2D layers, revealed in
Fig. 4a and b. These layers were homogeneously distributed throughout
the material, alternating in thickness and sequence. As shown in Fig. 4b
and c, the different layers were co-doped with Na, Bi and Tb in the CCO
phase, Ca, Bi and Tb in the NCO phase, and Na and Tb in the BCCO
phase, respectively. The Tb content was enriched in the CCO and BCCO,
while decreased in the NCO phase.

These co-doped layers of NCO and BCCO seemed to be stabilized at
high temperatures by the interdiffusion of the doped elements and
surrounding phases, represented in the linescan of Fig. 4c. The NCO
phase, not implemented in the nanocomposite, exhibited the lowest
chemical and thermal stability at high temperatures. As illustrated in
Fig. 5a, the NCO reference phase began decomposing in air at ap-
proximately 963 K. Although, the interdiffusion of Ca, Bi and Tb, as
shown in Fig. 4c, could stabilize this phase (Bi and Tb may occupy Na
positions). The effect of the interdiffusion of Ca into the NCO phase also
seemed to depend on its thickness and surroundings. Fig. 4d–f reveals
the three feasible heterophase interfaces, BCCO–CCO, CCO–NCO and
BCCO–NCO within the nanocomposite. The different phases grew semi-
coherently on each other, facilitated by their similar, layered structure.
The lattice parameters, given in Table 3, show similar values for the a-
axis, while the c-parameter within the different phases was slightly
lower than a multiple of the c-parameter in NCO. The NCO phase also
exhibited areas of amorphous-like character with many defects, as
displayed in Fig. 4f. This phase was naturally less stable, but the
amorphous-like phase formation could be either attributed to very thin
layers, a cation-deficient metastable phase or damage from Ar-ion
polishing during specimen preparation. Analyzes from SEM and TEM,
as shown in Figs. 3 and 4, revealed structures on the micro- and na-
noscale. Fig. 4c confirmed point defects on the atomic scale, which
were introduced by interdiffusion and co-doping. Overall, structural
investigations verified an all-scale hierarchical structure of the nano-
composites. Hence, phonons could be scattered on the microscale, na-
noscale and atomic scale, while at the same time, semi-coherently
aligned, misfit-layered materials were present as shown.

3.2. Thermoelectric properties

The thermoelectric properties of reference NCO and BCCO materials
are shown in Fig. 5. The NCO material shows a high electrical con-
ductivity of 142 S cm−1 at 963 K, but low Seebeck coefficient of
175 μVK−1 at 873 K. The NCO material decomposes at about 963 K in
air, leading to a decreased conductivity. In contrast to this, the BCCO
material has a high Seebeck coefficient of 274 μVK−1 at 973 K, but a
low electrical conductivity of 18 S cm−1 at 1023 K. The BCCO material
is stable up to 1023 K in air.

The thermoelectric properties of CCO and nanocomposites are based
on an anisotropic character, as shown in Fig. 6. This anisotropy is
caused by the crystal structures of the three basic materials CCO, NCO
and BCCO, as illustrated in Fig. 1a–c, and by compression and sintering,
which led to grain orientation, as shown in Figs. 2, 3 and 4. The ther-
moelectric properties σ, α and power factor of CCO and the nano-
composite ceramics, are illustrated in Fig. 6a and b as a function of
temperature and depend on the pressing direction. The trend for σ for
all samples, displayed in Fig. 6b, was almost constant throughout the
temperature range and reached 116 S cm−1 at 1073 K for CCO-30-35-

Fig. 3. Cross-sectional SEM micrographs and EDXS elemental distributions of
CCO–NCO–BCCO nanocomposite ceramics: (a, b) CCO-30-35-6; (c, d) CCO-30-
35-8; (e, f) CCO-30-35-10. The CCO phase is dominated by Ca (green), the NCO
phase by Na (red) and the BCCO phase by Bi (blue). The direction of uniaxial
cold pressing is indicated by black arrows. Additional SEM sites of NCO and
BCCO are shown in Fig. S 2†. (For interpretation of the references to color in
this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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10 perpendicular to the pressing direction. The σ values of CCO and of
CCO-30-35-10 were also measured parallel to the pressing direction and
reached 48 S cm−1 and 51 S cm−1, respectively, at 1073 K. These ma-
terials showed similar behavior because of the enhanced orientation
and nanocomposite composition in CCO-30-35-10. As shown in Fig. 3,
the nanocomposite ceramics contained not only a Na, Bi and Tb co-
doped CCO phase, but also NCO phase [6,45], which is electrically
highly conductive, as indicated in Fig. 5a. It is concluded, that the in-
corporated and stabilized, co-doped NCO phase further increased the σ
value of the nanocomposite material. Both, the formation of a BCCO
phase, which has a high α value [41,42], as illustrated in Fig. 5b, and
the integration of Bi and Tb [38] at Ca-site positions, increased the α
value of the nanocomposite. The NCO and BCCO materials show in-
ferior stability at temperatures above 963 and 1023 K in air, respec-
tively, as shown in Fig. 5. However, the incorporation of NCO and
BCCO into a stable matrix like CCO stabilized these materials at high
temperatures (above 963 K, 1023 K) in air. As long as nanocomposites
are used up to 1073 K, they show good cycle stability. A different

manuscript, which addresses stability and thermoelectric generators is
going to be published soon. The generators were annealed at least two
times up to 1073 K and subsequently tested from 973 to 1173 K in air.
The results were stable and in accordance with the thermoelectric
properties of the single materials. For this reason, the microstructure of
the nanocomposites is assumed to be stable and unchanged. The be-
havior of α for all nanocomposites, shown in Fig. 6a, was likewise si-
milar, starting from different values and increased with temperature,
reaching 236 and 250 μV K−1 at 1073 K for a CCO-30-35-10 nano-
composite ceramic perpendicular and parallel to the pressing direction,
respectively. The absolute values of σ for the different materials in-
creased with doping content of Tb. The simultaneous increases in σ and
α indicate an increased charge carrier density n and carrier mobility μ in
the nanocomposite ceramics. The impact of Bi on the thermoelectric
properties of c-axis-oriented CCO thin films was reported by Sun et al.
[46], and Saini et al. [38] showed that Tb-doping increased the value of
μ.

Table 2
Density and porosity of reference ceramics (CCO, NCO, BCCO) and nanocomposite ceramics. References were sintered for 10 h at 1173, 1123, 1073 K and nano-
composites for 20 h at 1173 K. Values of the density were measured using ISO (International Organization for Standardization) 5018:1983. Reference values for CCO
are taken from [33]. True density of composite ceramics is unknown.

Material abbreviation Bulk density (g cm−3) True density (g cm−3) Open porosity (%) True porosity (%) Closed porosity (%) Theoretical density (%)

CCO 3.2 ± 0.1 4.68 33.3 ± 0.7 33.5 ± 1.1 0.2 ± 0.7 67.7 ± 1.5
NCO 3.2 ± 0.0 4.65 15.7 ± 2.6 30.6 ± 0.2 14.9 ± 2.8 69.4 ± 0.0
BCCO 5.5 ± 0.0 6.82 1.6 ± 0.9 19.8 ± 0.6 18.1 ± 0.4 80.2 ± 0.0
CCO-30-35-6 3.9 ± 0.0 21.5 ± 0.3
CCO-30-35-8 3.9 ± 0.0 22.1 ± 0.9
CCO-30-35-10 3.9 ± 0.0 19.2 ± 0.7

Fig. 4. TEM analysis of a CCO-30-35-10 nanocomposite ceramic: (a, b) Scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) dark-field micrograph and EDXS ele-
mental distribution (more detail in Fig. S 3, 4†). The CCO phase is dominated by Ca, the NCO phase by Na and the BCCO phase by Bi. (c) Linescan of 5.7 nm point-to-
point distance of the elemental distribution of Na (red), Ca (green), Bi (blue), Tb (black) and Co (turquoise) in the area shown in (b) and along the indicated dotted
line. (d–f) High-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) micrographs of the heteromaterial interfaces BCCO–CCO, CCO–NCO and BCCO–NCO. Insets
show the reduced fast Fourier transformation (rFFT), which are shown in more detail in Fig. S 5†. Additional TEM sites are shown in Figs. S 6–8†. (For interpretation
of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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3.3. Challenges in manufacturing

The manufacturing of a large, crack-free and homogeneous ceramic
sample from uniaxially pressing and pressureless sintering in air, in
order to measure the transport properties parallel to the pressing di-
rection, is challenging. For this reason, thermoelectric properties par-
allel to the pressing direction were solely reported for the CCO-30-35-
10 sample, which showed best values perpendicular to the pressing
direction. In previous reports about the anisotropic properties of CCO,
large and dense materials were obtained from cold isostatically pressing
(CIP) [48], spark plasma sintering (SPS) [49] and hot-pressing (HP)
[50,51].

3.4. Figure-of-merit zT vs. Ioffe plot

The zT values of CCO and CCO-30-35-10 nanocomposite, shown in

Fig. 6d, were determined according to Eq. (3), from the calculated
power factor and the corresponding values of the heat conductivity λ
perpendicular and parallel to the pressing direction, respectively. The λ
values of the CCO-30-35-10 nanocomposite, as shown in Fig. 6c,
reached 1.96 and 1.1Wm−1 K−1, respectively, at 1073 K perpendicular
and parallel to the pressing direction. The anisotropy in the thermal
transport properties is illustrated by the difference of the heat con-
ductivity perpendicular and parallel to the pressing direction. Fig. S 9†
illustrates the measured values of the heat capacity CP as a function of
temperature in the range from 313 K to 1173 K. The heat capacity
CP reached approximately 0.83 J K−1 g−1 at 1073 K for a CCO-30-35-10
nanocomposite. The trend and values of CP as a function of temperature
were similar to the values for pure CCO reported by Jankovsky et al.
[52] and were consistent with phononic Debye–Einstein behavior. Va-
lues of the figure-of-merit zT at 1073 K, as shown in Fig. 6d, were as
follows: 0.4 (parallel to the pressing direction, CCO), 0.35 (perpendi-
cular, CCO-30-35-10) and 0.31 (parallel, CCO-30-35-10). A very low
heat conductivity λ, which is given in Fig. 6c, led to a high zT value of
CCO in the direction parallel to the pressing direction. However, CCO
shows low values in the Ioffe plot of Fig. 6b of both thermoelectric
power factor σ · α2 and electrical conductivity σ [33], which is detri-
mental for power generation.

The thermoelectric power factor of nanocomposites, calculated from
σ and α perpendicular and parallel to the pressing direction, is shown in
a Ioffe plot in Fig. 6b as a function of the electrical conductivity. The
Ioffe plot is suitable to estimate the capability of a thermoelectric ma-
terial in power generation applications, due to the combined pre-
sentation of electrical conductivity σ and the power factor σ · α2 [47]. A
large improvement was observed due to the simultaneous enhancement
of σ and α by Na, Bi and Tb co-doping and the formation of a nano-
composite material, which is, according to Eq. (4), beneficial for power
generation. The thermoelectric power factor of the CCO-30-35-10 na-
nocomposite, represented in Fig. 6b, reached 6.5 and 3.2 μWcm−1 K−2

at 1073 K, perpendicular and parallel to the pressing direction, re-
spectively. The consideration of all parameters within the figure-of-
merit zT, according to Eq. (3), conceals the specific properties of the
materials, a thermal isolator with low electrical conductivity can pro-
vide a high zT value. However, a thermal isolator, which has a high
figure-of-merit zT, but poor electrical properties, is not useful for high
electrical power generation. The Ioffe plot, illustrated in Fig. 6b, which
considers the thermoelectric power factor and the electrical con-
ductivity, is more appropriate according to Eq. (4), to evaluate the
applicability of a material for high-temperature power generation.

3.5. Comparison and evaluation

Nanocomposites from pressureless sintering in air exhibited similar
trends of the heat conductivity λ, but absolute values of 1.83, 1.79 and
1.96Wm−1 K−1 at 1073 K differed, as shown in Fig. 6c. Solely based on
this figure, the inclusions of NCO and BCCO appear to enhance the
thermal conductivity. However, dense CCO materials from SPS [49]
and HP [50] showed much higher λ values of 3.0 and 2.8Wm−1 K−1

perpendicular to the pressing direction than dense nanocomposites
presumably would. As a result, different microstructures, values of
density and electrical conductivity of the pure CCO and CCO–N-
CO–BCCO nanocomposite ceramics make a comparison difficult. As
shown in Fig. 6c, the nanocomposite revealed a λ value of
1.1Wm−1 K−1 at 1073 K parallel to the pressing direction. Previous
reports about anisotropic transport properties in highly oriented CCO
revealed a heat conductivity of 1.5 and 1.2Wm−1 K−1 parallel to the
pressing direction [49,50]. Concerning the electrical conductivity σ and
the Seebeck coefficient α, Nong et al. were able to enhance σ to about
130 S cm−1 and α to approximately 235 μVK−1 at 1073 K perpendi-
cular to the pressing direction by co-doping with Ag, Lu and spark
plasma sintering of a dense material [26]. Saini et al. showed a sig-
nificant increase in α by Tb-doping up to 325 μV K−1 at 800 K for a

Fig. 5. Thermoelectric parameters of NCO (pentagon, red) and BCCO (circle,
blue) as a function of temperature in air: (a) Isothermal electrical conductivity
σ, direction of heating, cooling, start of NCO decomposition and highest value
of NCO before decomposition are indicated. (b) Seebeck coefficient α. Samples
were cut and measured perpendicular to the pressing direction. Uncertainties
are indicated by error bars. (For interpretation of the references to color in this
figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Table 3
Lattice parameters (in Å) of the CCO, NCO and BCCO phases at the interfaces
BCCO–CCO, BCCO–NCO and CCO–NCO within a CCO-30-35-10 nanocompo-
site, as analyzed by HRTEM (Fig. 4). Values were measured from reduced fast
Fourier transformations (rFFT). Semi-coherent lattice parameters are in bold.

Interfaces

(1) BCCO–CCO (3) BCCO–NCO (2) CCO–NCO

BCCO c=15.02 b1= 3.13, c=14.81
CCO a=5.11, b2= 4.55 c=10.67

c=10.96
NCO a=5.26, c=5.47 a=5.07, b1= 2.82

c=5.74
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Ca3−xTbxCo4O9, x=0.5 ceramic, perpendicular to the pressing direc-
tion [38]. By comparing the thermoelectric properties of the stacked 2D
nanocomposite with the aforementioned reports, further improvements
could be achieved with enhanced density, for example by utilization of
alternative processing techniques. However, the comparison of the
anisotropic thermoelectric properties of manufactured nanocomposites
with CCO-based materials from literature is difficult. According to the
used synthesis route and processing technique, the obtained properties
like density, microstructure and degree of orientation of the materials
are different. As a consequence, the obtained thermoelectric properties
of these materials can not be easily compared to each other.

The pure phases of CCO [49], NCO [53] and BCCO [41] show a
thermoelectric power factor of about 5, 3 and 1 μWcm−1 K−2 at
1073 K, 900 K and 1000 K, respectively. These lower values of the
thermoelectric power factors, compared to the triple-phase CCO–N-
CO–BCCO nanocomposite, were obtained from much higher poly-
crystalline bulk densities of 96–99%.

Strong anisotropy was also observed for σ and α, however, the va-
lues perpendicular and parallel to the pressing direction were enhanced
due to co-doping and composite formation. The highest power factor
and zT value were obtained perpendicular to the pressing direction for
the CCO-30-35-10 nanocomposite. The high thermoelectric power
factor σ · α2, electrical conductivity σ, shown in the Ioffe plot in Fig. 6b,
and the moderate heat conductivity λ are beneficial for power gen-
eration at high temperatures from infinite heat sources [31]. Thermo-
electric materials should be designed and utilized in consideration of
their application area, for example high energy conversion efficiency or
high power generation. In this work, a high power material of semi-
coherent 2D nanostructures was developed. This triple-phase nano-
composite has simultaneously enhanced thermoelectric properties and
is applicable in the high-temperature range in air for thermoelectric
power generation.

4. Conclusions

A material design of semi-coherently layered 2D nanostructures
appears promising. Co-doping with suitable dopants can enhance the
thermoelectric properties, but a triple-phase nanocomposite of co-
doped phases provides synergistic effects and increases the thermo-
electric properties. The formation of semi-coherent 2D nanostructures
enabled the simultaneous enhancement of the thermoelectric properties
σ and α. The BCCO and NCO phases are stabilized at elevated tem-
peratures within a co-doped CCO–NCO–BCCO nanocomposite and
beneficial properties were extended to the high-temperature range. The
integration of materials that are unstable at high temperatures into a
stable matrix could utilize synergistic effects and presents new alter-
natives in material development. The high electrical conductivity and
power factor, revealed by the Ioffe plot, offer the application in a
thermoelectric generator for waste heat recovery at high temperatures
in air. The evaluation of thermoelectric materials for power generation
at high temperatures should be discussed critically, since the figure-of-
merit zT is misleading to determine the applicability. The Ioffe plot,
which shows the thermoelectric power factor as a function of the
electrical conductivity, is more suitable to evaluate the ability for high-
temperature power generation.
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1

1 Supplementary
Schemes, diagrams both SEM and TEM micrographs were created using Orig-
inPro 9.1G, ImageJ, Diamond and Digital Micrograph. Figures were arranged,
merged and saved using PowerPoint 2010 and Photoshop CS5. Table S 1 shows
the ionic radii of the substituted elements and inserted dopants. According to the
similarity of the ionic radii of the elements used, doping should be possible. The
XRD patterns of the NaxCoO2 (NCO) and Bi2Ca2Co2O9 (BCCO) phases, shown
in Figure S 1 refer to Figure 2 in the main text. A step size of 0.003942, a time
per step of 1.1 seconds, a voltage of 40 kV and a current of 40 mA were used in
the XRD experiments. Pure NCO and nearly pure BCCO phases were subjected
to SEM and elemental distribution analyses of polished cross-sections, as shown
in Figure S 2a-d. Vibration-polished cross-section specimens were prepared by a
multistep (30 µm, 15 µm, 6 µm, 3 µm and 1 µm diamond lapping films) polish-
ing program using a Techprep from Allied - High Tech Products, Inc., followed
by vibration polishing using a Buehler Vibromet-2 and a 50 nm colloidal alumina
suspension. TEM specimens were prepared similar to SEM specimens and put
on a TEM grid. The specimens were pinched out using a precision ion polishing
system (Ar-ion) Model 691 from Gatan. The BCCO phase decomposes at approx-
imately 1023 K, and Ca-containing phases are formed; see Figure S 1 [1]. Figure
S 3 gives detailed elemental distribution information referring to Figure 4a-c in
the main document. The interdiffusion of Ca into the NCO phase is clearer, and
the very thin layers of NCO and BCCO are clearly visible in the Na, Ca and Bi
signals shown in Figure S 3d-f. The insets of Figure 4d-f in the main document are
enlarged for a better readability in Figure S 4a-f. Additional TEM micrographs
of other sites of the CCO-30-35-10 nanocomposite ceramic are shown in Figures
S 5, 6 and 7. These other sites clarify the composition and thickness of differ-
ent layers within the material. These sequences continue throughout the ceramic.
Comparing Figure S 5 and Figure S 6 shows that the amount of interdiffusion of
Ca into the NCO phase is not constant, suggesting that the degree of interdiffusion
might also depends on thickness and surroundings (e.g., being embedded between
BCCO phases). Figure S 8 illustrates the measured heat capacities CP of CCO and
nanocomposite ceramics as a function of temperature in the range from 313 K to
1173 K. The CP values reached approximately 0.83 J · g-1 · K-1 at 1073 K for
a CCO-30-35-10 nanocomposite ceramic. The nanocomposite ceramics showed
only small differences in CP from those of undoped CCO. The system was cali-
brated and the sapphire method was used. The sensitivity S and heat capacity CP
were calculated as described by Jankovsky et al. [2]. Samples of bar geometry were
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2

cut from a ceramic pellet using an O’Well model 3242 precision vertical diamond
wire saw.

1.1 Figures
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Figure S 1: XRD patterns of NCO and BCCO with indexed reflections according
to superspace group C2/m [3] and P2/m [4]. NCO and BCCO were obtained after
sintering at 1073 and 1123 K for 10 hours, respectively.
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Figure S 2: SEM cross-sectional micrographs and EDXS elemental distributions
of a, b) BCCO ceramic (Ca-green, Bi-blue and Co-red) and c, d) NCO ceramic
(Na-green and Co-red).
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Figure S 3: TEM analysis of a CCO-30-35-10 nanocomposite ceramic, supple-
menting Figure 4a-c) of the main document. a, b) STEM dark-field micrograph
and EDXS elemental distribution of the region shown. c) Linescan of the elemen-
tal distribution of Na (red), Ca (green), Bi (blue), Tb (black) and Co (turquoise)
shown in b). Along the indicated direction (dotted line), different phases and their
compositions along the linescan are indicated. d-i) Detailed elemental distribution
information for Na, Ca, Bi, Co, Tb and O.
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Figure S 4: Enlarged presentation of reduced fast Fourier transformations in insets
of Figure 4d-f) showing the TEM analysis of a CCO-30-35-10 nanocomposite
ceramic: a, b) BCCO-CCO-interface; c, d) CCO-NCO-interface; and e, f) BCCO-
NCO-interface with indicated lattice parameters of a (green), b (blue) and c (red).
BCCO-CCO: BCCO - c= 15.02 Å, CCO - a= 5.11 Å, b2= 4.55 Å, c= 10.96 Å
CCO-NCO: CCO - c= 10.67 Å, NCO - a= 5.07 Å, b1= 2.82 Å, c= 5.74 Å
BCCO-NCO: BCCO - b1= 3.13 Å, c= 14.81 Å, NCO - a= 5.26 Å, c= 5.47 Å
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Figure S 5: TEM analysis of a second site of a CCO-30-35-10 nanocomposite
ceramic, a, b) STEM dark-field micrograph and EDXS elemental distribution of
the area shown. c) Linescan of the elemental distribution of Na (red), Ca (green),
Bi (blue), Tb (black) and Co (turquoise) shown in b). Along the indicated direc-
tion (dotted line), different phases and their compositions along the linescan are
indicated. d-i) Detailed elemental distribution information for Na, Ca, Bi, Co, Tb
and O.
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Figure S 6: TEM analysis of a third site of a CCO-30-35-10 nanocomposite ce-
ramic, a, b) STEM dark-field micrograph and EDXS elemental distribution of the
area shown. c) Linescan of the elemental distribution of Na (red), Ca (green), Bi
(blue), Tb (black) and Co (turquoise) shown in b). Along the indicated direction
(dotted line), different phases and their compositions along the linescan are indi-
cated. d-i) Detailed elemental distribution information for Na, Ca, Bi, Co, Tb and
O.
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Figure S 7: TEM analysis of a fourth site of a CCO-30-35-10 nanocomposite ce-
ramic, a, b) STEM dark-field micrograph and EDXS elemental distribution of the
area shown. c) Linescan of the elemental distribution of Na (red), Ca (green), Bi
(blue), Tb (black) and Co (turquoise) shown in b). Along the indicated direction
(dotted line), different phases and their compositions along the linescan are indi-
cated. d-i) Detailed elemental distribution information for Na, Ca, Bi, Co, Tb and
O.
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Figure S 8: Heat capacity CP as a function of temperature of CCO (squares, green,
taken from [5]), CCO-30-35-6 (diamonds, turquoise), CCO-30-35-8 (hexagons,
orange) and CCO-30-35-10 (inverted triangles, black) ceramics.
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1.2 Tables

Table S 1: Ionic radii of cations and dopants in Ca3-x-y-zNaxBiyTbzCo4O9
[6].

Element Ca Na Bi Tb Co
coordination number 6 6 6 6 8

ionic charge +2 +1 +3 +3 +4 +3 +4
ionic radii / Å 1.12 1.18 1.17 1.04 0.88 0.61 0.53
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Abstract
Ceramic composites composed of oxide materials have been synthesized by reaction sintering of  Ca3Co4O9 with BiCuSeO 
nanosheets. In situ x-ray diffraction and thermogravimetric analyses of the compound powders were conducted to understand 
the phase transformations during heating up to 1173 K. Further thermogravimetric analyses investigated the thermal stability 
of the composites and the completion of reaction sintering. The microstructure of the formed phases after reaction sinter-
ing and the composition of the composites were investigated for varying mixtures. Depending on the amount of BiCuSeO  
used, the phases present and their composition differed, having a significant impact on the thermoelectric properties. The 
increase of the electrical conductivity at a simultaneously high Seebeck coefficient resulted in a large power factor of  
5.4 �W  cm−1  K−2, more than twice that of pristine  Ca3Co4O9.

Keywords Thermoelectrics · composites · Ca3Co4O9 · BiCuSeO · oxides

Introduction

Thermoelectric Principles

Thermoelectricity is the conversion of thermal energy into 
electrical energy and vice versa. As one method of energy 
harvesting, the thermoelectric effect can help in the face 
of limited resources and a growing need for sustainable 
energy. To utilize thermoelectricity to a greater extent, fur-
ther improvements regarding the power output and conver-
sion efficiency of thermoelectric materials are necessary. 
The basic principles of thermoelectric energy conversion in 
a material are described by the transport equation in Eq. 1.1–3

This integral form of the transport equation includes the 
coupling of the electrical charge Iq and entropy IS currents 
of a material with a cross-sectional area A and a length L. 
A thermally induced electrical current emerges due to the 
electrical potential difference �� and the temperature differ-
ence �T . The magnitude of the electrical current depends on 
three material parameters, viz. the electrical conductivity � , 
the Seebeck coefficient � , and the electrically open-circuited 
entropy conductivity ΛOC . All three parameters as well as 
their relationship with the heat conductivity �OC appear in 
Eq. 2, which defines the figure of merit f 3,4 or zT.3,5

The figure of merit of a thermoelectric material reflects the 
maximum energy conversion efficiency, while the power fac-
tor PF = � ⋅ �2 dominates the maximum electrical power 
output.6 Especially for high-temperature applications, where 
the provided heat is abundant, the power factor is at least 
equally important as the figure of merit.7
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Thermoelectric Materials

Many different material classes compete with or com-
plement each other in thermoelectrics. Tellurides,8 skut-
terudites,9 half-Heusler compounds,10 Zintl phases,11 
 polymers12 as well as  oxides13 are among the most promi-
nent ones. This work focuses on oxides and oxyselenides 
as components for thermoelectric composites. The greatest 
advantage of oxides in comparison with most other materi-
als is their high thermal stability in air, which is important 
for actual applications.6 Within the class of p-type oxides, 
 Ca3Co4O9 (CCO) is nearly uncontested with respect to 
its thermoelectric performance. Its thermal stability up to 
1220 K in  air14 allows applications at high temperature, 
and its thermoelectric properties originate from the lay-
ered structure. Two incommensurate subsystems build up 
CCO, one consisting of  CoO2 and one of  Ca2CoO3. The 
 CoO2 unit with a misfit-layered  CdI2 structure type alter-
nates with the  Ca2CoO3 unit with a cutout rocksalt-type 
structure.15 The incommensurate structure results from the 
same a but distinct b parameters of the two subsystems 
being stacked along the shared c-axis.16 As a result of the 
layered structure, anisotropic transport properties with 
favorable thermoelectric characteristics within the a–b-
plane emerge.17,18 BiCuSeO (BCSO) on the other hand 
is a layered oxyselenide with limited thermal stability up 
to 573 K in air.19 Its layered structure with alternating 
 Bi2O2 and  Cu2Se2 layers along the c-axis20 also results in 
highly anisotropic transport properties.21 Moreover, the 
anisotropy is even more pronounced in nanosheets because 
of the quantum confinement effect,22 which can improve 
the thermoelectric properties substantially.23 Despite its 
limited oxidation stability, the thermoelectric properties of 
BCSO result in a figure of merit above 1 when doped prop-
erly, mainly owing to a low thermal conductivity.24 Due to 
the oxidation tendency of BCSO, the combination of CCO 
with BCSO at the high sintering temperature of CCO in 
air is expected to result in reaction sintering accompanied 
by phase transformations. These phase transformations 
may result in ceramic composites with enhanced thermo-
electric properties. A selection of other reported materials 
for composite materials based on CCO are silver inclu-
sions,25,26 silver with polymer,27  NaxCoO2,28  NaxCoO2 with 
 Bi2Ca2Co2O9,29  La2NiO4,30  ZrO2

31,  Co3O4,32 or Fe with Ni 
 particles33 to name a few. Generally, the added heteroint-
erfaces in composite systems can lead to a decreased mean 
free path of phonons and hence a reduced thermal conduc-
tivity,34,35 although this depends on the added phases. The 
performance outcome after reaction sintering is difficult to 
predict, and changes of the transport properties in the com-
posites must be related to newly formed phases or altering 
compositions. Therefore, scanning electron microscopy 

(SEM), x-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis, thermogravi-
metric analysis (TGA), transmission electron microscopy 
(TEM), and energy-dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDXS) 
were used in this work to understand the changes of the 
CCO-BCSO system during and after sintering.

Experimental Procedures

Chemicals

The chemicals used included calcium cobaltite 
 (Ca3Co4O9, CerPoTech, Norway), bismuth nitrate hydrate 
[Bi(NO3)3⋅x   H2O, Alfa Aesar, 99.999%], selenourea 
[SeC(NH2)2, Alfa Aesar, 99%], copper nitrate hemipen-
tahydrate [Cu(NO3)2⋅2.5H2O, Aldrich Chemistry, ≥99.99%], 
potassium hydroxide (KOH, ≥  85%), sodium hydrox-
ide (NaOH, Carl Roth, ≥ 99%), and ethanol (Carl Roth, 
≥ 99.8%).

Synthesis

CCO and BCSO powders were used to form the ceramic 
composites. Pristine CCO powder was purchased from Cer-
PoTech (Tiller, Norway). Further processing of the CCO 
powder involved grinding in an agate mortar for 15 min 
and uniaxial pressing in a 16-mm die at 250 MPa and room 
temperature. The gained disks were sintered at 1173 K 
for 10 h with a heating rate of 2 K  min−1 and cooling rate 
of 10 K  min−1 under air. The sintered CCO was ground 
again and then ready to form composite mixtures. BCSO 
nanosheets were synthesized hydrothermally according 
to the instructions given by Samanta et al.36 The declared 
amounts of chemicals were added to a large 200-ml Teflon-
lined stainless-steel autoclave. To obtain the composites, 
washed BCSO and presintered CCO were mixed in an agate 
mortar at weight ratios of 5:95, 10:90, 20:80, and 30:70 for 
15 min. The pressing and sintering processes were analo-
gous to those described for pristine CCO.

Microstructure Analysis

Identification of phases and their purity was achieved by 
x-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis (Bruker AXS GmbH, 
Bruker D8 Advance) with Cu  Kα radiation. In situ measure-
ments were performed with an equipped heating chamber 
HTK1200N (Anton Paar). The heating and cooling rate as 
well as the total dwell time at 1173 K were programmed to 
be equal to the sintering conditions of the pressed disks. A 
synthetic air gas flow of 50 ml  min−1 was applied. Differ-
ences occurred because of the use of noncompacted powder 
and additional dwell times at lower temperature due to the 
measurement duration. Powder diffraction files from the 
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ICDD database were used to evaluate the measured XRD 
patterns for the following compounds:  Ca3Co4O9 (Miyazaki 
et al.15 and PDF 00-058-0661), CoO (PDF 01-071-1178), 
 Co3O4 (PDF 01-074-1657),  CaCo2O4 (PDF 00-051-1760), 
BiCuSeO (PDF 01-076-6689),  Bi2SeO2 (PDF 01-070-
1549),  Bi2O3 (PDF 01-075-4627), and  Ca3Co2O6 (PDF 
01-089-2466). The four-dimensional superspace group Cm 
(0 1 - p 0) (equivalent to Bm (0 0 � ) was used for CCO in 
accordance with  literature15,37,38 to account for the incom-
mensurate structure. Further analyses were carried out 
by electron microscopy. Cross-sections were prepared by 
embedding the samples in epoxy resin and applying a mul-
tistep polishing program completed by vibration polishing 
using a 50-nm  Al2O3 suspension. Elemental maps were 
obtained by scanning electron microscopy (SEM, JEOL 
JSM-7610FPlus) at 15 kV with two energy-dispersive x-ray 
spectrometers (EDXS, XFlash 6/60). Further analyses of the 
powders were conducted using a different SEM (JEOL JSM-
6700F) at 2 kV. Scanning transmission electron microscopy 
(STEM, JEOL JEM-2100F-UHR) equipped with EDXS 
(Oxford Instruments, INCA-200 TEM) was used to analyze 
the main phase CCO. High-resolution TEM (HRTEM) and 
selected-area electron diffraction (SAED) were carried out 
at 200 kV. Thermogravimetric characteristics were measured 
with a TGA/DSC3+ from Mettler Toledo at a heating rate 
of 2 K  min−1 and air flow of 20 ml  min−1. The density of 
the sintered disks was determined by using the Archimedes 
method (ISO 5018:1983) with isopropanol as fluid.

Thermoelectric Analysis

The electrical conductivity and Seebeck coefficient were 
measured perpendicular to the pressing direction by cutting 
the sintered disks into bars with length of 10 mm and width 
of 3 mm. The electrical conductivity was measured by the 
four-point probe method at equilibrium conditions within a 
horizontal three-heating-zone tube furnace (Carbolite Gero 
EVZ 12/450B). The Seebeck coefficient was determined by 
using a ProboStat A setup from NorECs with a vertical fur-
nace from Elite Thermal Systems Ltd. at equilibrium condi-
tions. Values were recorded after heating to the maximum 
temperature of 1073 K and cooling in steps of 100 K to room 
temperature with intermediate dwell times to maintain stable 
conditions. The measurement setup included Keithley mul-
timeters and LabVIEW data processing software.

Results and Discussion

CCO and BCSO powders were mixed to obtain the ceramic 
composites. The CCO was presintered and then ground to 
achieve higher crystallinity (compare the XRD and SEM 
measurements in Supplementary Fig. S1) and increased 

density (Fig. S2) in the sintered ceramics with positive 
effects on the electrical conductivity. Only presintered CCO 
powder was used for the composites. BCSO was synthesized 
hydrothermally with minor  Bi2SeO2 impurities, as proven by 
the XRD results in Supplementary Fig. S1a. The crystal hab-
itus of BCSO was examined by SEM, and nanosheets with 
thickness of approximately 50 nm and lateral extension of 
up to 1000 nm were observed (cf. Supplementary Fig. S1b).

As BCSO is not stable at high temperature in air, changes 
in the composition of the sintered CCO-BCSO composites 
were expected. Beginning with the EDXS analysis, the ele-
mental overlay maps in Fig. 1 provide more information on 
the resulting phases. The first difference between the CCO 
and the sample with 10 w.t% BCSO is the crystal growth of 
CCO to large plate-like particles with lateral size of roughly 
10 � m. This effect became even more pronounced with 
increasing BCSO amount and is likely caused by extensive 
restructuring of the CCO. Furthermore, a secondary cobalt 
oxide phase arises with particle size of approximately 1 � m 

Fig. 1  Cross-sectional EDXS elemental overlay maps of CCO and 
composites with 10 wt.%, 20 wt.%, and 30 wt.% BCSO. See Supple-
mentary Figs. S3–S10 for more details.
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for the sample with 10 wt.% BCSO. These cobalt oxide par-
ticles grew to size of up to 20 � m when the amount of BCSO 
was increased to 20 wt.% and 30 wt.%. A third phase of 
 Ca3Co2O6 emerged at 20 wt.% BCSO, which also incorpo-
rated cobalt oxide particles but did not show distinct crystal 
grains, which could indicate amorphous structure. Finally, 
a fourth phase of  Bi2O3 became obvious for the 30 wt.% 
sample, being located between the CCO grains. The phases 
were identified by evaluating the quantitative EDXS results 
in Fig. 2, based on the average value of five particles for each 
phase and mapping. All the cross-sectional EDXS mappings 
performed at various magnifications are shown in Supple-
mentary Fig. S3–S10. Note that no Se was detected in any 
of the composites, indicating evaporation or sublimation of 
a Se species during sintering.

The elemental composition of the CCO shows where Bi 
from the original BCSO remains. However, a doping limit 
seems to be reached at 20 wt.% BCSO as the amount of 
Bi does not increase further for the 30 wt.% sample. This 
explains the occurrence of the  Bi2O3:Co,Ca phase only for 
high amounts of BCSO because excess Bi cannot be incor-
porated into the CCO anymore. The substitution of Co with 
Bi in CCO leads to formation of  Co3O4/CoO:Cu,Ca.  Co3O4 
and cubic CoO are both thermodynamically stable cobalt 
oxides in air at room  temperature39,40 and cannot easily be 
distinguished by EDXS. Both phases can transfer revers-
ibly into each other depending on the oxidation or reduction 
conditions.40 At temperatures above 513 K in air, cubic CoO 
usually transforms rapidly into  Co3O4

39. As the composites 
were sintered for several hours at this temperature in air, one 
can assume that only  Co3O4 will be left. As the sintering 
temperature of 1173 K is slightly above the decomposition 
temperature of 1170 K for  Co3O4 into CoO,41 both oxides 
can be expected in the sintered ceramic. This is proven by 
the XRD patterns of the 20 wt.% and 30 wt.% BCSO sam-
ples shown in Supplementary Fig. S11, which clearly show 

the presence of CoO as well as  Co3O4 within the compos-
ites. Furthermore, the amount of Cu in the cobalt oxides 
clearly increased with the amount of BCSO introduced. As 
only Cu but no Bi was found in the cobalt oxides, initial 
formation of CoO can be concluded based on the oxida-
tion states of the metals, followed by partial oxidation to 
 Co3O4.  Ca3Co2O6 is a typical decomposition product of 
CCO,14 and its composition does not alter with increasing 
amounts of BCSO. Such decomposition could be caused by 
exothermic reactions during sintering, locally increasing the 
temperature above the decomposition temperature of CCO 
when agglomerates of BCSO are present. This is reasonable 
since the sintering temperature of 1173 K is close to the 
decomposition temperature of 1220 K.14 Another explana-
tion is oxidation and decomposition of BCSO during sinter-
ing. The oxygen required for the formation of oxides could 
be derived from CCO, facilitating decomposition of CCO. 
This is especially the case when atmospheric oxygen cannot 
move freely within the compacted disk during sintering. As 
cobalt oxides are also decomposition products of CCO, this 
further explains the growth of these particles for the samples 
with 20 wt.% and 30 wt.% BCSO.

To understand the process during reaction sintering, 
in situ XRD analysis of the powder with 20 wt.% BCSO 
and 80 wt.% CCO was performed in air. The results (Fig. 3) 
show the progression of the phases formed during the 
whole sintering process. Noteworthy changes in reflections 
are highlighted, and the CCO and BCSO reflections are 
indexed at the starting temperature of 303 K. As expected, 
the BCSO decomposes at 573 K, which becomes obvious 
when looking at the vanishing 102 and 200 reflections. With 
the decomposition of BCSO, formation of  Bi2O3 begins, and 
at 773 K, this phase even shows the most intense reflection 
of the composite (see 2� = 27.5◦ ). At 873 K, the bismuth 
oxide also decomposes until it completely disappears at 
1073 K. Another intermediate phase is CuO, which becomes 

Fig. 2  EDXS-based quantification of compounds occurring in pristine CCO and composites with 10 wt.%, 20 wt.%, and 30 wt.% BCSO. Values 
are averages from five different spots within the elemental mappings of Fig. 1.
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Fig. 3  In  situ powder XRD monitoring of reaction sintering of the 
sample containing 20 wt.% BCSO and 80 wt.% CCO. From top to 
bottom, the temperature increases from room temperature to the max-

imum temperature of 1173 K in steps of 100 K followed by cooling. 
Starting materials CCO and BCSO are indexed, and domains with 
noteworthy alteration are highlighted.
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distinct at 773 K but vanishes at the maximum tempera-
ture of 1173 K. No crystalline selenium phases apart from 
BCSO at the beginning could be detected at any temperature 
step. The diffraction pattern when first reaching 1173 K is 
almost identical to that after the full sintering duration of 
10 h, indicating that the phase transformations were com-
pleted. In the final product after sintering and cooling to 
303 K, mainly reflections of CCO remain, but the intensity 
ratio is shifted in comparison with sintered CCO disks (cf. 
Supplementary Fig. S11). The main reason for this is the 
random orientation of the powder in comparison with the 
preferred orientation after uniaxial pressing. It is also related 
to the growth process of CCO to large plate-like CCO parti-
cles as depicted in the EDXS mappings. The 0040 reflection 
of CCO first diminishes compared with the 0020 reflection 

until a temperature of 773 K is reached. At 873 K, the 0040 
reflection intensifies and becomes the most intense during 
sintering. This indicates massive rearrangement within the 
CCO during the heating process and is related to the inte-
gration of Bi and Cu into the CCO structure. Generally, a 
strong preferred orientation or even texture is beneficial for 
CCO, because of its better thermoelectric properties along 
the a–b-plane.17,18

Further information about the phases present during and 
after sintering was acquired by thermogravimetric analyses 
(Fig. 4a, b). The mass gain at 573 K can be attributed to 
the decomposition temperature of  BCSO19 as confirmed by 
in situ XRD analysis and suggests the formation of oxides. 
The maximum mass occurs at 773 K, where  Bi2O3 is the 
dominant crystalline phase according to the in situ XRD 

Fig. 4  Thermogravimetric analyses of unsintered powders and sin-
tered ceramics of pristine CCO and composites. (a, b) Mass change 
and temperature against the duration of the applied sintering method 

for the compound powders. (c, d) Mass change against the tempera-
ture for the sintered ceramics.
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analysis. The decomposition of  Bi2O3 between 873 K and 
973 K is accompanied by a mass loss of approximately 
1 wt.%. This mass loss is likely related to the incorporation 
of Bi into the CCO structure under release of oxygen. The 
most intense mass loss occurs between 973 K and 1173 K, 
being due to evaporation or sublimation of the Se species. 
As confirmed by the elemental mappings before, no Se 
was present in the sintered ceramics. Therefore, the loss of 
4 wt.% for the sample with 20 wt.% BCSO in Fig. 4b must be 
attributed to a Se species with Cu and Bi still present within 
the composites. Furthermore, CCO shows only a small loss 
of less than 0.5 wt.% in this region, which is an expected 
phenomenon and linked to the variable and temperature-
dependent amount of oxygen within the structure.42 For the 
samples with 5 wt.% to 20 wt.% BCSO, a plateau is reached 
at the sintering temperature of 1173 K, indicating that the 
reactions were completed and a stable composite resulted. 
However, the sample with 30 wt.% BCSO showed steady 
mass gain during the dwell time, indicating that oxygen was 
incorporated. As  Bi2O3 is only found in significant amounts 
in this sample after sintering, the mass gain is likely caused 
by its formation. To prove the stability and decomposition 
temperature of the sintered composites, further thermo-
gravimetric investigations were performed (Fig. 4c, d). Until 
1173 K, only a small loss of up to 1 wt.% occurs for all the 
composites and the CCO, which can be attributed to oxygen 
reordering in CCO. The decomposition of CCO occurs at 
roughly 1223 K, in good agreement with literature data.14 
For the composites, the decomposition temperature range 
widens due to the structural changes of CCO by incorpo-
rating Bi and Cu. Another mass loss is located at 1298 K, 
where  Ca3Co2O6 fully decomposes into calcium oxide and 
cobalt oxide, in agreement with  literature14. The presence 
of both steps in all the composites supports the assumption 
that CCO is still the main phase.

The CCO within the sample with 20 wt.% BCSO was fur-
ther investigated by TEM to verify its crystallinity after the 
growth to large plate-like particles. As shown in Fig. 5, the 
CCO showed high crystallinity as confirmed by the SAED 
results in Fig. 5b. No other phases or different orientations 
were observed for the investigated grain along the [0100] 
zone axis. The pairwise occurrence of reflections close to 
each other can be explained by microtwins, which have been 
observed for CCO previously.30 The high-resolution TEM 
results in Fig. 5c, d clearly show the stacking order along the 
c-axis, while the bright lines are associated with the  CoO2 
layers.43 The dimension of the c-axis at 11.00 Å is slightly 
larger in comparison with the value of 10.84 Å for pure 
CCO,15 which can be attributed to the incorporation of Bi 
into the structure. The ionic radius of  Bi3+ of 103 pm is 
clearly larger than the value of 0.55 pm for  Co3+, thus the 
expansion of the unit cell to some extent seems reasonable 
and further confirms the doping of CCO.

Based on the results of the analyses described so far, the 
outcome of reaction sintering of CCO and BCSO at different 
weight ratios is presented in Fig. 6. During the sintering pro-
cess, the BCSO oxidizes and the Se species leaves the com-
posite. While the CCO restructures and grows, Bi and Cu 
are incorporated and doped CCO results. The substituted Co 
and Ca form doped cobalt oxides with atmospheric oxygen. 
Further reactions occur for the same with 20 wt.% BCSO, 
where the CCO decomposition product  Ca3Co2O6:Bi,Cu 
appears. Finally,  Bi2O3:Co,Ca emerges at 30 wt.% BCSO 
as the solubility limits of Bi are reached within the CCO.

Finally, the thermoelectric properties in terms of the 
electrical conductivity and Seebeck coefficient were meas-
ured and are shown in Fig. 7. The electrical conductivity in 
Fig. 7a increases with the amount of BCSO until reaching 
a maximum of 144 S  cm−1 at 20 wt.% and 1073 K. The 
substantial decrease observed for the 30 wt.% sample is 
likely caused by the more dominant  Bi2O3 phase, which 
even at high temperature has a relatively low electrical 
conductivity below 1 S  cm−1.44 However, small amounts 
of  Bi2O3 between CCO grains have proven to be beneficial 
to the thermoelectric properties by decreasing the grain-
boundary resistivity.45 The noticeable increase in density 
for the 20 wt.% BCSO sample (Supplementary Fig. S2) 
could also be linked to the  Bi2O3 formation during the 
sintering process caused by liquification during sintering 

Fig. 5  Cross-sectional TEM characterization of the 20  wt.% BCSO 
sample. (a) STEM annular dark-field micrograph showing cross-
section of a CCO sheet and the investigated area for SAED. (b) 
SAED pattern of CCO along the [0100] zone axis. Reflections were 
indexed by the four-dimensional superspace group approach.15 (c, d) 
High-resolution TEM showing the stacking order along the crystal-
lographic c-axis and its dimension.
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and reducing the sintering temperature.46 Furthermore, 
the temperature dependence of the electrical conductiv-
ity increases with the amount of BCSO, which is also 
reflected in the Arrhenius plot in Supplementary Fig. S12 
and the corresponding rise of the activation energies. 
The general progression of the Seebeck coefficient with 

temperature is similar for all the investigated composites, 
but increased values can be noted despite the increasing 
electrical conductivity. This can be explained by the dop-
ing of CCO with Bi and Cu, which independently from 
each other have been proven to enhance the Seebeck 
coefficient and even the electrical conductivity.45,47 The 

Fig. 6  Schematic of reaction sintering between CCO and BCSO. Depending on the amount of BCSO added, different phases emerge.
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resulting power factor in Fig. 7c shows an improved value 
of 5.4 �W  cm−1  K−2 for 20 wt.% BCSO in comparison 
with 2.9 �W  cm−1  K−2 for double-sintered CCO and 2.37 �
W  cm−1  K−2 at 1073 K. Hence, the power factor is more 
than doubled. This becomes more obvious in the type I 
Ioffe plot in Fig. 7d. The plot of the power factor against 
the electrical conductivity summarizes the previous dia-
grams in Fig. 7a–c in one diagram. The improved power 
factor can clearly be attributed to the increase of the elec-
trical conductivity as the Seebeck coefficient does not alter 
significantly. As stated by  Narducci7, the power factor is 
an equally important value as the figure of merit zT for 

limitless energy sources, which are more likely to have 
high  temperature6.

Conclusions

Ca3Co4O9 and BiCuSeO were combined for the first time 
to create composites after reaction sintering. Presintering 
of  Ca3Co4O9 before use as a component enabled a higher 
density and increased electrical conductivity. As expected, 
the BCSO did not withstand the high sintering temperature 
of 1173 K in air, but the resulting reactions enabled in situ 

Fig. 7  Thermoelectric properties of sintered CCO and respective 
composites with 5 wt.%, 10 wt.%, 20 wt.%, and 30 wt% BCSO. (a) 
Electrical conductivity with maximum value for 20  wt.% BCSO at 
1073 K. (b) Seebeck coefficient with higher values for all investigated 

composites in comparison with pristine CCO. (c) Power factor with 
maximum values for the 20 wt.% BCSO sample. (d) Type I Ioffe plot 
showing the power factor against electrical conductivity, condensing 
the results of a–c into one clear graph.
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doping of  Ca3Co4O9 with Bi and Cu as well as the forma-
tion of other doped oxide phases. XRD, SEM, EDXS, TGA, 
and TEM analyses revealed the phases in the final ceramic 
composites and possible intermediates during sintering. The 
high-temperature stability of the sintered ceramics was con-
firmed by TGA. Overall, the composites with up to 20 wt.% 
BiCuSeO were superior to pristine  Ca3Co4O9 in terms of 
the thermoelectric power factor. Formation of unfavorable 
 Bi2O3 was observed at a share of 30 wt.% due to the solu-
bility limits in  Ca3Co4O9. The best power factor of 5.4 �
W  cm−1  K−2 was achieved for the 20 wt.% BiCuSeO sample 
at 1073 K because of a substantial increase of the electrical 
conductivity while maintaining a high Seebeck coefficient. 
This resulted in a value more than twice as high as that of 
pristine  Ca3Co4O9 and shows the great potential of these 
composite systems based on more subtle adjustment of the 
weight ratio in the future.

Supplementary Information The online version contains supplemen-
tary material available at https:// doi. org/ 10. 1007/ s11664- 021- 09336-2.
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Figure S1: a) XRD patterns of the hydrothermally synthesized BCSO powder, the pre-sintered 

CCO and the pristine CCO with indexed reflections. For the BCSO powder, the minor 

phase Bi2SeO2 is marked by the spot symbol and for pristine CCO the minor phase 

CaCo2O4 is identified marked by the diamond symbol. b) SEM micrographs of the 

BCSO nanosheets, the pre-sintered CCO and the pristine CCO. 
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Figure S2: Density of sintered CCO and respective BCSO composites in comparison to the 

measured value of 4.80 g·cm
-3

 [1] for single crystalline CCO. The values were 

determined by Archimedes method. 

 

[1]: M. Mikami, E. Guilmeau, R. Funahashi, K. Chong, D. Chateigner, Journal of Materials Research 

20 (2005) 2491-2497. DOI 10.1557/jmr.2005.0298 
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Figure S3: Overview cross-sectional SEM-EDXS analysis of the CCO matrix after sintering. a) 

Overlay EDXS mapping condensing the results from c-h. b) Sum spectrum of the 

elemental mapping with assigned peaks. c) Back-scattered electron (BSE) micrograph 

as basis for EDXS analysis. c-g) Elemental distributions of the respective elements 

Ca, Co, Cu, Bi and O. Oxygen accumulations are caused by Al2O3 nanoparticles 

introduced by vibration polishing and indicate porosity. 
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Figure S4: In-depth cross-sectional SEM-EDXS analysis of the CCO matrix after sintering. a) 

Overlay EDXS mapping condensing the results from c-h. b) Sum spectrum of the 

elemental mapping with assigned peaks. c) Back-scattered electron (BSE) micrograph 

as basis for EDXS analysis. c-g) Elemental distributions of the respective elements 

Ca, Co, Cu, Bi and O. Oxygen accumulations are caused by Al2O3 nanoparticles 

introduced by vibration polishing and indicate porosity. 
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Figure S5: Overview cross-sectional SEM-EDXS analysis of the composite ceramic with 10 wt% 

BCSO after sintering. a) Overlay EDXS mapping condensing the results from c-h. b) 

Sum spectrum of the elemental mapping with assigned peaks. c) Back-scattered 

electron (BSE) micrograph as basis for EDXS analysis. c-g) Elemental distributions of 

the respective elements Ca, Co, Cu, Bi and O. Oxygen accumulations are caused by 

Al2O3 nanoparticles introduced by vibration polishing and indicate porosity. 
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Figure S6: in-depth cross-sectional SEM-EDXS analysis of the composite ceramic with 10 wt% 

BCSO after sintering. a) Overlay EDXS mapping condensing the results from c-h. b) 

Sum spectrum of the elemental mapping with assigned peaks. c) Back-scattered 

electron (BSE) micrograph as basis for EDXS analysis. c-g) Elemental distributions of 

the respective elements Ca, Co, Cu, Bi and O. Oxygen accumulations are caused by 

Al2O3 nanoparticles introduced by vibration polishing and indicate porosity. 
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Figure S7: Overview cross-sectional SEM-EDXS analysis of the composite ceramic with 20 wt% 

BCSO after sintering. a) Overlay EDXS mapping condensing the results from c-h. b) 

Sum spectrum of the elemental mapping with assigned peaks. c) Back-scattered 

electron (BSE) micrograph as basis for EDXS analysis. c-g) Elemental distributions of 

the respective elements Ca, Co, Cu, Bi and O. Oxygen accumulations are caused by 

Al2O3 nanoparticles introduced by vibration polishing and indicate porosity. 
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Figure S8: In-depth cross-sectional SEM-EDXS analysis of the composite ceramic with 20 wt% 

BCSO after sintering. a) Overlay EDXS mapping condensing the results from c-h. b) 

Sum spectrum of the elemental mapping with assigned peaks. c) Back-scattered 

electron (BSE) micrograph as basis for EDXS analysis. c-g) Elemental distributions of 

the respective elements Ca, Co, Cu, Bi and O. Oxygen accumulations are caused by 

Al2O3 nanoparticles introduced by vibration polishing and indicate porosity. 
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Figure S9: Overview cross-sectional SEM-EDXS analysis of the composite ceramic with 30 wt% 

BCSO after sintering. a) Overlay EDXS mapping condensing the results from c-h. b) 

Sum spectrum of the elemental mapping with assigned peaks. c) Back-scattered 

electron (BSE) micrograph as basis for EDXS analysis. c-g) Elemental distributions of 

the respective elements Ca, Co, Cu, Bi and O. Oxygen accumulations are caused by 

Al2O3 nanoparticles introduced by vibration polishing and indicate porosity. 
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Figure S10: In-depth cross-sectional SEM-EDXS analysis of the composite ceramic with 30 wt% 

BCSO after sintering. a) Overlay EDXS mapping condensing the results from c-h. b) 

Sum spectrum of the elemental mapping with assigned peaks. c) Back-scattered 

electron (BSE) micrograph as basis for EDXS analysis. c-g) Elemental distributions of 

the respective elements Ca, Co, Cu, Bi and O. Oxygen accumulations are caused by 

Al2O3 nanoparticles introduced by vibration polishing and indicate porosity. 
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Figure S11: XRD patterns of the CCO/BCSO ceramic composites after sintering and surface 

polishing. Samples with a) 0 (CCO 1x sintered), 0 (CCO 2x sintered) and 5 wt% 

BCSO or b) 10, 20 and 30 wt% BCSO. Reflections of the respective compounds are 

indexed or else marked by the star symbol. 

 

 

Figure S12: a) Arrhenius plot of the electrical conductivity measurements and b) the calculated 

activation energies for the high-temperature and low-temperature regions. 
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3. Conclusions and Outlook

The focus of this thesis was the investigation of oxide-based composites and exploring
their possibilities for thermoelectric energy conversion. Ca3Co4O9 (CCO) was cho-
sen as a matrix material for the composites, because it is the best performing oxide
material to date in terms of thermoelectrics. Therefore, improving the thermoelectric
properties of this material is of great interest for the thermoelectric research commu-
nity.

As a first innovative concept, the introduction of microdimensional oxide sheets
with a plate-like crystal shape into composite systems was examined. Further-
more, relatively unusual materials for thermoelectrics, such as La2NiO4 (LNO) and
Na2Ca2Nb4O13 (NCNO), were used as mixing partners to widen the field of known
thermoelectric composites. A second concept followed a nanodimensional approach.
One route investigated the in-situ formation of nanocomposites by doping beyond
the solubility limit. As a result, a new triple-phase composite consisting of CCO,
NaxCoO2 (NCO) and Bi2Ca2Co2O9 (BCCO) was formed with an exceptionally high
power factor. Another route dealt with reaction sintering between BiCuSeO (BCSO)
nanosheets and a CCO matrix. The resulting multiphase composite achieved an re-
markable increase of the electrical conductivity and the power factor.

The most exceptional feature of oxides in comparison to other thermoelectric ma-
terials is their good stability at high temperature under air. Therefore, oxides are ex-
tremely important for actual applications, although competing material classes may be
more advanced at pushing the boundaries of power factor and figure-of-merit. To pro-
vide an overview of the relevant high-temperature materials, a review was composed
revitalizing Ioffe plots as a superb tool for evaluating thermoelectric properties. The
Ioffe plot is highlighting the often overlooked importance of the electrical conduc-
tivity and the power factor within thermoelectrics in comparison to the usual focus
on the energy conversion efficiency represented by the figure-of-merit. Based on the
observations of the review, CCO is the outstanding p-type oxide material for high-
temperature applications with enormous potentials for thermoelectric composites. As
commonly used additives such as silver were already sufficiently investigated, other
oxides such as LNO were chosen as a mixing partner.

The anisotropic transport properties of LNO with a high in-plane electrical con-
ductivity were the motivation for designing microdimensional sheets, which can ori-
entate during uniaxial pressing. Hence, the usage of a molten-flux synthesis to gain
the desired habitus was elaborated. The amount of water in the molten flux turned
out to be crucial to the crystal growth. Careful analysis by transmission electron
microscopy verified the occasional growth and the orientation relationship of higher
Ruddlesden-Popper phases on the surface of LNO caused by oxidizing reaction
species within the molten flux. Both, the solid-state route and the sol-gel process suc-
cessfully led to plate-like particles. While the sol-gel process resulted in a higher aspect
ratio, the solid-state route benefitted from a higher product purity. On that account,
the LNO of the solid-state route was chosen for further processing in a thermoelectric
composite.
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Sophisticated investigations of the microstructure and the composition of the CCO-
LNO composite revealed that both phases are not co-existing at the high sintering
temperature of 1173 K. Instead, the perovskite La(Co,Ni)3, the CCO decomposition
product Ca3Co2O6 and (Ni,Co)O were formed with favorable effects on the thermo-
electric properties. For low amounts of LNO, the electrical conductivity was enhanced
due to the perovskite phase, while the Seebeck coefficient was only slightly lowered.
The resulting increase of the power factor was accompanied by an altered thermal
conductivity of the composite in comparison to pristine CCO. Main reasons for this
effect are most likely additional phonon scattering at interfaces and a different ther-
mal conductivity of newly formed phases. Although the maximum figure-of-merit at
1073 K was similar for CCO and the best performing LNO-CCO composite, the higher
values at lower temperature for the composite resulted in a rise of 19% concerning the
average zT from 473 K to 1073 K. Therefore, this composite system is especially ben-
eficial for applications where the maximum temperature may vary or is rather below
1073 K.

In another composite system, the combination of NCNO with CCO was investi-
gated following the same approach as with LNO. However, in contrast to LNO, NCNO
is characterized by a very low electrical conductivity due to its large band gap and thus
large Seebeck coefficient. While the CCO-LNO composite should benefit from an
enhanced electrical conductivity, the CCO-NCNO composite should take advantage
of an increased Seebeck coefficient. This aim was successfully achieved by NCNO re-
acting to the perovskite Ca(Nb,Co)O3 during sintering and an in-situ cation exchange
between Nb from NCNO and Co from CCO. Again, low amounts of 1 wt% to 5 wt%
additive proved to be more efficient than higher amounts, indicating an optimum ratio
of matrix and additional phases for the transport properties. The increase of the See-
beck coefficient was accompanied by a diminishing electrical conductivity, but the
power factor could be increased nonetheless. As the thermal conductivity was low-
ered by the additional phases, the maximum figure-of-merit benefitted by about 18%
in comparison to pristine CCO. Since the Seebeck coefficient is included by square
within the power factor, changed values are more potent compared to the electrical
conductivity. Thus, not only the average zT as by LNO, but also the maximum zT
could effectively be enhanced in the CCO-NCNO system.

For the second concept, the size reduction of the introduced additives was consid-
ered. In a review comprising oxide nanosheets, the synthesis methods and advantages
such as the quantum confinement effect of nanodimensional sheets were emphasized.
Difficulties of extending the extraordinary transport properties of two-dimensional
oxides to bulk materials were approached by two different routes. The first route
followed an in-situ formation of a CCO-NCO-BCCO triple phase ceramic emerged by
heavy doping. The thermal stabilization of the thermoelectrically auspicious NCO
within the CCO matrix led to a high electrical conductivity and the BCCO could
increase the Seebeck coefficient simultaneously. As a result, the power factor could
be more than doubled, even when the figure-of-merit was not increased. However,
this is not necessarily a drawback considering the importance of the power factor for
high-temperature applications.

As a second route of the nanodimensional approach, reaction sintering between
CCO and BCSO was investigated. Before mixing the compounds, the pristine CCO
was improved regarding electrical conductivity and density by using a double sintering
method. As expected, the BCSO was not stable in air at high temperature and de-
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composed completely. Various oxides were formed as a consequence during the sinter-
ing process, but doped cobalt oxides Co3O4/CoO:Cu,Ca and doped CCO:Bi,Cu were
identified as main phases in the final composites. Depending on the initial amount of
BCSO, the crystal growth of CCO and the additional phases was intensified. The elec-
trical conductivity increased with the BCSO amount up to 20 wt%, until the solubility
limit of Bi within CCO was reached and the formation of Bi2O3 became prevalent.
The Seebeck coeffcient remained stable or even slightly increased in comparison to
pristine CCO. Hence, the power factor was increased by 127% compared to pristine
CCO as a consequence of in-situ doping of CCO and the formation of additional oxide
phases.

Comparing all four investigated systems, the one involving the triple-phase
nanocomposite was able to reach the highest power factor, most likely due to doping
and the embedding of NCO. The systems involving ex-situ microdimensional or nano-
dimensional sheets, on the other hand, highlighted the reactivity of CCO and the new
possibilities coming along with it. While it is difficult to predict the outcome of adding
comparable oxide materials, LNO and NCNO clearly showed the prospects of simulta-
neously modifying the power factor as well as the figure-of-merit by reaction sintering.
The potential of in-situ doping by introducing a thermally unstable compound was
demonstrated with BCSO and a power factor comparable to the triple-phase nanocom-
posite was reached. Note that undoped CCO was used for the systems with ex-situ
addition of plate-like additives to clarify the reaction characteristics, wherefore further
improvements are expected for doped CCO within thermoelectric composites in the
future. Even a combination of microdimensional and nanodimensional sheets or other
nanostructures is conceivable, resulting in all-scale hierarchical structures. Hereby, the
conducted research may function as a foundation stone for thermoelectric composites
utilizing reaction sintering as a prospective method.
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